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Abstract	
"

Millelire -1.000 lire- is the name given to a provocative paperback series 
created by the Roman publisher Marcello Baraghini in 1990. Millelire are 
miniature books (15 x 10.5 cm) bound with simple, two-colour paper covers 
and held together by two staples. They contain, on average, sixty-four pages 
and are sold for the minimal price of 1.000 lire (one Australian dollar). 
Through publishing Millelire, Baraghini aspires to offer a publishing 
alternative. I maintain he does this in two ways. First, through his publishing 
policies, and second, by proposing an idealistic cultural politics.	

"
The Millelire publishing phenomenon will be investigated by applying the 
methodology of book history. The term 'revolution' has been applied on many 
occasions to describe Baraghini's Millelire initiative. It has two connotations. 
First, as a term that is appropriate to the politicised marketing language 
Baraghini uses to promote his series,  and second, as a means to describe the 
sharp impact of these little books on the Italian book market and reading 
practices. My objective is to determine whether the Millelire publishing 
initiative and its impact on the Italian book market and reading public are 
significant enough to warrant the notion of a 'revolution' in publishing.	

"
I conclude that Millelire do not represent a political 'revolution' which is 
capable of overthrowing the Italian status quo. Yet the Millelire series has 
challenged the dominant practices and products of Italian publishing. 
Baraghini has therefore fallen short of his utopian aspirations. But for Italy's 
paperback sector, the Millelire episode exemplifies an 'alternative' and 
innovative publishing policy which has created a new Italian book market 
category: 'I supereconomici'. Baraghini's series has significant implications for 
those scholars interested in exploring innovations in contemporary paperback 
publishing policy and current changes in reading practices.	


"
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Chapter 1 	


"
 Millelire:  A significant  publishing alternative?	


"
1.1	
 Introducing the Millelire initiative	


Millelire - 1,000 lire - is the name given to a provocative paperback series 

created by the militant publisher Marcello Baraghini. The series was officially 

introduced onto the Italian book market in 1990.  Millelire are miniature 1

books (15 x 10.5 cm) bound with simple, two-colour paper covers and held 

together by two staples. They contain, on average, sixty-four pages and are 

sold for the minimal price of 1.000 lire (one Australian dollar). The catalogue 

comprises an unusual mix of controversial titles and genres, including erotic 

horror, manuals on how to grow drugs, travel guides and the perhaps more 

'traditional' Ancient Greek classics such as Epicurus’s A Guide to Happiness  

(Lettera sulla felicità). 	


"
The Millelire series is published by Stampa Alternativa, a small independent 

publishing house established by Baraghini in Rome in 1970. The logo for 

Stampa Alternativa in the Millelire colophon is a hand offering a marijuana 

leaf, representing the controversial image of Stampa Alternativa. Through 

publishing Millelire, Baraghini aspires to offer a publishing alternative. He 

does this in two ways. First, through his publishing policies,  and second, by 

proposing an idealistic cultural politics. He maintains:	


"
L 'alternativa oggi è quindi tra il libro come pura merce 
indifferenziata o il libro come spazio di libertà. 
(Baraghini, in Soraci, 1992a:  14)	
"

This statement demonstrates Baraghini’s dual personality as publisher and 

political idealist. The series' catalogue and marketing discourse present  the 

Baraghini published 4 Millelire titles at the end of 1989 as an experiment. See the Appendix 1.1
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book as 'a space of freedom', providing not only a counter cultural and counter 

informational alternative, but an 'alternative to the monopoly powers of 

publishing in Italy today' (Baraghini Interview, 1996). In order to establish 

whether Millelire offers a significant 'publishing alternative' to the dominant 

powers of Italian publishing, I will explore some of the commercial, cultural 

and political debates that emerged in the Italian paperback market after the 

launch of Baraghini's series. 	


"
1.2	
 Millelire: The central issues	


The Millelire publishing initiative was hotly debated in 1992 and 1993 in the 

series' early and, perhaps, most active phase. The novelty of these little books 

provoked conflicting responses by specialists in the Italian book market such 

as Luigi Peresson and Giuliano Vigini, by writers and literary intellectuals 

including Matteo Capitani and Vittorio Spinazzola, by booksellers like 

Luciano Mauri, and by paperback publishers including Elvira Sellerio and 

Romani Montroni. As a point of departure I categorise the actual responses 

which have been advanced in the Italian book market and summarise the 

polemics generated by the Millelire initiative. The responses can be mapped 

into three broad categories. These are professional, commercial and politico-

cultural.	


"
The first response can be termed professional, and touches on some of the 

actual publishing strategies involved in paperback production. The following 

are comments by the Sicilian publisher Elvira Sellerio, who is critical of 

Millelire from an aesthetic point of view:	


"
ll libro deve soddisfare certe esigenze estetiche, deve 
avere una bella forma, una stampa nitida, e via dicendo: 
possiamo conciliare questi requisiti essenziali con un 
costo di copertina minimo? Prendiamo i Millelire di 
Baraghini: sono una invenzione geniale, ma possiamo 

"
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definirli libri? o non piuttosto opuscoli? (Sellerio, in 
Fiori, 1992:  25)	
"

Sellerio's criticisms are directed at the physical presentation and format of 

Millelire. She views Millelire's innovative format as aesthetically vulgar. From 

a publisher's standpoint, it appears, quality of content is not the only priority 

for book presentation. Indeed, the presentation of Millelire has offended 

booksellers, publishers and writers more than their provocative content, to the 

extent that they question whether Millelire are 'true books' or merely 

pamphlets. This question will be examined not as part of a broader debate on 

the definition and future of books, but by means of a case study in Chapter 4, 

where I will describe the context of how the physical attributes of the series 

are relevant to Baraghini's publishing policy.	


"
A second set  of concerns can be categorised as commercial. Baraghini 

proclaims:	


"
Credo molto ai Millelire, non solo da un punto di vista 
di successo commerciale: sono certo che la collana 
possa rappresentare una svolta nel costume editoriale e 
culturale del nostro paese. (Baraghini, in Soraci, 1992a: 
14)	
"

It is through the Millelire series that Baraghini claims to transcend commercial 

objectives and provide a non-profit model of 'alternative publishing'. Yet, 

despite his claim to the contrary, these mini-books at the minimal price of 

1.000 lire can produce profit for Baraghini. Furthermore, juxtaposed with 

these commercial returns are political claims. In the case study in Chapter 4. I 

will argue that Baraghini endeavours to deny commercial objectives in an 

anarchistic protest against the monopoly of mainstream publishers.	


"

"
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The writer Matteo Capitani, like Baraghini, regrets that the market reduces 

books to mere commercial objects:	


"
È triste che i libri, veicoli di cultura, vengano considerati 
dagli editori come scarpe, oggetti sottomessi alla logica 
di business, intesi soltanto come fonte di guadagno. Ho 
disistima di questi editori che altro non sono che 
commercianti, produttori e venditori di merci libri come 
coltelli da cucina. (Matteo Capitani, Roma. Il Venerdì di 
Repubblica, 14 giugno 1995)	
"

This preoccupation is familiar. Gian Carlo Ferretti (1983: 129-33), for 

instance, claims that the book should be treated as a sacred object and 

prioritised over other commercial products.  In Chapter 3, I address such 2

claims and ask whether Millelire books are any different from other 

commercial objects. After all, Millelire's symbolic price has been provocative 

in the paperback industry and influential on readers' consumption habits.	


"
The third example concerns cultural politics and illustrates how Baraghini has 

infiltrated political ideals into the field of commercial publishing.   The 3

publisher is using Millelire as a vehicle for political aspirations by advocating 

an explicit counter-cultural role for Stampa Alternativa:	


"
La nostra cultura è basata sulla normalità. Siamo 
diventati come scimmie passive, che mangiano, 
dormono, e parlano. La politica e la società aspirano di 
vendere la normalità, ma ora pubblichiamo e leggiamo i 

"

See Ferretti (1983: 129-33) 'Il testo come prodotto'. For a counter argument see P. Curwen (1986: 2

5-9) 'Are books consumer products', in The World Book Industry, London, Euromonitor.

Cascavilla (1991: 10) defines 'idealisti' as the publisher who 'vive nel mondo più totale la sua 3

iniziativa come una missione, senza quasi altro scopo che fare bel libro'. Yet Baraghini might be 
viewed as commercial and competitive; he is 'In grado di riscontra sempre un'idea editoriale di fondo 
molto precisa' (Cascavilla, 1991: 10).
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Millelire per combattere la normalità. (Baraghini 
Interview, 1996)	
"

Baraghini aspires to have Millelire overthrow the 'norms' of Italian culture. 

Whether this utopian ambition has been achieved will be considered in the 

case study and in the conclusions to the thesis. 	


"
To judge from Baraghini's marketing language, the question of Millelire's 

significance has at times been posed in an extreme manner, to the extent that 

the Millelire phenomenon has been considered a 'revolution' in publishing on 

many occasions. The following proclamation is included in all Millelire titles 

and the Millelire catalogue: 'Millelire è assai più di una collana di tascabili: è 

una moderna idea di rivoluzione editoriale per fare fronte alle sfide di libertà 

di questo fine secolo'. Moreover, Baraghini insists that the series has created a 

wider political and cultural revolution in Italy today. In an interview for 

Corriere di Viterbo he states: 'il paese è cambiato anche grazie ai nostri 

Millelire. Si è riattivato quello che io chiamo il meccanismo dell’intelligenza. 

Siamo di fronte ad una rivoluzione culturale, fatta di riattivazione dei 

meccanismi critici individuali' (Baraghini, in Galeotti, 1993a: 3).	


"
The term has also been used to describe the sharp impact of these little books 

on the Italian book market. At least one senior commentator on the Italian 

book industry considers Millelire significant enough to constitute a 'publishing 

revolution'. In his report on the present and future of the paperback in Italy, 

Giuliano Vigini (1995b: 205) describes the Millelire phenomenon as 'la terza 

rivoluzione del tascabile'. Nor is he alone in his judgement. In the publishing 

and book trade journal La Rivisteria, Bea Marin (1993a: 22) described 

Marcello Baraghini and Vittorio Avanzini (founder of Newton Compton 

publishers) in the following manner: 'insieme hanno creato una vera e propria 

rivoluzione del mercato librario'. 	


"
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Finally, the revolutionary impact of the Millelire series appears in the Garzanti 

Encyclopedia:	


"
Millelire Stampa Alternativa fondata a Roma da 
Marcello Baraghini nel 1992 deriva il nome dal prezzo 
di vendita dei 'tascabili' con cui ha rivoluzionato il 
mercato editoriale. (Voce della Piccola Enciclopedia 
Garzanti, 1995)	
"

The notion of a revolution in publishing is ambitious and needs to be 

considered with caution, yet it helps to identify an underlying question: How 

significant is this publishing initiative for the Italian book trade and reading 

public in the 1990s?	


"
1.3	
 Millelire: the questions.	


'In definitiva, il fenomeno dei "millelire" va considerato come uno degli eventi 

più significativi della nostra società letteraria negli ultimi anni' (Clerici, in 

Spinazzola, 1994a: 314).  Clerici's claim prompts the following questions to 4

be addressed in this project. The central question is: What is the significance 

of the Millelire publishing initiative for the Italian book trade and reading 

public in the 1990s? This question provides a conceptual framework to 

approach the professional, commercial and politico-cultural debates regarding 

paperback policy and reading practices which arose after the launch of 

Baraghini's Millelire series. 	


"
Dividing the task into two parts enables me to investigate the significance of 

Millelire in two ways. Part One will explore paperback policy in the Italian 

paperback market. Part Two will adopt a cultural perspective, applying a 

"
Further comments which are relevant to describing the significance of Millelire are provided by 4

Gianni Turchetta (1992: 182), who defines Millelire mini-books as 'geniali', and Fabio Gambaro 
(1993a: 169) who believed the series to be 'la trovata editoriale di questi ultimi anni'.
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'history of reading' method to explore how the Millelire may have affected 

Italian reading practices.	


"
Four subsidiary questions follow:	


"
1. What is the significance of the Millelire initiative for Marcello Baraghini? 	


"
The question of Millelire's significance for Baraghini himself needs to be 

considered separately. To explore the question, I shall draw on my Interview 

with the publisher, on examples of marketing and promotional material 

utilised by Stampa Alternativa in the 1995 Millelire Catalogue, and on 

analysis of a number of Millelire titles.	


"
2. How has the Millelire publishing initiative modified professional, 

commercial and cultural practices in the Italian book market in the 1990s?	


"
According to specialists in the Italian publishing industry such as Vigini 

(1999, 40-42; 1995a: Unpaginated), Peresson (1995a: Unpaginated), Turchetta 

(1994: 212) and Spinazzola (1994b: 225), the Millelire initiative has 

influenced publishers and booksellers to change their publishing, printing and 

marketing strategies. It has also influenced readers to modify their modes of 

reading. My task, then, is to determine in what ways and to what extent 

Millelire has modified paperback publishing policy and reading practices. 	


"
3. What is the relationship between Baraghini's idealistic publishing scheme 

and Millelire's actual impact on the Italian book market?	


"
Given Baraghini's ideal notions of Millelire as representing a revolution in 

publishing, it is necessary to determine whether the actual impact of Millelire 

"
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on Italy's book market and reading public has lived up to his visionary 

publishing mission.	


"
4. What lessons have been learned in applying book history to Millelire as a 

contemporary publishing phenomenon?	


"
It will be a matter of addressing the extent to which a cultural and historical 

methodology (predominantly applied to the book in past history) proves useful 

in exploring this contemporary publishing phenomenon. 	


"
1.4	
 Outline of  argument and thesis structure	


The thesis has Two Parts. Both are divided into five chapters.	


"
Part One establishes the research questions and offers description of Italian 

paperback policy in the context of the Italian book market. The book market 

policy features of economic paperbacks, Millelire and some super-economic 

publishers will be outlined. Central to Part One is the case study on Stampa 

Alternativa and the Millelire series. The development of the argument through 

the five chapters of Part One is as follows:	


"
Chapter 1 has introduced the Millelire initiative and outlined the central issues 

provoked by the series in the early 1990s. 	


"
Chapter 2 proposes the methodological framework adopted for investigating 

the significance of the Millelire phenomenon. The book history field will be 

explained through refining Robert Darnton's model of the 'communications 

circuit', prior to applying it in Chapter 4. 	


"
Chapter 3 establishes a framework of categories for discussing paperback 

publishing policy in the Italian book market. It will begin with a background "
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history of what Vigini (1995b: 205) has described as the first two revolutions 

in Italian paperback publishing: Rizzoli's 'BUR' series, and Mondadori's Oscar 

series. After describing these 'economic' paperbacks, I will investigate issues 

discussed at the Scuola per librai  conference: Il libro tascabile: Mercato 

finito o mercato infinito? The categories of paperback publishing policy will 

then be applied to the Millelire case study in Chapter 4.	


"
In Chapter 4, Stampa Alternativa's publishing initiative is the object of a case 

study. The aim is to explore Baraghini's political/commercial character at the 

same time as establishing the publishing policy for Millelire. By 

contextualising Millelire politically and culturally from its birth in 1989/90, 

the publishing environment confronted by the Millelire can be described, 

including some of the 'successful' titles for the series. Finally,  drawing some 

conclusions from the case study helps assess whether the series represents a 

publishing alternative from a policy perspective.	


"
Chapter 5 reconsiders the significance of Millelire for the Italian paperback 

and book industry. In particular I will investigate the notion that Millelire has 

generated the 'super-economic publishing phenomenon'. Aspects of Millelire 

publishing policy may have motivated other publishers to create books with a 

miniature format and a minimal price. 	


"
Part Two determines the impact of the Millelire series on Italian reading 

practices. Applying 'a history of reading' method to the behaviour of the Italian 

reading public in the 1990s, I argue that the Millelire phenomenon has 

practical implications for readers, for instance as a cultural incentive for the 

promotion of books and reading in Italy today.  	


"
Chapter 6 develops a 'history of reading method' from an interview between 

the cultural historian, Roger Chartier, and the journalist Fabio Gambaro. "
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Chartier’s historical framework for the study of reading practices enables 

distinctions to be made between reading history and reading theory. His 

methodology will provide a useful set of categories for exploring the 

behaviour of Millelire's reading public in Italy.	


"
Chapter 7 explores some of the broader intellectual debates about reading in 

Italy, with an emphasis on published literature advocating readers' 'right to 

read'. The point of departure is Luciano Ferrieri's Il lettore a(r)mato, published 

for the Millelire series in 1993. Such 'rights' discourse is relevant for 

Baraghini's vision of an ideal and militant reading public of 'lettori armati', but 

may prove inadequate for mapping a reading history of the actual audience for 

Millelire.	


"
Chapter 8 considers further 'ideal' models of the potential reading public 

propounded in Baraghini's politicised marketing language to 'democratise' 

reading. I will outline how Millelire readers can participate in Baraghini's 

publishing laboratory through the 'Cantiere Millelire' forum and through 

practising 'critical' reading.	


"
Chapter 9 provides some instances of the cultural practices of Millelire 

readers and illustrates how Millelire has affected readers' comportments and 

lifestyles. Examples of such practices will include 'la lettura interstiziale' and 

reading Lettera sulla felicità  to achieve happiness. 	


"
Chapter 10 considers cultural tendencies which categorise readers' behaviour 

and map readers' consumption habits. From an overview of the young Italian 

reading public, I identify possible connections with Millelire's actual reading 

public. It is not possible to be definitive on the extent to which the evidence 

pertaining to the reading practices of young Italian readers equates with 

Baraghini's expectations for an ideal reading public. Nevertheless, I will "
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attempt to determine whether Millelire has contributed to an increase in the 

number of readers who read literature in Italy in the 1990s.	


"
Throughout the thesis, my interview with Marcello Baraghini will provide a 

major source. The interview offers, first, useful information about the 

publisher's 'alternative' publishing policies. Second, it provides insight into 

Baraghini's radical objectives in publishing Millelire. Further information 

pertaining to paperback and super-economic publishing policy and debates can 

be drawn from the catalogues and promotional materials of Stampa 

Alternativa, together with Italian publishing journals such as Giornale della 

Libreria  and La Rivisteria.	


"

"
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Chapter 2	


"
Book history and the Millelire project:  Refining an approach.	


"
2.1	
 Book history as an interdisciplinary approach	


Book history is an interdisciplinary approach to exploring the status of the 

book in history. In contrast to bibliography, it considers the book's impact on 

'society'. It is a field which includes all of the technical and cultural factors 

that facilitate the production, distribution and reception of the book. Chisick 

(1992:1) posits that 'a book is more than its text. How any genre of literature is 

produced or distributed, whom it is intended for and who reads it are integral 

parts of the history of any kind of writing'. Book historians, in examining the 

material circumstances of books as physical objects, draw their information 

from an array of specialists, ranging from academics like cultural historians to 

specialists in authorship, print production, bibliography, and the book industry. 

For Darnton (1987: 33), the book historian has a multiplicity of tasks in 

keeping up with latest in bibliography, library science, literary criticism, 

sociology, history and economics. The interdisciplinary scope of book history 

may seem overwhelming. What is more, this relatively recent approach is still 

defining (and disputing) its boundaries (McKenzie, in Davidson, 1992: 298).  	
5

"
But despite methodological differences, book history has been enlisted in the 

present project for three reasons. First, the point of departure for the current 

"

For example, in June of 1996, a debate on the SHARP (Society for the History of Authorship, 5

Reading and Publishing) history list showed that some scholars are advocates of the inclusion of 
critical literary theory in the book history method. SHARP member Sherry Lincon argued that a 
reading history is inseparable from reader response theories, and some book history scholars would 
like to see book history become a theory taught in Universities. But McKenzie (in Davidson, 1992: 
299) helps justify my exclusion of theory from this project. He observes that 'simply in terms of utility 
to others, since bibliographers [and book historians] have much more to tell from their knowledge of 
the making and use of books, such a focus now seems too narrow to meet the changed need of critical 
inquiry in the academy' (my emphasis). My response to this comment is that 'too narrow' is not 
problematic but helps to limit the present task. I will discuss this methodological decision to 
distinguish reading history from reading theories further in Chapter 6.
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study is the Millelire book as a physical object and a novel publishing 

initiative, rather than a literary text. By describing the circumstances of the 

publication of Millelire, and by taking Millelire's format seriously, a book 

history approach enables me to appreciate the policies deployed for the 

production, dissemination and reception of Millelire within the historical 

scheme of Italian paperback publishing. Millelire's miniature format represents 

a contemporary innovation of the paperback in Italy. The physical format of 

the series has provoked much debate in the Italian book market, as noted in 

Chapter 1. Focussing on Millelire's format shifts the attention from content, 

and instead prompts practical questions about Millelire paperback policy and 

their material circumstances akin to those posed by book historians such as 

Elizabeth Eisenstein, Natalie Zemon Davis, Roger Chartier, Robert Darnton, 

Armando Petrucci, Jonathan Rose and David Hall pertaining to the social, 

technological, and cultural aspects of the book and the practicalities and 

policies of the book trade.  	
6

"
Second, book history considers the utility of books  (Adams & Barker, 1993: 

9).  It therefore helps distinguish this project from ways of studying and 7

interpreting texts traditionally associated with critical theory and discourse 

analysis. Martyn Lyons draws this distinction:	


"
Book history produces a version of literary history quite 
different from those of aestheticians and literary critics. The 
book historian focuses on the publisher and the reader, rather 
than the printer and the author. The production of books must 
be seen as an industry [. . . ]. The social role of the book must 

"

 See Eisenstein (1979, 1981 & 1983), Davis (1981), Chartier (1987, 1988, 1994, 1995a, & 1995b), 6

Darnton (1983, 1985, 1987, & 1990), Petrucci (1987 & 1988), Rose (1994) and Hall (1996).

 I have chosen books, rather than texts because the notion of the text has a connotation of textual and 7

hermeneutic criticism, a practice in critical literary theory which is not my immediate concern. In 
order to make my particular book history approach clear, then, I make this terminological distinction. 
For a further discussion on this distinction between books and texts see R. Simone 'The body of the 
text', in Nunberg (1996: 239-242) and Chapter 6 of this thesis.
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be analysed by studying its market, methods of distribution 
and ultimately its reception. (Lyons, 1992: 1)	
"

This project is concerned with precisely what Martyn Lyons suggests. In 

adopting the approach of the book historian to investigate the significance of 

Millelire for the Italian book and reading market, I depart from the study of 

Millelire as texts in favour of a more historical and descriptive study, focusing 

on Millelire's miniature format and the series' readership, the cultural policies 

of Baraghini and the super-economic publishing industry. 	


"
The interdisciplinary field of book history offers a further methodological 

advantage. It allows the Millelire publishing initiative and its impact on 

'literary society' to be viewed in a pluralistic mode that does not reduce to a 

purely empirical, economic, sociological, mass-media studies, or Italian book 

market analysis.  Unlike Giuliano Vigini (1995a), Luigi Peresson (1995a) and 8

Paola Di Giampaolo (1996a), my deployment of book history in this project 

takes into account the complex cultural practices and consequences of an 

'alternative' publishing venture for the Italian book market and the reading 

public.	


"
2. Darnton’s model and 'Millelire' : Applications, limits and lesson	


For a framework for this project, I shall turn to the cultural historian Robert 

Darnton and his early much quoted essay: 'What is the History of Books’?   9

The heterogeneous task of the book historian is made apparent because 

Darnton acknowledges all of the practitioners involved in what he terms the 

"

This is my brief summary of the Italian responses to the initiative evident in some of the dominant 8

literature on Millelire. See for example, Il  libro tascabile: Mercato finito o infinito? , Venezia, 1995 
and in particular contributions by the delegates Vigini and Peresson. Also see Gambaro (1993a), 
Clerici (1994), Spinazzola (1994b), Fiori (1992), Soraci (1992a), Bohlen (1996) and Di Giampaolo 
(1996a).

 This essay was first published in Daedulus, Summer, 1982: 65-83. It also appears in K. E. Carpenter 9

(ed.) (1983: 3-26) and Darnton (1990: 107-135).
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'communications circuit'. In outlining his 'holistic' framework for the life cycle 

of the book, Darnton focuses on the function of 'people' in the 'social history 

of communication' (Adams & Barker, 1993: 12). His model depicts the 

process of the book (from its manuscript form to its ultimate reception) as a 

continuing circuit from author to publisher to printer to shipper to bookseller 

to reader:	


Printed books generally pass through roughly the same 
life cycle. It could be described as a communications 
circuit that runs from the author to publisher, the printer, 
the shipper, the bookseller and the reader. The reader 
completes the circuit, because he influences the author 
both before and after the act of composition. Book 
history concerns each phase of this process as a whole, 
in all its variations over space and time and all its 
relations with other systems, whether  economic,  social,  
political or cultural. (Darnton, 1983: 5-7)	


 	

	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 (Darnton, 1983: 6).	
"

"
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Darnton's model can be said to fill 'the hole in literary sociology'  because it 10

recognises the under-estimated practitioners in the publishing industry. For a 

book to be produced, disseminated and received, it has to pass through the 

various agents in the book publishing industry whose activities constitute the 

'communications circuit'. Darnton also acknowledges that the history of the 

book allows for the 'interplay between external forces and the various 

processes through which the book goes' (Adams & Barker, 1993: 10). This is a 

useful acknowledgment when the task is to describe the Italian publishing 

industry and the broader political-cultural context of Millelire and super-

economic paperback production. 	


"
To what extent might each phase of the circuit be helpful in describing 

Baraghini's publishing policy ? I have selected the following elements in the 

communication circuit as being appropriate for the Millelire Case Study: 	


"
Authors	


According to Darnton (1983: 15), 'Despite the proliferation of biographies of 

great writers, basic conditions of authorship remain obscure for most periods 

of history'. In the present project, the 'obscurity' of the conditions of authorship 

will be clarified by selecting one issue from the list of questions that Darnton 

proposes. The focus is on the relationship between publishers and authors or, 

more specifically, Baraghini and his authors. The aim in the case study below 

is to answer four questions. First, what authors are selected for Millelire 

publication? Second, what are the publisher's policies on 'external' factors' 

such as copyright and author's rights? Third, what is the relationship between 

Millelire authors and their readers? Fourth and finally, what does the selection 

of authors indicate about the potential reading public for Millelire? 	


"

"See Sutherland (1988).10
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Publishers	


Darnton (1983: 15) proposes that there is room for research to into the key role 

of publishers. The focus for the Millelire case study is on identifying 

motivations of Baraghini the publisher. These motivations, as noted in the 

introduction, are professional, commercial and political. They prompt 

reflection on Darnton's question: How did publishers 'draw up contracts with 

his authors, negotiate with political authorities, handle finances, supplies and 

publicity' (Darnton, 1983: 16)? I will consider to what extent Baraghini's 

publishing policies can be considered to be 'alternative'.	


"
Printing 	


Printing is treated separately from publishing as it designates a shift from the 

policies of publishing to the practices of book production. The focus is 

technical, outlining the technological processes and economic decisions 

involved in Millelire production. The cost for Millelire production and 

printing methods and presses used for their production will also be described. 

Furthermore, I will describe the presentation of particular paperback series to 

establish how many pages there are, what their format is, and what paper they 

are printed on. And finally, I will determine whether Millelire's miniature 

format and publishing conditions create limits or advantages for both 

publishers and readers. The 'alternative' production strategies utilised for the 

publication of Millelire may have led to transformations in printing techniques 

and strategies for the Italian paperback in general.	


"
Distributors  	


'Books are sold as commodities everywhere and the bookseller is their cultural 

agent' (Darnton, 1983: 18). Baraghini has organised channels of distribution 

for Millelire 'alternative' to the traditional bookshop. Again, the distributional 

mechanisms for the Millelire have been quite innovative compared to other 

paperback series. However it remains to be asked how booksellers have "
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responded to the Millelire initiative and determine whether they consider the 

series a successful commercial initiative.	


"
External factors	


Darnton (1983: 6) considers political and legal sanctions, intellectual 

influences and publicity as external factors that cannot be separated from the 

book publication process. In the context of publishing Millelire these factors 

might include Baraghini's treatment of copyright, his means of cultivating 

critical intellectuals and the publisher's marketing image. Should these forces 

be considered as being external to Millelire's publishing policies? 	


"
Readers 	


Darnton's (1983: 18-21) stance on readers is a mixed one. He draws from both 

cultural history (in his appraisal of reading habits) and critical theories of 

reading (in his description of the tension between the constraints of texts and 

the liberties of readers). However, cultural history comes to the forefront: 

'despite a considerable literature on its psychology, phenomenology, textology, 

and sociology, reading remains mysterious'. He adds that 'the inner experience 

of ordinary readers will always elude us, but at least we should be able to 

reconstruct a good deal of the social context of reading and show how reading 

habits have changed over time' (Darnton, 1993: 18, 19). It is this historical 

issue of determining the social context of reading and the changing habits of 

the Italian reading public that we can take from Darnton as a central concern 

in Part Two, where the reading contexts and habits for Millelire are 

considered.	


"
Darnton's model, then affords ways of exploring the personnel and the 

material circumstances that support the publishing policies of Millelire mini-

books and super-economic paperbacks. Although extremely useful in drawing 

attention to these players in the 'communications circuit', the model has some "
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limitations. There have been at least three substantial criticisms of Darnton's 

scheme. First, Sutherland (1988: 579) suggests that the publishing process is 

perhaps more stratified and discontinuous than Darnton’s holistic model 

implies. Second, Adams and Barker (1993: 12) maintain that Darnton's model 

is limited because it 'deals with people rather than the book. For the purpose of 

the social historian it is a useful approach. For those who are concerned with 

the total significance of books (especially printed books) it has limitations'. 

The third objection is that is that the model can be viewed as too 

anachronistic. These objections will be borne in mind, as will the potential 

problem of abstraction from the Millelire case study, a risk inherent in too 

close an adherence to any 'normative' scheme.	


"
Despite its shortcomings, Darnton’s 'communications circuit' provides a point 

of departure for describing the publishing conditions and professions 

associated with the Millelire. The point is to treat Darnton's model as a 

preliminary instrument for exploring the commercial, professional, and 

politico-cultural circumstances of Millelire mini-books and the super-

economic publishing phenomenon. It remains to be seen which elements of 

Darnton's communications circuit can be considered as pivotal to the 

publication of Baraghini's Millelire series, and whether the Millelire 

publishing process is as holistic as Darnton's model suggests.	


"

"
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Chapter 3 	


"
Historical perspectives on Italian paperback policy.	
"

3.1 	
 A background history of the Italian 'economic' paperback 	


The point of the present Chapter is to set the scene for the discussion of 

Millelire publishing policy in the case study. First, a glimpse of the 

distribution of Italian publishers will be useful. Second, I will focus on some 

of the key features of 'traditional' or 'economic' paperback publishing in Italy. 

The discussion is limited to 'the BUR', 'Oscar' and 'Universale Economica' 

series, economic paperback series that will provide a historical background for 

investigating the publishing features of Millelire. Comparisons between 

'BUR', 'Oscar', 'Universale Economica' and Millelire will be drawn in respect 

of paperback production, presentation, price, titles, marketing and promotion, 

distributional strategies and the series' potential reading public.  I will ask 11

whether there are similarities between these economic paperbacks and 

Millelire and, in particular, whether these paperbacks may have provided a 

publishing platform for Baraghini to create his Millelire series. 	


"
In regards to the Italian publishing industry, the scene is very active. 

According to Vigini (1999: 60-2), in 1994 there were 2,754 publishers 

officially registered in Italy. The number of publishers has increased by 1000 

in 5 years, making a total of 3,766 in 1999. The geographical distribution of 

publishers is predominantly concentrated in the North of Italy (46.4%), 39.3 % 

in the Centre and only 14.3 % in the South. Milano alone has 623 publishers, 

and there are 580 in Rome. Of these publishers 5-6% of the market consist of 

'medio-piccoli editori'. There are currently 3,500 small publishers in Italy. 

However the market is dominated by four hegemonic publishing groups: 

"
These categories are derived from the conference, Il libro del tascabile: Mercato finito o infinito?, 11

Venezia, 1995.
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Gruppo Mondadori, Gruppo Rcs Libri, Gruppo Utet, and Gruppo Messaggerie 

Libri. Stampa Alternativa, a 'Medio-piccolo editore', clearly, has much 

competition to contend with in Italy's book industry.	


"
It is not necessary in the scope of the current project to survey the Italian 

publishing industry in detail. This Chapter's focus is on the Italian paperback. 

Although features of the Italian paperback have been traced back to Aldo 

Manuzio's Libri portatiles, invented by Manuzio in Venice in 1501 , I will 12

begin this brief history with Luigi Rusca's 'Biblioteca Universale 

Rizzoli' ('BUR'). 'BUR' is considered Italy's first 'economic' paperback.  The 13

series provoked other publishers to publish 'economic' paperbacks, its impact 

being clear in the emergence of a distinct paperback market in 1949.  The 14

'BUR' series therefore helped modernise the Italian paperback sector, this 

market having developed late in Italy. 	
15

"
"

"

The form of the paperback which really laid the ground for the twentieth century paperback were 12

Aldus Manuzio’s libri portatiles (Bonn, 1995 : 262). In 1501 Manuzio reduced the codex to a 
manageable form, of duodecimo dimensions which made reading less arduous. According to Petrucci 
1988, '"Il Libro da mano" lanciato sul mercato da Aldo Manuzio nel 1501, pur avendo alle spalle 
anch’esso un esempio manoscritto incontrò il favore di un pubblico larghissimo, colto, ma non 
professionalmente letterario, perché permetteva un modo da leggere comodo e, se si può dire così, 
"disimpegnato"' (Petrucci, in Febvre e Martin, La nascita del libro, Laterza, xxvi-vii).

Some well known nineteenth-century Italian paperback series include: 'Sonzogno' and 'Reclam'. See 13

L. Perini, 'Editori e potere dalla fine del secolo XV all’Unità' in C. Vivanti (ed.) Intellettuali e potere, 
Storia d’Italia. Annali, Torino, Einaudi, 1981, vol. IV, pp. 765846; L. Barile, 'Un fenomeno di editoria 
popolare: le edizioni  Sonzogno' in G. Tortorelli (ed) L’editoria italiana tra Otto e Novecento, 
Bologna, Edizioni Analisi, 1986.

These publishers include: Einaudi's 'Piccola Biblioteca ScientificoLetteraria', with the sub-series 14

'serie rossa' (storicoscientifica) and 'serie grigia' (letteraria); In 1950 emerged the series 'Piccola 
Biblioteca Longanesi', 'l 'Universale Cappelli', 'l’ Universale Scientifica Boringhieri', 'l' Universale 
Laterza', 'l'Universale  Sansoni', 'l’Economica Vallecchi', i 'Rettangoli d’oro' (Zanichelli,) 
'Corvi' (Dall'Oglio) and 'Delfini' (Bompiani). In the mid 1950s Giangiacomo Feltrinelli launched the 
longlasting successful paperback series 'Universale economica' (the same title as the series for the 
Colip paperbacks). In 1962 Garzanti's 'enciclopedia tascabile' was born (Di Giampaola, 1996: 161 and 
Ragone, 1997: 449-465).

See, for example, Cadioli (1992b: 215), Peresson (1995a, Unpaginated), and Grossi (1982: 392).15
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'Biblioteca Universale Rizzoli' ('BUR') 	


'Biblioteca Universale Rizzoli' ('BUR') paperbacks were published by Angelo 

Rizzoli.  Invented in 1949 by Luigi Rusca - who previously specialised in 16

publishing periodicals- this paperback series was professionally produced and 

edited by Paolo Lecaldano. I will briefly outline the 'BUR' series' physical 

format, price, titles, marketing strategies, modes of distribution and identify its 

potential reading public.	


"
The miniature portable format, known as 'supertascabili', was inspired by the 

German series 'Reclam'.  The books were Spartan and simple, 'formato 17

piccolissimo, copertine grigie, quasi già sporca senza illustrazione e senza 

grafica' (Soraci, 1992a: 12). 'BUR' has a paperback format of (10.5 x 15.7 cm). 

The sober shades of grey were deployed to render the classical image 

reminiscent of nineteenth-century paperbacks such as the  'autocopertinati' 

Sonzogno paperbacks. In an Interview with Domenico Porzio (189: 2-3), 

Paolo Lecaldano describes the series' presentation: 'La copertina doveva essere 

grigia, quasi già sporca: così non si sporcava; e i caratteri dei nuovi titoli 

bodoniani, classici, così da non dover mai rimodernare le copertine'. The 

'BUR' paperbacks endeavoured to provide a direct rapport with the reader by 

offering unabridged editions with critical commentary and 'senza filtri e senza 

"

Angelo Rizzoli began his life as a publisher in the 1920s, specialising initially in periodicals. The 16

Rcs Group is second largest to Mondadori in the Italian publishing industry. In 1995, Rizzoli held an 
8.9% share of the Italian paperback market. Rcs Libri is currently composed of at least 12 different 
publishing branches (Bompiani, Rizzoli, BUR, Fabbri, Milano Libri, Sonzogno, Sansoni) which cover 
all the publishing sectors in the book market through various channels. Rizzoli is one of the largest 
publishers in Europe in the field of printed media. In 1974 Rizzoli took over the newspapers Corriere 
della Sera and La Gazzetta dello Sport. Rcs Editori took over the publisher Sansoni in 1987 and in 
1990-92 the Gruppo Editoriale Fabbri, Bompiani, Sonzogno, and Etas. In order to develop their 
international activities, in 1991 Rizzoli bought 45% of the Spanish newspaper El Mundo and 
established holdings in Cinema, TV and the new media. Some other publishers, such as Adelphi, 
Coccinella and Fatatrac, la Tramontana, La Nuova Italia and RL Superpocket have signed exclusive 
commercial agreements with Rcs Libri (Violo, 1995: Unpaginated; Rizzoli Rcs group home page on 
the www; and Vigini, 1999: 62). 

Reclam's 'UniversalBibliothek' was established Phillip Reclam in Germany in 1867 the first 17

publisher to publish Das Kapital. The first volume in the series was Goethe's Faust. The format was, 
and continues to be today, 147 x 95 mm (Schmoller, in Briggs, 1974: 294).
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tentativi di reinterpretazione originale, una cura del testo con un minimo di 

informazione e di "guida" per la lettura; le opere in versione integrale, senza i 

tagli che avevano caratterizzato tanta produzione editoriale di carattere 

popolare' (Ragone, 1997: 462). These paperbacks were valuable acquisitions,  

and were professionally published for a minimal price and format.	


"
The 'BUR' paperbacks were very economically priced. Like the German 

'Reclam' series, each volume was based on a format of 100 pages, each 100 

pages costing 50 lire. Therefore, a single volume cost 50 lire; a double volume 

of 200 pages cost 100 lire; a triple volume of 300 pages cost 150 lire, and a 

quadruple volume cost 200 lire. These prices were very low considering that in 

this period, after World War Two, the average price for a contemporary novel 

was 400-500 lire, a newspaper cost 15 lire and a magazine 50 lire (Cadioli, 

1995: 120 and Porzio, 1989: 2). The promoter of the series took into account 

the economic conditions of their potential readers. The following statement is 

inside the back cover of Loro e io: '[La Biblioteca Universale Rizzoli] intende 

offrire a tutti, anche ai meno abbienti, l’opportunità di possedere, 

integralmente, i testi principali delle letterature di tutti i tempi, e scelti libri di 

amena lettura' (Jerome K. Jerome, 1951, my emphasis).	


"
'BUR' was launched in 1949 with an edition of Manzoni's I promessi sposi. 

The catalogue for the series initially comprised 20 titles, all out of copyright 

(Cadioli 1995: 120). The majority of titles were 'Classici di ogni tempo e 

paese', but there were also some contemporary authors. The first 20 'BUR' 

titles include: Teresa Raquin, by Zola, Il fantasma di Canterville and other 

stories by Wilde, La grande lezione dei piccoli animali, by Marcel Roland, Le 

ultime lettere di Jacopo Ortis, by Foscolo, Le avventure del Cavaliere  des 

Grieux e di Manon Lescault, by Prévost, Otello: Il Moro di Venezia, by 

Shakespeare, and I Fioretti di San Francesco (con le considerazioni sulle 

stimmate), La sonata a Kreutzer by Tolstoy. Other modern and contemporary "
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classics include: Madame Bovary, by Flaubert, Il primo Faust, by Goethe, I 

racconti del mistero by Poe, and La voce nella tempesta (Wuthering Heights), 

by Emily Bronte, La Divina Commedia by Dante, i Racconti  by Gogol and 

Pinocchio by Collodi. The 'BUR' editions were unabridged, with excellent 

introductions for students of literature and new translations, some of which 

appeared for the first time in Italian (Porzio, 1989: 3). The titles were selected 

by Luigi Rusca. 	
18

"
The objective of diffusing cheap editions of classics to a broad public was 

cultural, moral and to some extent political. According to Cadioli (1990: 467) 

and Ragone (1997: 462), the series helped to lift up readers' spirits after the 

war: 'spostata l’attenzione sulle classi medie che sono le uniche che amano 

veramente il libro, ma che si trovano dopo il disastro della guerra ad essere 

anche divenute le più povere'. Rusca's promotional discourse explains the 

'universal' appeal of the 'BUR' initiative: 'In una serie di accurati volumi, si 

propone di mettere alla portata di tutti le opere capitali antiche e moderne di 

ogni letteratura, nonché opere di cultura e di divulgazione particolarmente 

significative' (Jerome K Jerome, 1951, my emphasis). Rusca’s literary 

background informed what could be termed 'democratic' marketing strategies, 

which are linked to his interest in humanistic education.  Rusca claims to 19

have reintroduced 'quality' literature to a popular audience, thus providing an 

avenue for the 'democratisation of literature'.  According to Ragone (1997: 20

462), 'Rusca si lanciò sull’idea di raccogliere i classici a bassissimi costi nelle 

"

For a discussion of Rusca's literary background see Cadioli (1995: 114).18

See Cadioli (1995: 116-117) for his discussion of Rusca's humanist education.19

Such democratic language has been used more than once in the promotion of paperbacks, a language 20

also pertinent for the marketing of Baraghini’s Millelire series, as the case study and Chapter 8 will 
illustrate.
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biblioteche familiari, facendoli sentire a portata di mano, come occasioni di 

un’etica di una formazione allargata nel clima democratico'. 	
21

"
Democratic aspirations aside, one cannot deny the commercial objective of the 

'BUR'  initiative. Rizzoli did not anticipate the financial gain which resulted 

from the risk of producing classic editions at such a low price. In a comment 

to Luigi Rusca, Rizzoli proclaims: 'Lei mi ha imbrogliato . . . altro che cultura! 

Con questi libri qui si guadagna un sacco di soldi' (Angelo Rizzoli cited in 

Cadioli, 1995: 113). The commercial success of 'BUR' was not, it seems, 

anticipated by Rizzoli. Although publishers may have cultural and moral 

aspirations for the promotion of their publications, profits are not to be 

lamented.	


"
The promotion of the 'BUR' series is outlined succinctly inside the back covers 

of certain volumes. The following excerpt from a 1949 'BUR' edition of 

Romeo e Giulietta, gives a sense of the image and aims of the 'BUR' initiative, 

and the marketing strategies used to promote these 'universal classics':	


"
*selezione accurata dei testi, desunti dalle più 
autorevoli, moderne e complete edizioni critiche, e tutti 
integrali;	

"
*preparazione rigorosa delle traduzioni, sempre 
integrali, fedeli e controllate, quasi tutte espressamente 
eseguite e conformi al gusto moderno;	

"
*aggiornatissime note introduttive, annotazioni, 
appendici, bibliografie, indici e repertori di ogni genere;	

"

"
 'Accontentare questi nobili desideri è la più alta ambizione che un editore possa avere' (Rusca, in 21

Cadioli, 1995: 118).
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*diligente cura della composizione e della stampa, 
formato tascabile;	

"
*il prezzo di vendita più economico consentito dal 
mercato italiano.	


"
These attributes indicate that 'BUR' volumes have not sacrificed quality for 

price. Although they were the cheapest paperbacks of 'quality' literature 

available on the book market in 1949, this did not affect the literary value of 

these editions. Professional care was taken in the format, production, content 

and critical commentary of the series. Some of these professional aspects were 

sacrificed in the Millelire series in order for the 1990s mini-books to be 

produced cheaply and guarantee profitability.	


"
Initially, the 'BUR' paperbacks were distributed solely in bookshops. 

According to Paola Di Giampaolo (1996a: 163), 'Rivolta ad un pubblico di 

lettori ancora solo potenziali, la collana, pur essendo distribuita 

esclusivamente in libreria, un punto vendita ancora piuttosto elitario, riscosse 

un grande successo'. But there were few other distributional outlets for books 

at the time. 	
22

"
It was hoped that the 'BUR' series could promote reading. According to Doxa 

figures, there was considerable evidence to show that Italians read little at the 

end of World War Two. Luzzatto Fegiz (in Cadioli, 1995: 133) states that in 

April 1947, 41 per cent of Italians had never read a book. In 1949 the situation 

had not improved, with Italians spending their leisure money on lottery tickets, 

the cinema and tobacco (Cadioli, 1995: 113) rather than books. However 

"

 It is debatable when the edicola first emerged as a 'canale di vendita' for books. For example, it is 22

possible that the nineteenth-century Sonzogno series was distributed in the edicola (Barile, in 
Tortorelli, 1986). The edicola as a channel of sale for newspapers dates back to unification. According 
to Grossi (1982), Soraci (1981), Cadioli, (1989), Turi (1997) and Spinazzola (1994b), the Oscar 
paperbacks were the first books  to be distributed in this channel in 1965.
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readers did respond when Rusca promised 'classics for everyone'.  'BUR' 23

were particularly popular for Italian students of literature in secondary schools 

and Universities, who profited from the series' affordability, proficient 

translations, comprehensive footnotes and bibliography, and critical literary 

commentary. The selection of titles was often compatible with the obligatory 

literary curriculum for Italian secondary schools.	


"
The 'BUR' series, from the outset, enjoyed high sales (Ragone, 1997: 462). 

The print runs increased from 10,000 at the time of its launch in 1949, to 

15,000, and up to 30,000 copies in 1950 (when the average print run for books 

at this time was only 3,000 (Ragone, 1997: 463). The series enjoyed ten years 

of success in the Italian book market. However, in the 1960s, changes in the 

priorities and tastes of readers, difficult economic circumstances and a 'crisis' 

of publishing were all factors that contributed to 'BUR''s decline (Cadioli, 

1995: 132; Golino, 1984: 29-38). According to Cadioli (1995: 122) and 

Ragone (1997: 463), at the end of the 1960s print runs dropped to 12,000 

copies. The series folded in 1972. 	


"
In 1974, Evaldo Violo conceived a new 'BUR' format with new titles. This 

series is very different from the original 'BUR', with a more commercial 

presentation and with 'I classici della "BUR"' being only a subset of the series. 

Most of the new 'BUR' titles are popular contemporary novels and essays 

(Violo, 1995: Unpaginated; 1989: 3). They are currently distributed in 

bookshops and, since 1974, they have been sold in the news-stands (Violo, 

1995: Unpaginated). In 1993, as part of the general pressure in the Italian 

paperback sector from Baraghini's Millelire initiative, Rizzoli proposed the 

super-economic paperback series entitled 'MiniBUR', available in bookshops 

"
Here is a brief indication of some 'BUR' sales figures: Manzoni's I promessi sposi, 6th edition in the 23

late sixties sold 150,000 copies; I Canti by Leopardi sold out in the 1960s selling 140,000 copies 
(Cadioli, 1995: 121). 
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for 5,000 lire. They have a portable format and, unlike the original 'BUR', are 

bound with hard covers.	


"
Colip's 'Universale Economica'	


In 1949, the year of the 'BUR' launch, the paperback series 'Universale 

Economica' was invented by Luigi Diemoz on behalf of the Colip group 

(Cooperativa del Libro Popolare). These paperbacks, with a kangaroo emblem, 

were similar to the format and price of 'BUR', costing 100 lire for 100200 

pages. The titles were unabridged. The Colip paperbacks had five series which 

can be distinguished by the colour of their covers: Letteratura (yellow), Storia 

e filosofia (red) Scienza (blue), Racconti di avventura (green) and Teatro 

(purple). The budget price was an important incentive for readers. Promotion 

for the series implied that the Colip titles would bring literature to those who 

were economically or socially disadvantaged: 'In mezzo ad un pubblico di 

lettori, i quali, perché lontani dalle città o dai centri di istruzione oppure 

perché non sono in grado, per ragioni economiche, di farsi una cultura 

veramente e organicamente moderna, non possono raggiungere facilmente il 

libro' (dust jacket of the first volume of the series, Ippolito Nievo, Il castello di 

Frutta, 1949). 	


"
The 'Universale Economica' series often overlapped with 'BUR' in their 

selection of titles.  Unlike 'BUR', however, the series included provocative 24

works which had explicit political objectives. The Colip was linked to the 

Italian Communist Party. Its publishing mission, like Baraghini's, can be 

described as militant with an 'idealistic political conviction' (Cadioli, 1995: 

125) because there were literary intellectuals of the left who worked as editors 

and provided commentary and introductions to the Colip titles. These 

"

The titles 'Universale Economica' included Nievo Il castello di Frutta, Renan, La vita di Gesù, 24

Haldane, Problemi della scienza, Diderot, I Gioielli indiscreti, Gogol Il cappotto, Voltaire's Trattato 
sulla tolleranza, edited by Togliatti and works by Moliere, Giulio Cesare Croce, and Maupassant 
(Ragone, 1997: 464 and Cadioli, 1994: 124-5).
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intellectuals included Eugenio Montale, Franco Calamandrei, Ludovico 

Geymonat, Gastone Manacorda, Emilio Cecchi, Luigi Russo, and Palmiro 

Togliatti, leader of the PCI (Spinazzola, 1994b: 227 and Ragone, 1997: 464). 

According to Di Giampaolo (1996a: 152), 'Il contatto con gli intellettuali della 

sinistra garantiva, infine, che questo "insegnamento" civile e politico fosse 

coerente con le posizioni del partito'.  	
25

"
Colip paperbacks actually targeted, on the whole, 'militanti politici della 

sinistra'. The series was disseminated in channels where the communist party 

often distributed their propaganda (Cadioli, 1994: 125). However the projected 

audience for the series was broad, ranging from working class readers to 

critical intellectuals: 'La Universale economica si rivolge in un modo 

particolare, proposto a impiegati, studenti, operai, contadini, artigiani, e a tutti 

coloro che, avidi di conoscenza, sentono il bisogno di letture istruttive e 

dilettevoli' (dust jacket of the first volume of the series, Ippolito Nievo, Il 

castello di Frutta, 1949). According to Ragone (1997: 462), 'Universale 

Economica' paperbacks also reached a 'middle class' audience.	


"
'Oscar Mondadori’	


Mondadori was 'revolutionary' in introducing the 'Oscar tascabili' (Cadioli, 

1992b: 209).  The paperback series was launched in 1965 and published in a 

weekly series, and then monthly (Ragone, in Turi, 1997: 468). 'Oscar' were 

'economic' paperbacks, selling at 350 lire per copy. According to Giuliano 

Vigini:	


"
[Oscar] non era soltanto il successo di un libro, ma 
piuttosto il successo di un'idea: quella di portare tra la 
gente, fuori dal consueto canale libraio, con un ritmo 

"
For a further discussion of Colip see A. Cadioli, 'Esame di una collana universale', in Belfagor, 1990 25

n. 4: 467-480; and P. Soraci, 'I libri transistor che fanno biblioteca. La carriera dei tascabili in Italia', in 
Parole  in  tasca 1993: 115-116.
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periodico preciso e un prezzo basso conveniente, i 
grandi successi e comunque le opere più rappresentative 
della letteratura contemporanea. (Vigini, in Golino: 
1984: 31)	
"

The 'Oscar' paperbacks not only represented the introduction of popular 

literature in the news-stands for a mass reading public, the series also 

generated other economic paperback series in the Italian book market. These 

include 'Garzanti per tutti', 'Capolavori Sansoni', 'David' (Dall’Oglio), 

'Pocket' (Longanesi), 'Libri del sabato' (Casini), 'Romanzi e racconti' and 

'Diamanti dell’Arte' (Sadea), 'Grande Universale Mursia' (Di Giampaolo, 

1996a: 170 and Ragone, 1997: 468).	


"
Rather than specialising in classics at the outset, Mondadori concentrated on 

publishing contemporary novels by well known twentieth-century authors, still 

in copyright. The first title of the series was Hemingway’s Addio alle armi  

(Farewell to Arms), which in its first week in the edicola had a resounding 

success, selling 210,000 copies. After Hemingway, 36 famous 'Oscar'' titles 

were published by Mondadori. These included: La ragazza di Bube by 
Cassola, La nausea by Sartre, Un amore by Buzzati, La luna è tramontata by 

Steinbeck, Le anime morte by Gogol, Topkapi by Ambler, Ragazzo negro by 

Wright, Scandalo al sole by Wilson, and Il piacere by D’Annunzio (Ragone, 

1997: 468). From its origins in 1965, 'Oscar' had four series, 'narrativa 

contemporanea', then after a year of success, 'saggistica', 'manualistica' and 

'classici'. In 1983 'Oscar' was divided into 28 sub-series and in 1992, 33. 	
26

"
'Oscar' have a standard paperback format (18 x 11 cms) with the majority of 

titles containing, on average, 200 pages (Grossi, 1982: 408). According to 

Cadioli (1992b: 210), the success of 'Oscar' was unexpected, if one takes into 

"
For a list of these sub-series see Peresson (1989: 11) and Oscar Mondadori's Catalogue on the 26

Internet. 
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account the 'brutte copertine, pagine stampate male, molto frettolose 

traduzioni o le traduzioni ripescate da un passato nemmeno tanto vicino'. If the 

'Oscar' series were not renowned for its quality in presentation, nor its 

translations, the name 'Oscar' was inviting for readers interested in cinema 

and, despite Cadioli's criticisms, the gaudy cardboard covers were popular 

with a mass audience, making the series eye-catching and easily located 

among other materials in the news-stands.	


"
The 'Oscar' series was promoted with the slogan: 'i libritransistor che fanno 

biblioteca'. This emphasised the portability of the series for modern readers on 

the move. According to Soraci (1993: 120), the 'Oscar' series provided 'la 

possibilità offerta al lettore di portare con sé, in ogni momento, il libro 

preferito, nello stesso modo in cui era possibile ascoltare, grazie alle 

cosiddette radioline, i risultati delle partite di calcio o le canzoni della Hit 

Parade'. The key to success, however, was not just low price and portability. 

'Oscar' books were disseminated in the edicole, the first time that books were 

distributed through this channel. Distributing them in the edicola gave non-

readers direct access to literature.  According to Soraci (1991: 22), 'L' idea di 27

base che ispirava la nascita di una collana come gli "Oscar" era sicuramente 

'populista': si trattava di portare a chi non aveva mai letto, tramite il canale più 

diretto, quella dell'edicola, i fondamenti di una possibile acculturazione 

letteraria'.	


"
Distributed in the news-stands, this popular series made the consumption of 

literature 'alive' (Livolsi, 1986: 103-4), creating a new rapport with non-

readers and contributing to the formation of a mass reading public (Soraci, 

1991: 22 and Grossi, 1982: 421). The 'Oscar' series, then, was aimed at a broad 

"
The edicola dates back to 1860, but books were not available in this channel then, except for perhaps 27

the Sonzogno paperbacks. See, for example, G. Turi (ed) Storia dell'editoria nell'Italia 
contemporanea, Firenze, Giunti, 1997.
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and diversified reading public. Some titles included critical introductions and 

notes for 'cultivated' readers and students of literature. Other titles catered for 

readers with more popular tastes. The audience for the 'Oscar' series has been 

described by Ragone (1997: 468) as a potential readership, '"trasversale" - 

interessato all' incontro col libro e alla lettura del romanzo in modo più 

"casuale" e veloce, secondo un' abitudine di acquisto frequente e seriale, tutta 

da costruire, sulla scia del successo delle dispense'. The concept of 'un libro 

transistor' implies that 'Oscar' books are adapted for readers in transit, those 

'interstitial readers' who wish to read on public transport while listening to 

music. 	
28

"
The popular success of the 'Oscar" series can be indicated by the astounding 

sales of Addio alle armi which, after only two days on the market, sold out the 

100,000 copies (the first print run). In the course of a week in April 1965, 

210,000 were sold (Soraci, 1991: 19), increasing to 400,000 in the next two 

months. Other successful titles selected by Arnoldo Mondadori and Vittorio 

Sereni are, for example, Sartre's La nausea which sold 190,000 copies, La 

ragazza di Bube which sold 210,000 copies and Scandalo al sole, which sold 

240.000 copies. (Violo, 1982: 239-53). After selling 8,400.000 copies of the 'la 

collana narrativa', Mondadori introduced two other series: 'Oscar mensili', 

specialising in poetry and theatre, and 'Record', which comprised essays, 

chronicles, diaries and memoirs (Soraci, 1991: 19 and Ragone, 1997: 468).	


"
Since 1992, the 'Oscar' imprint has been divided into 33 sub-series offering a 

range of reading choices. For 8,000 lire, there are the sub-series 'Oscar Piccoli 

classici', 'Oscar Piccoli saggi', 'Oscar Strumenti', and 'I libri di Reset'. 'Oscar 

Piccoli classici', 'Oscar Piccoli saggi', and 'Oscar Strumenti', comprise a series 

called 'Piccola Biblioteca Oscar' or 'PBO'. In 1993, 120 titles were available, 

"
'La lettura interstiziale' and the edicola will be discussed further in section 9.2 with respect to the 28

reading of Millelire.
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with some old 'Oscar' favourites and some works never before published. The 

graphics and presentation have improved and the series is now more 

aesthetically designed and elaborate than the original 'Oscar' paperbacks. 	


"
3.2	
 Comparing 'BUR', 'Oscar', 'Universale Economica', and Millelire 	


To what extent could Baraghini be said to have been influenced by 'BUR', 

'Oscar' and 'Universale Economica' in creating his Millelire mini-books? More 

specifically, is there a connection between the Millelire policies and the 

format, price, titles and potential reading public for 'BUR', 'Universale 

Economica' and 'Oscar', paperbacks? This question will be addressed more 

concretely in the case study in Chapter 4,  but some preliminary comparative 

observations are possible.	


"
Two connections can be drawn between the 'BUR' and Millelire paperbacks. 

The first relates to Millelire’s presentation and covers. In interview, Baraghini 

(1996) admitted that the simple and sober two-coloured paper covers of 

Millelire were inspired by 'BUR'’s presentation. However, as the case study 

will show, Millelire's covers are more provocative than classical, and not as 

uniform as the 'BUR' paperbacks. Also, 'BUR' books contain more pages than 

Millelire. Second, there are similarities in the 'democratic' marketing language 

used to promote 'BUR' and Millelire. Baraghini's publishing mission, like 

Rusca's, is to make quality literature available at a minimal price for a broad 

audience. Baraghini's 'democratic marketing language' is similar to Rusca's, 

promising to bring books back into people’s lives. But Rusca's and Baraghini's 

stances on the democratisation of literature are ideologically different. Rusca's 

marketing language was derived from humanism. Baraghini, on the contrary, 

is informed by a different moral imperative, inseparable from new left politics.	


"
The major difference between 'BUR' and Millelire can be seen in the catalogue 

of titles. The 'BUR' series can be described as essentially traditional  in its "
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image and selection of titles. Rusca, as noted, predominantly published 

nineteenth-century foreign authors out of copyright.  Baraghini, in contrast to 29

Rusca, publishes controversial Italian writers still in copyright. 	
30

"
The 'alternative' image of Stampa Alternativa and Millelire can be more easily 

associated with Colip's 'Universale Economica' series. Vittorio Spinazzola 

(1994b: 226) agrees: 'Occorre sottolineare che la scelta dei titoli presenta una 

peculiarità notevole, in quanto è impostata secondo un asse ideologico 

dichiarato [. . .] ce n'è più che abbastanza per identificare nettamente la 

vecchia collana 'Universale Economica'. The 'Universale Economica' series 

published by Colip bears resemblances to Millelire, particularly with reference 

to the series' cultural politics. But Baraghini does not acknowledge an 

influence of Colip on his Millelire series.	


"
The 'Oscar' series can be considered mass market in comparison to Stampa 

Alternativa's rebellious Millelire series. However, there are parallels between 

the distributional strategies deployed to promote 'Oscar' in 1965 and Millelire 

in the 1990s; both Millelire and 'Oscar' were being distributed on a periodic 

basis in the edicole, catering for readers in transit. They can both be viewed as 

'disposable' paperbacks (dispense)  which can be read quickly, although the 

standard paperback format of the 'Oscar' has little in common with Millelire's 

mini-books. The 'Oscar' books are comparable with Millelire to the extent that 

both published some new authors. However the Millelire titles are counter-

informational and designed for 'un pubblico anticonformista' (Spinazzola, 

1994b: 227). The 'Oscar' titles, by contrast, are 'popular', for 'un pubblico di 

massa' (Ragone, 1997: 468). 	


"

Avanzini's Millelire series publish many of the classics which were selected by Rusca and published 29

in the 'BUR' series. However the Newton Compton editions were often abridged and did not provide 
commentary or notes, as I note in Chapter 5. 

See the list of titles in the Appendix 1.30
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'BUR' and 'Oscar' have both been described as the first two 'revolutions' in the 

Italian paperback market (Vigini, 1995a: Unpaginated). They provide a 

platform for comparing the policies for paperback production to be discussed 

in the case study. Despite the differences in these series' presentation, format, 

and titles; 'BUR', 'Oscar' and 'Universale Economica' aimed to bring 'quality' 

literature at affordable prices to a wide public. Above all, these paperbacks 

gave Baraghini the impetus to create his own series with an original and 

'alternative' slant, similar in format to the German 'Reclam' and in content to 

the Colip paperbacks, but not evident before in the history of the Italian 

paperback. 	


"
How significant is Millelire when compared to these 'sigle storiche'? 'BUR' 

and 'Oscar' have had a long-lasting status in Italy's book industry. Not only 

were the original 'BUR' and the 'Oscar' series considered 'revolutionary';  

currently Mondadori and Rizzoli have a virtual monopoly of the book and 

print publishing industry in Italy. Competing with this monopoly is very 

difficult for Baraghini. Yet Millelire has been juxtaposed on occasions with 

'BUR' and 'Oscar' to exemplify a third revolution in publishing.  This is quite 31

an achievement for a small publisher like Baraghini, and the series' impact on 

the Italian book industry provided grounds for much debate at a European 

paperback conference in 1995.	


"
3.3	
 Establishing paperback publishing policy in Italy and Europe	


"
On the 10th and 11th of November 1995 in Venice, the Scuola per librai in 

conjunction with the Bertelsmann foundation and Akademie des Deutschen 

"See for example Vigini (1995a: Unpaginated) and Messina (1995: 35). 31
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conducted a conference on the future of the paperback in Europe.  The theme 32

of the conference was 'Il libro tascabile: Mercato finito o mercato infinito?'. 

The aim was to delineate strategies deployed by paperback publishers in 

publishing policy, book distribution and marketing and to compare European 

paperback trends. The conference also explored how these policy strategies 

might promote reading. This was the first large scale Italo-German conference 

dedicated entirely to the status of the paperback industry in Europe, which is 

an indication that the paperback industry has been transformed to the point 

where publishers needed to reassess their publishing policies and practices. 	


"
Delegates from Italy, Germany, and Britain attended the conference to discuss 

a variety of paperback industry issues. Participating in the discussion were 

Italian publishers representing the 'traditional' paperback, such as Riccardo 

Cavallero, director of marketing for Mondadori, Alberto Rollo from Feltrinelli, 

Evaldo Violo, director of the 'BUR' series, and representatives from Tea, and 

Adelphi. Italian Millelire publishers were present: Marcello Baraghini from 

Stampa Alternativa and Vittorio Avanzini, head of Newton Compton, also 

attended. Other European super-economic publishers included K. Eck from 

Goldmann publishers in Germany and Charles Chapham from Wordsworth in 

Great Britain. Also present were the the head of Editrice Bibliografica and 

editor of Catalogo dei editori, Giuliano Vigini; Stefano Mauri, administrator 

and delegate for Gruppo Longanesi; and Giovanni Peresson, administrator and 

researcher for the Livingstone agency and market consultant for AIE and 

Giornale della libreria. 	


"
At the conference, Baraghini's Millelire initiative was considered to be a 

contentious publishing novelty by almost all of the delegates contributing to 

"

The Scuola per Librai is managed by Umberto and Elisabatta Mauri of Messaggerie Libri, Milano. 32

The Bertelsmann foundation and Akademie des Deutschen are German institutions for the organisation 
of public and cultural administration, economics, communication and academic publishing. For more 
information see Zanetti (1995: 8).
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discussion. The series was the most hotly debated topic.  According to Sabine 33

Schweithert (1995: Unpaginated), 'Filo rosso della discussione, ripreso da 

quasi tutti i 25 relatori intervenuti, è stato il fenomeno Millelire e dei 

supereconomici'. The series clearly had implications for paperback policy in 

Italy and overseas.  The central concern at the conference was to verify, with 34

the support of Luigi Peresson, Giuliano Vigini and Stefano Mauri (1995: 

Unpaginated), that Baraghini's Millelire series was an initiative which 

contributed to transforming publishing policy in the paperback industry, 

particularly in the categories of book production and price, provoking other 

publishers to follow suit.  And indeed my thesis will further substantiate this 35

transformation in Italy's paperback industry.	


"
The principal debates of the conference can be summarised under three 

headings: Publishing policy, distribution and marketing, and reading practices. 

Working through the conference in this way will ground the categories used in 

my discussion of Millelire publishing policy in Chapter 4 and identify book 

market features of super-economic publishing considered in Chapter 5. 	


"
Publishing Policy	


At the conference publishing policy (politica editoriale) was a broad category 

covering the major practical elements of book production. These included: 

organising production and printing, establishing generic categories of titles, 

compiling the catalogues and preparing paperback presentation, and defining 

policies pertaining to establishing paperback prices.	


"

Millelire will be addressed in more detail in the case study in Chapter 4.33

See for example Novati (1994: 7), Messina (1995: 35) and Vigini, (1995b: 205; 1995a: 34

Unpaginated).

 See also Messina (1995: 35), who states: 'Ma che cosa abbiamo da dire agli altri paesi? Il resto del 35

mondo, e parliamo della Germania, degli Stati Uniti, della Francia e dell'Inghilterra, ci guarda con 
interessa. È soltanto del '92 il lancio da parte di Baraghini dei libri millelire e dopo un po', storcendo il 
naso'.
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Paperback Production	


Statistics provided by Luigi Peresson for 1994 indicated a marked increase in 

paperback production and book sales. According to Peresson (1995a: 

Unpaginated), 'sono stati venduti libri tascabili, a prezzo di copertina e a netto 

rese, per un valore complessivo di circa 270 miliardi. Un giro d’affari che 

rappresenta il 7-8 per cento delle vendite complessive nel nostro paese'. 

Furthermore, between 1990 and 1994 the sales and value of paperbacks 

increased in 1995 by approximately 36 per cent (Peresson, 1995a: 

Unpaginated). Nevertheless the Italian paperback sector remained less 

developed than in France, Germany and the United States. 	
36

"
Although Italy's paperback sector is markedly smaller than that of France, 

Britain and the US, a 36 per cent increase of paperbacks in the book market 

share between 1990 and 1994 is significant. For Peresson (1995a: 

Unpaginated), this figure not only indicates a growth in the Italian paperback 

sector; it is positive evidence of the modernisation of Italian publishing. Such 

growth can be attributed to the emergence of new paperback publishers on the 

Italian book market: 	


"
Le ragioni di questo sviluppo avvenuto negli ultimi anni del 
mercato del libro tascabile sono da ricondurre in anzitutto 
all'ingresso, accanto a sigle storiche come gli 'Oscar', la 'BUR', 
i grandi libri Garzanti, L'Universale Laterza di nuovi editori e 
di nuove collane di tascabili con il risultato di articolare meglio 
l'offerta in edizione tascabile a disposizione del pubblico dei 
lettori contenendo maggiori opportunità di scelta. (Peresson, 
1995a: Unpaginated)	
"

"
 'Se in Francia la quota dei tascabili è del 9 per cento in Italia come abbiamo visto non raggiunge, 36

dopo anni di forte sviluppo, neppure l' 8 mentre è del 17 per cento negli Stati Uniti e del 10 in Gran 
Bretagna (Peresson, 1995a: Unpaginated and Novati, 1995: 6-7).
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The 'new' publishers Peresson refers to as contributing to the growth of the 

paperback sector include Tea (1987), Sperling paperback (1988), Adelphi 

(1989), E/O (1990), Baraghini's Millelire series (Stampa Alternativa, 1990), 

and Newton Compton's Millelire series (1992). These are all small publishing 

houses catering for market niches not yet monopolised by mainstream 

publishers. Moreover, well established large publishers like Rizzoli and 

Mondadori have been forced by the smaller publishers to introduce new 

paperback initiatives in the Italian book market.	


"
Giuliano Vigini (1995a: Unpaginated), in his contribution to the conference, 

supported Peresson's observation that the share of the Italian paperback sector 

is expanding. While Peresson attributes the growth of the paperback industry 

to an increase in new 'economic' publishers and publication initiatives, Vigini 

gives almost all the credit to Baraghini's Millelire series:  'Sotto impulso 

determinato dallo shock dei Millelire l’intero mercato editoriale italiano si è 

orientato verso il settore del tascabile'. This phenomenon is what Vigini terms 

la tascabilizzazione dell’editoria.  In addition to the paperback sector 37

increasing its share of the market by 36 per cent between 1990 and 1994, he 

notes the emergence of a new 'super-economic phenomenon': 	


"
Accentuatosi in Italia fra il 1994 e il 1995 le opere collocate 
nella fascia di prezzo fino a 5.000 lire sono aumentate del 
48.7% (da 1.795 a 2.669) e anche i titoli fra le 5 e le 10.000 
lire sono passati da 3.946 a 4.355 (+ 10.4 %). (Vigini, 1995a: 
Unpaginated)	
"

An increase in paperbacks costing below 5,000 lire is a significant Italian 

contribution to innovations in paperback marketing in Europe, particularly in 

the categories of pricing and formats, as Chapter 5 will further illustrate.	


"
For a more comprehensive discussion of this phenomenon see G. Vigini, (1995b) 'Presente e futuro 37

del tascabile', in Libri e riviste d'Italia, Anno XLVII, n 543-546: 205-209.
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Book titles and presentation	


Stefano Mauri (1995: Unpaginated), who presented a paper on behalf of the 

book distribution company Messaggerie Italiane, insists that the presentation 

of a series and individual titles allows paperback publishers to maximise their 

appeal to readers. Paying attention to design is essential, particularly for the 

fiction market. Mauri states that in marketing the paperback, the publisher 

'deve curare il design del prodotto che sempre più tende in tutto il mondo per 

la narrativa di maggior successo ad evidenziare i casi di omogeneità 

associando soprattutto ogni autore ad una specifica immagine grafica'. 	
38

"
Vigini (1995a: Unpaginated) also provided some suggestions for improving 

paperback marketing and production strategies. First, he advised rinnovamento 

dell’offerta  through attention to the paperback's promotion, publisher's lists 

and content. Vigini's terminology is particularly useful for describing the 

mundane activities of paperback production. His use of the term rinnovamento 

dell’offerta has two aspects. The first entails redefining existing series by 

adding new titles, either in the area of fiction or non-fiction: publishers must 

familiarise the Italian reading public with new titles and series. The second 

aspect to the rinnovamento dell’offerta involves improving the quality of the 

paperback's content, including providing comprehensive commentary, 

introductions and bibliography.	


"
The second suggestion Vigini proposes for paperback publishers is pay 

attention to the physical quality of the product: innovare il prodotto. Here 

Vigini refers to the presentation and format of the paperback product. He 

suggests the publisher should 'confezionare un tascabile che, nella giusta scelta 

del formato, nella leggibilità dei caratteri, nella qualità e leggerezza della 

"Millelire's covers are not standardised, although the graphics are distinctive.38
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carta, nella vivacità delle copertine, sappia rendersi sempre più attraente, 

appetibile e anche funzionale alle esigenze di oggi' (Vigini, 1995a: 

Unpaginated).  	


"
Pricing	


One of the most contentious aspects of changes in publishing policy in Italy in 

the 1990s was the lowering of the prices for paperbacks. Vigini (1995a: 

Unpaginated) has already mentioned this fact. Selling a paperback at 1,000 lire 

may not seem significant. However this price represents a huge difference in 

terms of the prices of the economic paperbacks, already mentioned, and the 

current standard paperback price in Italy of between 14,000 and 15,000 lire. 

Mainstream paperback publishers have therefore been provoked to lower their 

prices even further, at the risk of not securing an adequate profit margin. 	


"
The pricing issue was addressed in different ways by the delegates. While 

Vigini (1995a: Unpaginated) viewed the lowering of paperback prices as 

generating competition in the Italian paperback sector, Mauri (1995: 

Unpaginated) warned publishers against lowering their book prices too 

radically. Because many publishers are departing from the traditional price 

range for the paperback (12-18,000 lire), Mauri maintains that  to achieve a 

reasonable profit margin publishers must still set prices that establish an 

equilibrium between production and distribution costs.  Furthermore, an 39

increase in the number of paperbacks available at record low prices caused 

some commentators to be preoccupied with the quality of super-economic 

paperbacks' content, translations and physical appearance. Baraghini's 

Millelire series was particularly criticised.  According to a German 40

"

These publishers include Feltrinelli, Mondadori and Rizzoli.39

 I have already anticipated this 'quality debate' in the Introduction to the thesis. For Montroni (in 40

Fiori, 1992: 25), 'non è il prezzo, ma la qualità del prodotto il fattore decisivo della scelta da parte del 
lettore'. 
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contributor, Honnefelder (in Sweithert, 1995: Unpaginated), 'i libri di qualità 

costituiscono la base per conservare e espandere il mercato complessivo. Al 

fine di rendere riconoscibile la qualità dei contenuti, bisogna innalzare il 

livello sia della veste editoriale che della comunicazione del prodotto'. 	


"
Despite such warnings, between 1992 and 1994, the price range under 5,000 

lire saw an increase of 89.3 per cent in the number of titles published, against 

a more modest 15 per cent for books priced between 10,000 and 20,000 lire. 

Vigini adds that between 1993 and 1994, paperback production in the price 

category up to 5,000 lire has increased by 48.7%. In the price range below 

10,000 lire, there has been an increase of only 10.4% since 1993. Even more 

significant is to note that in 1994, 6 per cent of all titles published in the Italian 

book market have a price below 5,000 lire (Vigini, 1995a: Unpaginated). 

Paperbacks that cost less than 5,000 lire have been termed 'supereconomici'. 	
41

"
Stefano Mauri (1995: Unpaginated) also acknowledges significant changes in 

the price range for the paperback industry for publishers not previously 

specialising in super-economic publishing. He observes that 'nell'ambito 

dell'editoria popolare si muove all'interno di fasce molto precise'. Although 80 

per cent of paperback titles produced fall between the price of 14,000 and 

15,000 lire, it is becoming apparent that larger publishers like Mondadori and 

Rizzoli, to compete with Baraghini and Avanzini, have been compelled to 

lower their paperback prices and create their own extra-cheap paperback 

series. These include, for example, 'I Miti', at 5,900 lire and 'I Miti Poesia' by 

Mondadori  selling at 3,900 lire, Opportunity Book's 'BIT' at 1.000 lire and, as 

noted, Rizzoli's 'MiniBUR' selling at 5,000 lire.	


"

"
This was the price range which was agreed to at the conference, but, there are other interpretations 41

(<8,000 lire for example), as Chapter 5 will show.
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Vigini, like Mauri and Peresson, maintained at the conference (and in his 

report on the Italian publishing industry for 1995) that the current trend of 

lowering the price range of paperbacks is not to be underestimated. In fact, 

Vigini considers the lower pricing for paperbacks as a 'publishing revolution'. 

As noted in the Introduction to this thesis, for Vigini, 'La nascita dei libri a 

mille lire nel 1992 è stato l’evento che ha rivoluzionato il mercato, ma che è 

stato poi riassorbito nella normale pratica produttiva'. Format aside, a 

significant change in the 'production norms' for the publishing industry in Italy 

has been increasing competition in the paperback sector, leading to lower 

prices for paperbacks in general, and contributing to what the Italian book 

market terms the 'super-economic' publishing phenomenon.  But it was soon 42

to be re-appropriated into the mainstream paperback market.	


"
Distribution and Marketing	


The second issue explored by the delegates falls under the category of 

distribution and marketing. Booksellers such as Stefano Mauri, marketing 

analysis specialists like Giuliano Vigini, and publishers such as Mondadori, 

Feltrinelli, and Wordsworth, concerned themselves with the commercial 

customs of Italy, Germany and Britain. They discussed distribution strategies, 

including sales through bookshops, news-stands (edicole) and other channels 

of distribution such as supermarkets and department stores. Evaldo Violo 

(1995: Unpaginated) from Rizzoli noted that distributional outlets are limited 

in Italy compared to the US and other European countries: 'Tuttavia la 

potenzialità dei tascabili si scontra con le strozzature del mercato e della 

distribuzione: tremila librerie sono poche per un paese di 57 milioni  di 

abitanti'. 	


"

"This phenomenon will be defined and discussed in detail in Chapter 5.42
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In response to Violo's comments regarding problems of Italian book 

distribution, Mauri, Peresson and Vigini (1995a: Unpaginated), all referred to 

the importance of efficiently organising paperback distribution, marketing and 

promotion in the future, particularly for the benefit of promoting reading 

through the wider distribution of paperbacks. Mauri (1995: Unpaginated) 

advised that 'la perfezione nella distribuzione è avere ciò che serve, dove serve 

e quando serve. Posto che senza dubbio una distribuzione efficiente è 

indispensabile allo sviluppo di una collana tascabile'. These market analysts 

observed that there are insufficient bookshops in Italy, considering Italy's 

population, particularly in the South.  They therefore explored how publishers 43

needed to broaden distributional outlets for paperbacks, and focus on channels 

that diverge the bookshop.	


"
According to Peresson (1995a: Unpaginated), the bookshop continues to 

represent the principal commercial channel of book distribution in Italy.  The 44

data indicate a tendency for the general reading public to frequent the 

bookshop for the purchase of books, with 44-49 per cent of total book sales 

being made in bookshops across Italy. 23-24 per cent of the reading public 

acquire non-scholastic books in the bookshop. However in order for non-

readers who do not frequent this channel to become aware of new paperback 

series, more paperbacks need to be disseminated through diverse channels. 

Peresson suggests:	


"
Se il problema centrale che l'editoria italiana dovrà affrontare 
nei prossimi anni sarà quello di allargare la base di lettura, di 
aumentare le opportunità di acquistare i libri nelle più diverse 
situazioni - e quindi allargare e articolare su più livelli il 

"

For an account of book culture in Southern Italy see Dato, G. (1993) 'Produzione e diffusione nel 43

sud: Segnali di ripresa', Giornale della libreria, 1, gennaio: 22-27.

See also table 3 in Novati (1995: 8) which shows that although distribution in other channels of sale 44

has increased (for example the edicola in 1990 represents 1.9 of total paperback sales and in 1995, 
2.2%) the bookshops still represents on average 25 % of sales.
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sistema distributivo riducendo al contempo una delle strade 
che andranno necessariamente percorse sarà quella dello 
sviluppo di un'offerta di tascabili. (Peresson, 1995a: 
Unpaginated)	
"

Distribution is an essential condition for a series or a single title to succeed on 

the market. Publishers have to broaden and diversify their commercial bases, 

identify and characterise their promotional strategies and establish efficient 

channels of distribution. Vigini, like Peresson, maintains that channels of sale 

alternative to the bookshop can contribute to the success of a title or series and 

reach new readers.  Vigini (1995a: Unpaginated) suggests that paperback 45

publishers become aware of the necessity of extending and diversifying 

channels of distribution, in addition to improving the efficiency of their 

affiliated book distributors and booksellers. He suggests that publishers must 

consider further measures to improve and expand their distributional 

strategies:	


"
Le case editrici si rendono sempre più conto della necessità di 
estendere, migliorare e calibrare meglio la diffusione dei loro 
libri sul territorio. In realtà, una delle componenti essenziali 
del successo, per una collana o per un singolo titolo, risiede 
sempre più nella capacità di allargare e diversificare la base 
commerciale. (Vigini, 1995a: Unpaginated)	
"

Cardone, like Vigini,  maintains that more strategic modes of book distribution 

for extra-cheap paperbacks have to be established. In response to some 

booksellers' negative attitudes to Baraghini's Millelire series, Cardone (1995a: 

20) claims that the traditional commercial outlets for book distribution have 

proved inadequate for supereconomici. But on a positive note, he observes an 

"

 This argument is also proposed by Zanoli (1989: 79) who suggests, 'Oltre che individuare il numero 45

di coloro che già sono abituati alla lettura, è importante anche creare gruppi di possibili lettori e 
diffondere la differenziata produzione in canali di vendita differenziati, alternativi o complementari 
della libreria tradizionale'. This issue will be taken up again in Chapters 4, 5 and 10 of the thesis. 
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emerging trend of increasing specialised bookshops for paperbacks, 

remainders and I supereconomici.  For example, he notes that 'un canale 

alternativo come le librerie di remainder, che fanno del prezzo e non 

dell'assortimento la loro attrattiva sono in rapida espansione' (Cardone, 1995a: 

18). Remainder bookshops and book selling in the piazza have become very 

popular sites of book acquisition, and, according to Cardone (1995a: 18) and 

Vigini (1995a: Unpaginated) this is largely thanks to Baraghini's Millelire 

series. 	


"
Delegates observed some surprising changes in paperback distribution 

strategies. Vigini noted that large publishers specialising in 'fiction' are 

distributing more in supermarkets and department stores because large 

commercial distributional channels are expanding, especially in the South. In 

the super-economic publishing sector in particular, publishers, market 

specialists, and booksellers have developed innovative techniques for 

marketing and distributing paperbacks. Super-economic publishers are taking 

risks to operate outside the 'traditional' bookshop. Avenues of alternative 

marketing, publicity and distribution have expanded, and include the news-

stands, supermarkets and bookshops devoted entirely to selling paperbacks.  	
46

"
Marketing	


Mauri's contribution to the conference concerned the marketing aspects of 

paperback policy. He defined the process of marketing in the following terms:	


"
È l'insieme delle tecniche adoperate per far sì che vi sia la 
massima aderenza e il massimo contatto tra domanda e offerta, 
tra libri offerti ed esigenze degli acquirenti di libri, nel rispetto 
degli obbiettivi aziendali. (Mauri, 1995: Unpaginated)	
"

"See Cardone (1995: 19-22).46
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In describing the commercial marketing strategies for publishers (who are in 

many cases also marketers) of the paperback, Mauri (1995: Unpaginated) 

recognised that the following two objectives have been traditionally used to 

launch new or unknown authors. The first is to 'garantire all'autore la massima 

diffusione salvaguardando anche gli interessi dell'autore'. Second, he suggests 

to 'utilizzare il giacimento di opere disponibili per ottenere il massimo 

guadagno da tale sfruttamento, nella continuità'. Recently however, publishers 

are tending to focus on promoting new paperback series rather than individual 

titles or authors. Effective marketing, then, is becoming more complex, and 

depends on what Mauri terms 'tutte le componenti del marketing mix'. Mauri  

illustrates the complexity of the marketing system: his notion of a 'marketing 

mix' incorporates efficient strategies for promoting the product, establishing 

prices, distribution, promotion and sales, and, finally, communication. I will 

focus on the latter.	


"
Communication	


For Mauri (1995: Unpaginated), communication is distinct from marketing: 'la 

comunicazione deve tenere conto oltre che di quanto già è stato sacrificato alla 

ricerca del prodotto, al contenimento del prezzo, alla distribuzione, e quindi in 

sostanza al budget di spesa, anche della complessità del prodotto'. The 

marketer also has the difficult task of predicting and responding to the 

'comportamento dei lettori'. Communication, then, goes beyond selling and 

distributing a product; the process endeavours to predict and discern readers' 

tastes and habits. Mauri (1995: Unpaginated) and Vigini's (1995a: 

Unpaginated) observe that readers are becoming overwhelmed by the growth 

of the paperback market; it is becoming more difficult for the Italian reading 

public to make choices between different editions of the same title.  Visibility 47

and previous knowledge of titles are therefore criteria of extreme importance 

"See also A. Cadioli (1992b); V. Spinazzola (1994b) and G. Vigini (1995b: xv).47
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for readers when making paperback choices. These factors might encourage 

readers not simply to acquire paperbacks, but to be aware of the content of the 

books they chose to read.	


"
Reading Practices	


Delegates discussed to what extent paperback publishing could promote 

reading. According to Wössner (1995: 12) only 51% of Italians read at least 

one book a year, a discouraging figure compared to the US and other 

European nations.  This satistic is of concern for Italian paperback publishers. 48

A panel of specialists, including those from outside the publishing industry 

such as university professor and journalist Furio Colombo, Peresson, and 

Millelire publishers Baraghini and Avanzini, all maintained that extra-cheap 

paperbacks, in particular, has the potential to encourage new readers to enter 

bookshops. However, Fischer (in Schwietert, 1995: Unpaginated) disagreed: 

'Sul tema supereconomici, non servono a raggiungere nuove fasce di lettori'. 

This issue will be discussed further in Chapter 10.	


"
Apart from investigating means to promote reading, Peresson (1995a: 

Unpaginated) made two observations regarding consumption habits for the 

Italian reading public and modes of reading literature in the 1990s. First, data 

indicating book acquisition according to genres shows that young readers' 

tastes are changing. With regard to potential changes in readers' tastes, 

Peresson (1995a: Unpaginated) claims that publishers are beginning to offer a 

range of titles to cater for different interests of the Italian reading public. In 

particular, there has been an increase in literature for young adults, especially 

paperback editions of manuals and other reference books.  However, as 49

"

 Italy, 51%, Germany 70% , 50% in France (Wössner, 1995: 12).48

 See Peresson’s figures under the previous heading of book production. It will be interesting to 49

examine other surveys of readers tastes, such as I giovani e la lettura (Zavoli, 1995), to determine to 
what extent the tastes of young readers have actually changed.
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noted, while Italian classics have declined in popularity, foreign nineteenth-

century novels remain popular.	


"
Second, Peresson observes a recent trend in readers' comportments which has 

been termed lettura interstiziale. The tendency for 'interstitial reading' can be 

treated as reflecting potential changes in Italian readers' lifestyles. Peresson 

describes transformations in the comportments of Italian readers in the 1990s 

in the following manner:	


"
Nei comportamenti di lettura, sembra diventare sempre più una 
pratica interstiziale, collocata com’è all’interno delle 
innumerevoli attività quotidiane e dei diversi impieghi del 
tempo libero: la lettura diventa una pratica secondaria svolta 
assieme ad altre (durante gli spostamenti metropolitani, 
ascoltando musica ecc. (Peresson, 1995a: Unpaginated)	
"

Lettura interstiziale is a significant term which is invaluable for describing 

current reading practices in Italy. Peresson (1995a: Unpaginated) suggests that 

the excuse for not reading is no longer that readers (or non-readers) cannot 

afford books. Rather, they do not have enough spare time to read them. The 

practice of interstitial reading will provide the basis for discussion in section 

9.2. 	


"
As noted, readers' consumption habits have been affected too. Super-economic 

paperbacks, such as Millelire and 'I Miti' by Mondadori, have influenced 

readers' attitudes to the extent that they have become more sensitive to book 

prices. According to Peresson (1995a: Unpaginated), 'l '84.4 % dei giovani 

acquistano libri in edizione tascabile per motivi di risparmio ed economicità'. 

In other words, young adult readers consider the price of paperbacks above 

other criteria for selecting titles. He adds that 'la spesa media pro capite per 

"
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l'acquisto di paperback in Italia è di circa 5 mila lire' (Peresson 1995a: 

Unpaginated).	


"
Economic factors aside, couched in debates concerning the promotion of the 

paperback as an incentive for reading is the notion that paperback policy 

harmonises with a 'true' democratic politics. Such a notion was recognised by 

Peresson, who suggests that the paperback continues to be a successful 

'democratic' means to bring books to readers: 	


"
In qualche misura il tascabile, che nasce e si sviluppa 
storicamente come opportunità "democratica" per avvicinare al 
libro e alla lettura nuove fasce di pubblico popolare e a basso 
reddito, offrendogli l'opportunità di crearsi una biblioteca 
domestica di classici della letteratura, oggi tende a configurarsi 
come formato editoriale che consente di avvicinare alla lettura. 
(Peresson, 1995a: Unpaginated)	
"

There are many occasions where 'democratic' marketing language is used to 

promote the Millelire series and affordable paperbacks.   But focusing on 50

paperback publishing policy, the conference showed that as an active element 

in Italian paperback publishing policy in the 1990s, the Millelire series has 

provoked paperback publishers to modify their policies in at least in four 

respects. Publishers now:  produce paperbacks that sell below 5.000 lire; 

miniaturise and economise the format of paperbacks to save production costs 

and appeal to readers; extend paperback distribution to channels other than the 

bookshop in order to increase efficiency and reach a diversified reading 

public; and take advantage of readers' lack of free time by publishing 

miniature paperbacks that can be read rapidly.	


"

"
Democratic discourse is particularly apparent in Baraghini's marketing language used to attract new 50

readers and create critical readers. This will be discussed in section 8.1. Newton Compton also 
deploys democratic discourse to promote its paperbacks. See section 5.2.
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The focus of the next chapter is to examine these policy issues in more detail 

by means of a case study on the Millelire initiative.	


"

"
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Chapter 4	


"
Baraghini's publishing policy and cultural politics.	


"
4.1	
 Introduction: History and ‘aims’ of Stampa Alternativa	


The aim of this Chapter is to determine whether Millelire is significant enough 

to be termed 'revolutionary' in comparison with other economic paperback 

series available in the Italian paperback sector. In fact, the notion of a 

revolutionary counter-cultural image for Stampa Alternativa is not only 

applicable to the Millelire series. Such a political objective can be traced back 

to the origins of Stampa Alternativa. The purpose of including an historical 

and political background of Stampa Alternativa is two-fold: first, to introduce 

the political and cultural context of the Millelire series and, second, to argue 

that the Millelire series can be linked to the ephemeral pamphlets published by 

Stampa Alternativa in the late 1960s and early 1970s. 	


"
Stampa Alternativa (Alternative Publishing) is a small independent publishing 

house established by Marcello Baraghini in Rome in 1970.  In interview, I 51

asked Baraghini what the significance of alternative was for him. Although 

Baraghini's publishing policies in some respects are 'alternative', his notion of 

'alternative' referred to the political and rebellious collective 'spirit' of Stampa 

Alternativa at the time of its emergence in 1970:	


"

"

At the time of its emergence Stampa Alternativa was considered a 'piccolo editore' but since the 51

launch of the Millelire series it has been classified as 'medio-piccolo'. There are four factors which 
explain this shift in the house's status: the number of titles in the catalogue, the profit gained, the 
nature of specialisation and the scope of its book distribution. Baraghini has overcome certain barriers 
often faced by small presses. These are the 'barriere d'immagine' and the 'barriere di diffusione'. He 
has first and foremost constructed a precise and distinguishable 'image' for his public and therefore 
established a trademark, increased his number of titles to fall in the category of 'medio-piccolo editore' 
and expanded his distributional outlets from local to a capillary/national scale. He has however 
ongoing problems with overcoming the 'barriere di professionalità'. For more information on the 
criteria for measuring the status of publishers see Cascavilla (1991: 2-11). These factors will be 
discussed further in the present case study.
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Spiego, così capisci meglio lo spirito. Nei primi anni settanta 
io giravo con gli altri giovani, giornalisti e politici. Portavamo 
in Italia dei giornali americani e francesi e le novità, 
innovazioni culturali, musicali dal resto del mondo. Poi 
portavamo, leggevamo, e disseminavamo gli opuscoli tra di 
noi, e abbiamo cominciato a fare delle traduzioni sulle droghe, 
viaggi, e divorzio, l'alimentazione macrobiotica, coltivazione 
di marijuana, la sessualità, il pacifismo, la musica, viaggi in 
India, i bellissimi libri, tutte le cose che sono diventate 
politicizzate per tutto il 'party' libertario, cioè la nuova sinistra 
[. . . ] E decidemmo di stampare prima gli opuscoli di 100 lire 
e 200 lire. Quindi è stato quasi automatico. C'è la stampa 
ufficiale, c'è la stampa alternativa - che per noi è soprattutto 
leggere il materiale interessante, e poi trasmetterlo con i 
metodi alternativi. (Baraghini Interview, 1996)	
"

The birth of Stampa Alternativa, as its name suggests, began with an activist 

journal of the same name. According to Di Giampaolo (1996a: 14), the Stampa 

Alternativa journal endeavoured to 'indicare chiaramente la volontà di 

promuovere la realizzazione di una cultura e di una società "alternativa", 

profondamente diversa, nei valori e nell'esperienza quotidiana, rispetto alla 

società italiana del periodo, senza, però, sottolineare come preponderante 

alcuna connotazione politica e ideologica'. Judging from the libertarian themes 

mentioned by Baraghini and Stampa Alternativa's rebellious marketing image, 

the claim to advocate counter-cultural political ideals without an ideology is 

open to question. Perhaps Stampa Alternativa is more 'ideological' than 

Baraghini would like to claim, since he is an active member of the Partito 

Radicale.  I argue, therefore, that the Millelire series operates as a vehicle for 52

an idealistic form of collective politics. 	


"

"
For more information on the New Left, see, for example, Massimo Teodori (1970) The New Left, A 52

documentary History, Jonathan Cape Ltd, London. See also P. Ortoleva (1998) I movimenti del '68 in 
Europa e in America, Editori Riuniti.
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The journal Stampa Alternativa  can be placed in the broader political context 

of the Italian student and freedom movements from 1968 to the early 1970s. 

Stampa Alternativa's origins intersect with the triumph of the student 

movement as 'un'agenzia dei servizi su temi che vanno dal privato alla 

sessualità, dalle droghe alla contro-cultura, specie la musica, all'India, 

all'alimentazione macrobiotica: tutte problematiche ritenute "sovrastrutturali" 

quando non "deviazionistiche", dai partitini succeduti al movimento 

studentesco' (Soraci, 1992a: 10). As a social service, Stampa Alternativa 

disseminated counter-cultural information from abroad, covering controversial 

themes from homosexuality, to drugs, contraception, music, anarchist 

literature and travels in India. The idea of the pamphlets, like many others of 

the same period, was to depict the political tensions in Europe at the time 

under the theme: 'conoscere il mondo per modificarlo'. They also aimed to 

promote the idea that 'l'editoria potesse e dovesse mettersi al servizio della vita 

democratica' (Turi, 1997: 424).  Such idealistic objectives were to be 53

supported by controversial literary texts which were an 'alternative' to the 

traditional political and literary values of the curricula available to students at 

the time (Ginsborg, 1990: 298-9). 	


"
Baraghini took considerable risk in disseminating 'opuscoli e manuali poveri 

nei materiali ma preziosi nelle idee' (Stampa Alternativa Home Page) in 'modi 

alternativi'. Stampa Alternativa, in its beginnings, has been described by Di 

Giampaolo (1996a: 14) and Soraci (1992a: 11) as operating as a type of 

'comune urbana' (urban commune). In this 'anarchistic' context of the Italian 

student and freedom movements, Stampa Alternativa did not operate as a 

'commercial' publishing house per se, but as 'una sorta di comune urbana, 

aperta interrottamente ventiquattro ore al giorno, in cui giovani provenienti da 

tutta Italia leggevano, scrivevano, dormivano' (Di Giampaolo, 1996a: 14). 

"
For a more comprehensive account of the student movement in Italy see Ginsborg (1990: 298-308) 53

and P. Ortoleva (1998) I movimenti del '68 in Europa e in America, Editori Riuniti: 211-31.
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Baraghini's aim was to create and reach as many readers as possible for his 

controversial journals and literary materials, preferably militant and critical 

readers who could help promote his militant political cause. 	
54

"
Some of the titles which most effectively synthesise the militant political 

motivations of Baraghini in the early 1970s include his collaboration with 

Massimo Teodori on La prova radicale (around 1971) and other titles by 

unknown authors who contributed to the 'Controcultura' series, with works 

such as Fare controcultura, Fronte popolare, Donne belle, Porci con le ali, Le 

droghe e il loro abuso  and Droga nera. These first 'manuals' were what Soraci 

(1992a: 12) describes as 'libretti poverissimi, scarni, sia come grafica sia come 

prezzo di copertina'. Many articles and pamphlets translated and published by 

Stampa Alternativa during the early 1970s were works of collective authorship 

(Di Giampaolo, 1996a: 15). These included Manuale per la coltivazione della 

marijuana (1971), Fare macrobiotica (1973), Contro la famiglia and Manuale 

di autodifesa per i minorenni (1974).	


"
Baraghini was not in a position to continue such an anarchistic publishing 

enterprise for long. In 1976 the publisher who had been the director of 

numerous pornographic journals was put on trial for his publication of Contro 

la famiglia.  The publisher breached article 528 regarding pornographic 55

publishing laws (Soraci, 1992a: 11). In our Interview, Baraghini expressed his 

regret about the charges: 'Mi hanno forzato di chiudere. Però c'era 

potenzialmente una grande domanda, ci costruivamo alcuni articoli, che 

passavamo un po' fra gli amici, c'era un' altissima domanda dei materiali di 

contro-cultura' (Baraghini Interview, 1996).	


"

 Baraghini's notion of 'lettori critici' will be taken up in section 8.3.54

Contro la famiglia, as its title suggests, proposed, among other issues, 'amoral' questions of opposing 55

Italian traditional family norms, and provided examples of children who have been abused and 
mistreated by their parents. The work could also be viewed as a model of guidelines for children to 
disobey their parents. 
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Stampa Alternativa was closed for three years between 1976 and 1979. During 

this time Baraghini worked on an agricultural co-operative, shepherding sheep 

in the Tuscan hills near Grosseto. Baraghini's 'terra rossa' was a legitimate 

agricultural co-operative where publishing pamphlets was not one of his 

pursuits. In 1979 he collaborated with a small printer in Viterbo, and in 

response to the government intervention which prevented the publisher from 

publishing pornographic and 'anarchistic' texts, Baraghini made a strategically 

traditional move to publish an edition of Hermann Hesse's Fables of Love 

(Favole d'amore). The Stampa Alternativa edition was well translated. It 

included colour illustrations, accompanied by critical commentary. The first 

edition sold at the low price of 4,000 lire (Soraci, 1992a: 11). This title marked 

Stampa Alternativa's second, and initially less provocative, period of 

publishing a 'fiabesca' series including well known authors such as Lewis 

Carroll, Shakespeare, Oscar Wilde and biographies of artists like Paul Klee 

and Marc Chagall (Baraghini, 1995a: 4-5). 	


"
In the 1980s Stampa Alternativa expanded and worked in collaboration with 

Nuovi-Equilibri. In 1983, Stampa Alternativa therefore changed its name to 

'Stampa Alternativa-Nuovi-Equilibri-s.r.l.' The titles and themes published in 

this period were traditional in comparison to the controversial themes of the 

1970s, ranging from works by Hermann Hesse to literature about pop music, 

jazz and art history. These works were available for around 4,000 lire. Such 

themes were distributed throughout a number of different series, These are: 

Fiabesca, Leggere e Scrivere, Jazz People, Sconcerto, Manuali Musicali, 

Container Art and Edizioni Speciali.	


"
However, the new image of Stampa Alternativa, disseminating a broader and 

more traditional range of titles and improving presentations and distributional 

strategies, was more costly for Baraghini than the environment of the 'comune "
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urbana'. The launching of new titles was always a risk as the publication 

process was becoming more expensive. According to Baraghini, 'se prima 

potevo permettermi di sbagliare dei libri, oggi mi basta un flop su due o tre 

titoli minimamente impegnativi e mi ritrovo sull'orlo della 

chiusura' (Baraghini, in Soraci, 1992a: 12). 	


"
This is precisely the position Baraghini occupied in the late 1980s and early 

1990s. In 1990, Baraghini launched the Millelire series as a last resort. He was 

on the verge of closing down Stampa Alternativa. He conceived the Millelire 

idea as a 'last card' to play in the publishing world (Baraghini Interview, 1996. 

Baraghini (in Ulivi, 1992, 24) proposed: 'Perché non inventare qualcosa di 

nuovo prima di sparire'? He describes the contingency and the impetus of the 

series in the following manner:	


"
Millelire arriva molto per caso. Assolutamente senza 
predeterminazione. Arriva perché per la gioia di chiudere la 
casa editrice noi pensavamo di esaurire la cifra e di andare in 
campagna. Stavo pensando di fare alcuni libri, che fosse una 
sorta di dono ai lettori, e fare piccoli libri di narrativa, 
manualisti, alcuni libri di autori italiani sconosciuti, tutti di 
buona scrittura. (Baraghini interview, 1996)	
"

Baraghini's policy for the selection of titles and his concept of authorship for 

Millelire will be outlined later in this chapter. This brief historical and political 

background to Stampa Alternativa in its early period has provided a platform 

to discuss Millelire. Aspects of the 'alternative' character of the Millelire series 

reflect the earlier counter-cultural pamphlets published by Stampa Alternativa 

in the years between 1970 and 1979. They do so in two ways: First, Millelire 

brings to mind the counter-political projects, idealistic libertarian values, and 

controversial titles which were advocated by Stampa Alternativa in this 

important political period for Italy, Europe and the United States. Second, in 

"
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the area of policy, the titles and modes of production and distribution of 

Stampa Alternativa's ephemeral pamphlets are similar to Millelire.	


"
This publishing initiative provides the object of a detailed case study in the 

present chapter. The point of departure is my interview with Marcello 

Baraghini which provides insight into the publisher's cultural politics and 

publishing policies for the Millelire series.	


"
The central questions to be investigated in the case study are the following:	
"
1. How are Millelire works produced and printed?	


2. How can Baraghini afford to produce books for 1, 000 lire? 	


3. Are the techniques for Millelire production different from 'BUR', 'Oscar' and 

'Universale Economica'? 	


4. What are the titles in the Millelire catalogue? 	


5. How are Millelire distributed and promoted? 	


6. What is Baraghini's relationship with his authors? 	


7. What does Baraghini's marketing language convey about the publisher's 

objectives in promoting Millelire? 	


8. Has Baraghini lived up to his expectations in providing a significant 

publishing alternative through the Millelire initiative?	


"
4.2	
  Millelire production and publishing policy 	


The category of book production, as noted in Chapter 3, comprises organising 

book production and printing, preparing book presentation, establishing 

generic categories, selecting titles, organising the catalogue and setting book 

prices. The information pertaining to Millelire production has been obtained 

from Baraghini himself, his collaborators at Stampa Alternativa, the Millelire 

"
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catalogue and Millelire titles.  I will now describe the techniques for the 56

production of Millelire and Baraghini's policy on the presentation of the series. 	


"
The Millelire book is a miniature volume of 10.5 x 14 centimetre dimensions. 

The number of pages for individual titles varies from 8 to 128. The average 

number of pages is 64. The dimensions of some of the very first Millelire 

books were slightly larger because they came out of a rotary press which was 

unsuitable for high print runs. In 1994, the 'Millelire più' series was created, 

costing 5,000 lire. They are 10.5 x 14.5  centimetres in dimension and are 

bound with slightly heavier paper covers than the original series. 'Millelire più' 

books contain, on average, 140 pages. In 1994 the 'Raccolte Millelire' was 

introduced. These are packaged collections of ten Millelire titles. Finally, in 

1995  Baraghini created the 'Piccola Biblioteca Millelire', a box set containing 

five Millelire volumes that initially cost 5,000 lire, but whose price was 

doubled in September 1995 to 10,000 lire.	


"
The technology for producing Millelire books is very simple: they are printed 

on a rotary press. Baraghini made a pragmatic decision to drastically bring 

down the cost of production by printing books on one or two sheets of 

recycled paper, custom made at 85 grams. Millelire mini-books are 

autocopertinati; in other words, they are bound in paper covers and held 

together by two staples (Pedretti, 1996: 6).  The graphic designs of the covers 57

are generally sparse, and contain only two colours.  The total cost of the 58

covers and printing is 80 lire, while the composition costs are between 100 and 

"

It is worth noting that it was a challenge to obtain concrete information about the actual publication 56

of Millelire from Baraghini, who preferred to maintain that the Millelire books transcend the 
practicalities of production and exist purely because of their content. 

Autocopertinati is a term Baraghini uses to describe 'self binding', in other words the fact that the 57

book covers are printed on the same paper as the book itself, and are produced on the same machine 
(the rotary press). The covers are not string bound, nor glued like the traditional paperback, but 
stapled in two places.

I will discuss the graphic designs of Millelire in the following section.58
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200 lire. Therefore, the result is 'un libro veloce e supereconomico' which has 

a total production cost of around 200 lire per copy (Soraci, 1992a: 12). 	


"
The publishing techniques of 'autocopertina' and 'autoproduzione' are pivotal 

in understanding the 'alternative' publishing practices of Stampa Alternativa. 

In fact, this system of 'self-binding' had been promoted in the past by Stampa 

Alternativa, prior to the invention of Millelire. Stampa Alternativa published 

two works which encouraged amateurs who were interested in setting up their 

own publishing careers or who wished to publish their own works as a protest 

against the 'monopolistic powers of major Italian publishers'. These were Fare 

controinformazione (1974), which was essentially a guide to publishing 

controversial pamphlets and, in 1990, the more traditional Farsi un libro: 

propedeutica dell’autoproduzione: orientamenti e spunti per un’impresa 

consapevole o per una serena rinuncia.  The typography for the Millelire 59

series is organised in collaboration with small printing companies across Italy. 

These include Accademia, Graffiti srl., Kemo (Roma) De Tullio, Tecno edit 

(Bari), Union printing, Prima print (Viterbo), La grafica nuova, Cirone 

(Torino) and Graphos-pero and litografia2emme-Villasanta (Milano). However 

Union Printing in Viterbo appears to print the majority of the Millelire titles, 

according to the Millelire catalogue. 	
60

"
Given the physical characteristics of the Millelire mini-books just described, 

are there any notable differences in the production and presentation of 

Millelire books as compared to the 'traditional cheap paperbacks described in 

Chapter 3? I can isolate at least four differences in the format between 

Millelire books and the traditional paperback. The first pertains to Millelire's 

"

The practice of 'autoproduzione' has been extended to include and exploit Millelire's readers who are 59

invited to collaborate in the publishing process through the 'Cantiere Millelire' forum. See section 4.5 
and Chapter 8.

See also the list of Titles in the Appendix 1.60
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physical dimensions. The traditional paperback has a portable format that 

varies in size.  On average, however, the modern Italian paperback has the 61

dimensions of 13 x 20 centimetres, with some editions, such as Oscar, being 

taller and slimmer. The spine on average is 2 centimetres thick. Millelire, in 

comparison to these dimensions are markedly slimmer and smaller, at 10.5 x 

14 centimetres with, on average, a 3 millimetre spine.	


"
The second difference between Millelire and the traditional paperback pertains 

to the binding techniques used, which can determine the number of pages a 

book is able to contain. It is difficult to standardise the number of pages for the 

'traditional paperback'; however, one can estimate anything from 80 to 300 

pages. The traditional paperback is able to hold more pages, because it usually 

has a flexible cardboard cover and is either string bound or glued. Millelire 

has a slim format which is bound in a paper cover and held together with two 

staples. 'BUR' books also have paper covers which use only two colours. 

Millelire’s 'primitive' binding places limitations on the number of pages these 

little books can hold, whereas 'BUR' have single, double and triple editions 

which makes it possible to publish larger novels, plays and unabridged works. 

However, I will argue that such limitations have provided useful publishing 

guidelines for the types of works to be published in the Millelire series.	


"
The third difference pertains to the printing techniques deployed. Of course 

the technology used for printing depends on the publishing house in question. 

For the traditional paperbacks published by large houses like Mondadori or 

Feltrinelli, electronic and desktop publishing is the normal practice for 

publication and reproduction. Millelire books, by contrast, are printed on a 

rotary press because Stampa Alternativa is a small publishing house lacking 

financial and technical resources to use more advanced methods. Moreover, 

"
 For example:-165 x 100 mm to 172 x 109 mm (John Johnston), 165mm x 118, (Tauchnitz editions), 61

147 x 95mm (German Reclam), 180 x 111, (Albatross), the first Penguins at 181x 111mm. 
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Baraghini is ideologically opposed to electronic publishing (Baraghini 

Interview, 1996). Such primitive printing methods partly explain why he can 

afford to sell books at 1,000 lire. 	


"
The final difference pertains to the graphics for the book covers. Inspired by 

'BUR'’s  simple graphics, Baraghini has steered away from the gaudy 

commercial covers exemplified by the Oscar Mondadori paperback covers. 

With the 'traditional paperback', for the 'Miti’ series and Newton paperbacks, 

more advanced methods are applied to the graphic design of book covers. 

Images are produced on separate printing machines; they are electronically 

scanned from paintings or photographs or elaborately conceived by graphic 

artists using electronic printing and graphic design technology. As already 

stated, Baraghini's Millelire covers, by contrast, are autocopertinati on 

recycled paper and contain only two colours. The covers for the same titles are 

not always standardised.	


"
The colophon provides information about Millelire's interior features. The 

logo for Stampa Alternativa until 1983 was 'a hand offering a marijuana leaf'. 

When Stampa Alternativa joined partnership with Angelo Leone from Nuovi 

Equilibri in 1983, the logo was substituted with a design by Daniele Turchi 

and Silvano Fassina, 'two overlapping triangles  which created the form of a 

rectangle with the inscription: Stampa Alternativa e Nuovi Equilibri. The 

standard format for the colophon is outlined in the 1995 Millelire catalogue: 	


Titolo: È quello riportato nel colophon interno, se 
presente. In caso contrario è quello di copertina. 	
"
Sottotitolo: idem come sopra.	
"
Autore: è riportato di solito nel colophon interno. Di 
seguito vengono indicati gli eventuali curatori e 
illustratori.	
""
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Data di Stampa: Si riferisce alla data di stampa della 
prima edizione riportata di solito nel colophon interno. 
In caso non sia stato possibile risalire ad essa, si intende 
l'edizione più lontana rintracciata, oppure si fa 
riferimento alla data della pubblicazione mensile Stampa 
Alternativa (se presente). Due o più date di stampa 
indicano che le edizioni relative sono differenti. 	
"
Tipografia: Nome della tipografia e del luogo di stampa 
secondo la legenda a fine catalogo.	
"
Autore copertina: È quello riportato nel colophon 
interno.	

Autore grafica: Idem come sopra.	
"
Altre informazioni: Riporta innanzitutto l'occasione per 
la quale è avvenuta la pubblicazione del volume. Con 
edizione speciale si intende un Millelire pensato e 
prodotto da particolari associazioni o singoli con basse 
tirature e diffusione limitata localmente, a cui Stampa 
Alternativa ha concesso l'uso del marchio dopo aver 
visionato la qualità del prodotto.	
"
Con normale si intende un Millelire passato in 
distribuzione nazionale con alte tirature. Vengono 
riportate inoltre l'eventuale appartenenza ad una serie 
interna, alla collana, la particolare disposizione del 
volume, altre osservazioni.	
"
Numero di pagine: Comprese quelle di copertina. Se la 
copertina è cartonata è aggiunta la dizione + . . cop.	
"

The colophon features of Millelire mini-books are standardised, except 

perhaps some differences apparent in 'special' editions. As noted, the slim 

format is adopted for most titles. However, with Millelire presentation, from 

the covers to the internal composition, there are considerable variations 

between Millelire titles. For example, in some cases the publisher's logo is on 

"
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the front cover, such as for A. F Formiggini's Dizionarietto Rompitascabile 

(1994) which is a special edition. In  Fabio Giovannini's I vampiri sono tra 

noi, and T.S. Eliot's Il Paese Guasto (The Waste Land), for example, the 

Stampa Alternativa logo is on the back cover. Not all titles carry an ISBN. If 

included, it is printed above the bar code on the back cover. The special 

edition of TEP (Teatro Festival Parma), Il qui e l'altrove dello spettatore  

(1993), is printed and bound on heavy glossy paper. In some titles the choice 

of font and print is very large, with ample space for margins. In other titles, the 

font is tiny with virtually no margins. The spacing between the lines also 

varies considerably. The quality of the Millelire editions can be also criticised 

for their lack of bibliographic scholarship. With the exception of Ferrieri's Il 

lettore a(r)mato, the books contain no comments, notes, bibliography or index 

and, on the whole, no biography of the author. 	
62

"
There are also differences in the choice of colours selected for the internal 

printed text. As outlined in the 1995 catalogue, apart from the standard black 

print; bronze for A. F. Formiggini, Dizionarietto rompitascabile degli editori 

italiani (1994, 64 pages), and G. Papini, Le disgrazie del libro in Italia (1993, 

64 pages); violet for G. Toni, Elioppido e la notte della civetta  (32 pages, 

1994), blue for M. Torchio, M. T. Di Lascia, Dio & C-compleanno  (1994, 32 

pages); green for G. Balsamo, D. Bosca, D. Manera, Racconti dalle Langhe  

(48 pages) and brown for M. Schwob, La stella di legno  (1993, 32 pages). 	


"
Baraghini's views on publishing policy were not clearly outlined in our 

interview. The publisher's idea was to place emphasis on Millelire's content. 

This is evident because the Millelire series are pamphlet sized books with only 

essential features, as just described. Baraghini justified the small format of 

Millelire in our Interview (1996): 'Si tenta di fare diventare il libro puro 

"In I vampiri sono tra noi, there is a biography of Fabio Giovannini.62
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contenuto. Si prendono i grandi testi asciugandoli di qualsiasi ridondanza nella 

veste tipografica. La mia idea era di deperire il feticcio libro, costruendolo nel 

modo più essenziale'. Judging from Baraghini's comments, it appears that 

Millelire books were 'a magic symbol of freedom' that transcended the 

mundane practicalities of book production. Baraghini's 'philosophy' of the 

production process for Millelire, then, was that his books exist solely for the 

sake of their content:	


"
Il libro vive del contenuto. Voglio dire che non si può 
prescindere dei contenuti. Che cos'è un libro? Il libro vive 
dai contenuti, che siano otto pagine o quattro, sono i 
contenuti che splendono. (Baraghini Interview, 1996)	
"

Baraghini avoids describing the actual production process of the Millelire by 

claiming that splendour of the series' texts transcends its physical format. 

There is no doubt that the themes and content of his Millelire series are 

controversial, so I resist the temptation to unravel the dilemma about whether 

it is the form or the content that constitutes a quality book or work of 

literature. Instead, the publisher's emphasis on content can be viewed as a 

defence mechanism against those commentators, such as Sellerio, who overtly 

criticise Millelire's format and claim that Millelire books are not 'true' books or 

'quality literature'.	


"
However, contrary to the publisher's claim that content is the priority, it may 

be surprising to note that Baraghini considers form and presentation as two 

important elements of Millelire's publishing policy. The main objective for 

carefully attending to Millelire's presentation for Baraghini, and for publishing 

policy in general, is - as Mauri and Vigini have shown (1995a: Unpaginated) - 

that book presentation can entice readers and contribute greatly to the success 

of a given series or title. 	


""
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Millelire presentation and covers	


Baraghini particularly emphasises that a well designed book cover is an 

effective strategy for capturing readers and also serves to promote the 'spirit' of 

Millelire's content. He states: 'Il disegno della copertina deve "sposare" i 

lettori, vivere e dare l'anima al libro' (Baraghini  Interview, 1996). Baraghini's 

comment is an indication that presentation for him is not merely a commercial 

marketing ploy; his claim is that larger paperback publishers like Einaudi and 

Mondadori place too much emphasis on the graphic design of their products 

(Baraghini Interview, 1996).  Baraghini believes that by designing simple 63

graphics, he is protesting against the commercial notion that books are luxury 

objects presented for the purpose of 'interior design'. Soraci argues that most 

Italian paperback graphic designers present 'il libro come complemento 

d'arredamento [. . .] un lusso, più che intellettuale, esistenziale' (Soraci, in 

Spinazzola, 1993a: 223). Baraghini, on the contrary, presents his Millelire 

series as 'oggetti poverissimi, ma soprattutto testi di stimolo per catturare 

ultimamente dell'eccitazione intellettuale' (Baraghini Interview, 1996).	


"
Despite Baraghini's critical attitude towards commercial book graphics, he is 

aesthetically sensitive about the presentation of the Millelire series. He has 

taken the trouble to establish some innovative and eye-catching presentations 

for his mini-books. Some examples of the most novel presentations are 

apparent in the 'Raccolta Millelire' series. In many of these collections 

containing ten Millelire titles, the packaging appears identical to well-known 

cigarette and cigar box formats. The collection of R. Cavagnaro (ed.), Inediti 

autori italiani  (1993), is presented like a packet of Camel cigarettes. Racconti 

dal mondo, edited by D. Manera, is presented like a cigar box; A. M. 

Pellegrino (ed.), Piccola Biblioteca della felicità (1994), is presented in a box 

"
For example, he claims Einaudi's meticulous attention to graphics is 'solo un discorso che rischia di 63

essere fregio. Einaudi ha un'eccezione grafica, ma è solo un esercizio di stile, una retorica del 
libro' (Baraghini Interview, 1996).
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in the form of 'fiammiferi Minerva'; the packaging for M. Fois (ed.) Giallo, 

Nero, e Mistero  (1994) echoes Marlboro and, finally, Lucky Strike is the basis 

for F. Forte (ed.) Fantasia  (1995). Baraghini himself features on the cigarette 

emblems on most of these boxes.  Also Neo-Noir is presented like a box of 64

black chocolates and Internet  contains a free CD- Rom. 	
65

"
The lettering, colours and graphics vary according to different Millelire 

covers. Some of the titles are simply black and white with basic childlike 

illustrations - such as A. Sofri, Il future anteriore, Come scrivono le sentenze, 

(1992). Other titles designed by Matteo Guernaccia, are more colourful and 

psychedelic.  Under the pseudonym of Capek, Baraghini has also designed 66

some covers, including the famous Lettera sulla felicità.  Some of the cover 67

images are very crude. For example, Parole in ritirata  has an image of a 

urinal on the cover, and other illustrations insinuate male genitalia.  68

Nevertheless, in 1994, Stampa Alternativa won the prestigious 'Premio 

internazionale ADI Compasso d'oro' for its novel examples of book 

presentation. This prize had been won previously by the famous Italian  

designer, Gianni Versace.	


"

"

 On the back cover of the Giallo, Nero, e Mistero in the Marlboro format is 'Il gruppo 13 ha 64

incontrato un editore pazzo da aiutarli ad esaudire un loro antico desiderio: dare spazio ad altri autori, 
anche esordienti, ospitandoli in questo stesso confetto. IL MISTERO NUOCE GRAVEMENTE ALLA 
NOIA'. Baraghini is on the camel on the cover of Inediti autori italiani, and the brand mark on Giallo, 
Nero, e Mistero. See the illustrations in the Appendix 2.

For the titles included in these collections see Pedretti (1996: 54-58). For the graphic designs of 65

these collections, refer to the Appendix 2.

Matteo Guernaccia, designed the graphics for Papalagi (1991); Albert Hofmann: I misteri di Eleusi 66

(1993); LSD. I miei incontri con Huxley, Leary, Jünger, Vogt (1992); Viaggi acidi. Albert Hofmann 
intervistato da Pino Corrias (1992). Armando Orfeo designed other psychedelic covers such as 
Percezioni di realtà (1993).

Baraghini designed, for example, Epicuro, Lettera sulla felicità (see the Appendix 2 for an 67

illustrations of this title's design); L. A. Seneca, Il tempo;  M. Pasquali, Ho fatto il censimento; L. 
Ferrieri, Il lettore a(r)mato; J. Keplero, and Lettera per la scelta di una moglie.

For example A. Selvaggi, Membri di partito. le avventura pornopolitiche di Rossana Doll (1994); F. 68

Mazzucato, 144, confessione di una telefonista erotica (1995).
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It is surprising that the Millelire series has been criticised on many occasions 

for its format and presentation. Such criticism supports the notion that perhaps 

Millelire should not be considered as books at all. It appears the point of 

contention within the Italian book market has been precisely the innovative, 

yet less than fully aesthetic format and presentation of Millelire mini-books. 

The physical and aesthetic characteristics of the Millelire series have been the 

target for much debate, as noted in the Introduction. Surprisingly the 

presentation of Millelire has offended booksellers, publishers and writers more 

than the provocative content. But Baraghini has established a defence tactic, 

claiming that Millelire exist for the splendour of their content. In interview, I 

asked Baraghini what he thought of being reproached by publishers and 

booksellers who criticised Millelire for being 'pamphlets' instead of 'books'. 

He responded with confidence: 'Sono tutte le critiche degli intellettuali, ma 

non è perché le hanno fatte a noi, e non hanno spessore, sono gli intellettuali 

invidiosi, non che sia un fenomeno per sfuggire una critica' (Baraghini 

Interview, 1996).	


"
Two observations can be made in response to this broader debate. First, that 

although the format and presentation of the Millelire series - including their 

paper binding and slim format - do resemble the original Stampa Alternativa 

pamphlets, the presentation, colophon, pagination and covers for Millelire are 

closer to books than pamphlets. In other words, contrary to the criticisms, 

Millelire can be considered as books because they contain the essential 

features of the book as determined from a bibliographical point of view (even 

though some titles do not contain some bibliographic features such as an 

ISBN, notes, comments, and a bibliography).	


"
Second, some critics argue that Millelire's slim format limits the range of 

works to be published in the series. For example, Luciano Mauri claims that:	


""
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Le condizioni che poi s’impongono all’editore dei 
supereconomici sono tante e tali da limitare fortemente 
la sua iniziativa: le pagine non devono superare un certo 
numero: quindi non darei eccessiva importanza a queste 
nuove iniziative. (Mauri, in Fiori, 1992: 25)	
"

Soraci agrees, adding that:	


"
È ovvio che con questo sistema si possono pubblicare 
solo testi molto brevi: racconti, narrazioni, diaristiche, 
piéces teatrali, interviste e una manualistica molto 
rapida. (Soraci, 1992a: 12)	
"

Mauri and Soraci both refer to the limits and conditions publishers have to 

confront in their selection and production of super-economic paperbacks. But 

they are also implicitly listing Baraghini's positive criteria for publishing 

Millelire. Owing to Millelire's slim format and their limited number of pages, 

it is clear that long novels and epic works cannot be published in the Millelire 

series. Yet such constraints have resulted in an original publisher's list.	


"
The Millelire catalogue and titles	


In contrast to Mauri and Soraci, Gambaro (1993a: 172) considers Millelire to 

be an innovative publishing series. Rather than depicting the conditions of 

publication for these little books as a constraint, he believes Baraghini has 

constructively exploited Millelire's slim format:	


"
Se certo il prezzo quasi simbolico spiega in gran parte 
l'eccezionale gradimento del pubblico per l'iniziativa di 
Stampa Alternativa, non bisogna però dimenticare 
l'efficacia dei titoli proposti, i quali, sfruttano al meglio 
il limite dell'esigua foliazione, recuperano e valorizzano 
testi rari e preziosi delle letterature sia antiche sia 
straniere moderne, a cui però si alternano inediti di 
autori italiani, per lo più esordienti. All'innovazione 

"
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commerciale ha corrisposto dunque una volontà di 
ricerca e originalità sul piano del catalogo - diventato di 
fatto una specie di laboratorio collettivo. (Gambaro, 
1993a: 172)	
"

The originality of the Millelire catalogue can be traced back to the titles and 

themes of the 'pamphlets' collectively compiled by Stampa Alternativa fans in 

the early 1970s. As noted, such titles questioned the Italian status quo and 

provided young students and political activists with a vehicle for expressing 

their freedom. Baraghini's first 'libricini' were translations about drugs, 

divorce, sexuality, music, pacifism and other political libertarian themes. As a 

homage to Stampa Alternativa for its 25th Anniversary, some of the publisher's 

original best selling titles from the 1970s were re-published in May 1995 by 

Baraghini in a special collection entitled: Sette belli. The collection contained 

La società dello spettacolo, Contro la famiglia, I padroni della musica, 

S.C.U.M, Chi sono i dissidenti, Manuale per la coltivazione di marijuana and 

Combinazioni n.10. 	


"
In the 1990s, an 'alternative' selection of titles continues to be dominant in the 

Millelire catalogue. The innovative range of topics published in the series is 

unmistakable, as seen in the following promotional citation taken from the 

1995 catalogue:	


"
I libri Millelire sono in primo luogo un grande 
laboratorio per scoprire, ricuperare, sperimentare. 
Propongono testi rari, provocativi, stimolanti, divertenti, 
sconosciuti, curiosi, fuori moda, testi che spaziano dalla 
narrativa alla saggistica, dalla fiaba al diario, dalla 
poesia al teatro, dalla fotografia al disegno. Testi brevi, 
talvolta brevissimi ma sempre significativi e compiuti, 
arricchiti da schede o apparati critici. Inoltre testi inediti 
di autori contemporanei italiani sinora mai scoperti 

"
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perché estranei alle logiche di potere dei potentati 
editoriali. (Pedretti, 1996: 9)	
"

It is evident that the Millelire catalogue provides stimulation for what 

Baraghini hoped to be an 'anti conformist' (Spinazzola, 1994b: 227) audience 

which does not wish to read commercial and well-known works, familiar 

authors or reprints of classics available from Italy's larger publishing houses. 

Baraghini's collective laboratory at Stampa Alternativa caters for a plurality of 

literary and practical needs for readers. The Millelire series offers a range of 

traditional and provocative titles and topics from how to catch trains in Italy to 

how to avoid being arrested for possessing drugs, how to use the Internet, 

erotic horror, how to fight the Mafia, Ancient Greek and Roman classics and 

communications theory. 	


"
The themes I have identified from the catalogue include: poetry (Poesie 

satiriche, 1993; Keroac and co., 1995; Il paese guasto  by T. S Eliot, 1995); 

theatre (Il teatro del Tibet, 1993 and L'attore, 1992); politics (La democrazia, 

1993 and Mafia e politica, 1993); drugs (Fantadroga, 1990; Viaggi acidi, 1992 

and Il fungo magico, 1993); short stories (Racconti dalla sapienza, 1993 and 

Racconti galleghi, 1992); erotic literature (Splatter 1993; Membri di partito, 

1995; Sale Rosso, 1992; Lezioni d'amore  and Erotik design, 1995); comics 

(Snatch comics, 1992; Calvino in Topolino, 1993 and Porco, 1993); fantasy 

(Racconti horror and Fantasia, 1995); feminism (Parole di donne, 1995 

Cofanetti); pop music (Le radici e le ali, 1991; Trentanove canzoni  by P 

Pallotimo, 1993; Modugno una biografia non autorizzata, 1993; La musica è 

finita. It's now or never 1994); travel (Diari di Viaggio; Inter-RailMan  and 

Mediterraneo); manuals (Internet  and Smiley; 1994); and animal liberation (a 

children's book: Il mio gatto stava male and Animali a(r)mati, 1994). Finally, 

Baraghini publishes classical titles to be used as contemporary self-help 

"
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manuals (Epicurus's Lettera sulla felicità  Pensieri, and Il Tempo  by Seneca.  69

The number of titles published between 1989 and 1999 is indicated in the 

following table:	


"
Number of Millelire titles published (1989-1999)*	
"

"
*This table ascertains the number of titles listed in the Millelire catalogues from 
1989-1999. With the exception of the titles published between 1996 and 1999, the 
quantities do not include later editions or reprints of the same title.	
"

The above table indicates that the number of Millelire titles produced between 

1989 and 1993 increased from 4 to 87. The peak of Millelire production was in 

1993 after the success of Lettera sulla felicità. However, since 1994, new 

individual titles declined in number. Instead Baraghini has focussed on 

"
1989

Titles	

4

Cofanetti 	

-

1990 5 -

1991 21 -

1992 43 1

1993 87 1

1994 49 4

1995 52 9

1996 58 11

1997 60 13

1998 62 13

1999 64 14

"

The titles listed here are only some examples of the Millelire available and I stress that these themes 69

are not utilised as official genre categories in the catalogue because Baraghini claims that he has 
refuted official publishing categories: 'tutte le categorie, tutta l'officilità dell 'editoria ho lottato 
contro' (Baraghini Interview, 1996). However, in the 1999 publisher's list, the series is divided up into 
the following themes: Classici, Narrativa, Poesia, Saggi, Manuali, Umorismo, Cronaca, Civile, 
Musica e Canzoni, Droghe, Immagini e Disegni, Fumetti, Ragazzi and Linguaggi. See the complete 
list of titles in the Appendix 1.
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producing Cofanetti, or box collections containing five or ten Millelire 

volumes. In 1995, nine Cofanetti were produced. In 1998, according to the 

Stampa Alternativa catalogue, there was a substantial increase in titles offered; 

there were 62 individual Millelire titles and 13 'cofanetti' for that year. 

Although most of these Millelire titles are reprints of titles previously 

published in the series, there are some new publications, such as Le migliori 

battute dai film di Totò:  Io ti pago!, a collection of famous quotes from the 

Neapolitan comedian Totò. 	


"
The 1995 Millelire catalogue was organised in a haphazard way, following a 

mix of chronological and thematic structure. The result is a catalogue which, 

Baraghini admits, is 'incomplete'. But then he is open to contributions from his 

readers for any suggestions for its improvement.  In the first part of the 70

catalogue, the titles are presented in chronological order, beginning with the 

first Millelire title, Guida ad uso di chi viaggia in Italia  (September 1989), 

and ending with the last title, Smiley  (December 1995), which was launched 

prior to the catalogue's publication in January 1996. The second part of the 

catalogue is dedicated to special collections of ten Millelire books known as 

Cofanetti  or 'Raccolte Millelire'. These are arranged chronologically and 

according to themes (Tipo). These collections of ten Millelire titles include: 

Raccolta inediti autori italiani, Giallo Nero & Mistero, Memoria, Fantasia, 

Crimine, Racconti dal mondo, Neo-Noir, Cyberpunk, Internet and Settebelli. 

As part of the Piccola Biblioteca series there are: Parole di donne, Piccola 

Biblioteca della felicità, Libertà, Cinema mon amour, Horror erotico, 

Psichedelica, Verso Oriente and La comunicazione  (Pedretti, 1996: 54-62).	


"

"
 'Questo catalogo non si considera nè perfetto nè esaustivo [. . .] Chiunque sia a conoscenza di altri 70

Millelire non presenti in questo catalogo, oppure trovi imperfezioni o inesattezze nello stesso, è 
gentilmente pregato di segnalarlo a Stampa Alternativa' (Pedretti, 1996: 8).
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From the above titles (and the complete list provided in the Appendix 1) it is 

apparent that the catalogue, with the exception of some practical manuals and 

classics, represents yet another vehicle for the dissemination of subversive 

materials.  In other words, the Millelire initiative can be viewed as a type of 71

'underground' publishing mission. I asked Baraghini if the Millelire catalogue 

reflected an 'underground culture'. He did not interpret his series in this way, 

but justified his selection of titles for the Millelire series in the following 

manner:	


"
La collana è semplicemente come un'alimentazione di 
intelligenza. Quindi la società, quella italiana, è stata 
sempre molto chiusa, molto conformista. Allora chi non 
accetta questo clima ha bisogno di essere militante con 
la musica e la parola scritta, di dare intelligenza senza 
ideologia (con la qualità dei libri non c'è mai la scelta 
ideologica). (Baraghini interview 1996, my emphasis)	
"

The notion that the Millelire series is intended for  an 'intelligenzia' or what 

Spinazzola (1994b: 227) describes as 'lettori anticonformisti' is apparent from 

the controversial themes and titles listed, and this will be discussed further in 

Chapter 8. Given the anti-conformist and anti-institutional viewpoints upheld 

on many policy issues, and given his close affiliation with the Partito radicale 

della sinistra throughout Stampa Alternativa's history, it can be argued that 

Baraghini's cultural politics stem politically from the new left, and culturally 

from the theoretical frameworks upheld by writers associated with the 

Frankfurt School. 	
72

"

"

Examples of classics in the traditional sense include: Lettera sulla felicità, Elogio dell'ozio, Sonetti 71

d'amore. For manuals: Inter rail-man; Il lavoro rende liberi: Guida per chi cerca lavoro; Smiley: Le 
faccine di Interne; and Carta reciclata. Ironically, some subversive materials are classified under the 
category of 'civile'. Titles include: Omosessuale è naturale; De bello fallico: Cronaca di una brutta 
legge sulla violenza sessuale; A doppia mandata: Riflessioni sul carcere, la pena, la giustizia.

For example see Theodor Adorno (1991).72
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Authorship	


Perhaps the most original innovation in Baraghini's publishing policy is his 

participatory policy on authorship. Baraghini prioritises new and controversial 

writers and the catalogue acts as a platform for previously unpublished writers 

to publish their works for the Millelire format through the 'Cantiere Millelire' 

forum.  Many new titles make their debut with Millelire, as Gambaro (1993a: 73

172) has noted.	


"
In encouraging these young writers, however, Baraghini is only partly doing 

them a favour. He is denying one of the most vital legal aspects of publishing: 

copyright. Only a few of the Millelire titles are out of copyright. Epicurus's 

Lettera sulla felicità and Seneca's Il Tempo  are two obvious examples. But the 

majority of titles in the Millelire catalogue have not been previously 

published, and therefore officially should  still be in copyright. With this 

system, not only are authors denied their rights, but the opportunity for 

unauthorised duplication of Millelire works by other publishers or on the 

Internet is also made easier. In an interview with Soraci, Baraghini presents 

himself as being more liberal with his authors than mainstream publishers:	


"
L'aspetto ludico della collana si riflette anche nel 
rapporto con gli autori. Realizzare un libro per i millelire 
diventa un gioco anche per loro. Gli stessi autori con i 
quali intrattengo rapporti molto professionali per le altre 
collane, quando scrivono un millelire cambiano 
atteggiamento, si "dimenticano" i diritti dell'autore. 
(Baraghini, in Soraci, 1992a: 13)	
"

In my Interview (1996) with him, Baraghini laid claim to having a 

professional relationship with his writers, but he did not specify whether he 

paid his young writers royalties. Elsewhere, in a interview with Paolo Alberto 

"The Cantiere Millelire forum is discussed in more detail in section 8.2.73
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Valenti, the publisher proclaims: 'La parola scritta è un bene dei lettori. Sono 

contro il copyright' (Baraghini, in Valenti, 1992: Unpaginated). I conclude 

from his comments to Valenti and Soraci that the publisher does not pay 

author's rights. Of course Baraghini justifies such 'exploits' by claiming that 

his authors are liberated from publishing conventions and other 'irrelevant' 

professional formalities when they work with him. Baraghini depends on 

committed writers who are prepared to make personal sacrifices to fight for 

Millelire's causes. His loyal authors and translators work not only for 'love' but 

for free (Baraghini Interview, 1996 and Pedretti, 1996: 9).	


"
Price	


One of the most provocative aspects of the Millelire initiative has, of course, 

been its symbolic price of 1,000 lire, less than the price of an espresso. 

Baraghini was confident about taking the risk of offering provocative titles for 

the competitive price of 1,000 lire:	


"
Questo è il super super super economico. Noi abbiamo il 
tasso assolutamente più basso. Non abbiamo un 
economico in Italia con un valore così basso di 
copertina. 1.000 lire è "il prezzo non prezzo", un prezzo 
che non crea problemi a nessuno. (Baraghini Interview, 
1996)	
"

Some commentators are sceptical about the quality of Millelire books, merely 

because they cost 1,000 lire. Montroni (in Fiori, 1992: 25), for example, states: 

'Non credo nell’editoria a millelire. Non credo che si possano conciliare prezzi 

bassi e alta qualità'. Such scepticism might help explain why Baraghini is so 

ardent about defending the quality of Millelire's content. 	


"
What remains to be explored is how a small publisher like Stampa Alternativa 

can afford to sell books at such a minimal price? The answer lies in the fact 

"
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that Baraghini's publishing costs have been minimised by the unsophisticated 

techniques of production and the budget costs for printing Millelire already 

described. With total costs at around 200 lire a copy, a retail price of 1,000 lire 

leaves a profit margin of 800 lire. Furthermore Baraghini does not pay author's 

rights; he recruits volunteers for different segments of the publication process 

and pays 'pochissime scorte in magazzino e niente rese' (Gambaro, 1993a: 

172). In other words, Baraghini does not need to pay distribution costs for 

unsold Millelire titles in bookshops. These conditions combined explain how 

Baraghini can afford to produce books that cost 1,000 lire, not withstanding 

his dependency on bank loans (Gambaro, 1993a: 172). 	


"
4.3	
 Promoting and distributing Millelire 	


Despite Baraghini's insistence that Millelire's content transcends commercial 

practices (Baraghini Interview, 1996), the publisher has had to organise 

efficient channels of distribution for his series. Baraghini's policies on book 

promotion and distribution are clearly 'alternative' from the traditional 

methods used by mass market publishers. Stampa Alternativa has deployed 

diverse channels of distribution for the Millelire series. As noted, in the late 

1960s and early 1970s the 'counter political pamphlets' were distributed by 

what Baraghini describes as 'modi alternativi': alternative ways of organising 

channels of distribution. The central characteristic of alternative distribution is 

book promotion and distribution through channels of sale other than the 

bookshop.  According to Zanoli (1989: 126-7), it is possible to distinguish six 74

'alternative' places of sale in Italy: news-stands (edicole), specialised places of 

sale (punti di vendita specializzati), supermarkets and department stores 

(grandi magazzini), book clubs (club del libro), mail order (vendita per 

corrispondenza), and bookstands (bancarelle). These channels have all been 

used for disseminating the Millelire series at various levels. 	


" I have already anticipated this argument by Zanoli (1989: 79) and Vigini (1995a: Unpaginated).74
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The publisher has, on the whole, utilised direct forms of distribution and 

communication. Millelire fans have the option of buying books in person from 

Stampa Alternativa's headquarters, or ordering via mail. There are various 

ways of ordering. Inside the back cover of some Millelire titles, there is the 

following instruction: 'Dal catalogo STAMPA ALTERNATIVA/ NUOVI 

EQUILIBRI fotocopiare e spedire a Nuovi equilibri S.r.l., Casella Postale 

97-01100 Viterbo. I volumi ordinati vengono inviati in contrassegno'. It is not 

possible to order single titles in this manner. The reader selects the titles of the 

'cofanetti' desired by ticking the appropriate boxes. Readers are also 

encouraged to subscribe to Millelire and in doing so they are informed of the 

latest titles. Baraghini appeals to his public by offering subscriptions of 65,000 

lire worth of Millelire mini-books for 50,000 lire. The subscriber receives four 

postings a year. According to Di Giampaolo (1996a: 81), mailing and direct 

sales represent an astounding 50% of the total Millelire sales. Direct sales 

have therefore been more effective than bookshops and the news-stands.	


"
The distribution of Millelire in the early 1990s was often carried out 'on the 

street' in a manner similar to the way ephemeral pamphlets were distributed by 

Stampa Alternativa in the 'comune urbana'. There are other novel forms of 

promotion for the Millelire series, ranging from calendars, to postcards, book 

launches, parties, discos, rock concerts, health food stores, and other activities 

targeted at a young audience. Baraghini also distributed these mini-books in 

person, or displayed them in stands at book fairs and political rallies. The 

channels of distribution Baraghini selects for Millelire largely depend on the 

print runs for given titles. In fact, most Millelire titles have low print runs, 

averaging only 1,500 and are therefore only distributed locally, unless 

Baraghini anticipates that they will secure high sales. In this instance they are 

distributed nationally.	


""
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It is difficult to identify precisely when Baraghini distributes the Millelire 

series in the edicola and when he prefers to choose the bookshop as his central 

outlet. The colophons of Millelire books inconsistently indicate whether the 

title in question is sold in the edicola  or the bookshop. For example, the 

colophons for Cazzi vostri io domani vado in Svizzera  by G. M. Chiavari 

(1993) and Osh Rajneesh's Filosofia della non-violenza (1994) state that these 

titles are distributed in the edicola. A. F. Formiggini's Dizionarietto 

rompitascabile degli editori italiani (1994) is a special edition distributed in 

'librerie fiduciare'. Lettera sulla felicità of Epicurus and Ferrieri's Il lettore 

A(r)mato, were first printed in 1993 and distributed nationally in bookshops by 

Nuovi Equilibri srl. The 'Piccola Biblioteca' and 'Raccolte Millelire' 

collections are predominantly distributed nationally in the bookshops. 	


"
Baraghini (1995b: Unpaginated) stated that he chose the bookshop for 

disseminating Millelire in 1992. It is evident, as noted, that the titles that he 

considers potential 'best sellers' are distributed in this channel. However, 

although Baraghini uses the bookshop for the distribution of Millelire, these 

mini-books are not shelved with the traditional paperbacks. Instead, they are 

exhibited in vertical display cases with their covers showing, or placed on the 

counter near the cashier, the purpose being to familiarise the Italian reading 

public with the new series. 	


"
By placing Millelire near the cashier, Baraghini is offering a gift and also 

playing a game with his readers. In our interview Baraghini stated: 'Pensavo di 

fare alcuni libri, che fossero una sorta di dono, l'ultimo gioco per i 

lettori' (Baraghini Interview, 1996). The game is partly psychological, playing 

on consumers' tendency to buy on impulse. The initiative of 'il libro da 

resto' (Soraci, 1992a: 13) meant the consumer would, for instance, choose to 

buy three Millelire books instead of receiving 3,000 lire change from another 

purchase. Baraghini's idea then, is to offer his books as tempting little "
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'caramels', treats or gifts for the reader who cannot afford the traditional 

paperback, or who would rather read three Millelire books than pocket their 

small change. This tempting mode of selling Millelire in the bookshops 

promotes the series, but Baraghini (in Cardone, 1995a: 20) assumes that the 

initiative attracts new readers into the bookshop.  	
75

"
Baraghini faced some obstacles from booksellers whose initial response to 

Millelire was one of resistance and cynicism. This was not encouraging for the 

success of the series. Baraghini (Interview, 1996) admits he was unrealistically 

optimistic about introducing Millelire to the booksellers: 'Lì in realtà  ho 

peccato di ottimismo. Molti librai hanno ammesso che si trattava di una idea 

simpatica, ma il tono in generale è stato improntato al massimo scetticismo 

sulle reali chances commerciali della collana'. Although these mini-books 

were cheap and occupied virtually no floor space, the Millelire series was 

viewed with disdain by booksellers who believed that the series were 

'spazzatura' and could not make a profit (inside back cover, Chiavari, 1994).	


"
The Millelire series was also promoted with the title Lettera sulla felicità  on 

the Italian television book show Babele, and resulted in astounding sales. After 

the success of Epicurus's Lettera sulla felicità, booksellers were happy to keep 

Millelire in stock to render a full range of services for the public (Cardone, 

1995a: 21).  Baraghini therefore made a special pact with some booksellers: 76

'propone loro di acquistare i titoli con uno sconto di circa il 40% a blocchi di 

cinquanta copie senza diritto di resa: una prassi del tutto inusuale nel 

commercio del libro' (Gambaro 1993a: 171, my emphasis). Many of the 

"
Also see Chapter 8 on how Baraghini's marketing language has attracted readers.75

For further responses of booksellers to I supereconomici see Cardone (1995a: 19). 76
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bookshops Baraghini preferred were independent distributors, such as 'Libreria 

Utopia' in Milan and other 'faithful' bookshops. 	
77

"
This positive response was short lived. Since around 1995 it seems that most 

booksellers in the major Italian centres like Milan and Rome agree that 

Millelire sales are low, and that readers currently tend to choose 'quality' over 

'price' (Cardone, 1995a: 20-21). Because of these circumstances, and also due 

to the rising distribution costs in bookshops, it has been uncommon since 1995 

to find single Millelire titles in the bookshops with the exception of some 

bookshops specialising in super-economic paperbacks, and Baraghini's 

'faithful' bookshops. The 'Raccolte Millelire' and 'Piccola Biblioteca Millelire', 

both special collections of ten Millelire titles, are currently still available in 

many bookshops for 10,000 lire.	


"
From March 1993, Baraghini registered the Millelire series at the Viterbo 

tribunal and Millelire began to be disseminated in the edicola. This channel is 

similar to the familiar news-stand which distributes periodicals and magazines. 

It is situated either on the street, in the piazza or on station platforms, and is 

thus very accessible for readers 'on the move', for whom it provides more 

occasions to acquire books. The edicola, in general, has a heterogenous range 

"

For example, in the 1998 Stampa Alternativa catalogue the following bookshops are listed according 77

to Italian Regions. It is important to note that while the 'Racconte Millelire' are available in most of 
these outlets, individual titles are only available in a few (such as 'Cicerone', 'Utopia', and 'Libreria del 
Manifesto'. Since 1995, individual Millelire titles are not available in 'Feltrinelli', although Feltrinelli 
is listed). It is surprising to note that Sardegna has the most bookshops that distribute Stampa 
Alternativa titles (29). There are 28 book shops in Lombardia, and only 20 in Lazio.	

In Piemonte-Valle D'Aosta; Campus, Alphabeta, and Bottega Libri; in Lombardia, Ali del Tascabile, Il 
Libraccio, Utopia and Iperbook, in Friuli-Trentino-Veneto, Don Chisciotte, Tarantola, Paragonia and 
Rinascita. In Emilia-Romagna, Marche-Abruzzo; Metro, Incontro, Il catalogo and Nouvi orizzonti, in 
Liguria, Punto di Vista, and ll Leggio. In Toscana; Marzocco, Rinascita, Bancarella and Nuova 
Colonna. In Umbria, Paper and Book, and Tutto Libri. In Lazio Cicerone  (which is a 'sottopassaggio' 
bookstore near piazza Colonna in Rome specialising in super-economic paperbacks, and Newton 
Compton Millelire in particular); Fahrenheit 451, Pagine sul Mondo, Scuola e cultura, Fontana 
Grande (in Viterbo) and Libreria del Manifesto. Campania-Calabria, Ateneo, Petrozziello, Guida and 
Gulliver. Puglia-Basilicata; Quintiliano, Dante, Filipi, and Argo. In Sicilia; Tuttoshopping. Caruso, 
Libreria del corso, and La Paglia. In Sardegna, Clu. Il Laborinto and Max 88 and Demetra.
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of print and audio-visual materials available. In 1965, as noted, the Mondadori 

Oscar series was distributed through this channel. In the 1980s, the edicola 

was limited to selling magazines, periodicals, newspapers and romance novels. 

In the 1990s, by contrast, it distributes a peculiar mix of print materials of 

various genres, videos, newspapers with videos, periodicals with cds attached, 

and cassettes.  	
78

"
Until 1995, individual Millelire titles were distributed almost exclusively in 

the edicole, with the exception of some specialised independent bookshops 

such as 'Libreria Utopia' in Milan. In our interview, Baraghini complained to 

me about the inappropriateness of  news-stands for distributing Millelire, 

stating that this channel has become too cluttered to make his series visible: 

'Adesso metto i Millelire solo in libreria perché in edicola c'è troppa roba, un 

casinaccio di materiali, Harmony, giornali, cassette, Newton' (Baraghini 

interview, 1996). In 1995, Baraghini's Millelire were rarely visible in the 

edicole in the north and centre but, as Cardone (1995a: 21) points out, they 

continue to be disseminated in news-stands in the South as an incentive to 

attract non-habitual readers. In 1998, I found it almost impossible to find 

individual Millelire titles in this channel.	


"
Baraghini has carried out Vigini's suggestion by diversifying his commercial 

outlets.   In addition to direct sales, youth events, distributing in the news-79

stands, bookshops and on the street, after Stampa Alternativa's 25th 

Anniversary in 1995, the publishing house established a provisional home 

page on the Internet, where the users are invited to participate in the 'Cantiere 

Millelire forum'. The home page includes the following invitation: 'Stampa 

Alternativa/Nuovi Equilibri: 25 anni di antiproibizionismo culturale offre ai 

"

For example, it is not unusual to find Nietzsche's Genealogia dei morali beside a romance novel 78

(Harmony), the sports gazette, a television guide, and a Totò video cassette.

See the section on paperback distribution in Chapter 3.79
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nostri scrittori la possibilità di pubblicare su carta le loro opere' (my 

emphasis). It also provides some token Millelire titles and images. In 

mid-1997, Stampa Alternativa established its official home page on the 

Internet. The new slogan is 'Parole Ribelli'.  The site includes a history of 80

Stampa Alternativa, an interview with Baraghini and a catalogue and 

description of the various series published by Stampa Alternativa. It is possible 

to peruse the catalogue and titles of the various Millelire series, with their 

covers presented in full colour. The number of pages, authors and prices are 

also indicated. In some cases there are also brief explanations of the titles in 

question which can be accessed via hyper text. The consumer has the option of 

ordering titles by contacting Stampa Alternativa via email. 	


"
Baraghini also independently organises activities to promote the Millelire 

series with educational and cultural institutions not directly affiliated with 

Stampa Alternativa. These include promotional activities at libraries, schools, 

Universities and cultural associations - for instance in the province of Milan 

(Di Giampaolo. 1996a: 27). Additionally, one of the few Children's titles of the 

Millelire series: Il mio gatto stava male, was collectively written by a fifth 

year primary school class in Viterbo (Pedretti, 1996: 40). 	


"
Finally, the 'Cantiere Millelire' programme was an event that widely promoted 

the series. It was organised in association with Il sistema Bibliotecario Nordest 

Milano  in an endeavour to compile a bibliography of suggested reading for 

Millelire's audience (Ferrieri, 1993: 61). Baraghini, Laura Leone and Mauro 

Pedretti have also compiled Millelire exhibitions to promote titles and recruit 

new authors as part of the 'Cantiere Millelire' forum. These have occurred at 

various times in different locations throughout Italy. For example, in 

November 1995 there was a forum in Bari. In March 1996 there was a 

"See the Appendix of illustrations for the logo.80
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'Cantiere Millelire' forum and an exhibition of Millelire in Russi. The Millelire 

catalogue for 1995 was launched at this event. An important aspect of the 

Stampa Alternativa home page is that visitors of the site are invited to offer 

their contributions to Stampa Alternativa's writers' forum. The winners are 

listed in alphabetical order.	


"
The final significant channel of distribution and promotion for the Millelire 

series to be discussed is book fairs. It is due to the large reputation of 

Belgioioso's Fiera dei tascabili and Fiera dei piccoli editori that Baraghini has 

been in a position to distribute and promote his series to publishers, readers, 

booksellers, libraries and other members of the Italian reading public with 

interests in books and the book trade.  In 1992 Baraghini took advantage of 81

the Fiera dei tascabili to get exposure and launch his new Millelire campaign 

(Fiori, in Spinazzola 1994a: 254-5). In our conversation at the Fiera dei 

piccoli editori in September 1995, Guido Spaini, the exhibition's organiser, 

described Baraghini as 'vulcanico', but regretted that the Millelire initiative 

was too much the focus of the exhibition, taking away attention from other 

small publishers who had very interesting paperback initiatives that were of 

high quality, original and reasonably priced. It was almost impossible to get 

access to Baraghini's very popular stand, containing the latest Millelire titles. 

The stand was in the form of a spiral, designed around the figure of Baraghini  

presented as an Indian Wizard. From 1992, and the years following, Baraghini 

was also present at the Salone del Libro book fair in Turin, the Galassia 

Gutenberg in Naples and the Fiera dei micro-editori in Orzinuovi, near 

Brescia. 	


"
"

"
This massive exhibition, specialising in small publishers, and paperback publishers takes place in the 81

Castello di Belgioioso, near Padova in the North of Italy; an inviting environment for at least 12,000 
visitors from Italy and overseas. 
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4.4	
  Baraghini's marketing language	


What invites further investigation is Baraghini's 'alternative' promotional 

language.  The publisher has invented and relied upon a marketing language 

which is one of the most distinctive characteristics of Stampa Alternativa's 

publishing policy. As noted, Stampa Alternativa's marketing serves to indicate 

Baraghini's dual personality as publisher of a commercial product, and as a 

protester against commercial media communication. Here is a typical example 

of Baraghini's marketing manifesto where Millelire is a vehicle for his 

political aspirations:	


"
Di fronte alla tendenza delle grandi case editrici a 
ridurre il libro a un comune oggetto-merce sempre più 
inquinante, per non dire devastante, di fronte al rischio 
che cada l'ultimo baluardo contro la sterilizzazione 
dell'intelligenza, costituito secondo noi dal libro, 
espugnate ormai le cittadelle della grande 
comunicazione (televisione, radio, giornale, riviste), 
Stampa Alternativa ha concepito il Millelire per 
contrastare tali tendenze. (Pedretti, 1996: 9)	
"

The above citation illustrates the publisher's marketing mode of advocating an 

active counter-cultural role for Stampa Alternativa. Baraghini aspires to 

overthrow mainstream publishers and the Italian cultural industry, and his 

'alternative' publishing manifesto should not be under-estimated as an effective 

promotional form of cultural politics. In brief, Baraghini's claims show that the 

Millelire series is significant for him because it endeavours to offer an 

'alternative' to the monopoly powers of Italian culture (Pedretti, 1996: 9) in 

both a cultural-political and commercial sense. 	


"
From a commercial perspective, Baraghini, in our interview, was cynical about 

the marketing styles adopted by mass market publishers like Mondadori and 

Newton Compton. He deems these publishers to be overly commercial: 

"
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'Marketing per il Newton e I Miti è tutto, solo un modo di fare soldi. Cioè sono 

marketing di rapina  finalizzato ad estorcere soldi, ecco' (Baraghini Interview, 

1996). This comment implies that Baraghini does not have a commercial 

objective for his publication of the Millelire series, but he cannot deny the 

desire to gain profit.  As a professional publisher, his policy operates not 82

merely to provoke political change, but to achieve commercial ends. Without 

such commercial objectives he cannot survive.	


"
From a cultural-political perspective, Baraghini claims to transcend commerce 

in order to subvert the dominant powers of Italian publishing. Millelire, for 

him, promises to affect Italian culture, paperback policy, readers and politics 

in a revolutionary manner. Stampa Alternativa's 'revolutionary' agenda has two 

aspects which further confirm Baraghini's dual personality. The first relates to 

a grander political and cultural mission; the second is related to paperback 

publishing policy. This is particularly apparent in this except from the 1995 

Millelire catalogue:	


"
MILLELIRE è assai più di una collana di libri tascabili: 
è una moderna idea di rivoluzione editoriale per fare 
fronte alle sfide di libertà di questo fine secolo. La 
rivoluzione è rappresentata anzitutto dal prezzo: 1.000 
lire. La rivoluzione è anche rappresentata dalla 
confezione, ciascun testo è trattato con cura artigianale, 
dall'editing, alla grafica, fino alla correzione delle bozze 
e alla stampa. (Pedretti, 1996: 8- 9)	
"

"

It is almost impossible to establish to what extent Baraghini makes a financial profit from his 82

Millelire series. Gambaro (1993a: 172) states that each copy gives Baraghini a profit margin of 70 lire. 
He adds: 'Naturalmente con un margine così ridotto, per ripagare gli investimenti occorre vendere 
molte migliaia di copie, per stampare le quali, in mancanza di liquidità, è necessario ricorre alla 
banche'. However, there was a significant increase in earnings gained from the series between 1991 
and 1995. Although these figures provided by Baraghini are provisional, they indicate that in 1991 the 
figure 'fatturato' amounted to 400,000.000 lire to 700,000,000 in 1992; and a surprising 2 ,
700,000,000 in 1993, and, finally falling to 1,700,000,000 in 1994-5.
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I have maintained in the Introduction that Baraghini and other commentators 

like Vigini (1995a) and Marin (1993a) have viewed the Millelire series as 

'revolutionary'. In Chapter 1 it was noted that Vigini (1995a: Unpaginated) 

considers the Millelire initiative as a third 'publishing revolution'. But stepping 

back from this euphoric discourse I can make two observations about the 

significance of the series. First, from Baraghini's point of view, the image of 

Stampa Alternativa's Millelire series as a counter-informational publishing 

alternative is vital. Intrinsic to this image, and despite Baraghini's claim that 

Millelire represents 'editoria senza ideologia', is a militant language which is 

continuous with the cultural and political climate of Italy in the 1960s and 

1970s. Baraghini's claims to overthrow the Italian cultural industry are also 

informed by Frankfurt school ideology.  Putting these ideological debates 83

aside, however, it will suffice to note that Baraghini's militant and 

revolutionary language aims to appeal to a young reading public as part of the 

publisher's endeavour to create 'lettori critici'. 	


"
Second, from a professional and commercial point of view, and in contrast to 

Baraghini's belligerent cultural politics, his radical notion of a publishing 

revolution can be viewed as surprisingly practical. Baraghini has undoubtedly 

contributed to noteworthy innovations in the price range, publishing and 

printing practices for Italian paperback production and policy. Furthermore, 

the provocative selection of titles for the Millelire series may not amount to a 

publishing revolution, but the Millelire catalogue does exemplify a 'unique' 

and 'original' collection of marginal literature. Also, through the innovative 

'Cantiere Millelire' forum, Baraghini provides an avenue for new writers to 

perhaps not liberate themselves in the way he hopes, but, at least, to allow 

them publication opportunities.	


"

"Theodor Adorno (1991) and Franco Fortini (1993: 51-52).83
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The above examples drawn from selected Millelire titles, the Millelire 

catalogue, and my interview with Baraghini illustrate the originality of 

Baraghini's marketing 'manifesto', which gives Stampa Alternativa its distinct 

rebellious flavour. Such 'revolutionary' marketing measures are integral to 

Stampa Alternativa's image and they are often diffused purely for the sake of 

provoking readers and other publishers. Examples of such practices appear in 

the many interviews, critiques and reviews of the Millelire phenomenon 

published in Italian newspapers and journals specialising in publishing and 

reading issues.  Additionally, Baraghini's militant personality is central to 84

Stampa Alternativa's poignant 'democratic' image. He has made his presence 

felt at least in the arena of advertising.  Provocation has been critical for the 85

publisher to guarantee the visibility of his Millelire series in the Italian 

paperback market and to create an intimate rapport with his 'lettori a(r)mati'. 

These factors will be explored further in Chapter 8.	


"
My discussion of Stampa Alternativa's marketing language sheds light on the 

what the significance of the Millelire initiative is for Marcello Baraghini. The 

publisher's utopian marketing language depicts the Millelire series as a vehicle 

for cultural and political rebellion. Although Baraghini claims that this militant 

objective is not bound to any one ideological position, the discussion of the 

history of Stampa Alternativa and most of the titles available in the catalogue 

"

See for example general publications such as Corriere di Viterbo; L’Unità, Corriere della Sera, 84

Unione Sarda, L’Espresso  and Panorama. See also periodicals specialising in publishing and reading 
like La Rivisteria and Giornale della Libreria, where the Millelire initiative is depicted as a significant 
publishing event. Paolo Soraci's articles in La Rivisteria  ('Dopo Babele, il diluvio', in La Rivisteria, 
14, maggio 1992: 24. and 'Un'idea da Millelire') provide positive background and some criticism. For 
criticisms of Millelire see, for example, Grazia Cherchi (1992: 24-25); G. C Ferretti (1992: 4) and R. 
Cotroneo (1992: 233).

 Baraghini, during our interview wore an army jacket, and many photos portray the publisher in an 85

army jacket exhibiting Millelire books (see the Appendix 2 for an example). Moreover, as noted, 
Baraghini himself is printed on many Millelire covers, and there is a Millelire title which contains 
solely reproductions of paintings dedicated to the publisher: 25 pittori del racconto 25 anni di Stampa 
Alternativa. Ironically, although Baraghini is portrayed in the media as being a 'friend' to his readers', 
he is rarely seen with his reading public and most of the networking work is carried out by Leone 
Viale and Marco Giovannelli.
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indicate that Baraghini aspires to perpetuate the values of the Italian and 

American New Left movements of the 1960s and 1970s. Such values can be 

summarised in Stampa Alternativa's slogans: Antiproibizionismo Culturale and 

Parole Ribelli. Stampa Alternativa's anti-conformist image is further 

exemplified in the themes covered by the Millelire titles, such as drugs, 

eroticism, anti-clericalism, political satire and criticism, feminism and animal 

liberation. However although Baraghini's choice of provocative themes might 

represent his political expectations, with the publication of Epicurus's Lettera 

sulla felicità the Millelire series enjoyed significant commercial success. This 

Ancient Greek classic created a 'miracle' that made Baraghini happy.	


"
4.5 	
 The Epicurus miracle: Lettera sulla felicità	


Epicurus's philosophical classic Lettera sulla felicità (a Menecco), dates from 

the third century B.C. It is a collection of aphorisms which speak to us 

eloquently about 'the good life'. Happiness, according to Epicurus, can be 

achieved. This work offers a stance on life without fearing death or worrying 

about religion. Epicurus provides the reader with 'values, friendship and 

tranquillity; simplicity and moderation' (A Guide to Happiness: Phoenix, 

1995). For less than the price of a coffee, happiness is an irresistible 

investment, an offer one can scarcely refuse. The Stampa Alternativa edition 

contains 32 pages and carries the original Greek on the page opposite the 

modern Italian (translated by Angelo Maria Pellegrino). It includes a 

biography of Epicurus.	


"
When Baraghini first launched this classical text at the Belgioioso book fair in 

1992, booksellers responded with scepticism (Ventavolo, 1996: Unpaginated). 

It was not until March 1992, when Corrado Augias presented Lettera sulla 

felicità on the Italian television book show Babele 'in termini molto 

elogiativi' (Gambaro 1993a: 170), that the Millelire series made a significant 

impression on the Italian book market. The key phrase which produced "
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astounding results was the slogan: 'Questo libro che vedete [Lettera sulla 

felicità]  vale milioni e costa solo Millelire'! Baraghini explained this 

monumental event that prepared the way for the success of Millelire:	


"
Ci fu un' uscita del programma televisiva di Corrado 
Augias, Babele. Poi ha mostrato una copia di Epicuro: la 
Lettera sulla felicità, con lo slogan: QUESTO LIBRO 
CHE VEDETE VALE MILIONI E COSTA SOLO 
MILLELIRE! Augias, invece di stare un'ora a spiegare 
dei Millelire, era presente per solo 50 secondi! Questa è 
la potenza della comunicazione, aveva uno slogan forte, 
ha fatto vedere la copertina, ed aveva scioccato il 
pubblico. E la mattina dopo [ride] c'era una fila enorme 
davanti alla casa editrice. Oh! (Baraghini Interview, 
1996)	
"

The first print run for Lettera sulla felicità was 14,000 copies. After the first 

50-second spot on Babele, the book was already sold out. Baraghini had to 

reprint another 30,000 copies. After the second spot, a further 20,000 copies 

were printed and immediately sold (Gambaro, 1993a: 171). These figures are 

astounding and lead us to ask why this guide to happiness was such a success. 

This was not by chance. The Millelire edition of Epicurus was popular because 

it provided opportunities to read this Greek classic for less than a dollar. This 

edition is short. Because it is distributed in accessible locations, it is readily 

available to a wide audience. But above all, the strategies used to promote the 

work were very clever. Lettera sulla felicità was viewed as an 'invaluable' 

guide for the Italian who wishes to be happy in life. Epicurus provides 

happiness without religion or ideology, while promising to improve the daily 

experiences of Italian readers. 	


"
Contrary to book sellers' expectations, then, Lettera sulla felicità enjoyed 

monumental sales that instigated the sudden popularity of Baraghini's Millelire 

series. Lettera sulla felicità was the leading title on the best seller list for a "
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number of weeks in 1992, selling around 8,000 copies per week (Fiori, 1992: 

25). Some 350, 000 copies in total were sold in 1992, which was a sale that 

surpassed 'il miliardo e mezzo di lire' (Ulivi, 1992: 24). Epicurus was 

definitely the publishing event of the year in 1993, selling 1,400,000 copies 

for the Christmas vacation (Gambaro, 1993a: 170-171 and Tuttolibri, gennaio 

1993: 3). According to the data presented in Tuttolibri in January 1993: 'La 

Lettera sulla felicità di Epicuro (Stampa Alternativa), primo dei 

supereconomici, vola a quota 155 punti, e i primi dieci "Millelire" si piazzano 

entro il diciannovesimo posto della graduatoria assoluta' (I 100 del 1993, 

Tuttolibri, n 887, gennaio 1994, and Clerici, 1994: 309). This title continues to 

be included in current book sales figures cited in Tuttolibri and La Repubblica. 

Although the figures are not high, the inclusion of Lettera sulla felicità in such 

lists six years after its first edition is significant.	


"
From these astounding sales figures one can do more than view Lettera sulla 

felicità as a mere best seller. The success of Epicurus has cultural implications 

for the Italian reading public. Not only did Lettera sulla felicità prove a 

commercial success that undoubtedly made Baraghini very happy, it presented 

a case of creating surprising responses from readers, attracting readers of all 

kinds, from habitual to non-readers and penniless youngsters. 'Poi si scoprì che 

per conquistare i lettori pigri, i non lettori, o i lettori squattrinati, quello del 

prezzo di copertina era un sentiero da battere' (Ventavoli, 1996: Unpaginated).	


"
In the case of Epicurus, price alone may not sufficiently explain the success of 

Lettera sulla felicità. The reason for the Epicurus phenomenon is complex. It 

is largely due to Baraghini's efficient and original marketing of the work as a 

contemporary  manual for 'self help'.   The marketing of Epicurus as a means 86

"
The marketing of Lettera sulla felicità as a manual for self help is my concern here. The actual 86

reading of the work as a means of self formation will be discussed in Part Two, section 9.3.
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of self contemplation in a quest for 'human freedom' is apparent in this excerpt 

from the work: 	


"
Un pensiero per la vita, solo per la vita. Un filosofo 
veramente amico che da ventitré secoli non cessa di 
dirci che non può esistere autentica felicità senza il 
piacere. Un pensiero che, contrariamente a tanti altri, 
non ha mai fatto male a nessuno, che invita ad amare se 
stessi e soprattutto rispettarsi, azione primaria  per non 
danneggiare i nostri simili. (Lettera sulla felicità  
Millelire third edition, March 1992, back cover)	
"

The theoretical and quotidian means by which readers might use Lettera sulla 

felicità as a form of self-fashioning will be discussed further in section 9.3. 

This citation will suffice to explain that the success of the work can be 

attributed to its clever marketing, and the promotion of the work as a recipe 

for Italian happiness.	


"
The significance of the Epicurus event can also be underlined by the fact that 

other editions of Lettera sulla felicità with similar miniature formats and 

minimal prices emerged on the Italian paperback market and overseas. Other 

Ancient Greek and Roman guides to happiness were published in various 

cheap paperback editions. These include Seneca's Consigli per vivere felice  

(offered free in Epoca  for book week in February 1994), Newton Compton's 

Felicità by Seneca, and 'the Piccola biblioteca sulla felicità'; a collection of ten 

Millelire mini-books which are devoted entirely to themes about happiness.  87

Translations of Epicurus's were also published in the French Millelire series 

'Mille et une nuits' as Lettre sur le Bonheur in 1993 and in the English and 

Australian Phoenix paperback in 1995 as A Guide to Happiness. These are 

"

The 10 titles in the Piccola biblioteca della felicità are: Aristippo di Cirene, La felicità in movimento; 87

Katherine Mansfield, Felicità; Chuang Tze, La felicità dei popoli; Anonimo latino, Carmina Priapea; 
Grace Paley, Apologo sulla felicità; Lin Yutang, Felicità alla cinese; Bertrand Russell, Tre cause di 
infelicità; Jean Paul, Vita dell'allegro maestrino Maria Wuz ad Auenthal; François Rabelais, Esempi di 
felicità; Epicuro, Pensieri.
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examples of how other publishers, much to Baraghini's dismay, have exploited 

the success of Lettera sulla felicità. But at least for the expense of one dollar, 

Baraghini's edition of Epicurus allows Millelire fans to reflect rapidly upon 

Greek philosophy at the same time as achieving happiness. 	


"
Thanks to Epicurus and Baraghini's previously 'unhappy' readers, Stampa 

Alternativa's Millelire series was accepted as a commercial success. Lettera 

sulla felicità, the miracle, provided temporary commercial security for 

Baraghini and proved beneficial for Stampa Alternativa's reputation in 

particular. As a result of the success of Epicurus, Baraghini increased the 

number of titles to be published in the Millelire series to 87. But Epicurus had 

yet another part to play in the Baraghini story. He was published in the 

Centolire series.	


"
4.6	
 A4 'books': Centolire	


In March 1996, as part of the celebration of Stampa Alternativa's 25th 

anniversary at the Millelire exhibition in Bari, Baraghini launched another 

new publishing initiative for his readers: 'I libri a Centolire'. The price is less 

than a cigarette and is undoubtedly even more 'symbolic' than 1,000 lire.  On 88

sighting these 'books' for the first time at my interview with Baraghini, my 

immediate response was whether, for the price of around 20 cents, the 

publisher was able to make any profit from this initiative. His response was 

that the publishing house saved money because of the Centolire's low cost of 

production. 'Risparmiamo soldi con la produzione, ti faccio vedere 

fisicamente. Questo è il libro da centolire. È un libro miniaturizzato, è un 

"foglio-matrice". Ha due lati, e si chiamano auto-vestiti' (Baraghini  Interview, 

1996).	


"
At the launch these 'libricini' cost 100 lire. However at the time of our interview, Baraghini 88

confessed that he may need raise the price from 100 to 200 lire, due to the increase in the price of 
paper in 1995.
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The Centolire are a more explicit example of 'auto-produzione' than the 

Millelire mini-books because the publisher carries out only the printing and 

initial stages of the publishing process. The reader completes the task of book 

production. These so-called books appear as a double sided sheet of A4 paper, 

which contain 32 miniaturised pages printed on the single sheet. To make 

multiple copies, the sheet is simply photocopied. The transformation from a 

sheet to a book of 'I libri a Centolire' is to be carried out by the reader:	


"
I cento lire verranno lanciati in una veste grafica "fai da 
tè". Saranno dei fogli stampati da entrambi i lati, che il 
lettore provvederà a "rilegare" pur solamente seguendo 
le apposite istruzioni. Il vestimento lo fanno i lettori, ci 
sono le istruzioni dentro. (Baraghini Interview, 1996)	
"

The reader photocopies the sheet for a trial run and carefully follows the 

inserted instructions. They cut and fold the A4 sheet which eventually 

transforms into a libricino with 5.5 x 4 or 6.8 x 4.6 centimetre dimensions. 

The instructions for the 'self-binding' for the Centolire edition of Manuale per 

la coltivazione di marijuana (1996) are as follows: 	


"
Si consiglia di eseguire il lavoro dopo aver fatto qualche 

prova con un altro foglio di uguale formato (A4), o con una fotocopia di 
questo.	
 "

1) Separate dal foglio queste istruzioni, tagliando i 
quattro bordi lungo le linee tratteggiate.	
"
2) Piegate il foglio 4 volte consecutive, tenendo sempre 
esposta e visibile davanti a voi la pagina n.1, che è 
quella con il titolo e il disegno di una pianta femmina:	
"
3) Schiacciate bene tutte le piegature, poi riaprite 
l'ultima in modo che appaiano le due pagine centrali (16 
e 17). Capovolgendo il libretto così aperto, avrete 
davanti a voi le due pagine di copertina (la prima e 

"
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l'ultima p.1 e p.32; con una pinzatrice fermate la piega 
centrale, per mezzo di due graffette, allineate, lungo il 
dorso della piegatura; una all'altezza della scritta 
"faidatè" e l'altra 2cm sotto (le due posizioni esatte sono 
indicate da apposti trattini prestampati).	
"
4) Per completare il lavoro non resta che aprire i margini 
delle pagine ancora intonse, tagliando le piegature dei 
tre lati esterni; lato superiore, lato destro e lato inferiore. 
Questa operazione si può fare con un tagliacarte sottile o 
un coltello, tagliando le varie pieghe una per volta; 
oppure con un paio di forbici robuste, tagliando insieme 
tutte le pagine lungo i tre margini.  	
89

"
Given these complex procedures, the 'faidaté' instructions are perhaps not as 

simple as Baraghini claims. To make the assembling process easier for the 

reader, the first title in this series is Come si fa un libro di Centolire. It costs 

200 lire (Baraghini, Interview 1996). This manual is similar to the 

'autoproduzione' manuals previously published by Stampa Alternativa: Farsi 

un libro and Fare controinformazione. The Centolire, however, offer the 

reader a more active and direct opportunity to participate in the book 

production process. This initiative might be viewed as yet another effort on 

Baraghini's part to provide an avenue for the democratisation of publishing. 

Democratic debates aside, it is important to take into account the fact that 

Baraghini is saving time, effort and money through giving his readers the task 

of assembling these tiny books themselves. 	


"
Apart from the initial Ultratascabile Faidaté kit, the titles of the Centolire 

series include Stampa Alternativa titles that are out of print, and works too 

shocking and slim to be published even in the Millelire format. Previously 

unpublished writers who have been refused publication by other publishers 

because they lack a market for their works are also published as part of the 

"
The instructions become illegible because the photocopy is cut off. This is a common problem that 89

reflects the unprofessional copying of these 'books'.
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Centolire series (Ventavoli: 1996: Unpaginated). The first titles are capitalising 

on Baraghini's previous success stories. They are, of course, Lettera sulla 

felicità by Epicurus and Un manuale per la coltivazione di marijuana. The 

titles to follow will be more provocative than ever, and challenging in their 

content. Baraghini argues: 'Quello che manca ancora è una sfida sui contenuti. 

Bisogna inventarsi qualcosa oltre che cultura del consenso, dell'omologazione. 

Vedi questo, è un libro a cento lire. È una bomba in paragone ai Miti e ai 

Newton' (Baraghini Interview, 1996). 	


"
The Centolire are not distributed in commercial book outlets. Like the 

distribution 'per strada' mentioned previously, they are disseminated directly 

from the publisher to the reader through channels of distribution which 

Baraghini describes as 'distribuzione militante'. Baraghini, to a certain extent, 

is extending his 'alternative' policies for disseminating counter cultural 

pamphlets and continuing the distributional strategies deployed by Stampa 

Alternativa  in the early 1970s. These controversial A4 sheets are available at 

political rallies, book fairs, conferences and other youth and communal events. 

By distributing counter-cultural folios in this way, Baraghini maintains that the 

Centolire 'non entreranno in conflitto con le librerie, saranno venduti nel 

mercato parallelo dei banchetti, delle fiere, e delle conferenze. Saranno 

volantini culturali, una utopia' (Baraghini in Ventavoli, 1996: Unpaginated, my 

emphasis). 	


"
Baraghini gives some insight into his motive behind the Centolire. First, the 

idea was a technical protest against commercial and, more importantly, 

electronic publishing. In early March 1996, at the time of our interview, these 

'photocopied books' were hot off the photocopier. Photocopied books are 'il 

terrore di ogni editore' (Baraghini, in Ventavoli, 1996: Unpaginated); 

Baraghini's idea was to provoke commercial publishers in 'un'ultima sforzata 

di energia creativa all'universo di carta' (Baraghini in Ventavoli, 1996: "
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Unpaginated). Second, Baraghini's intention was to publish these 'libri a 

Centolire' to provoke readers. Centolire are yet another opportunity to 'rebel' 

against political, cultural and social 'normality':	


"
Vorrei provocare i lettori perché la tendenza della 
cultura, quella anche della politica, i casti sulla cultura, 
sulla vita sociale, aspirano la normalità, cioè vi vende la 
normalità. Contro questo la mia idea è il mio nuovo 
progetto: 'I Libri a cento lire'. Questi libri sono come 
rispondiamo ai pesi normali. È una critica dei 'Miti', un 
progetto per provocare qualche lettore, una 
provocazione di contenuto e di prezzo. (Baraghini 
Interview, 1996)	
"

The Centolire  series endeavours to combat cultural norms and to out-do other 

paperback publishers. Baraghini has repeatedly advanced this militant 

argument. However I bypass such ambitious claims in order to formulate some 

practical questions on behalf of Centolire's readers. First, are Centolire books 

legible? The minute format and tiny print might prove difficult to read. 

Baraghini, of course, defends the minute format for these libricini: '"il libro a 

Cento Lire" è ideale per essere letto, perché sembra già fatto apposta il libro, 

costa poco per stamparlo, e legarlo' (Baraghini Interview, 1996). Perhaps these 

books are easy on the pocket, but Baraghini did not consider the vital visual 

impediments from the readers' point of view. Moreover, the books are often 

poorly photocopied, to the extent that parts of the text can be missing.	


"
Second, are readers willing to take the trouble to assemble these tiny books 

themselves?  It is evident from the instructions outlined above, that the 'self-

binding' of these tiny books is not as simple as Baraghini maintains. In fact, in 

1997 it was questionable whether Centolire  were still available on the market. 

The series was not included on the Stampa Alternativa home page. In 1998, 

Baraghini informed me that the project was just a provocative experiment, and 

"
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the series had folded due to lack of interest. These tiny paper 'books' are, 

therefore, definitely transient and ephemeral. Nevertheless Centolire were a 

novelty, and, for less than the price of a cigarette, they were portable, quick to 

read, and provided a provocative example of 'un libro veloce'. 	


"
4.7	
 Conclusions to the case study: Baraghini's publishing alternative	


From the evidence provided in the case study, I can reconsider whether 

Millelire is significant enough to be considered a 'publishing revolution' from 

a policy perspective. In response to this question, I will verify my argument 

that Millelire represents an  'alternative' publishing model, not only because of 

its controversial catalogue, but in the way the series is produced, distributed 

and promoted. I emphasise that the Millelire mini-book itself can be 

considered as an 'alternative' and original product of an independent 

publishing house. Although the essential elements of 'traditional' book 

production are apparent for Baraghini's paperback policy, there are some 

significantly 'alternative' strategies in each stage of the Millelire production 

process. 	


"
In regard to the books themselves, Baraghini's idea of creating an original 

miniature paperback format that is self bound and printed on a rotary press is 

alternative and cost saving. The fact is that the product itself can be perceived 

neither as a traditional paperback nor as a pamphlet. In some respects the 

Millelire production process resembles the norms of pamphlet production, 

such as the paper covers bound with two staples, yet  Millelire are also books, 

they carry a colophon, sometimes an ISBN, and many other 'essential' 

bibliographical features. Of particular interest for the books historian in 

general, is that Millelire is a new product. This is because, although physically 

resembling a pamphlet format, the series presents paperbacks with a miniature 

"
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format that are notably different in their presentation and price range from the 

traditional paperbacks produced by the larger mainstream publishers.  	
90

"
In the actual context of professional publishing, the techniques of 

'autoproduzione' and the 'autocopertina' have incorporated an innovative 

production process that is significantly alternative. This is particularly 

apparent in the idea that Millelire represents a 'collective laboratory', a 

democratic publishing process which markedly diverges from mainstream and 

commercial production practices. Readers have also actively participated in 

the publication process by volunteering their services. This participatory 

scheme is not offered by commercial publishers, but, unfortunately it has 

resulted in paperback editions that are not always professionally edited. 

Although these production techniques contrast with traditional policies, it 

cannot be denied that many of the publishing strategies Baraghini adopts are 

'normative' when placed in the context of small and medium publisher's 

techniques. This is particularly apparent in the way Baraghini has been 

successful in concentrating on marketing the Millelire initiative which 

represents a distinct area of specialisation, and in his use of basic printing 

technologies. 	
91

"
The titles offered in the series fill a subversive market niche that has not been 

previously catered for in the Italian book market. Baraghini has provided a 

publishing alternative from the point of view of offering an alternative 

catalogue which is a marked contrast to publishing classics and reprint series. 

The idea that readers actually write according to a set format is a remarkable 

achievement which allows new writers rejected by traditional publishers to be 

promoted and published. Furthermore, the array of subversive and counter-

"

With the exception of 'Sonzogno', 'Reclam', 'BUR' (with the paper two coloured covers) and Colip 90

(with their militant left wing marketing).

For a further discussion on publishing techniques of small presses, see Casavilla, 1991.91
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hegemonic themes addressed in the series would definitely not be promoted by 

the larger publishing groups. This is particularly highlighted in the categories 

of 'droghe', 'saggi' and 'civile' outlined in the Appendix 1. It would be unlikely 

that the series could become part of the compulsory reading list in Italian high 

schools.	


"
With regards to distribution, I can note some alternative strategies. Baraghini 

contracts his loyal booksellers to act as agents. But he does not pay 

distribution costs for unsold titles, a practice which is unusual for book 

distribution policy, as Gambaro has noted. Locally, Millelire distribution is 

more direct, being distributed in outlets such as rock concerts, health food 

stores and political rallies. Such alternative modes of dissemination 

contributed to diversifying book distribution channels in Italy. The distribution 

outlets Stampa Alternativa uses for disseminating Millelire on a national scale 

are not those of the traditional bookshop, these mini-books being distributed 

nationally in the edicole and super-economic bookshops, together with 

bookshops associated with readers with controversial interests, such as 

'Libreria Utopia' in Milan. 	


"
The case study has shown that Millelire does have an implicit publishing 

policy, but the practical elements of book production and dissemination just 

described have not been as central to Baraghini's policies for publishing the 

Millelire series as his politically motivated marketing language. Publicity has 

been integral to promoting Millelire as a vehicle for a publishing revolution, 

and Baraghini's role as a militant publisher and marketer has been pivotal in 

creating an 'alternative' image for the house. 'External factors' such as cultural 

politics are central to the manner in which Baraghini has endeavoured to use 

the Millelire series as a vehicle for political rebellion. Intellectual forces are 

also indispensable in creating 'lettori critici' and non-conformist literature.	


""
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Economic considerations have also been central in considering the 

significance of Millelire for the Italian paperback market because paperback 

prices have been most radically reduced. Millelire publishers, including 

Newton Compton, have also had to reconsider their attitudes towards 

copyright and be more aware of the rising paper costs in order to be able to 

sustain the production of paperbacks that sell for 1,000 lire. As far as legal 

sanctions are concerned, Baraghini has largely disregarded copyright and does 

not pay author's rights. He also has pornographic materials that have brought 

him to trial. Yet Baraghini has managed to overcome such legal interventions 

and has proceeded to publish controversial materials.	


"
In Baraghini's publishing ideal, a cultural politics is unified with publishing in 

an anarchistic endeavour to overthrow Italian cultural norms. Baraghini has 

perpetuated an image in his advertising whereby a cultural politics is 

prioritised over the practicalities of book production. This strategy, I argue, has 

resulted in a publishing mission that revolves around Baraghini's militant 

character and his political aspirations. For Cascavilla (1991: 3, 10), it is not 

unusual for small publishers to be idealistic. But I argue that there is an 

inherent tension between the publisher's image as a political rebel and a 

commercial businessmen. By providing an historical background of Stampa 

Alternativa, I have identified the publisher's notion of a revolution in 

publishing as being motivated and perpetuated by his political positions 

associated with values of the New Left in Italy and the US in 1968. 

Baraghini's status as a commercial publisher, on the other hand, ironically 

contradicts such reactionary sentiments. This is evident in his efforts to 

promote the Millelire series, present innovative and eye-catching packaging, 

and establish a specialised trade mark. His clever tactics to reduce production 

costs through using cheap and novel packaging and basic printing techniques 

have also been commercially advantageous. Despite his attempts to deny the 

"
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desire for profit, there is no doubt that Baraghini's promotional and publishing 

strategies work towards a commercial end. 	


"
It will be clear that at a number of points, the Millelire publication process and 

Stampa Alternativa's publishing laboratory diverge from Darnton's model of 

the 'communications circuit'. In the conclusion to the thesis, lessons will be 

drawn from the fact of this divergence.	


"
From a policy perspective, the price and format of the Millelire have made a 

significant and original contribution to paperback publication in Italy and 

Europe. In fact, the production of these mini-books has had vital implications 

for publishing policy that Baraghini himself did not anticipate. The Millelire 

initiative has contributed to the creation of a super-economic paperback sector 

in the Italian book market, a phenomenon which is the focus of discussion in 

Chapter 5.	


"
"

"
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Chapter 5	


"
The super-economic publishing phenomenon.	


"
5.1 Market and policy features of super-economic publishing	


The 'supereconomici' are a new type of paperback that merited the invention 

of a special publishing category. This category was first utilised in the Italian 

publishing journal Tuttolibri in April 1993. According to Clerici (1994: 310), 

'anche le classifiche hanno dovuto difendersi dall'invasione dei Millelire. 

Perciò a partire dal numero 849 Tuttolibri allarga la categoria deputata, 

trasformandola da Millelire  a Supereconomici (libro con prezzo di vendita 

fino a 5.000 lire)'. These extra-cheap paperbacks usually have a miniature 

format and, most importantly, a minimal price. Although the price range 

varies, the 'supereconomici' are more often referred to in the Italian book 

market as those titles with a price that falls between 1,000 and 5,000 lire. 

Some surveys, however, categorise a paperback that costs below 8.000 lire as 

super-economic.  This innovative publishing phenomenon was considered 92

very significant for the Italian book market. 	


"
As noted in Chapter 3, Vigini and other commentators attribute the existence 

of the super-economic category to Baraghini's Millelire series. Since the 

principal component that determines whether a paperback is considered super-

"

The term supereconomici has flexible price definitions with some surveys categorising paperbacks 92

that cost below 8.000 lire as super-economic and others below 5.000 lire. For example L’Ufficio Studi 
AIE, in their report on the Mercato dei tascabili negli anni novanta on page 49, in a table pertaining to 
'vendita in libreria per tipo dei volumi', uses the categories 'tascabili classici' <5,000 lire, 'tascabili 
economici' with the price range between 2,000 and 5,000 lire and 'supereconomici' between 1,000 and 
1,500 lire. A discrepancy can be noted on page 73, where 'supereconomico' refers to books that cost 
<8,000 lire. In Tuttolibri (the first to use the category in April 1993), 'supereconomici' are paperbacks 
that cost less than 5,000 lire. At the Scuola per librai conference already discussed, 'I supereconomici' 
are books that cost less that 5,000 lire. For Spinazzola (1994b) and Clerici (1994: 314) the price is 
<5,000 lire. Elaborazione Livingstone consider 'supereconomici 'fino a 5,000 lire' and Vigini (1995b: 
270) in his report on the 'Presente e futuro del tascabile' uses the following categories: 'La fascia fini a 
2,000 lire (supereconomici), fra le 2,000 e le 8,000 lire (economici) e 8-18,000 lire (semieconomici)'.
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economic is its price, Baraghini's idea of offering books for the price of 1,000 

lire has clearly provoked other publishers to introduce competitive prices. 

Bohlen maintains that:	


"
A mini-revolution has swept through Italy's publishing 
industry in recent years and it has produced a small 
miracle; paperback sales are up and prices are down, 
thanks to an explosion of little books costing, in many 
cases, less than a newspaper [ . . . ]. The new arrivals - 
some slim, some squat, but all small and cheap - have 
made a big noise on the Italian market. (Bohlen, 1996: 
28)	
"

Bohlen's claims will be reconsidered in an investigation of the status of super-

economic publishing in section 5.3. Evidently Baraghini has played an 

important role in extra-cheap publishing in Italy and inspired the emergence of 

numerous super-economic publishers on the Italian book market since 

Millelire's launch in 1989. For example, in 1991 for the price of 1,000 lire per 

book, the series 'S-E/N-O' by Biblioteca del Vascello was born. As noted, in 

1992 the Millelire initiative was 'imitated' at the level of price by Avanzini's 

'TEN' series of Newton Compton, and in 1993, 'Le Pillole di Comix', by 

Franco Cosimo Panini. More recently,  in 1995, Opportunity Book presented 

the 'Biblioteca Ideale Tascabile' (BIT) and, since 1995, Mondadori has 

published the mass-market series 'I Miti' and 'I Miti Poesia' on the Italian book 

market. These latter paperbacks sold for budget prices (3,900 and 5,900 lire). 

Super-economic publishing as a phenomenon has 'exploded' since 1993. Table 

1 illustrates the super-economic paperback series present in Italy:	


"
"
"
"
""
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Table 1: Italian super-economic paperback series	


"
Year Series Title Publisher Price 

198990 Millelire Stampa Alternativa 1,000

1991 SE/NO Biblioteca del Vascello 1,000

1992 TEN Newton Compton 1,000

1993 Le Pillole di Comix Franco Cosimo Panini 1,000

Le suppostine Te l e m a c o C o m u n i c a z i o n i 

Editoriali

1,000

Classici Super TEN Newton Compton 2,000

Lo scrigno Carlo Mancosu Editore 2,010

I Vascelli Biblioteca del Vascello 2,500/	

7,500

MiniBur Rizzoli 5,000

Poker A. Vallardi 5,000

Acquarelli Demetra 5,/8,000

Oscar Piccoli saggi A. Mondadori 8,000

Oscar Picc. classici A. Mondadori 8,000

Oscar Strumenti A. Mondadori 8,000

1994 Il sapere Newton Compton 1,000

Il Gial lo Economico 

Classico

Newton Compton 1./1,500

Il Fantastico Econ. Classico Newton Compton 1./1,500

(senza nome) Unicopli 1./2,000

I gioielli di Datanews Datanews 3,000

Superpillole di Comix Franco Cosimo Panini 3,000

Millelire più Stampa Alternativa 5,000

Piccola Biblioteca Millelire Stampa Alternativa 5,000

1995 I'Miti' Mondadori 5,900

Biblioteca Ideale Tascabile Opportunity Book 1./5,000

Uni Editori Riuniti 4,000/... 

"
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"
"
"
"
"
Table 2 illustrates the super-economic paperback series present abroad:	


1996 Le Guide del cinema Ripostes 3,000

I Miti Poesia Mondadori 3,900

(senza nome) La Tartaruga edizioni 4,000

Supertascabili Sonda Edizioni Sonda 5./7,000

1995 Roma tascabile Newton Compton 1,000

1995 Napoli tascabile Newton Compton 1,000

1995 Italia tascabile Newton Compton 1,000

I Libri dell’Altritalia Libera Informazione Editrice 1,500/	

5,000

Piccoli lettori La Spiga 3,000

Le pulci con gli occhiali La Spiga 3,000

Libreria dei ragazzi La Spiga 3,000

(fumetti mignon) Edizioni Lo Scarabeo 3,500

Libri di una sera La Spiga 3./5,000

P i c c o l a B i b l i o t e c a 

Universale

Edizioni Studio Tesi 4,000

Améliore ton français La Spiga 4./8,000

Meistere dein deutsch La Spiga 4./8,000

Improve your english La Spiga 4./8,000

Pocket classics La Spiga 4./8,000

Biblioteca del piacere La Spiga ?

Micro Dizionari A. Vallardi 5,000

I Libri di Reset Donzelli Editore 8,000

1997 Tracce Riuniti & Sellerio 6,000

"
1997

"
SuperPocket

Bompiani, Fabbri, Garzanti, Rizzoli, 
Longanesi, Guanda, Salani, Sansoni,  
Sonzogno, Corbaccio.

"
6,500

"
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"

Table 2. Super-economic Series in Britain, France, Germany and Spain	


"
Year Series Publisher Price
1992 Wordsworth Classics (G.B) Wordsworth Editions 9 9 

pence

1993 Mille et une nuits (FR) Mille et une nuits Editions 10 F

1994 Popular Classics (G.B) Penguin 9 9 

pence

The World’s Classics (G.B.) Oxford University Press 9 9 

pence

Poetry Library (G.B) Wordsworth Editions 1sterlin
g	

9 9 
Pence

Children’s Classics (G.B) Wordsworth Editions 1sterlin
g	

9 9 
Pence

Librio (FR) 10 F

Allianza cien (Spagna) Allianza Editorial 100 ptas

1995 Penguin 60’s Classics (G.B.) Penguin 6 0 

pence

Penguin 60’s (G.B.) Penguin 6 0 

pence

1996 (senza nome) (G.B.) Phoenix 6 0 

pence

1996 Les Classiques d’aujourd’hui Le Livre de Poche 10 F

1996 Collection Libretti (Fr) Le Livre de Poche 10 F

1996 (Untitled) Germany Rohwohlt & DV 1 dm

1997 Metropolar Editions della voté 10 F

"
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The above tables suggest the impact Baraghini's Millelire series has had on the 

paperback industry both in Italy and abroad, with numerous series copying 

Millelire's price and format. These series will be described and compared 

according to their generic policy features, focusing on two of the major super-

economic paperback series in the Italian book market between 1992 and 1995, 

Newton Compton's super-economic and Millelire paperbacks, and 

Mondadori's 'Miti' series.	


"
Format and presentation	


Approximately nine of the super-economic series listed in Tables 1 and 2 

follow the quasi-pamphlet sized format of Millelire (10.5 x 14.5 cm) 

containing 32 to 64 pages, with slight variations in size and thickness of the 

paper for their covers. These include 'SE/NO', 'Pillole di Comix', 

'Le  suppostine', 'Supertascabili Sonda', Unicopli, the French series 'Mille et 

une nuits', the Spanish 'Allianza cien' and, in Australia and Great Britain, the 

'Penguin 60s', by Phoenix, and the 'Bloomsbury Quids'. While the graphics for 

the covers of Baraghini's Millelire series are experimental and, in most cases, 

not standardised, as noted in the case study, the other series mentioned deploy 

a standardised graphic presentation. In the majority of cases the covers carry 

pictorial graphics. However 'Mille et une nuits' and 'Pillole di comix' both 

have a graphic style not unlike Baraghini's Millelire series, with abstract two-

coloured images, often in cartoon style. 	


"
The 'S-E/NO' series published by the Roman Biblioteca del Vascello is printed 

at the same printers as Millelire in collaboration with Stampa Alternativa.  93

The series can be viewed as almost identical in price and format to Baraghini's 

"
Vascello also collaborated on the production side of Turchi, D. & Baraghini, M. (1990) Farsi un 93

libro. Propedeutica dell’autoproduzione: orientamenti e spunti per un’impresa consapevole. O per 
una serena rinuncia, Roma, S.A./Biblioteca del Vascello.
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Millelire series. Also based on Baraghini's model are Bompiani's promotional 

pamphlets for Live in Montevideo, consisting of only 16 pages, distributed 

near the cashier for 500 lire (Di Giampaolo, 1996a: 199). The 'Superpillole di 

Comix' (1993) books have a very similar format to Baraghini's Millelire series. 

The paper covers are slightly broader than those of Millelire, but their 

pagination is very similar. 	


"
Price 	


There are now twelve super-economic paperback series in Italy with a price of 

around 1,000 lire. They are 'SE/NO', 'Pillole di Comix', 'Le suppostine', and 

from Newton Compton: 'TEN', 'Il sapere', 'Roma Tascabile', 'Napoli Tascabile', 

'Italia Tascabile', and some titles for the series 'll Giallo Economico Classico', 

and 'Il Fantastico Economico Classico', and finally 'BIT' by Opportunity Book 

and the untitled Millelire series published by Unicopli. The Millelire series 

available abroad comprise: for one pound sterling in Great 

Britain,'Wordsworth Editions';  the 'Penguin 60s' for 60 Pence; for 10 Francs in 

France 'Mille et une nuits' and 'Librio', Le Livre de Poche's 'Collection 

Libretti', the German Millelire series, and for 100 pesetas in Spain 'Allianza 

cien'. 	


"
Baraghini, however, has not been deterred by such 'imitations', insisting that 

he was the inspiration behind them (Baraghini interview, 1996). He admits 

that these publishers can 'steal' the idea of publishing a paperback for 1,000 

lire, but he is proud of the fact that they have not copied Millelire's uniquely 

controversial content:	


Il mercato fu sommerso da una miriade di 
supereconomici, dalla Newton ad altri emuli. Ultima 
fortunata iniziativa sulla strada dell'abbattimento dei 
prezzi, i "Miti" Mondadori. Anche Segrate ha seguito la 
nostra idea [. . . ] abbiamo stimolato il nuovo ovunque. 
Ma non basta. Gli editori hanno raccolto la 

"
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provocazione solo sul fronte del prezzo [. . .]. Quello che 
manca ancora è una sfida sui contenuti. (Baraghini, in 
Ventavoli, 1995: Unpaginated)	
"

Millelire's 'splendid' content was ardently defended by Baraghini, and is also 

apparent in the series' provocative catalogue. The titles selected by Baraghini 

are controversial and, on the whole, written by previously unpublished Italian 

writers, as noted in the case study. The only Millelire series Baraghini praised 

for its content and its elegant slim format was the Spanish 'Allianza cien', a 

series that predominantly comprises the works of Spanish Poets.	


"
Super-economic titles	


The majority of publishers mentioned in the above tables (apart from S.E/N.O 

and Comix), unlike Baraghini, specialise in literary classics out of copyright, 

in many cases reprints and abridged versions.  Newton's various 'Millelire' 94

series and 'I Miti', in particular, offer titles that are traditional and popular in 

orientation. The catalogues predominantly comprise classics that are both out 

of copyright and written by well known authors. 	
95

"
One of the problems of this new publishing phenomenon is that the Italian 

book market is 'flooded' with the same successful titles. For example, of the 

works out of copyright there are multiple editions of The Divine Comedy or 

Poe's Mysteries. Super-economic editions of Hermann Hesse's works, still in 

copyright, are also very popular.  Nevertheless, even if some of these extra-96

cheap editions have been criticised for their poor quality, in contrast to some 

of the more prestigious and specialised small 'quality' presses such as Adelphi, 

"

This is particularly the case for Newton Compton's 'TEN', 'I Miti Poesia', and the 'Penguin 60s'.94

This factor is important when measuring the significance Baraghini's series has for the book market, 95

considering that he is one of few super-economic publishers filling a supposedly 'alternative' reading 
and market niche, apart from perhaps S.E/N.O. I will discuss the titles of 'Newton' and 'I Miti' in the 
following section.

Leggende e fiabe, Poesie d'amore, Racconti italiani, and L'ultima estate di Klingsor.96
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Sellerio and the popular Feltrinelli 'Tascabile Universale' (who publish slim 

paperbacks printed on high quality paper for a mid price range of 

12.000-70.000 Lire), super-economic editions make literature available at a 

very low price. For Spinazzola (1994b: 227), these editions have succeeded in 

bringing literature into the news-stands.	


"
Distribution and marketing 	


The distributional and marketing strategies deployed by super-economic 

publishers, with the exception of Baraghini's Millelire series and S.E/N.O, are 

not the typically 'alternative' means adopted by small presses. Although many 

super-economic publishers distribute in different channels from the 'traditional' 

book shop, such as the edicole and supermarkets, Newton Compton and 

Mondadori have depended on marketing, distribution and presentation tactics 

that can be associated more closely with mainstream publishing.  97

Furthermore, Cardone (1995a: 18) maintains that the super-economic 

phenomenon has contributed to a demand for bookshops specialising in 

paperbacks and extra-cheap books. Considering that, at the outset, super-

economic publishing was viewed with disdain from booksellers unwilling to 

make space in their shops for the 'supereconomici' (Cardone, 1995a; Baraghini 

1996; Soraci 1993; and Avanzini, in Schweitert, 1995), and despite some 

distributional obstacles,  these specialised super-economic book shops are a 98

distributional and commercial achievement and have acted as an agent of 

change for the Italian book market. 	


"
"
"

"

These distribution strategies will be further described in the following section.97

For example, in an interview with Mario Cecchi, Violo (1989: 4) maintains that the edicola is no 98

longer a suitable channel of distribution for paperbacks: 'È evidente che per il libro non c'è spazio'. 
Paperbacks have to compete with non literary materials.
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5.2	
 The major participants in super-economic publishing	


"
5.2.1 Newton Compton:  Stampa 'tradizionale'?	


There are three reasons for including an account of Newton Compton in this 

investigation of super-economic publishing. First, Newton's 'I Grandi Tascabili 

Economici' (GTE) series was launched onto the Italian paperback market in 

1988 at a price of only 3,900 lire. In hindsight, this series can be considered as 

the first super-economic paperback series, at least with respect to price. 

Second, Newton were the first publishers to 'imitate' Baraghini's Millelire 

initiative by publishing paperbacks that also cost 1,000 lire. Third, and most 

importantly, Avanzini's 'traditional' Millelire series provides a contrasting 

example to Baraghini's 'alternative' Millelire series. This contrast is pertinent 

at several levels of super-economic paperback publishing policy.	


"
An historical introduction to Newton Compton 	
99

Newton Compton was founded in 1969 by Vittorio Avanzini. From its 

foundation, the objective of this small Roman publishing house has been the 

production of 'libri economici'. According to Avanzini (in Marin, 1992: 8), 

'dovevamo presentarci con precise caratteristiche di originalità: in anzitutto il 

formato, non più tanto ridotto da fare apparire il tascabile come il fratello 

minore del libro. I nostri titoli dovevano essere "tascabili" come concetto ed 

"economici" nel prezzo'. Avanzini initially specialised in the publication of 

classics. Under this generic framework there are essays (saggistica), poetry 

and Italian and international narrative fiction. According to Cupece (1995: 

Unpaginated), 'sono i paperbacks degli anni settanta'. 	


"

"

The information on Newton's history is drawn primarily from a marketing memorandum written for 99

me by Gabriella Cupece in November 1995 and the Newton Compton 1995 Catalogue. Gabriella was 
the principal marketer for Newton Compton Publishers in Rome at this time. It was the only material 
that Newton Compton made available to me. Avanzini refused interviews. The Avanzini interview 
with Bea Marin was published in La Rivisteria. See Marin (1992: 8-10).
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Newton's paperbacks in the 1970s defined the format of a traditional 

paperback. The number of pages in these volumes varied between 200 and 

500. In comparison to Baraghini, Avanzini took little risk in his selection of 

titles. In order to save production costs and guarantee profits, he published 

classics and traditional titles for an 'essential library'. Avanzini states:	


"
Mediamente riusciamo a mantenere una foliazione 
media di 320 pagine, passando dal libro di 200 pagine e 
quello di oltre 500. Abbiamo ottenuto una 
sponsorizzazione parziale della carta grazie alle nostre 
tirature e stampiamo in roto-offset; scegliamo titoli 
fondamentali che non possono essere assenti in una 
biblioteca essenziale di tipo familiare, che compongono 
un catalogo sempre ristampabile. (Avanzini in Marin, 
1992: 9, my emphasis)	
"

The titles available in Newton's paperback series, as I will show below, 

suggest that Avanzini's motives for selecting titles are much less controversial 

than Baraghini's. Avanzini's statement infers that his potential reading public 

have traditional tastes in contrast to Baraghini's target audience of 'lettori 

critici'. 	
100

"
As already noted, in 1988 Avanzini created the series 'I Grandi Tascabili 

Economici' (GTE). At 3,900 lire, the series fell well below the (mid) price for 

paperbacks in that period. According to Avanzini (in Marin, 1992: 8), 

'volevamo prendere come prezzo di riferimento la metà del prezzo medio delle 

maggiori collane di tascabili presenti sul mercato, e siamo stati ancora più 

bassi, poiché a fronte delle 4,900 lire matematiche, riusciamo a stabilizzarci 

sulle ormai famose 3,900 lire'. According to Bohlen (1996: 28), Di Giampaolo 

(1996a: 200) and Avanzini (in Marin, 1992: 8), Newton Compton, with the 

introduction of GTE, could be considered the first publisher to experiment 

" See also V. Spinazzola (1994: 227), P. Conti (1994) and A. Fiori (1994b). 100
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with super-economic paperbacks. However, GTE was categorised as an 

'economic' paperback series rather than 'supere-conomic'. As noted above, it 

was not until April 1993 that the term 'supereconomici' became a recognised 

Italian book market category. 	


"
The 'GTE' series was launched with a paperback edition of Freud's 

Interpretation of Dreams. At 3,900 lire it was a sure success and sold 350,000 

copies (Bohlen, 1996: 28).  In the Newton paperback catalogue the 'GTE' 101

series is promoted in the following 'democratic' manner: 'Un modo nuovo per 

intendere i tascabili. Volumi eleganti, curati nel contenuto e nella vesta 

tipografica, di grande formato ma al prezzo più economico. Una collana per 

offrire al pubblico più vasto i grandi libri che non tramontano' (Newton 

Compton Editori, 1995: 3). 	


"
In the early 1990s, because the 'GTE' series was so popular for readers, 

Newton Compton launched other economic series onto the market. For 

example, 'I Mamut', selling at 9,900 lire, was a series which included all of the 

significant works of a given author.   Also, in 1990 Avanzini introduced 'I 102

Grandi Tascabili Newton' (GTN), a reprint series available in paperback 

format for 6,900 lire.  However it was not until 1992 with the series: 103

'Tascabili Economici Newton: 100 pagine 1.000 lire' (TEN) that Avanzini 

made his debut on the super-economic paperback market. 	


"
"
"

"

Other titles include: Neruda's Poesie d'amore, Herman Hesse's Leggende e fiabe, D. H. Lawrence's 101

L'amante di Lady Chatterley, Gandhi, La mia vita per la libertà  and Darwin's L'origine delle specie.

Titles include Vasari: Le vite, Hesse: Romanzi e racconti, Dante: Tutte le opere, Nietzsche: Opere 102

1882/1895, Woolf: Tutti i romanzi and Pirandello: Novelle per un anno.

A list of titles include Freud: L'Interpretazione dei sogni, Hesse: Romanzi brevi, Hesse: Leggende e 103

fiabe, Conrad: Romanzi del mare, and De Sanctis: Storia della letteratura italiana.
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Avanzini's contributions to super-economic publishing: A chronology	


Newton Compton officially became involved in publishing super-economic 

paperback editions to compete with Baraghini's Millelire series in the summer 

of 1992. At this time, Avanzini launched the series 'Tascabili Economici 

Newton' ('TEN'), which cost 1,000 lire. According to Cupece (1995), 'è il 

1992, l'anno fondamentale di questo lungo percorso del libro economico e 

supereconomico'. From this publishing event, Newton Compton continued to 

offer eight super-economic series in the next four years. These are 

'TEN' (1992), 'Classici Superten' (1993), 'Il sapere' (1994), 'Il Giallo 

Economico Classico' (1994), 'Il Fantastico Economico Classico' (1994) and in 

1995 'Roma Tascabile', 'Napoli Tascabile', and 'Italia Tascabile'. Within four 

years, Newton Compton had issued 200 titles at super-economic prices, selling 

a staggering 10 million copies (Bohlen, 1996: 16). 	


"
'TEN: 100 pagine 1.000 lire' are, according to Cupece (1995: Unpaginated), 

'estremamente curati nella veste grafica, nei corredi critici e nelle traduzioni'. 

Among other titles in the series, Avanzini published classics such as Dante's 

Divina Commedia. The Millelire 'TEN' edition was jammed into 100 pages. It 

was unabridged and printed in 'flea-sized print' (Bohlen, 1996: 28). The 

Millelire edition of La Divina Commedia sold 720.000 copies in 1994. 

Additionally in the series there are Aforismi by Oscar Wilde, Amicizia  and Il 

vagabondo by Hermann Hesse, Il Sogno by Freud, Felicità by Seneca, 

Racconti del Mistero by Edgar Allan Poe, and Amleto principe di Danimarca 

by Shakespeare. The series is promoted as 'il fascino di autori senza tempo in 

cento pagine di grande letteratura' (Newton Compton Editori, 1995: 35).	


"
Despite Cupece's insistence that Avanzini's Millelire series were of high 

quality, commentators have found Newton's editions very unprofessional and 

aesthetically vulgar. The 'TEN' series, then, provoked yet another polemic 

about book presentation and quality. Newton was accused of producing 'libri "
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di bassa qualità'.  For example, Maria Galluzzo (1992: 20) suggests to her 104

readers in search of Christmas reading that 'TEN' was a series of paperbacks in 

the list of books not to buy. She adds: 	


"
C’è poi un’altra serie di libri da cui bisogna mantenere 
le distanze: edizioni economiche sì ma non troppo. La 
Newton Compton, scopiazzando  Stampa Alternativa, 
propone dei volumetti che costano mille lire ma ne 
valgono cento. Per veste grafica e contenuti, queste 
iniziative all’insegna del risparmio gettano un’ombra 
negativa sulle gloriose edizioni tascabili. (Galluzzo, 
1992: 20, my emphasis).	
"

Nevertheless, despite such aesthetic criticisms from those in search of the 'true 

paperback', Avanzini defends his series. He insists that the paperback format 

of 2.5 x 19.4 centimetres presents Millelire as books  more than Baraghini's 

Millelire series:	


"
Non siamo in concorrenza […] loro sono stati gli 
ideatori dell’editoria a mille lire, noi del libro a mille 
lire. Le loro sono plaquette, in alcuni casi di grande 
successo, si pensi alla Lettera sulla felicità di Epicuro; i 
nostri veri e propri libri. (Avanzini, in Marin, 1993a: 22, 
my emphasis)	
"

Here is yet another example of the 'libro o opuscolo' debate encountered 

previously. Baraghini continues to defend his series, maintaining that Millelire 

are 'libri di qualità'. These statements are mirrored by Vassali (in Messina, 

1995: 35), who states: 'Marcello Baraghini ha avuto la bella idea di fare i libri 

a Millelire, un' idea poi sfruttata da un altro editore, la Newton Compton, che 

"

For example,Vassali (in Messina, 1995: 35) who believes that Avanzini exploited Baraghini. Also 104

Spinazzola (1994b: 221) states that Newton Compton exemplifies 'un metodo per contrarre il costo del 
prodotto può consistere nell'affievolire l'impegno della lavorazione redazionale. Le conseguenze 
purtroppo sono a volte deplorevoli: scarsa affidabilità del testo, traduzioni invecchiate e mediocri, 
introduzioni e note abborracciate quando non inesistenti'.
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si è messo a maltrattare Shakespeare e Dante e ha inondato il mercato di libri 

non sempre curati, brutta carta, brutti caratteri'. In fact, Baraghini (Interview, 

1996) was very sceptical about the quality of Avanzini's Millelire series. His 

comments were perhaps those of a publisher criticising his rival. For example, 

Baraghini claimed that readers are abandoning Newton, and that they are 

bound to be disappointed by Avanzini's Millelire series. The basis of such a 

claim, he argues, is that 'la qualità di questi libri non è professionale; le 

traduzioni sono sbagliate e vecchie; gli autori sono tradizionali e stranieri; le 

introduzioni e le note non esistono; e le copertine non "sposano" i lettori. 

Insomma, Newton sono brutti e senza gusto' (Baraghini Interview, 1996).	


"
After 'TEN', the first titles of 'Il Giallo Economico Classico' (GEC) were 

added to the Newton Catalogue in 1993. This new series of detective fiction 

sold initially for 1,000 lire, but in 1995 the price was increased to 1,500 lire 

due to the rise of the cost of paper.  The series offers international detective 105

fiction and thrillers of the police genre. The titles for 'GEC' include: Agatha 

Christie's Poirot e il mistero di Styles Court, Edgar Wallace's L'abate nero, and 

Mary R. Rinehart's Morte sul castello di poppa. 	


"
In January 1994, Newton published the series 'Il Fantastico Economico 

Classico' (FEC), still at 1,000 lire. The series is a collection of 'masterpieces' 

of science fiction and fantasy. Some of the titles in this series are: H. G. Wells, 

L'isola del Dr. Moreau, Howard P. H. Lovecraft  Kadath, E. R. Burroughs, Il 

signor della guerra di Marte and A. E. Van Voght, I polimorfi. Two months 

later, Newton launched the 'Il sapere/ Enciclopedia Tascabile Newton' (ETN). 

The series was a success for the publishing house, available once again for 

1,000 lire. The 'Il sapere' series is promoted in the Newton Catalogue in the 

following manner:	


" For a discussion of the rise of paper costs see Cardone (1995a).105
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Il sapere è un'enciclopedia scomponibile che, 
rispondendo a un diffuso bisogno di conoscenza, si 
propone di offrire al lettore volumi agili, economici, dal 
linguaggio facilmente accessibile, scritti da docenti 
universitari e autorevoli esperti italiani e stranieri. 
(Newton  Compton Catalogue, Tascabili, 1995: 52)	
"

The series is divided into seven themes, each with its own colour code: 1) 

scienze umane (grey); 2) politica economica diritto (red); 3) scienze 

tecnologica medicina (green); 4) società ambiente vita pratica (purple); 5) arte 

letteratura linguistica (blue); 6) storia archeologia geografica (orange); and 7) 

comunicazione e spettacolo (pink). The 'Il sapere/Enciclopedia Tascabile 

Newton' (ETN) paperbacks broke new ground, offering readers a tantalising 

array of 200-page books. Avanzini (in Bohlen, 1996: 16) claims that some of 

the historical Il sapere titles are compulsory in university. However many 

teachers in schools and University lecturers have strongly advised students 

against using Newton editions, as they are not always complete and the notes 

are unsatisfactory for serious study. The 'ETN' titles include: Il Medioevo, La 

storia di Jazz, Le diete, Sociologia della letteratura, Storia del fascismo, 

L'Aids, I simboli del sogno, and Dizionario delle parole difficili.	


"
In March 1994, Newton Compton offers its 'last creation' (Cupece, 1995) for 

the price of 1,000 lire; a series about Italy's history and culture. This  new 

series was launched with paperback volumes about Rome, Naples and then, to 

follow, 'Italia Tascabile' (1996). The series can be viewed as a means of civic 

formation in contrast to the counter-cultural titles offered in Baraghini's 

Millelire series. Some titles include: Breve storia di Roma, I cortili di Roma. 

Le maschere di Roma, Le donne di Roma, Grotte e caverne di Napoli, La 

cucina napoletana, Cento ricette di maccheroni  and Breve storia di Firenze.	


"
"
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In May 1994, Newton introduced the 'Biblioteca Economica Newton' (BEN), 

with the slogan: 'rivoluzionare nuovamente il mondo dei libri 

supereconomici' (Cupece, 1995). The series comprises 'I grandi autori e le 

opere più celebri della letteratura di ogni tempo e paese in una nuova collana 

supereconomica' (Newton Compton Editori, 1995: 68). BEN has three themes: 

'classici', 'contemporanei', 'and ragazzi'. BEN are available for 2,000 Lire. 

Titles include Dante's Divina Commedia, Zola's Nana, Flaubert's Madame 

Bovary and D'Annunzio's Il piacere.	


"
In 1995 the series 'I classici Superten' was born, offering great works of Italian 

and international fiction for 2,000 lire. The series gives readers the opportunity 

to 'leggere o rileggere i grandi autori in godibilissime traduzioni e con l'ausilio 

di specialisti del settore' (Newton Compton Editori, 1995: 57). These super-

economic paperbacks contain 250 pages. Titles include: Oscar Wilde's Il 

ritratto di Dorian Gray, Hesse's Peter Camenzind  and Demian, Conrad's 

L'agente segreto, Casanova's Storia della mia fuga dai Piombi, and Grazia 

Deledda's La via del male.	


"
The Newton paperbacks are published with high print runs, at least compared 

to Baraghini's series. According to Avanzini (in Marin, 1992: 9), 'le tirature si 

attestano su un minimo di 40/50.000 copie e anche questo ci permette di 

realizzare economie di scala molto interessanti, non solo nei processi di 

produzione ma anche nella distribuzione, abbattendo i costi di trasporto'. The 

distribution of these little volumes (volumetti) is progressively expanding. 

They are disseminated in specialised paperback bookshops (Cardone, 1995a: 

12), conquering new types of readers, particularly young readers under the age 

of 25 years. Although Spinazzola (1994b: 227) is on the whole cynical about 

the 'supereconomici', he observes that a positive aspect of Newton is 'il ritorno 

dei libri di buona letteratura nelle edicole. Sia pure in forma modificata, si 

tratta dunque di una ripresa vincente del programma originario degli Oscar di "
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trent'anni fa'. Newton's Millelire in the news-stands proved to be a successful 

strategy to attract readers in transit. Avanzini, in an English interview (in 

Bohlen, 1996: 28) states: 'We were surprised by the success. The success was 

due not only to low prices but to a distribution breakthrough. We had to win 

over the indifference of the book shops, which were concerned about their 

return on low cost books, but we also rediscovered the news-stands and 

supermarkets' (my emphasis). 	


"
Newton's success can be supported by their sales figures. In his interview with 

Bea Marin (1992: 9), Avanzini claimed that from the month of July 1992 to 

June 1994 there have been more than 54 million volumes of Newton 

paperbacks sold for the price of 1,000 lire, the best seller being Dante's Divina 

Commedia (720,000 copies). Of these sales 43,200,000 were 'TEN', 5,400,000 

have been 'Il Giallo Economico Classico', 1,900,000 'll Fantastico Economico 

Classico' and 4,350,000 were 'Il sapere' volumes. These figures were provided 

by Gabriella Cupece from Newton (1995) and indicate provisional 1,000 sales 

until the end of 1994.	


"
5.2.2 	
 'I Miti' Mondadori	


'I Miti' Mondadori were introduced onto the Italian paperback market in July 

1995 for 5,900 lire, a price considerably higher than Millelire, but nevertheless 

competitive. According to Massimo Turchetta (in Messina, 1995: 35), 

Mondadori's paperback publisher, 'è un sasso nello stagno del tascabile 

tradizionale'. The 'Miti' are paperbacks with a format of 10.5 x 17.5 

centimetres. Their page numbers vary from title to title.  In contrast to 106

Baraghini's 'alternative' Millelire series, the 'Miti' represents a cheap and 

competitive contribution to mass-market publishing. According to Mauri:	


"

" For example Due di Due by Andrea De Carlo has 383 pages.106
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Sulla scorta di quanto avviene all'estero e della 
maggiore sensibilità al prezzo del pubblico dei lettori, 
hanno cercato di istituire un nuovo segmento di 
sfruttamento dei diritti d'autore apprendo una linea 
mass-market. (Mauri, 1995: Unpaginated, my emphasis) 	
"

This commercial project has been a massive marketing venture by Italy's 

largest publishing house with 1,500 employees. Mondadori invests in 

expensive promotions on television, radio, major newspapers, and the Internet. 

The policy for publishing the series is quite original. Every month Mondadori 

launches four titles. Until 1996, titles chosen for publication in the 'Miti' 5,900 

lire edition had a very short life. There was only one print run of 200,000 

copies for each title (Cavallero, 1995: Unpaginated). It is not unusual, in these 

circumstances, to search in vain for a 'Miti' edition of, for example, Calvino's 

Il barone rampante, and discover it is out of print, and only available in an 

expensive Mondadori paperback edition. 	


"
Publishers at Mondadori attempt to predict the possible best sellers a year 

before their launch. There is no printed catalogue. The new 'Miti' titles are 

promoted just before they come out. For example, in the last page of Andrea di 

Carlo's Due di Due, there is a promotion which states: 'In uscita a febbraio: 

G.G. Marquez Cento anni di solitudine'. The upcoming titles are also 

promoted in the bookshops, next to the book stand dedicated to 'I Miti'. Since 

1996, Mondadori has had a home page on the World Wide Web.  Under the 107

category 'Mondadori libri' it is possible to consult the 'catalogo disponibili' and 

search according to author, series or title. The catalogue is periodically revised 

and updated, with the latest titles appearing first. 'I Miti' is the overall term for 

the series, but there are many genres available, ranging from romance to 

detective fiction.	


"

" The URL for the Mondadori home page is: http://www.mondadori.com107
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The authors of 'I Miti' are generally contemporary and always well known. 

Unlike Newton, the titles are still in copyright and include, on the whole, 

previous Mondadori best sellers. It is evident, then, that unlike Baraghini, 

Mondadori takes little risk in their selection of titles with authors like Wilbur 

Smith, John Grisham, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Italo Calvino, Ernest 

Hemingway, Stefano Benni, Alberto Bevilacqua and Ken Follet (Cavallero, 

1995: Unpaginated; De Carlo, 1996). 'I Miti' titles include Eric Fromm's 

famous essay, L’arte di amare, and Luciano De Crescenzo's Storia della 

filosofia greca. Moreover, Mondadori exploits successful films, selling titles 

such as Il silenzio degli innocenti by Thomas Harris, La città della gioia by 

Dominique Lapierre, and Peter Hoeg's Il senso di Smilla per la neve. As a 

point of contrast, for religious readers, there is Giovanni Paolo II, Varcare la 

soglia della speranza. Also reprints of old favourites are guaranteed best 

sellers. These include: Italo Calvino's Il Barone Rampante, Hermann Hesse's 

Narciso e Boccadoro, Gabriel Garcìa Màrquez's Dell’amore e altri demoni and 

Cent’anni di solitudine, Jack Kerouac's Sulla strada, John Grisham's L'uomo 

della pioggia, and Ernest Hemingway's Il vecchio e il mare. 	
108

"
The presentation and covers of 'I Miti' are similar to other mass-market best 

selling series, with eye-catching bright colours for the graphic designs and 

often gold or silver lettering. The 'Miti' covers have been meticulously 

designed by Mondadori's artistic director Federico Luci and graphic designer 

Andrea Falsetti. According to Di Giampaolo (1996a: 209), 'malgrado le 

differenze, le copertine dei "Miti" risultano notevolmente più "ricche" di 

quelle offerte dalle altre collane super economiche, soprattutto grazie alla 

presenza di rilievi in oro e argento e di decorazioni piuttosto costose'. 

Baraghini, as to be expected, views the 'Miti' series with disdain. He states: 

'Mondadori "Miti" è un progetto che diventa matto. Hai visto com' è scomodo? 

" List of titles inserted inside the cover of De Carlo, Due di Due, Mondadori Miti, 1996.108
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Sono tutti matti! Vedi la copertina: Pizzicare una donna, un uomo, un prete. "I 

Miti" sono per un mercato commerciale che non legge, che non ama 

libri' (Baraghini Interview, 1996).	


"
'I Miti' are distributed nationally in all the possible sales outlets, with 50% of 

titles in the bookshops, 25% in supermarkets and petrol stations (grande 

distribuzione) and 25% in the news-stands (Cavallero, 1995: Unpaginated). 

These distributional strategies aim to attract a very diversified reading public. 

And because the 'Miti' are disseminated through such outlets, the series 

appropriately attracts readers in transit. The print runs are 200.000 copies per 

title (Cardone, in Spinazzola, 1996: 306). Despite Ferruccio Parazzoli's initial 

reservations and fears prior to the launch of the 'Miti' and despite Baraghini's 

cynicism, the series immediately achieved very high sales figures.  For 109

example, Turchetta (in Messina: 1995: 35) indicates that 'da luglio nella nuova 

collana sono stati pubblicati diciotto titoli e quasi tutti hanno venduto 

duecentomila copie'.  In 1996 'I Miti Junior' were launched, offering fun 110

titles for children.	


"
5.2.3	
 'I Miti Poesia'	


'I Miti Poesia' were launched by Mondadori in February 1996 for 3.900 lire. 

This series specialises, as its name suggests, in poetry, and offers compact 

paperbacks with a format of 12.5 x 15.7 centimetres and an average of 70 

pages. Like the 'Miti', these mini anthologies of poetry have only one print run 

(l'unica tiratura) consisting of 100,000 copies per title. One of the first titles to 

come out was poems by Eugenio Montale: Montale 41 Poesie. The cover for 

"

See Parazzoli - the publisher responsible for the Oscar series- (in Fiori, 1992: 25), who was asked 109

about a possible launch of a new 4,000 lire series paperback. Parazzoli's response was 'No comment. 
È troppo presto per dirlo, stiamo osservando il mercato. Mi (di)spiace, preferisco non parlare'.

Also, Riccardo Cavallero (1995: Unpaginated), states: 'I Miti' hanno venduto, tra il luglio e l’ottobre 110

1995, oltre 2.5 milioni di copie e i titoli offerti mensilmente sono entrati sempre nella classifica 
Demoskopea dei dieci titoli più venduti'. 
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Montale was very simple, a white glossy cardboard with the name of the 

author. the title of the work, Mondadori's logo in gold, and on the back cover, 

a brief extract from a poem by Montale. According to Giovannetti (in 

Spinazzola, 1996: 95), 'il formato è la grafica intanto. Volumi compatti e 

colorati che ricordano i cd musicali e non temono di confrontarsi con soluzioni 

visive spregiudicate, decisamente giovanili, programmaticamente 

postmoderne'. Titles published later had more elaborate covers, sometimes 

with illustrations of the poets.	


"
After the publicaton of Montale's poetry, there followed 'Miti Poesia' editions 

of Saffo, Ungaretti, Quasimodo, Dickinson, Rimbaud - suggested by 

Giovannetti (in Spinazzola, 1996: 94) as 'lettura quasi obbligata per ogni fan di 

Jim Morrison' - and the lesser known Bukowski, 23 poesie, and the Turkish 

poet Hikme, 34 poesie d'amore. Other poets in the series can be considered as 

appropriate reading for Italian secondary school students of literature. These  

include: Leopardi, Hemingway (43 Poesie), Bevilacqua (Poesie d'amore), 

D'Annunzio, Whitman, and Borges. 	


"
The literary quality of the 'Miti' poetry editions was, like most of the Millelire 

and other budget  editions of 'classics', questioned at the time of their arrival 

onto the Italian book market. For example, the biographical introductions are 

brief, and there are no commentaries or notes. In some cases the poems are 

unprofessionally transcribed and translated, and at times even abridged. For 

these reasons, 'I Miti Poesia' were scorned by Baraghini and some professors 

of literature. The series provoked much debate. For example, Professor Paolo 

Briganti stated in a poetry tutorial that 'I Miti Poesia' were unfit for serious 

study. He argued that without notes it would be impossible for the 'mass 

"
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public' to understand the 'genius' of the poetry'.  Paolo Giovannetti (in 111

Spinazzola, 1996: 95) also argues that the focus for the 'Miti Poesia' series is 

their marketing and presentation rather than their literary quality: 	


"
Esiste una sproporzione a priori tra la cosiddetta "veste" e il 
contenuto [. . .]. La nuova collana è stata letta solo come un 
fenomeno di marketing, ovvero di costume, se n'è colto 
solo il look  spregiudicato, la presunta provocazione; 
mentre il suo spessore specificamente letterario è stato 
dimenticato. (Giovannetti, in Spinazzola, 1996: 95; 97) 	
"

'I Miti Poesia' nonetheless was promoted with some very innovative and lively 

marketing performances. Between February 8th and 12th, 1996, in Via Dante, 

Mondadori promoted the series by employing well known actors, singers and 

comics from the Milanese 'Piccolo Teatro' to recite and perform poetry from 

'Miti' poetry volumes:	


"
Tra gli appuntamenti, a ingresso libero, primo, Giorgio 
Strehler ha proposto una scelta di liriche edite e inedite 
di Montale, nel secondo sono stati gli attori della scuola 
di teatro da lui diretta ad offrire una miscellanea di 
poesie tratte da "I Miti Poesia", nel terzo, alla 
presentazione di uno spettacolo, in programmazione al 
Piccolo Teatro di Moni Ovadia si è affiancata la lettura 
di poesie da parte del poetaattoremusicista yiddish, del 
comico Paolo Rossi e dell’attrice Pamela Villoresi. (Di 
Giampaolo, 1996a: 206)	
"

"

Professor Briganti teaches 'Letteratura italiana contemporanea' at Parma University in the Facultà di 111

Lettere e filosofia. At a tutorial I attended in March 1996, there was a debate concerning whether 
readers can understand poetry without notes and comments. This introduces another argument which I 
cannot pursue here. It entails considering the 'cultural capital' of Italian readers and whether poetry 
can be fully appreciated by a mass reading public. But at least super-economic initiatives such as 'I 
Miti' might contribute to spreading the reading habit, as Spinazzola (1994b) and Gambaro (1993a) 
have noted. Of course, not all readers are 'lettori critici'.
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Live performance in the piazza proved an entertaining way of attracting 

readers to this new poetry series. The 'theatrical' image was also utilised as a 

marketing tool for the promotion of the series on the Internet.	


"
At this point, it can be argued that Mondadori's monopolistic position in the 

Italian publishing industry enabled 'I Miti' and 'I Miti Poesia' to become a 

commercial success. Mondadori took little risk in their selection of titles and 

authors for publication in the 'Miti' series, choosing works and authors that 

would guarantee best seller status. Furthermore, the success of the 'Miti' series 

has generated yet another mass-market paperback series in Italy: the 

'SuperPocket'. These paperbacks, launched in February 1997, are available for 

6,900 lire. In this instance the format and price of the series crosses the 

barriers between publishers. In other words, 'I SuperPocket' is a paperback 

series published in collaboration with several publishers, including Bompiani, 

Fabbri, Garzanti, Rizzoli, Longanesi, Guanda, Salani, Sansoni, Sonzogno, and 

Corbaccio.  New titles are proposed every month. These include Dacia 112

Maraini's Bagheria and Voci, Umberto Eco's Il nome della rosa and Andrea de 

Carlo's UTO. They are 'grandi best-seller da grandi editori'.	


"
Commercial ventures such as 'I Miti' and 'SuperPocket' are large-scale mass-

market initiatives that a small publishing house like Stampa Alternativa could 

never afford. The barriers for Baraghini, which has become evident in the case 

study, are mainly financial and professional. Baraghini can not invest money 

in marketing and distribution to the massive extent Mondadori has done. In 

protest against such mass-market ventures, he publishes new unpublished 

Italian writers who continue to cultivate the 'alternative' and rebellious image 

of Stampa Alternativa. 	


"

" For more information on the 'SuperPocket' see Di Giampaolo (1997: 21-25).112
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However it is worth emphasising that without Baraghini, Mondadori would 

not have been provoked to enter the super-economic paperback market: 

'Travolta dal successo dei libricini a mille lire, la Mondadori sta studiando un 

Oscar supereconomico' (Fiori, 1992: 25). Despite criticisms pertaining to the 

poor quality of Mondadori editions, the 'Miti' became a commercial myth, or, 

in Turchetti's (in Messina, 1995: 35) own words, 'un miracolo all'italiana'. The 

status of the 'supereconomici' in the Italian book market as a whole will now 

be considered.	


"
5.3 The status of super-economic publishing in the Italian book market	


It has been argued that super-economic publishing has been considered by 

Italian book market specialists as one of the most significant publishing events 

in the history of contemporary Italian publishing.  The most radical 113

significance has been attributed to Millelire and its impact in the area of 

paperback publishing policy. Baraghini's Millelire series has caused publishers 

to lower their paperback prices which has led to fierce competition in the 

Italian paperback sector. As a result fifty-two super-economic paperback series 

have emerged on the Italian paperback market, and thirteen abroad.  114

Although it is debatable which of these paperback series were directly inspired 

by Baraghini's Millelire series, one should not underestimate current market 

trend for the lowering in price range for paperbacks, and the vast number of 

paperback publishers producing books for below 5,000 lire with similar 

formats to Baraghini's Millelire series. 	


"
It now remains to assess the significance of Millelire and super-economic 

publishing for the Italian book market in relation to other publishing 

initiatives. The Millelire series has arguably paved the way for this new 

"
These include Vigini (1995a), Peresson (1995a), Gambaro (1993a) and Clerici (1994).113

These figures  include Millelire paperbacks (See table 1 and 2 of the previous section).114
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phenomenon in its own right and this has provided a significant contribution to 

paperback publishing policy. This is most apparent in the reduction of 

paperback prices and changes in the format of paperbacks in Italy and abroad. 

High sales figures for Millelire and super-economic paperbacks, the 

emergence of super-economic publishing as an official Italian publishing 

category, and bookshops specialising in super-economic paperbacks are all 

indicators of the status of super-economic publishing as a new and legitimate 

sector of the Italian publishing industry. In other words, Millelire can be 

regarded as significant from a commercial and professional point of view. 

Increasing growth of and competition in the Italian paperback sector - what 

Vigini (1995a: Unpaginated) has termed the 'tascabilizzazione dell'editoria' as 

noted in Chapter 3 - owes much to Baraghini's Millelire series. 	


"
The impact of Baraghini's Millelire series which generated the super-economic 

phenomenon has been described by Bohlen (1996: 28) as a mini-revolution, 

and by Vigini (1995a: Unpaginated) as a third publishing revolution. However, 

stepping back from any  discursive revolutionary enthusiasm one can ask 

whether Baraghini and book market specialists are not getting over-excited. 

This is because, first, the 'revolutionary rhetoric' relates to Baraghini's utopian 

marketing language; and second, it relates to overestimating changes in 

paperback publishing policy in an endeavour to defend the future of the 

paperback. The publisher has infiltrated his political ideals into his 

promotional tactics in an attempt to achieve cultural anarchy. In doing so 

Baraghini views political and cultural issues as central to his policy. I 

maintain, however, that it is unlikely that Baraghini can achieve his ambitions 

to overthrow the dominant powers of Italian culture, partly because his 

publishing mission is utopian, but also due to Stampa Alternativa's weak 

commercial base and constrained distributional strategies. 	


"
"
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Second, claims to a publishing revolution reflect the unavoidable fact that, 

following Baraghini's Millelire initiative, other publishers have had to revise 

their policies and practices in respect of book prices, format and distribution 

measures (Vigini, 1995a: Unpaginated). But despite such significant mutations 

in paperback policy, it is evident from the Italian responses to super-economic 

publishing, as my argument has recognised throughout, that super-economic 

paperbacks have also not escaped criticism. From Baraghini's position, the 

phenomenon can be considered significant only because they indicate that 

these publishers have been inspired by his Millelire idea. But such imitation 

has only been in respect to paperback prices and formats. To give credit to 

Baraghini, the titles offered by competing paperback publishers like Newton 

and 'I Miti' do not provide a publishing 'alternative'. Instead they can be 

viewed as essentially 'traditional' in their presentation, their marketing 

strategies and their catalogues, adopting policies similar to the 'BUR' and 

'Oscar' paperbacks discussed in Chapter 3. Furthermore, 'poor' aesthetic 

presentation and quality of super-economic paperbacks have provoked critics 

to question whether these paperbacks should be viewed as books or merely 

pamphlets. 	


"
These criticisms must be evaluated. One needs to reconsider the status of 

super-economic publishing in the Italian book market. In doing so, I pose three 

questions. First, how successful is the super-economic phenomenon 

commercially? Second, what is the share of the super-economic paperback 

sector in the Italian book market as a whole? Third, and finally, out of the fifty 

two super-economic publishers listed in the above tables, how many have 

survived? These questions can be addressed with some empirical facts. From a 

sales perspective, between 1992 and 1993, paperbacks below the price of 

8,000 lire have increased in value by 35% and print runs have increased by 

"
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127.6%.  In the category of book production according to price, paperbacks 115

that cost below 5,000 lire increased in number by 27.3% between 1992 and 

1993. A growth in super-economic paperbacks has contributed to a general 

decrease in book prices in the Italian book market. Between 1993 and 1994 

there has been a decrease in the average book price from 35, 639 to 26, 214 

lire (Marin, 1995: 10-14). 	


"
The status of super-economic publishing can also be determined by comparing 

the category's  publishing figures with data for other paperback publishers in 

the Italian book market. For example, Vigini observed that the paperback 

sector in Italy is expanding (Vigini, 1995a: Unpaginated). With regard to the 

impact of Millelire on larger mass-market publishers, Di Giampaolo (1996a: 

215) suggests that thanks to super-economic publishing, the paperback market 

has become more dispersed in Italy with the traditionally larger publishers 

losing their market share. Bea Marin (1993a: 22) adds: 'Se, infatti, Mondadori, 

Rizzoli, Bompiani, Einaudi, Feltrinelli, Adelphi, hanno visto diminuire la loro 

quota di mercato sia in copie, ma sia in misura minore, in valore, gli altri 

editori hanno incrementato la loro del 47.9% in copie e del 13,1% in valore'.  	
116

"
However despite these encouraging figures, evidence collected by 

Demoskopea (in Peresson, 1995: 257) shows that out of the 13 Italian 

Millelire publishers listed in table 1, Newton Compton is the only Millelire 

publisher mentioned. Stampa Alternativa may be included in 'others', although 

this is not indicated in the table. Table 3 indicates the share of the principal 

publishers according to the number of individual titles present in the 

bookshop.	


"

"
Ufficio Studi AIE, (1995: 68) and Cardone (1995a: 18). 115

Ufficio Studi AIE (1994: 69).116
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Table 3. The share of the principal paperback publishers 	


(according to the number of individual titles present in the bookshop)	

(market value in %) 	
117

"

"
"
The market share for Newton Compton paperbacks in bookshops scarcely 

amounts to much when compared to Mondadori and Rizzoli, and it is not 

indicated whether the 'Miti' series are included in the Mondadori figures. Table 

4 indicates the market share of the principal publishers according to the 

number of copies sold in the bookshop:	


"
"
"
"
"

"

1993 1994 1995

Newton 1.1 1.0 0.9

Baldini & Castoldi 1.0 2.0 2.3

Sperling 3.6 3.0 3.1

Longanesi 2.6 2.3 4.1

Feltrinelli 3.6 4.1 6.6

Einaudi 4.8 4.7 4.5

Adelphi 3.9 3.5 5.7

Rizzoli 8.9 8.2 7.0

Mondadori 19.7 19.3 16.0

Other* 50.8 51.9 49.8

"
The market share refers to the results of the number of titles present in the bookshops. Scholastic 117

texts are excluded. 
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Table 4. 	
 The share of the principal paperback publishers.	


"
(according to the number of individual titles sold in the bookshop)	


(quantity in number of copies in %)	
"
"

"
With regard to the number of copies sold in Italian bookshops, Newton is 

second in place to Mondadori in 1993, and third, next to Rizzoli and 

Mondadori in 1994 and 1995. Again, it is probable that Stampa Alternativa 

would be included in the category 'other', but it is impossible to draw any 

reliable conclusions from this table, particularly as Millelire individual titles 

are not significantly present in Italian bookshops, as the case study as shown.	


Tables 5 gives a better indication of the number of economic and super-

economic titles published between 1990-1995:	


"
"
"
"

1993 1994 1995

Newton 9.7 7.5 7.2

Baldini & Castoldi 1.2 2.2 2.4

Sperling 3.6 3.0 2.9

Longanesi 1.5 1.7 2.9

Feltrinelli 4.7 5.5 7.7

Einaudi 4.5 4.7 4.6

Adelphi 4.0 3.8 3.8

Rizzoli 9.1 8.6 7.3

Mondadori 19.0 19.2 16.9

Other* 42.7 43.8 44.3

"
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Table 5 	
 Paperbacks offered in economic and super-economic editions	


(Number of titles published)	

(Value in number of titles produced, copies displayed in percentages) 	
118

"

* Indicates the sum of super-economic and economic editions published. 	
"
Table 6 refers to the print runs of paperbacks for the same period:	


"
Table 6 	
 Titles offered in economic and super-economic editions	


(Print runs for paperbacks)	

(Values displayed in thousands of copies)	


"

(Elaborazioni Livingstone su dati istituto centrale di statistica, Cifre dell'editoria 1997: 326)	


"

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995	


Total* 9.086 9.206 8.918 10.04
4

11.72
9

11.94
1

Super-

economic 

(< 5.000 

lire)

1.013 1.134 1.108 1.384 2.216 2.417

Economic 

editions
8.073	
 8.072 7.810 8.660 9.513 9.524

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995	


Total* 57.0	
 59.2 64.7 91.7 115.5 111.9

Super-
economic 

(<5.000 lire)

13.5 18.4 24.9 47.4 68.3 61.2

Economic 

editions
43.5	
 40.8 39.8 44.3 47.2 50.7

"
Paperbacks are considered those books which cost <15,000 lire. Children's books and scholastic 118

texts are excluded. The values refer to milion's of Lire.
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Although the number of titles published and print runs for super-economic 

paperbacks appear small when compared to total paperback production, there 

are some significant figures to be pointed out here. For example, 1,013 super-

economic titles were produced in 1990. This figure more than doubled to 

2,417 in 1995. Furthermore, Table 6 indicates that for the years between 1990 

and 1995 the print runs for super-economic editions often exceeded economic 

paperbacks. This is particularly the case for 1994, where the print run for 

super-economic paperbacks was 115,500 compared to only 47,200 for 

economic paperbacks. Overall this table shows that the super-economic sector 

of the paperback market in Italy is growing, having expanded most 

significantly between 1993 and 1994.	


"
Table 7 indicates the status of super-economic paperbacks costing below 8,000 

for the years 1992 and 1993:	


Table 7: Trends in the market share value for paperbacks <8.000 lire. 
(Values displayed in percentages) 	
119

Copies Copies Value Value +/-  % +/- %

%

1992	
 1993 1992 1993 Copies Value

Mondadori 2.1 1.9 3.2 5.6 +107.3 +136.3

Rizzoli 10.6 5.6 18.1 13.8 +20.7 +3.1

Bompiani 1.2 0.3 2.0 0,7 -45.8 -52.4

Einaudi 1.2 0.3 1.7 0,9 -45.0 -27.8

Feltrinelli 7.3 2.7 12.9 8.0 -15.3 -16.2

Adelphi 2.7 0.5 4.9 1.6 -58.5 -56.0
Newton Compton 
Stampa Alternativa 
and others

74.6 88.7 57.2 69.4 +170.8 +63.9

Total 100.0 +126.7 +35.1

" The source of this table is Ufficio Studi AIE, Il mercato dei tascabili negli anni novanta, 1995: 68.119
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In the category of book production according to price, super-economic 

paperbacks (below 8,000 lire) produced by publishers specialising in super-

economic paperbacks have represented more output than Mondadori, Rizzoli, 

Bompiani, Einaudi, Feltrinelli and Adelphi combined. Although Tables 3 and 4 

indicate that these 'traditional' paperback publishers occupy a larger share of 

the entire Italian book market, the same cannot be said for super-economic 

paperback production and sales. In 1993, for example, Newton Compton, 

Stampa Alternativa and 'other' (small publishers) produced 88.7% of super-

economic paperbacks compared to a total of a mere 11.3% for Mondadori, 

Rizzoli, Bompiani. Einaudi, Feltrinelli and Adelphi. In the category of sales 

value for 1993, Newton Compton, Stampa Alternativa and 'other' (small 

publishers) received 69.4% for super-economic paperbacks compared to a 

total of 30.6% for Mondadori, Rizzoli, Bompiani. Einaudi, Feltrinelli and 

Adelphi. However, bear in mind that these figures are only relevant for 1992 

and 1993. Mondadori did not introduce the 'Miti' and 'Miti Poesia' series onto 

the Italian book market until 1995, and figures for the two 'Miti' series are 

likely to have affected Mondadori's output for super-economic paperbacks. 	
120

"
Stampa Alternativa's share of the Italian paperback sector as a whole is not 

given as a separate category in the statistical surveys pertaining to Italian 

paperback production. But Stampa Alternativa can be disaggregated from 

Table 7 in the category: 'Newton Compton, Stampa Alternativa and others'. 

This implies that Stampa Alternativa's share of the market might be so small 

that it is not worth isolating. The fact that Millelire has provoked much debate 

in the Italian book market and promoted the emergence of a new super-

economic' publishing category, does not, then, guarantee a high status to 

Stampa Alternativa in the Italian book market. There are some data indicating 

the production of Millelire titles for 1993, but compared to other paperback 

" A survey of Italian paperback production has not been carried out since 1995. 120
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publishers, the number of titles offered by Stampa Alternativa is limited, 

although enjoying a significant increase in Millelire's peak period rising from 

four titles in 1989 to 87 titles in 1993.	


"
As to whether super-economic publishers are surviving, it seems that the 

super-economic phenomenon experienced a boom in its peak phase directly 

after the success of Lettera sulla felicità. Between 1993 and 1995 the 

phenomenon has been visible in the Italian paperback market and has been 

debated in paperback publishing policy forums to the extent that a conference 

was held to discuss paperback policy and publishing strategies.  But since 121

1995 the super-economic phenomenon has 'matured' (Cardone, 1995a: 18). 

Although it does not appear to be at the forefront of publishing debates, it may 

be a significant sign that super-economic publishing has, in Vigini's words, 

become something of a publishing norm: 'Ora in un certo senso, si è tornati 

alla "normalità". Il fenomeno dei "millelire" e dei supereconomici in genere ha 

infatti esaurito la sua spinta propulsiva, ma il mercato dei tascabili, pur 

orientato ancora verso le fasce di prezzo più basse, ha ripreso slancio in altre 

direzioni' (Vigini, 1995a: Unpaginated). 	


"
Despite the fact that super-economic publishing is becoming somewhat of an 

established publishing trend, the above figures show that super-economic 

publishers are by no means dominant in the Italian book industry. The 

publishers that remain significantly 'visible' in the news-stands and in other 

channels of sale include: Mondadori's 'I Miti' and 'I Miti Poesia', Newton 

Compton's various super-economic paperbacks, Tartaruga editions, at 4000 

lire BIT by Opportunity Book, and 'SuperPocket'. As  noted, from Baraghini's 

series only the Millelire 'cofanetti' and latest titles are currently visible in 

select Italian bookshops. The French 'Mille et une nuits' is still on sale in 

" Hence the Scuola per librai conference, discussed in Chapter 3.121
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France and very popular. The 'Penguin 60s', by contrast, lost their initial 

popular appeal after Penguin's birthday in 1996. It even became possible to 

purchase 'Penguin 60s' for 40 cents in Angus and Robertson bookshops in 

Australia.	


"
The following three factors might explain the shift from a super-economic 

boom to a certain decline. First, as Cardone (1995a: 18) suggests, booksellers 

are less willing to stock super-economic paperbacks because they do not 

guarantee an adequate profit margin. These series have thus been forced to 

find other distributional outlets, such as news-stands, and bookshops 

established especially for remainders and super-economic paperbacks. Second, 

as Cardone (1995a: 18) and Martelli (1995: Unpaginated) maintain, since 

1995, the super-economic paperbacks out of copyright are on the decline. It 

has become more difficult for publishers like Newton Compton to reprint 

classics for 1,000 lire because of the rise in the cost of paper since that year. 

According to Cardone (1995b: 18), 'la continua lievitazione del prezzo di carta 

ha particolarmente colpito un settore nel quale il basso prezzo di copertina 

deve assorbire in percentuale maggiore questo costo produttivo'. For this 

reason, as shown in table 1 above, since 1995 Newton's 1,000 lire series have 

had to raise its price to 1,500 lire. However, reluctant booksellers and 

expensive paper have not discouraged Baraghini, who does not, on the whole, 

publish reprints and works out of copyright, and saves production costs by 

using basic printing technology. 	


"
A third reason for the decline of super-economic publishing since 1995 may be 

an over-saturation of the market with super-economic publications, resulting 

in the problem that readers are overwhelmed by the vast range of paperback 

series available in the Italian book market. It is not uncommon to find what 

Vigini terms the 'sovrapposizioni di titoli' (Vigini, 1995a: Unpaginated), in 

other words, overlapping of the same titles. Nineteenth-century 'classics', in "
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particular, are available in several super-economic editions for less than 5,000 

lire. In some cases, readers have the option of buying the same work in at least 

four super-economic paperback series. For example, according to Di 

Giampaolo (1996a: 216), Edgar Allan Poe's mysteries are available in 'Poker', 

'BIT' and 'MiniBur'. As a result, according to booksellers at Feltrinelli (see 

Cardone, 1995a: 21 and Rollo, 1995: Unpaginated), many readers are opting 

for the traditional 'Feltrinelli Tascabili' editions of classics, which offer them 

better quality editions at mid and economic prices.	


"
But I must conclude on a positive note. Although the Millelire publishing 

episode cannot be considered as being truly revolutionary, it can be viewed as 

significant in the way it has generated considerable mutations in the 

production, prices and formats for the paperback in Italy and abroad. 

Economic and efficient publishing techniques have been deployed by large 

and small publishers to create fifty-two paperback series similar to Baraghini's 

Millelire mini-books. Innovations in paperback presentation have become 

particularly apparent. The same cannot be said for innovation in the titles and 

marketing provided by other super-economic publishers. Baraghini's Millelire 

series is a leader in provocative and 'alternative' publishing. The lowering of 

the price range for paperbacks is very significant for publishers and readers 

alike, and I would argue that Baraghini is responsible for this event in the 

European book industry. Books that cost 1,000 lire have instigated fierce 

commercial competition, creating a healthy paperback industry in Italy.	


"
Unquestionably, the most significant contribution Millelire has had for 

publishing is its implications for paperback policy. Not only has Millelire been 

pivotal to the establishment of a new publishing category, the series caused 

paperback publishers to rethink their publishing strategies and create what can 

be described as 'tascabili veloci'. In other words, super-economic paperbacks 

are fast to produce, tempting to consume and easy to read. The significance of "
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Millelire mini-books for the Italian reading public will be addressed in the 

second part of the thesis.  

"
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Chapter 6	


"
Establishing a history of reading method.	


"
6.1 	
 A history of reading Millelire	

"
The aim of Part Two is to consider the impact of Millelire mini-books on 

Italian reading practices. This objective will incorporate three sets of issues. 

The first is to discuss the intellectual debates in the Italian publishing field 

relating to readers' rights. The second is to investigate the marketing context of 

Millelire's 'ideal' reading public as Baraghini conceives it. The third issue is 

ethnographic: to determine whether Millelire has contributed to mutations in 

modes of reading for Italy's reading public. In other words, how might the 

format, pricing, marketing and content of Millelire have cultural implications 

for reading practices?  

"
A 'history of reading' approach will be adopted. This is a branch of book 

history and cultural history. Robert Darnton (1990: 132-135, 154-90) 

maintains that 'reading has a history, it was not always and everywhere the 

same'. This approach comprises multiple disciplines and forms of research. A 

'history of reading' approach, like book history, is interdisciplinary, drawing on 

literary sociology, cultural history, literacy education, readers' personal 

accounts and literary theory  (Darnton, 1990: 132-135). The aspects of this 122

approach that I have selected to be the focus for studying Millelire readers will 

"

 It is debatable whether literary theory should be included in the history of reading project. As noted 122

in Chapter 2, the boundaries for book and reading histories are not yet clearly defined. For the purpose 
of making methodological distinctions I will refer only in passing to the reader response theorists such 
as Wolfgang Iser and Hans Robert Jauss.	
"
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be predominantly cultural history, readers' personal accounts and, to a limited 

extent, literary theory .	
123

"
The methodology of a 'history of reading' is clarified in an Interview between 

Fabio Gambaro and Roger Chartier, published in Tirature '93: 'Storie di libri, 

editori e lettori'. The interview not only establishes the importance of 

understanding book and reading history in the Italian publishing field, it also 

provides a set of intellectual, historical and ethnographic criteria useful in 

exploring the history of reading Millelire. Taking its departure from the well-

established field of literary analysis, the Gambaro/Chartier interview 

illustrates that 'a history of reading' is not necessarily to be associated with the 

'inner experience' of reading as evidenced in reader reception theories, whether 

reader response, hermeneutics or phenomenology.  Rather, the interview 

establishes reading as a cultural practice that varies with external 

circumstances, different social contexts and different readerships.	


"
6.2 	
 A 'history of reading': Interview with Gambaro and Chartier	


For Chartier (in Gambaro, 1993b: 290), 'una storia della lettura non significa 

semplicemente storia dei lettori, è una disciplina più complessa'. He thus 

incorporates anthropological and intellectual components. By 'anthropological' 

components he refers to 'i gesti, i luoghi, e le abitudini della lettura' (Chartier, 

in Gambaro, 1993b: 289-90). These are the elements I will adopt from 

"

 The inclusion of literary theory as an element of reading history is an issue much debated among 123

scholars concerned with approaches to reading. For example, Darnton (1990: 132) includes literary 
theory as a 'step towards the history of reading'. Also, in his communication circuit model he draws an 
arrow from the reader back to the author which implies the reader has a role in the 'writing' of texts. 
Chartier (1988:11-12)  attempts to depart from literary theory but does not entirely succeed. Martyn 
Lyons (1992: 1) suggests that book and reading history provides a version of literary history different 
from aestheticians and literary theorists. And the debate as to whether book and reading history 
includes theoretical accounts of reading is an ongoing concern of SHARP. Furthermore, the different 
approaches taken to reading history in the Issei  'history of the book and reading practices' panel 
demonstrated the undefined boundaries of reading history, covering themes from reading as singing 
poetry in Sweden, to reading Millelire, reading love letters, reading and analysing biography and 
teaching reading appreciation and interpretation to medical practitioners.
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Chartier to describe the behaviours of Millelire readers. By the 'intellectual' 

component, Chartier refers to: 'i meccanismi di costruzione della 

significazione di un testo letto in una forma particolare da un lettore che fa 

sempre parte di una comunità specifica' (Chartier, in Gambaro, 1993b: 

289-90). This notion of constructing textual meaning will briefly be addressed 

in Chapter 9.	


"
In describing the intellectual components of reading history, Chartier draws on 

his background in literary criticism. In this comment, and in more recent 

works, he is preoccupied with the notion that forms affect meaning: 	


"
Whether they are in manuscript or in print, books are 
objects whose forms, if they cannot impose the sense of 
the texts that they bear, at least command the uses that 
can invest them [ . . .] Historians of cultural practices 
have become aware of the effects of meaning that 
material forms produce. (Chartier, 1994: viii-ix) 	
"

At this point Chartier is entering a problematic zone, blurring the distinction 

between reading theory and reading history. He attaches the historical notion 

of books as material objects which might impact on readers' practices to a 

theoretical conception of readers as interpreters of texts. The problem, here, is 

the tension between the literary theorist who, on the one hand, is preoccupied 

with meaning and the process of interpreting texts and literary forms, and, on 

the other, the book historian who is concerned with the cultural practices 

associated with books existing in diverse material formats. Despite the fact 

that Chartier refers in the Interview to intellectual and anthropological 

components as being mutually inclusive (Chartier, in Gambaro, 1993b: 

289-90), the tension between literary analysis and reading history is also 

"
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apparent in the dialectical terminology he uses.  It is therefore unclear 124

whether Chartier's approach views reading as the interpretation of texts or as a 

more ethnographic practice.	


"
Rather than attempting to resolve this tension, I will argue that book formats 

affect reading practices and, by drawing on Chartier's anthropological insights, 

explore how the material format of Millelire mini-books might affect the 

'gestures, the contexts and the cultural habits' of the Italian reading public. 

Chartier affirms that the task of establishing a history of reading requires a 

departure from literary theory (Chartier, in Gambaro, 1993b: 291 and 1988: 

11). He contradicts his intellectual observations by arguing that literary 

criticism and reader response theories are not useful for a history of reading, 

suggesting that such theories are too general and universal to indicate the 

concrete diversity of the practices of reading in all their complexity. In one 

instance, Chartier maintains that hermeneutics and phenomenology are thus 

inadequate:	


"
To grasp how, through history, people have appropriated 
the configurations in texts requires a break with the 
concept of the universal and abstract subject found in 
phenomenology and, despite appearances, in the 
aesthetics of reception [hermeneutics]. Both 
phenomenology and aesthetics construct the subject 
either on the basis of an invariable individual who 
transcends history and is considered to remain 
unchanged throughout time, or by projection to the 
universal level of the singularity of an 'I' or a 'we' of our 
own time. This is quite obviously where phenomenology 
and aesthetics of reception part company with other 
ways of thinking. (Chartier, 1988:11-12)	
"

"
This limitation is particularly evident in his choice of terms such as 'subject', 'text', 'signification', 124

'forms', 'appropriation' and the 'construction of meaning', which are terms closely associated with 
literary criticism and hermeneutics in particular.
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Two points are particularly useful for the present inquiry. First, the subject (or 

in this instance the reader) is historically variable and not theoretically unified. 

Despite claims by Iser, Jauss and other reader response theorists, reading is not 

a unified exercise of endless interpretation, a process shared by all reading 

subjects (Chartier, in Gambaro, 1993b: 292). Second, Chartier contrasts 

general (literary theory) with historical (reading history) approaches to the 

relation between the subject and a specific text. A reading history, in part, 

concerns readers' objective relationships with books and their material 

conditions. Literary theory, by contrast, concerns readers' subjectivity and their 

relation to texts in the construction of meaning. 	


"
6.3	
  Formats and reading performances	


The shift of focus from subject-text relations to reader-book relationships 

requires a breaking away from 'universal' approaches to the literary 

interpretation of Millelire texts, and instead, a move towards a more pluralistic 

exploration of relations of Italian readers with Millelire books. To focus on 'a 

history of reading' and to depart from literary criticism, a useful strategy,  I 

suggest, is to substitute the term text with book, form with formats, and subject 

with reader or reading public. This terminological strategy in fact throws into 

a certain relief Chartier's own preoccupation with subject and text relations. 

But this is not to question his focus on the book as a material entity circulating 

in diverse physical formats:	


"
Un testo giunge sempre all'interno di una comunità dei 
lettori in una forma particolare, può essere un oggetto 
scritto a mano oppure un prodotto stampato. Si pensi 
oggi alla differenza esistente tra la prima edizione in 
brossura da un romanzo e l'edizione tascabile, quella per 
il club del libro e la versione fotocopiata. Queste diverse 
forme materiali del testo hanno necessariamente un 
qualche effetto sulla sua ricezione. (Chartier, in 
Gambaro, 1993b: 292)	


"
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Chartier is concerned with exploring culturally, socially and institutionally 

determined conditions that differentiate practices and generate contrasting uses 

of print media. The present task, therefore, following Chartier's lead, extends 

to examining the historical, social and anthropological components of 

Millelire's audience. It entails examining the various modes of reading 

Millelire, the social environments which surround these practices, and the 

'gestures, contexts and habits' of readers in Italy today (Chartier, 1992: 

289-90). 	


"
In the present project, then, the Italian reading public might be considered not 

as an interpretative act practised by individual subjects, but in respect of 

groups of readers, or reading communities (Chartier, in Gambaro, 1993b: 

289). Chartier clarifies his position on such practices in his Introduction to 

Storia della lettura  (1995):	


"
Bisogna tenere presente il fatto che la lettura è sempre 
una pratica incarnata in determinati gesti, spazi, 
abitudini. Prendendo le distanze da un approccio 
fenomenologico, che cancella la modalità concrete della 
lettura, considerata un'invariante antropologica, bisogna 
identificare le disposizioni specifiche che distinguono le 
comunità di lettori, le tradizioni di lettura, le maniere di 
leggere. (Chartier, 1995: vi)	
"

By taking a definite distance from theoretical approaches based in 

phenomenology and hermeneutics, the project focuses on the culturally 

variable interrelations between actual Millelire readers and the series and the 

implications of Millelire's miniature format for their behaviour. These readers 

possess an array of interests and literate capacities. This is not merely a 

question of understanding the difference between being literate or illiterate, 

but to be able to distinguish between readers who read in different modes with 

"
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varying abilities, interests and tastes. Some members of a reading community 

may be 'letterati virtuosi' and others may be 'meno abili' (Chartier, 1995: vi). 	


"
It is also important, therefore, to consider that for the present study, the 

'community of readers' who have acquired Millelire do not consume and read 

them in the same way for the same reasons. It will become evident that the 

audience who complies with Baraghini's ideal public can be viewed as what 

Chartier describes as 'letterati virtuosi'. This 'élite' group of readers already 

possess an intellectual capacity to practise critique prior to committing 

themselves to subscribe to the series. At the other end of the scale are 'lettori 

meno abili' or 'uncultivated' readers responding predominantly to the series' 

affordability. There is no guarantee that these consumers can become 'new 

readers', as Vigini's comments in Chapter 10 will show.	


"
6.4 	
 Mapping reading practices in Italy today	


Two related sets of issues can be derived from this discussion of Chartier's 

methodology. The first set relates to the habits and cultural practices of 

Millelire's potential audience. Questions will include:- Why does the Italian 

reading public read Millelire books? Where do they read them? What bodily 

comportments do readers take up? How often are Millelire books read? The 

second are primarily marketing issues. They include questions such as: Who 

reads Millelire? What titles do they read? Where do consumers buy Millelire? 

What is the composition of Millelire's reading public? Finally, and most 

significantly, what is the relationship between Baraghini's 'ideal' reading 

public and Millelire's 'actual' reading public? 	


"
In addressing these questions, it is worth noting a caution expressed by 

Chartier: 'Il problema maggiore è quello delle fonti quantificabili organizzabili 

in serie e distribuibili secondo delle differenziazioni sociali, che però, restano 

ai margini della lettura' (Chartier, in Gambaro, 1993b: 293). Reading "
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historians often encounter a lack of reliable quantifiable data. In respect of the 

current study, Italian cultural statistics give a basic indication of members of a 

given population who have literate capacities, but they do not provide direct 

evidence about reading habits. These data refer to the presence of reading 

materials (books, newspapers, journals) in the home but do not tell us much 

about cultural practices. According to Chartier (in Gambaro, 1993b : 293), 

books owned are not necessarily read: 'In questo caso siamo ancora distanti 

dalla storia della lettura, giacché i libri posseduti non sono necessariamente 

letti, e i libri letti non sono necessariamente posseduti'. Finally, publishers' 

inventories often do not record works sold, let alone read. 	


"
With this caution in mind, the present inquiry approaches its object, the 

reading of Millelire, as a cultural practice, varying according to different 

reading communities (Chartier: 1994 viii-ix). These communities can be 

schematically represented along a spectrum with a cultivated intellectual élite 

at one end and, at the other end, an 'uncultivated' group of non-habitual 

readers. A mixed coalition of authorities can be assembled to endorse this line 

of approach. They include fiction writers like Italo Calvino and Daniel Pennac. 

But evidence will be primarily drawn from existing data about Italian reading 

habits in I giovani e la lettura  edited by Sergio Zavoli, reading surveys 

conducted by ISTAT, Doxa and Censis, together with data compiled by 

empirical researchers like Luigi Peresson from the Livingstone foundation.	


"
I will also refer to the cases of actual Millelire readers whom I interviewed, 

such as Alessandro Briglia and Marina Cusano. Information has also been 

taken from existing data on Millelire sales and statistics from ISTAT and 

Doxa. Nor have I neglected comments from booksellers and readers in regard 

to the super-economic phenomenon and Millelire. Finally, in the following 

four chapters I explore the impact Millelire has had on the habits, tastes and 

comportments of Italian readers. In Chapters 7 and 8, I consider some 'ideal' "
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models of the Italian reading public. These are drawn, firstly, from the literary 

debates on 'the right' to read and, secondly, from how the publisher addresses 

his readers in his zealous marketing discourse. In Chapters 9 and 10, I will 

provide a cultural survey of Millelire's potential audience and consider the 

extent to which the behaviour of Millelire's reading public equates with 

Baraghini's idealistic expectations.	


"

"
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Chapter 7	


"
The armed readers' fight for rights.	


"
Chapter 7 explores some of the broader intellectual debates about reading in 

Italy, with an emphasis on published literature advocating readers' 'right to 

read. The debate addressed the perception that Italy was experiencing 'una 

crisi della lettura'.  This provoked a 'critical' response that impacted upon the 125

field of publishing in a very particular and specialised way: the emergence of 

numerous publications proclaiming the existence of a fundamental human 

'right to read'. The phenomenon was at its peak in 1993, following Luca 

Ferrieri's Il lettore a(r)mato: Vademecum di autodifesa, published by Stampa 

Alternativa in Millelire format; other publications that appeared were Daniel 

Pennac's Come un romanzo and Manifax: Dei diritti del lettore, edited by 

Mirella Serri.  These 'aesthetic' proclamations of a right to read are 126

appropriate to Baraghini's mission for the Millelire series. They support the 

notion that readers should be free to realise their inherent right as readers. 	


"
7.1	
  The armed readers' manifesto for freedom	


Luca Ferrieri's Il lettore a(r)mato: Vademecum di autodifesa illustrates a 

'radical' representation of the reader as anarchist, lovable and dangerous. The 

work can be viewed as a 'little red book' which declares readers' rights and 

"

"
 On the issue of 'reading in crisis', see in particular Cadioli (1992a: 2), Livolsi (1986) and Peresson 125

(1994). 

Manifax: Dei diritti del lettore is a collection of proposals by academics, publishers, writers and 126

literary critics. 24 contributors responded to Mirella Serri's invitation to send a fax with their views on 
readers' rights (Serri, 1993: 7), including Baraghini's contribution 'Il lettore a(r)mato'. 
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provides a vehicle for their realisation.  For Ferrieri (1993, 54), 'non è un 127

manuale garantista, è una chiamata di correo'. Il lettore a(r)mato, then, is a 

provocative manifesto for readers' autonomy and a defence of readers' 

freedom against the cultural industry. The work is promoted with the 

following excerpt on the back cover: 'Il lettore di oggi è disarmato, smarrito in 

libreria tra banchi sgargianti di copertine e vuoti di idee, frastornato dal 

bombardamento multimediale dalla giostra del best-seller. Colpito nel 

portafoglio e nella dignità' (Ferrieri, 1993: back cover).	


"
Ferrieri encourages the oppressed reader to overcome the obstacles he claims 

are created by the cultural industry, including lack of ideas in mindless 

commercial publications, and inefficient bookshops and libraries. Ferrieri 

(1993: 8) thus maintains that cultural and public institutions create barriers for 

readers. He declares: 'Tra i più importanti diritti del lettore vi è quello di 

accesso: eliminazione delle "barriere" burocratiche, distributive, spaziali che 

ostacolano la lettura. Ciò vale sia nelle librerie che nelle biblioteche e in altre 

strutture pubbliche' (Ferrieri 1993: 8).	


"
In Ferrieri's manifesto, every aspect of the cultural industry is to blame for the 

'unloved' reader.  The field of conflict between readers and the book industry 128

is propelled by readers 'oppressed' by authors (Ferrieri, 1993: 9-18), by 

publishers (Ferrieri, 1993: 18-36), by reading institutions (Ferrieri, 1993: 

37-44), by 'society' and by other readers (Ferrieri, 1993: 45-48). The armed 

reader must defend him or herself against the confining power of all those 

institutions which fail to realise readers' rights. Reading Il lettore a(r)mato 

"

In an interview with Carlo Galeotti, journalist from Corriere di Viterbo, Baraghini proclaims: 'Il 127

Lettore a(r)mato, uno dei nostri “Millelire”, è il nostro libretto rosso, il nostro manifesto in cui si 
spiega la nuova filosofia del libro. I libri devono diventare vita delle persone. Iniziative' (Galeotti, 
1993b: 4).

Ferrieri's critiques of the cultural industry can  be associated with the work of critical intellectuals 128

such as Franco Fortini.
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from cover to cover leaves the reader with the impression that they are 

oppressed. No cultural institution is immune from criticism for making the life 

of readers difficult.	


"
The endless examples of supposedly inefficient cultural facilities and 

oppressive protagonists in the publishing industry are treated mercilessly. I 

have formulated this list of six points to give an indication of the scale of 

Ferrieri's condemnation of the power of the publishing industry. First, authors 

are too authoritative ('il lettore serve il padrone') and are in conflict with 

readers (Ferrieri, 1993: 9-11).  Second, publishers publish too many books of 129

poor quality, at high prices. Third, the majority of such works serve the school 

curriculum of set texts produced only for maximising profits (Ferrieri, 1993: 

23). Fourth, publishers are standardising works that manipulate readers' tastes 

(Ferrieri, 1993: 27). Fifth, publishers' catalogues  repeat the same 'classics' or 

best sellers that are purely commercial. And finally, commercial publishing 

operates in such a way that new writers are marginalised (Ferrieri, 1993: 

33-7). 	
130

"
Outside the publishing industry, cultural institutions which distribute books 

and thus give access to reading are also targets. Libraries and bookshops 

provide inadequate services, information and facilities. They either discourage 

readers from buying books, or completely deny them access.  The bookshop 131

and the library are spaces where readers cannot read. In fact, it appears there 

"

 'Che un autore sia libero di produrre e diffondere le proprie opere, per esempio, è comune interesse 129

di autore e lettore. [. . . .] In genere, invece, si ritiene che proprio sul terreno pubblico, del diritto, della 
contrattazione collettiva, autore e lettore siano irrimediabilmente divisi' (Ferrieri, 1993: 10-11).

Section 7.2 will argue that elements of Baraghini's Millelire series implicitly provides a contrasting 130

example to this list of factors Ferrieri claims as being typical of monopolistic publishers. 

'In biblioteca leggere non è obbligatorio; anzi, qualche volta si direbbe che non è neanche 131

necessario. Infatti in biblioteca si fanno tante altre cose: si depositano le borse, si compilano moduli, si 
fa la fila per le fotocopie o per un posto a sedere, si aspetta, si chiacchiera, si conosce gente, si 
consultano cataloghi' (Ferrieri, 1993: 43).
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are no spaces conducive to reading, either in the piazza or on public transport, 

either in the home or in the classroom.  Schools force obligatory set texts 132

onto unwilling readers. These texts are not a pleasure to read, and once read to 

be learned from memory for an exam, they are promptly forgotten by the 

students.  There is also a lack of community support for readers.  	
133 134

"
This list demonstrates the scale of the battle that Ferrieri exhorts the reader to 

take on. It would be inappropriate here to address all of the lamentations in Il 

lettore a(r)mato. However, there are loop-holes in the Italian cultural industry 

Ferrieri refers to which are relevant for this investigation of the Millelire 

initiative. Ferrieri's impetus might explain why Baraghini adopted particular 

strategies in his publication of Millelire. These include the fact that large 

publishers are monopolistic, book prices are too high, new writers are 

marginalised, and publishing is overly standardised (Ferrieri, 1993: 33-7). 	


"
Baraghini has addressed these problems. Perhaps Ferrieri's influence on 

Baraghini's marketing and publishing policy is implicit, but there are 

significant correlations in the way Ferrieri and Baraghini view the dominant 

"

'Mancano luoghi dove si possa leggere (che non possono essere ridotti alle sole biblioteche, spesso 132

sovraffollate e in cui comunque è a volte vietato leggere libri propri). In libreria non si può leggere, 
nei bar non si può leggere, i centri sociali e civici sono pensati per tutte le attività possibili e 
immaginabili meno che per la lettura' (Ferrieri, 1993: 48).	

In Chapter 10 my discussion of la 'lettura interstiziale' will dispute Ferrieri's claims.

'La scuola considera esauriti i suoi compiti in fatto di lettura con l'insegnamento delle tecniche 133

fondamentali di decifrazione e di comprensione, e infatti non prevede, dopo la fascia dell'obbligo, un 
vero e proprio "curricolo" di lettura, quando invece sarebbe più necessario. L'importanza di creare, 
accanto ai necessari momenti di lavoro linguistico sul testo, delle zone (ambientali) e dei momenti 
(temporali) di lettura libera e auto finalizzata, non si è fatta ancora strada a sufficienza' (Ferrieri, 1993: 
42).

'L'appello al lettore e alla sua coscienza critica va comunque al di là delle forme di organizzazione 134

collettiva. Il lettore, pur isolato, è un congiurato in pectore; il suo rifiuto di accettare le regole del 
gioco, anche se pronunciato in foro interno, priva la macchina culturale della sua principale arma di 
legittimazione. Il re è nudo di fronte al lettore che impugna il libro' (Ferrieri, 1993: 48).	
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publishing industry as being 'oppressive' for readers. Consider the following 

extract from Il lettore a(r)mato:	


"
Se il lettore ha da essere chiamato in gioco è per questo 
che val la pena di giocare: per dire che il gioco è 
truccato, che i quarantamila titoli rovesciati ogni anno 
sulle bancarelle delle librerie sono pubblicati per tenere 
in vita una macchina sempre più inquinata e sempre più 
inquinante. Questa macchina ha bisogno di rendere 
sempre più veloce la vita del libro; sempre più 
consumabile, deperibile e sostituibile il contenuto; 
sempre più anonimo, standardizzato, sempre più ignoto, 
il lettore; ha bisogno di annichilire sotto l'urto della 
quantità ogni residua distinzione di qualità. Ha bisogno 
di libri precotti per lettori prefabbricati. (Ferrieri, 1993: 
4)	
"

Millelire are not destined for a 'prefabricated' reading public. Baraghini makes 

clear his intention in publishing Ferrieri's work, referring to 'il lettore 

armato' (the armed reader) as being his protagonist for a 'guerriglia culturale'. 

He makes specific demands of his militant readers: 'individuare e porre in 

essere piccole azioni di disturbo, di disubbidienza e parallelamente di 

costruzione di alternative, di colpire e poi di ritirarsi e riflettere per colpire e 

costruire meglio e più ancora' (Baraghini, in Serri, 1993: 27-28). 	


"
Baraghini has fought for issues pertaining to the defence of reader's freedom. 

This is compatible with his dual political/commercial status as a publisher. On 

the one hand, from a philosophical and political perspective, the Millelire 

series has been used as a utopian vehicle for realising rights. Baraghini's mini-

books operate like a manifesto for a defence for freedom, contributing to the 

'alternative' image of Stampa Alternativa. On the other hand, from a pragmatic 

publishing perspective, the publisher is also offering practical solutions for 

readers, making some strategic decisions to include his audience and 

"
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empathise with them. Hence Baraghini's implicit response to Ferrieri's il 

lettore a(r)mato and to the notion that reading is in crisis.	


"
7.2	
 Baraghini's response to the 'crisis' of reading	


Baraghini's claim to resolve the 'crisis' of reading is explicit in his address to 

the reader:	


"
'Caro lettore a(r)mato', un fantasma si aggirava per 
l'Italia fino a qualche tempo fa. Il fantasma del lettore 
che non c'era. Sociologi, psicologici e tuttologhi ogni 
tanto sentenziavano che agli italiani non va di leggere e 
che non leggeranno mai. [. . . ] Poi i libri Millelire di 
Stampa Alternativa hanno dilagato con i loro milioni di 
copie esorcizzando lo spauracchio che in realtà era 
dovuto semplicemente alle barriere di accesso: prezzi di 
copertina altissimi (i più alti del mondo) e contenuti 
truffaldini. A dimostrazione che i lettori c'erano e che 
semplicemente si guardavano bene, per scelta, di 
comprare e leggere. (Inside back cover, Chiavari, 1994)	
"

According to Baraghini, reading is no longer in crisis. Thanks to the Millelire, 

readers have gained new opportunities to access provocative works easily. 

Through relating the 'right to read' claims to the Millelire initiative, Baraghini 

has indirectly responded to some of Ferrieri's objections to the Italian 

publishing industry. Through endorsing the publication of Ferrieri's work in 

the Millelire series, Baraghini is advocating the notion of the reader as 

'anarchist' and promoting his vision of an 'ideal' committed reader. By contrast, 

by creating the Millelire, Baraghini has practically responded to the problems 

of 'il lettore disa(r)mato', and in particular some of the 'oppressive tendencies' 

to which Ferrieri refers. In the light of my earlier discussion of Stampa 

Alternativa's objectives and marketing policy, it seems that Baraghini aspires 

to equip readers with the right to read, both idealistically and practically.	


"
"
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On an idealistic level, Baraghini has reacted against the conventionalism and 

commercial monopolistic powers of Italy's hegemonic publishing groups by 

establishing an 'alternative' and counter-informational publishing house. He 

also provides readers with a chance to participate in the 'democracy' of reading 

and to express their creative freedom in a literary form. Through the 'Cantiere 

Millelire' forum, the publisher gives readers opportunities to become writers 

and to write new works. Furthermore, Baraghini makes claims that his readers 

are not merely passive, but critical readers who can change their lives and 

reality through reading Millelire (Baraghini Interview, 1996). These idealistic 

notions will be considered in the next chapter.	


"
On a practical level, the format, size, length, portability, cost, selection of 

titles, and accessibility of Millelire have, according to Baraghini, provided 

readers with opportunities to 'exercise their rights', at least to the extent of 

providing 'alternative' and 'accessible' reading opportunities (Baraghini 

Interview 1996). Keeping Ferrieri's lamentations in mind (Ferrieri, 1993: 

137-9), Baraghini publishes works by unpublished and new Italian authors 

which would certainly not be included in a school curriculum. The series' 

presentation and covers are not standardised, thus reacting against the 

standardisation of printing. Baraghini also helps 'oppressed readers' by giving 

them the opportunity to become authors. He also claims to resolve the problem 

of accessibility by distributing Millelire in the edicola and near the cashier at 

bookshops. The barrier of price is overcome by selling books at 1,000 lire. 

Finally, he hopes to respond to reader's complaints that there is no time to read 

by publishing works that are so short that they can be read rapidly almost 

anywhere.	


"
Despite these practical solutions, however, Baraghini's concept of his model 

reader remains an ideal objective of the publishing house, offering an 

alternative for readers who have previously been 'neglected' by powerful "
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publishers. Baraghini promotes his Millelire as a vehicle for his militant 

readers to exercise their rights by resisting commercial publishing. Such rights 

claims are yet another tool for politicised book promotion and, as such, they 

are integral to his utopian marketing mission. 	


"
Such idealism might explain why the response to Ferrieri's 'utopian' depiction 

of the militant reader has not been received entirely uncritically. Most critical 

was Paolo Giovannetti  (in Spinazzola, 1993: 152-3), who accuses Ferrieri of 

being one of the 'teorici della lettura anarchica tanto di moda oggi', adopting 

an aristocratic position from his high scholastic education, and proposing in 

his 'passionate' pamphlet 'certi eccessi vagamente corporativi'. These excesses, 

he continues, 'appaiono orientati a rivendicare i diritti dei lettori esistenti, e fra 

questi quelli della specie più evoluta, quella dei lettori fortissimi'. 

Giovannetti's point is pertinent. He suggests there is a contradiction in 

defending the committed reader who, already having a developed capacity for 

reading, cannot be 'oppressed' as Ferrieri claims. 	


"
Cadioli  (1993b: 23)  goes further with  his criticisms of rights discourse, 

advocated in  Ferrieri, Pennac and Serri (1993). He asserts that it is 'inutile 

prendere in considerazione gli interventi rivolti a mettere in luce il narcisismo 

dello scrittore più che i diritti del lettore'. When readers are considered, the 

rights claims border on the absurd. To provide an example from Manifax, 

Almansi (in Serri 1993: 25) professes that the reader should possess the 

following right: 'Posare certi libri al centro del pavimento del salotto, fare un 

salto di almeno sessantun centimetri e balzarvi sopra, più volte possibilmente 

con scarponi chiodati al piede'. However perhaps this example should be 

viewed as a satirical contribution, commenting on the extreme nature of such 

rights discourse.	


"
"
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It would be possible to continue to list the readers' rights proclaimed in these 

publications.  It is as if the relation between readers and their books is not 

dependent on cultural institutions and the publishing industry but should be 

considered as a natural extension of the human body.   These elements of 135

confusion as to whether the right to read is an inherent attribute or acquired 

capacity are characteristic of the broader debate on readers' rights. The writers 

describe readers in 'sacred' terms, where the right to read is endlessly defended 

as a sacred attribute. The most notable point of commonality between Pennac, 

Ferrieri, and Baraghini is that they all promote reading as the vehicle for an 

act of resistance. Pennac (1993: 66) summarises this succinctly: 'Ogni lettura è 

un atto di resistenza. Di resistenza a cosa? A tutte le contingenze'.	


"
Perhaps 'manifestos' for the rights of readers become problematic when 

critical intellectuals confuse philosophical rights discourse with practical 

questions of distribution and acquisition of reading. Certainly, intellectually 

based claims that every reader has innate or potential rights to read do little to 

address modes of reading Millelire. There are two reasons for making this 

comment. First, it might be that the discourse on rights claims is less a 

universal than a highly specialised appeal, targeted at either literary 

intellectuals or cultivated readers who already have the cultural capacity or 

'knack' of discursive reading; that is reading for a pragmatic objective. Second, 

there may be problems in making a plea for the reader as anarchist, a plea 

whereby practical facilities of the publishing industry, education, distribution 

and access should be overthrown. On the contrary, these institutions are the 

very means by which readers gain access to reading opportunities.	


"
"
"

"
'Il lettore non è un individuo ma il corpo umano quando grazie al libro attrezza la propria persona. Il 135

libro è una tra le innumerevoli protesi del corpo umano' (Abruzzese, in Serri, 1993: 21).
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7.3 	
  Sacred rights vs concrete services	


As an alternative to treating readers as anarchists who endeavour to overthrow 

cultural facilities, it may well be that reading needs to me further promoted 

and facilties for readers require serious attention. But a fight for rights may not 

resolve the problem of inefficiency in these areas.  If reading is to be 136

addressed, it should be investigated in conjunction with cultural institutions 

and publishing policy. In sum, rather than regarding readers as 'anarchists' who 

oppose cultural institutions and publishing policy, these literary institutions 

need to be investigated concretely in a positive manner. 	
137

"
Adopting this tactic differentiates this history of reading project from 

philosophical appeals to the 'sacred rights' of the reader. From a history of 

reading perspective, reading is not an inevitable practice of an inherent 

attribute; it is at once a skill and a cultural interest which has to be laboriously 

taught, taken up and maintained.  Some pointers to this position are provided 138

by Alberto Cadioli, a specialist on the Italian publishing industry. For Cadioli, 

although publishers cannot fully realise the 'sacred right' of every reader, the 

book market can improve the conditions for readers to acquire these rights. 

For the right to read to be acquired, we must turn to the 'concrete services' that 

are responsible for disseminating cultural interests in reading. Cadioli thus 

criticises the 'sacred rights' approach adopted by critical intellectuals in the 

following terms:	


"

"

In the Giornale della libreria there are several contributions regarding improving facilities and 136

training for booksellers, publishers and librarians. See also Il libro tascabile: Mercato finito o 
infinito?, Venezia 1995.

In Part One, my discussion of the conference on the paperback Il libro tascabile: Mercato finito o 137

infinito?, Venezia 1995, is just one pragmatic example which provides a contrast to the 'rights' 
approach to reading where problematic issues of the Italian paperback industry and reading market 
were practically addressed. 

See Alberto Manguel, A History of Reading, 1996: 67.138
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In questi interventi i problemi della lettura sono dunque 
sottratti a fantastiche e spesso facili (e banali) 
disquisizioni, e sono ricondotti a provvedimenti concreti 
che possono diventare obiettivo di un cambiamento. È di 
questi suggerimenti, è di questo cambiamento che si 
sente il bisogno. (Cadioli, 1993a: 24)	
"

In other words, if Italians' reading habits need to be improved, it is necessary 

to put philosophical rights debates and phantasmatic political programs to one 

side. Instead, Cadioli suggests describing how specific cultural spheres, like 

the publishing industry, can promote interest in the reading of literary and 

other works to the Italian reading public. To follow up Cadioli's suggestion of 

investigating 'concrete services', I maintain that cultural interests such as 

reading are not only expressions of philosophical principles but also definite 

artefacts of education and the publishing industry. 	


"
Reading interests have been militantly and 'democratically' promoted in 

Stampa Alternativa's marketing materials. Baraghini has established a special 

rapport with his readers which depends on the dedication of 'il lettore armato'. 

The 'armed reader' is encouraged to subscribe to the Millelire series in order to 

carry out the publisher's political aspirations. But Baraghini also believes that 

he invites and encourages a 'loving' relationship with his 'lettori 

amati' (beloved readers) through the Millelire initiative and the marketing 

strategies associated with it.	


"
"

"
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Chapter 8 	


"
 Creating the 'lettore amato'.	


"
Baraghini appeals to his beloved readers. He asserts: 'Rispetto i rapporti di 

fiducia, di amore, (chiamato come ti pare), una specie di amore per i 

lettori' (Baraghini interview, 1996). How might such a 'loving' relationship be 

achieved via print? The zeal of the Millelire series is its ability to include 

readers in the Millelire publication process through the 'Cantiere Millelire 

forum'. He does this in four ways. First, by addressing his 'ideal' audience with 

'democratic' marketing tactics. Second by inviting them to write for the 

Cantiere Millelire forum. Third, by motivating them to practice an 

intellectually specialised kind of critique, and finally, by attracting readers 

through Millelire's cheap, innovative and user friendly format.	


"
8.1	
 Millelire and the 'democratisation' of reading	


Baraghini adopts a 'political' marketing language to establish a 'democratic' 

relationship with his audience. For example, in the Millelire catalogue, the 

following 'manifesto' presents the series as a form of 'democratic' publishing 

that makes marginal literature, manuals, theatre and classics available to 

'everyone': 	


"
Oggi nel mondo si pubblicano milioni di titoli di ogni 
genere. È chiaro che il pubblicare non basta più. 
Bisogna ricostruire il patto con la gente. Occorre un 
ricupero ideale del valore libro, in modo che i lettori 
avvertano un rinnovato equo rapporto tra prezzo e 
contenuti. (Pedretti, Millelire Catalogue, 1996)	
"

Publishing, according to Baraghini, is not sufficient to make 'valuable' 

literature available to a broad public. His series does more than offer 

"
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paperbacks at a low price. Millelire makes a pact with 'the people' by bringing 

the value of literature back into their lives, telling 'oppressed' readers the 

publisher is on their side. 	


"
This publishing pact can be viewed as a political quest, designed to 

democratise the reading process. In this way, Stampa Alternativa continues to 

promote an image of the collectivist politics practised in the late 1960s and 

early 1970s in Italy and Europe.  Ferretti (1994: 112) articulates the presence 139

of democratic ideals in the publishing culture of that time in an environment 

where students fought in a 'battaglia per la difesa di vera libertà intellettuale 

[. . .] in questo quadro generale, è certamente significativo il grande sviluppo 

dell'editoria democratica' (Ferretti, 1994: 112). 	


"
Of course the notion of integrating democratic discourse into the commercial 

field of publishing is not unique to Stampa Alternativa.  As noted in Chapter 140

3, Peresson (1995a: Unpaginated) has recognised that paperback publishers 

use democratic discourse in their marketing language as a means of attracting 

readers. Similar 'democratic' slogans such as 'libri per tutti' were also designed 

"

Further pointers to the notion of a democratisation of  reading and literary culture are discussed in 139

Asor Rosa, Ferretti and Spinazzola. These writers see literature and literary culture (including the 
publishing industry) and politics not as being independent zones, but rather inseparable from the 
ideological standpoint of writers, intellectuals and political and cultural factors. Asor Rosa particularly 
recognises this phenomenon in post war Italy: 'Il periodo 1940-1980 ha prodotto una vicenda ricca e 
complessa di rapporti tra cultura e politica, tra intellettuali politici e politici di professione' (Asor 
Rosa, 1982: 549). Literature and literary institutions, for Asor Rosa, then, are claimed to be a vehicle 
for voicing and synthesising complex political, cultural and ideological themes. For a further 
discussion of the political context of Stampa Alternative in its early history see the introduction to the 
case study. See also Manacorda (1981: 176), Asor Rosa (1975, 1982), Ferretti (1978 and 1994), 
Ginzburg (1990), and P. Ortoleva's recently published work: I movimenti del '68 in Europa e in 
America, 1998.

 For a further discussion of democratic discourse in the book industry, and particularly among 140

intellectuals and the literary criticism field see Ferretti (1994) Il mercato delle lettere and Best seller 
all'Italiana (1978). Also see Horowitz and Curtis (1994) 'Politics and publishing in a democratic 
society: Technical breakthroughs and Research Agendas', Publishing Research Quarterly, fall 1994, 
22-35, and Richard Altick, (1976) The English Common Reader: A Social History of the Mass 
Reading Public.
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by 'BUR', 'Oscar' and Baraghini's competitor for Millelire, Newton Compton 

publishers.  	
141

"
The impetus for introducing democratic ideology into publishing is the notion 

that democratising the reading process is a strategy for commercial success. 

From a pragmatic point of view, this democratic marketing language has as its 

objective to promote the price and the content of Millelire as widely appealing 

to the Italian reading public. As noted, Rusca's 'humanist' ambition for the 

'BUR' series was to democratise literature, and this made Rizzoli prosper.  142

Baraghini, unlike Rusca, insists that his motivation for promoting Millelire in 

a democratic language is political and not commercial (Baraghini, Interview, 

1996). 	


"
Stampa Alternativa's aim is that Millelire achieves a synthesis of literary 

culture and collective politics through his readers' 'democratic appeal for 

freedom': 	


"
Caro lettore a(r)mato . . . Questo libello è un grido al 
lettore perché sappia difendersi. È anche un avviso di 
garanzia, i destinatari sono avvertiti. (Baraghini, in 
Ferrieri: 1993: inside back cover)	
"
Invitiamo il nuovo lettore, quello critico ed autonomo 
dalle sirene del consumismo e del collezionismo. 
(Chiavari, 1994:  inside back cover)	


"

 For example, as I have established in Part One: 'BUR': 'Biblioteca universale per un pubblico molto 141

vasto, da raggiungere soprattutto per una motivazione culturale: La democratizzazione dell'editoria'. 
(See Cadioli, 1995: 114-15). 'OSCAR' 'la biblioteca per tutti, la più completa, la più organica, la più 
economica' (Oscar Mondadori, Pavese, La luna e i falò, 1969, 1976). Newton Compton 'Una collana 
in volumetti agili, dal linguaggio semplice e chiaro, facilmente accessibile a tutte le fasce di 
lettori' (Gabriella Capuce, 1995). 'Una collana per offrire al pubblico più vasto i grandi libri che non 
tramontano' (Newton Compton Catalogue, Maggio 1995: 28).

 'Da raggiungere soprattutto con una motivazione culturale: la democratizzazione dell'editoria, da 142

tentare anche immettendo sul mercato libri di qualità in una collana molto economica' (Rusca, in 
Cadioli, 1995-133-4). 
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Clearly, for Baraghini, his readers are not indifferent victims of consumerism, 

but comprise what he describes as 'lettori critici'. Baraghini hopes his readers 

will take their critical capacities further into 'society' (Baraghini Interview, 

1996). This transformative ambition is explicit in the following promotional 

statement: 'Io sogno che i lettori possono giudicare una merce così importante 

per la democrazia e la libertà' (Stampa Alternativa home page). Baraghini is 

stimulating his readers to become critical and politically active. And this is 

particularly evidenced in certain titles.  According to Soraci (1992a: 14), this 143

strategy is clearly ideological: 'Se un trionfo possiamo attribuire ai Millelire è 

proprio questo: parlare a tutti senza per questo scegliere la neutralità'.	


"
Can Millelire represent a true expression of democracy? Some writers have 

their doubts. Cotroneo (1992: 233), for example, is sceptical of Baraghini's 

claim that Millelire represents a democratisation of literature: 'Bene, trovo 

tutto questo demagogico, falsamente democratico e lesivo per i libri e per la 

lettura'. Democratic discourse is therefore as problematic as rights discourse. 

Neither tells us much about Baraghini's actual reading public. Nevertheless, 

these democratic and rights-based claims can both be viewed as effective 

marketing strategies;  a  'democratic manifesto' as part of a campaign to reach 

Baraghini's 'ideal' and 'critical' audience.	


"
8.2  Including readers: The 'Cantiere Millelire' forum	


An important  aspect of 'democratic' publishing has been Baraghini's invitation 

to readers to participate in Millelire's publication and promotion process 

through the 'Cantiere Millelire forum'. In including readers in the process, he 

hopes to address the 'problem' of the division of labour between producers and 

consumers. Hence the following invitation from the 1995 Millelire catalogue: 	


" See the Appendix 1.143
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La collana MILLELIRE è aperta a coloro che 
desiderano segnalare titoli e proposte. È aperta anche a 
coloro che vogliono diffondere e distribuire i volumi 
stampati, contributo essenziale alla crescita del progetto. 
È infine aperta a chi vuole collaborare, volontariamente 
e gratuitamente, per le traduzioni, le correzioni di bozze, 
la grafica. (Pedretti, 1996: 3)	
"

Readers are expected to contribute to the production and dissemination of 

Millelire on a voluntary basis. Despite the exploitative nature of this promise, 

Baraghini has made positive efforts to include his 'lettori amati' and has 

provided them with an opportunity to publish for the Millelire series.	


"
Established in 1992, the campaign solicited readers from the whole of Italy to 

become writers and publish their original works for the Millelire format. The 

'Cantiere Millelire' invitation is inserted in the back cover of Il lettore a(r)mato 

and other selected Millelire titles: 'Questo lavoro cantiere concorso suggerisce 

ancora un'altra idea: che la bibliografia sia anche un genere di scrittura, tanto 

negletto quanto ricco di avventurose possibilità. Cerchiamo degli scrittori che 

siano anche lettori. O viceversa'.  This 'alternative' bibliography is designed 144

to encourage readers to become writers as well as to compile previously 

unpublished works. Of course only the winners of the competition would be 

invited to publish their own Millelire works. 	


"
Through the 'Cantiere Millelire' project, Baraghini encourages self-publishing. 

He confesses, perhaps in an ironic tone in an interview with Carlo Galeotti 

(1993a: 13) for the Corriere di Viterbo: 'Ho un sogno: sparire come casa 

editrice! Un sogno personale, naturalmente. Questo perché ogni lettore si potrà 

fare il suo libro Millelire'. As noted, Stampa Alternativa has published guides 

" Promotion for the 'Cantiere Millelire' in Il lettore a(r)mato, 1993: 60-61.144
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for those readers who wish to practise the art of self-publishing: Fare 

controinformazione  (1974) and, the less provocative Farsi un libro: 

Propedeutica dell'autoproduzione: orientamenti e spunti per un'impresa 

consapevole. O per una serena rinuncia  (1990).	


"
The 'Cantiere Millelire' forum is very popular. Not surprisingly the response 

has been overwhelming, with countless readers offering new works, so many 

in fact, that it would not be feasible for Baraghini to publish them all.  145

Baraghini claimed that he received "thousands upon thousands" of letters from 

his admiring readers, many offering their works for publication (Baraghini 

Interview, 1996).  Here is an example of a letter to Baraghini from a 146

committed Italo-Canadian Millelire reader:	


"
16 ottobre, 1994.	
"

Carissima Stampa Alternativa, 	

Ti scrivo perché vorrei proporti alcune mie creazioni. 
Sono uno studente di filosofia nato a Toronto (ma studio 
a Ferrara) e ho ventun anni. Mi rivolgo ai "Cantieri 
Millelire", richiedendo informazioni sul calendario e le 
modalità di partecipazione.	
"
Approfitto di questa occasione per rispondere al tacito 
appello che hai messo pagina per pagina nei tuoi 
Millelire: quello di ricostruire il patto con la gente (se 
mai c'è stato). Io voglio confermare la mia parte nel 
patto, nell' inteso che si crea in ogni acquisto, ogni volta 
che si scambia un pezzo di carte da 1000 lire con un 
Millelire, cioè, valore asintotico.	
"

"

For example, in another edition of volume four of Leggere e rileggere, there were 3,500 145

unpublished works added to the list to be considered for publication. See Anonymous (1993a: 1). 

In volume four of Leggere e rileggere, more than a thousand volunteers are listed. These include 146

aspiring translators, structural editors, and other volunteers offering their free services to distribute, 
print and produce Millelire mini-books. See Anonymous (1993c: 3).
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E quindi , ti ringrazio (come lettore) e ti chiedo di 
continuare, perché in librerie c'è bisogno di chi non fa 
violenza al concetto di libro nei "contenuti" e nel 
"prezzo" . Come quel pittore che regalava i suoi quadri 
perché, si diceva, neanche tutto l'oro del mondo avrebbe 
uguagliato il loro valore.	
"
Attendo tue notizie. 	
"
Ciao! 	
"
Massimo	


(Massimo, in Baraghini 1995a: 16)	
"
Baraghini presented this letter to me in our interview. It was also published in 

the 1995 Stampa Alternativa catalogue. Although one cannot ascertain whether 

Massimo's intellectual vigour reflects a broader Millelire audience, he does 

embody Baraghini's 'ideal' reader in three respects. First, because Massimo is a 

reader who wishes to become a writer. Second, because he has agreed to be 

part of the collective and militant Millelire audience. Third, and finally, 

because he has recognised and appreciated the ideal and 'asymptotic' value of 

Millelire's content. Baraghini's strategy for including his readers is evident in 

this letter, which contributes to promoting the 'democratic' image of Stampa 

Alternativa as constructing a 'pact with the people'. 	


"
Baraghini's commitment to inclusivity for his readers in the Millelire 

publishing process is quite genuine. However one cannot neglect the fact that 

the 'Cantiere Millelire' and Baraghini's invitation for readers to volunteer their 

services for Millelire are also tactics that save production costs. According to 

Gambaro, Baraghini's invitation to readers to participate in the production 

process can also be seen as an indication that the publisher exploits the 

concept of participation:	


"
"
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Baraghini ha condotto la "battaglia" del super 
economico con lo spirito di chi sta contribuendo a 
riparare i torti subiti dai lettori, in nome di una 
concezione - certo sincera, ma anche opportunamente 
sfruttata - del libro e della lettura che rivaluta parole da 
tempo dimenticate: autogestione, opposizione e massima 
partecipazione dei lettori. (Gambaro, 1993a: 182)	
"

Gambaro's comment is legitimate. The 'Cantiere Millelire' is typical of 

Baraghini's idealistic endeavours to disseminate an 'open' and 'democratic' 

image for his publishing house, yet it also suggests a possible commercial 

profit at the expense of his readers. Another criticism has been that Baraghini's 

strategy to encourage 'self publishing' is occasionally unprofessional, as the 

readers who volunteer their services are not trained publishers. The 

unfortunate result is often that readers produce badly edited works (Di 

Giampaolo (1996a: 114). But despite these readers' non-professional 

publishing skills, these mini-books are responsible for cultivating the art of 

'critique' among readers.	


"
8.3	
 Baraghini's ideal reading audience: lettori critici.	


In our interview, Baraghini (1996) specifies that his ideal audience will be 

composed of critical readers. This comment provides a marked contrast to the 

'democratic' notion that Millelire are 'libri per tutti'. The armed reader clearly 

is not passive, but a very critical and committed reader who is militant enough 

to fight for Baraghini's counter-cultural cause. When I asked Baraghini 

whether he believed he had built 'new' readers, his response was confident: 'sì, 

sì, certo, senza dubbio'. However he insisted that his audience consisted of a 

very critical caste of readers:	


"
Ma i lettori critici. Attenzione! Nemmeno solo questo, 
una razza dei lettori, i lettori critici,  i lettori furbeschi 
che non fascinono di essere davanti alla TV. I lettori non 

"
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critici non sanno nulla, un pò ridere, ma noi abbiamo 
creato una razza di lettori che si chiama critici. 
(Baraghini Interview, 1996, my emphasis)	
"

It is apparent from Baraghini's comment that his model readers are neither lazy 

nor 'ignorant'.  On the contrary, they are committed and informed and act 147

upon their knowledge to practise political critique. Baraghini believes such 

knowledge is gained from reading Millelire. The claim that his series has 

created a unique race of readers is remarkably ostentatious. Is it possible that 

Baraghini is responsible for the creation of an intellectual élite, an outcome 

credited solely to his Millelire series? His claim indicates the specialised, 

critical and predominantly intellectual position of his ideal audience who, 

more than likely, are university students and graduates. 	
148

"
Baraghini's motives for declaring that his readers are indeed critical is part of 

his broader insurgent ambitions for his 'lettori a(r)mati' to criticise 'Italian 

conservatism' (Baraghini Interview 1996). A further incentive for the publisher 

to create a critical reading audience is strategic: to disseminate a favourable 

image of Millelire's reading public and to counter-act claims that Millelire's 

readers are ignorant. For example, recall Massimo Cacciari's  negative 

comment that 'I Millelire si basano su una ideologia fasulla, su un principio 

plebeo di intendere classico. Sono operazioni che producono solo analfabeti 

inconsapevoli' (Corriera della sera, 11 marzo 1993, cited in Baraghini, 1995: 

Unpaginated). 	


"

"

 Baraghini makes further claims as to his readers not being ignorant. For example Baraghini (in 147

Fiori 1992: 25) asserts that 'il lettore non è un milite ignoto, morto sepolto e senza più voce; non è un 
coglione a cui rifilare i libri pom pom'. 

To confirm this fact, consider that many contributions of works to the Millelire series are from 148

readers/writers who are university students. Furthermore, letters are often from readers who are 
enrolled in university courses in political science, literature or humanities.
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It is Baraghini's belief that previously ignorant readers can be motivated to 

read more habitually and become committed 'critical readers' through the 

Millelire initiative. In association with the 'Cantieri Millelire' forum, Baraghini 

invites readers to form 'organic' reading groups to practise intelligent critical 

reading. To this end, books for reading (or not reading) were suggested. Di 

Giampaolo (1996a: 113) gives us a glimpse of the nature of these reading 

circles or clubs. 'A Bari, Torino, Genova e Parma, operano, inoltre, le 

Associazioni Stampa Alternativa, che, organizzate dai lettori più affezionati, 

realizzano in proprio volumi o promuovono cantieri di scrittura'. These 

reading circles tend to reinforce those 'critical' readers already committed to 

the Millelire series and who, to a large extent, become authors of Millelire 

works.  The Millelire reading groups were promoted by C. Galeotti (1993b: 149

3) in an edition of the Viterbo journal Leggere e rileggere: 'Libri per nutrire la 

mente'.	


"
8.4 	
 Provoking readers	


Baraghini's aim to intellectually stimulate his 'lettori amati' can also be seen as 

a means of provocation. Indeed, provocation is one of Baraghini's primary 

motivations for his militant publishing quest: 	


"
Millelire è come rispondiamo ai pesi normali. È un 
progetto per provocare qualche lettore, una 
provocazione di contenuto e del prezzo. (Baraghini 
Interview, 1996)	
"

Baraghini aspires to overcome readers' passivity in a quest to 'overthrow 

normality'. In its commercial context, the price of Millelire has provoked 

readers and publishers alike. However it is the 'uncommercial' and provocative 

titles that merit further discussion. Among the controversial titles in the series, 

"
Some of the 'Cantiere' prize works cited in the 1995 Millelire catalogue include: Cazzi vostri io 149

domani vado in Svizzera (1994), Teatro di Parma (1994), Diari di Viaggi (1992) and L'Università  
(1993).
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there are: I vampiri sono tra noi, Fantadroga, Filosofia della non-violenza, Il 

diavolo creatore, Porco, Il piccolo obiettore, Il lettore a(r)mato, Contro la 

famiglia, Penne sporche, and in the 'Raccolte Millelire' series, ten erotic horror 

titles (Horror Erotico), ten titles on drugs (Psichedelica) and ten titles on 

counter-politics (Libertà). 	
150

"
These titles give some insight into the controversial tastes of the reading 

audience for Millelire. They also suggest that Millelire may be read by readers 

with counter-cultural interests. Such subversive readers are willing and able to 

cultivate what Ferrieri and Baraghini describe as 'anarchistic' and critical 

reading practices through reading Millelire: 'le parole ribelli'.  Furthermore, 151

the erotic Millelire initiatives and literary titles, including Egon Schiele's 

erotic designs, published as post cards, Confessione di una telefonista erotica, 

or the Horror Erotico comics helps us identify a subversive niche of 

Baraghini's audience. Furthermore, the erotic covers mentioned in the case 

study, suggest that the reader can enjoy Millelire in an erotic mode. But the 

price, catalogue and format of Millelire are also enticing factors that attract 

readers.	


"
8.5	
  Attracting readers	


Readers are first and foremost attracted to Millelire's irresistible price of 1,000 

lire.  Baraghini explains: 'Il lettore è attrezzato, bada al prezzo di copertina, 

non si lascia truffare' (Baraghini, in Fiori, 1992: 25). Millelire books function 

as a kind of 'gift'. Baraghini (Interview, 1996) states: 'Avevo ancora proprio l' 

idea del regalo, in modo che alla cassa i lettori spendano gli ultimi spiccioli su 

alcuni libri. Però, all 'inizio nessuno ha capito, perché sembrava una truffa'! 

"
For further examles, refer to the Appendix 1.150

See the Appendix 2 for the 'Parole Ribelli' slogan.151
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Millelire are not a swindle and readers quickly caught on to the temptation of 

buying a book for 1,000 lire.	


"
Baraghini views his series as tempting little caramels or 'libri da resto'. Apart 

from being a metaphor for the temptation of consumption, they can be 

regarded as clever marketing novelties to attract readers. On the other hand, 

these terms suggest the nature of Millelire's potential reading public. For 

example, it appears that some readers who have responded to Millelire's 

symbolic price have been impulse buyers, the majority being 'lettori pigri', or 

'non lettori'.  	
152

"
According to Marina Cusano (1997: Unpaginated), the publication of Millelire 

has contributed to the diffusion of reading, especially amongst readers in the 

South and those from lower economic backgrounds. In a letter, she recounts 

the following incident of a Neapolitan teenager who is attracted by Millelire in 

the edicola:	


"
Qualche mese fa, ho assistito ad una scena molto bella: 
ero in un'edicola e vicino a me c'era un ragazzo al quale 
non avresti dato neanche cento lire in mano. Parlava in 
dialetto, era anche vestito male, si vedeva che era di 
modesta estrazione; intanto sceglieva con molto 
interesse tra i libri di Millelire, ne prese quattro 
'Mannaggia, teng' sulament' tremila lire! Va buo', 
ch'aggia fa', ne piglie tre (traduco dal napoletano: 'Che 
peccato, ho solo tremila lire. Va bene, che devo fare, ne 
prendo tre'). (Cusano, 1997: Unpaginated)	
"

Marina Cusano maintains that this incident is pertinent to the history of 

reading. Because they are distributed in the edicole for only 1.000 lire, 

"
The comportments and categories of the reading public for Millelire will be discussed further in 152

Chapters 9 and 10.
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Millelire promotes reading. She suggests that series gives 'hope' to readers 

who previously may not have had opportunities to read classics or obscure 

works of literature. There are therefore fewer excuses not to read.  	
153

"
The price is not the only appealing factor of the series. The content of the 

Millelire and their stimulating titles act as a vehicle for attracting readers, 

confirming that readers also take the quality of titles into account:	


"
Baraghini ha recentemente dichiarato che questi libri stanno 
ricostruendo un grosso successo di pubblico e che, comunque, 
anche se 1.000 lire sono un prezzo quasi simbolico, il pubblico 
che compra questi volumi è molto attento alla qualità del 
prodotto. (Spaini, 1992: 7)	
"

Baraghini particularly emphasises the importance of book covers for 

'marrying' readers (Baraghini Interview, 1996). Leone Viale suggests that 

Millelire has a 'user friendly' presentation whose appeal goes beyond the 

cover: 	


Forse il segreto dei Millelire resta racchiuso in quel 
librone di vecchie lineografie, in quel linguaggio 
essenziale che, con le scelte minimali del formato e della 
lavorazione tipografica, è diventato l'immagine 
editoriale stessa di quella collana [. . . ] e qualche volta 
lo sono anche quelle paginette su cui spesso si passano 
le ore cercando disperatamente di farci entrare un testo 
troppo lungo senza renderlo illeggibile, di offrire quelle 
parole in modo gentile. (Viale, 1996: 42)	
"

The Millelire series is 'kind to readers', with their comprehensible language 

and simple presentation and format. According to Viale, the miniature format 

"

 Perhaps the consumption of Millelire mini-books does not guarantee that they are read. Recall 153

Chartier's (1993: 293) comment that 'i libri posseduti non sono necessariamente letti, e i libri letti non 
sono necessariamente posseduti'. Not reading is also a legitimate part of any reading history. This will 
be discussed further in section 9.2.
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of the Millelire has proven to be particularly appealing to readers who find 

large and lengthy books intimidating. Here I am specifically referring to the 

'lettori pigri' who have not developed a habitual capacity for reading.  The 154

miniature size of Millelire provides lazy readers with an opportunity to read an 

entire work without being 'weighed down' by its excessive length or its weight. 	


"
The shape of a book, then, has an important impact on readers' attitudes 

towards choices for reading, perhaps in the manner that, in another context, 

Alberto Manguel describes:	


"
My hands, choosing a book to take to bed or to the 
reading desk, for the train or for a gift, consider the form 
as much as the content. Depending on the occasion, 
depending on the place where I have chosen to read, I 
judge a book by its shape. (Manguel, 1996: 125)	
"

In regards to reading Millelire mini-books, Di Giampaolo (1996a: 123), in the 

same vein as Manguel, believes the series' slim format helps to 'sollecitare la 

curiosità del lettore, invogliandolo all’acquisto'. If the miniature size has not 

only been a curiosity for readers, the novelty of the simple two-coloured, 

unstandardised book covers has enticed readers to 'marry' these mini-books 

(Baraghini Interview 1996). 	


"
However, not all readers have been enticed by Millelire's format. For instance, 

Romano Montroni (in Fiori, 1992: 25), director of Feltrinelli, prefers the 

physical weight of heavy books: 'Il piacere che mi davano libri era prima di 

tutto fisico. La gioia dello spirito si sommava alla felicità di tenere nelle mani 

delle forme e le "pesi adorati". Possiamo sostituire a dei "pesi adorati" gli 

opuscoli dei Millelire'? Despite Montroni's complaint about Millelire's slight 

format, many readers prefer the miniature books. They are easy to handle; 

" I will reconsider the reading habits for Millelire in Chapter 10.154
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comfortable to carry; more portable than the traditional paperback; convenient 

to store; and quick to read. Millelire therefore entices readers to fashion their 

reading habits in an urban way. This will become more apparent in the 

following chapter.  	
155

"
This chapter has argued that Baraghini's aspiration for his ideal reading 

audience, at the very least, is an original means of creating a pact with his 

'lettori amati'. The Cantiere Millelire forum is quite genuine (yet idealistic and 

exploitative) in its democratic attempt to create critical readers. And the 

content, price and presentation of the series has provoked and enticed readers 

to consume Millelire. It remains to determine if, and to what extent, the price, 

format, and content of Millelire have provided the Italian reading public with 

significant opportunities to modify their reading practices.	


"

"
In Chapter 9 there are further examples of readers, like Alessandro Briglia, who chose a Millelire 155

over a cup a of coffee because he found the Millelire series curious, cheap, and last but not least, 
conveniently portable. 
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Chapter 9	


"
The practices of Millelire readers. 	


"
9.1	
 Millelire and practices of the Italian reading public	


This chapter draws on Chartier's approach to 'a history of reading' for an 

ethnographic investigation of the everyday practices of today's Italian reading 

public. It draws also on some personal interactions with Millelire readers and 

debates on current reading trends to illustrate that reading is a cultural practice 

which occurs in different modes; in different contexts, in various time frames 

and using particular bodily comportments. The focus for this study, as has 

been clarified in Chapter 6, is not on theories of reading that attempt to 

understand the 'inner experience of reading', such as phenomenology, reader 

response theory and textual analysis. Rather, I argue that the material 

circumstances in Italy's publishing industry such as the marketing, price, 

availability, selection of titles, production strategies and format of Millelire 

distributed in public domains affect the reading habits and lifestyles of  Italian 

readers. 	


"
According to Baraghini, the series has the capacity to introduce the value of 

'the book' into readers' lives and thereby build 'new' readers. Moreover, 

Baraghini (1996) declared to me in interview that 'Millelire può cambiare la 

vita'! To what extent can Baraghini's transformative claim be taken seriously? 

This discussion will show that these mini-books may not fulfil Baraghini's 

life-changing objectives, but it is worth considering how the series has 

significantly affected readers' lifestyles and generated particular modes of 

reading. The first mode relates to the relationship between reading Millelire 

and free time. Such a practice has been termed 'la lettura interstiziale'. The 

second mode, to be explored in section 9.3. is reading Millelire as a form of 

self-cultivation to achieve happiness.	
"
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9.2	
  'La lettura interstiziale’	


Publishers and book market specialists have deployed the term 'la lettura 

interstiziale' to describe an emerging trend in Italian readers' comportments.   156

Homi Bhabha's use of the term interstice in cultural studies refers to the 

overlapping and displacement of domains of difference (Bhabha, 1994: 7). 

However, here the term interstiziale is used differently: to designate domains 

of free time, and diverse contexts and modes for reading. The term is 

anthropologically descriptive rather than signalling a theoretical breakthrough 

or a moral transformation of some sort. Peresson (1995a: Unpaginated) 

maintains that through initiatives such as Millelire there are 'cambiamenti nei 

modi, nei tempi, e luoghi della lettura. Ad esempio quella nuova pratica 

chiamata "interstiziale", cioè discontinua e saltuaria, che si svolge nelle pause 

delle attività quotidiane e si scava nicchie nei momenti liberi'.	


"
In the style of Chartier's approach to a history of reading, Peresson's comment 

embodies three elements to interstitial reading: the changes in the time spans, 

modes and contexts for reading. I will now elaborate on how Millelire may 

have contributed to this current reading trend by considering firstly the 

temporal conditions of interstitial reading.	


"
The Millelire publishing initiative caters for the contingency of the busy 

lifestyle of the majority of the Italian reading public. Baraghini in conversation 

claimed that there is no longer time to read: 'Nella vita c'è troppo stress; nel 

lavoro, nello studio, con la burocrazia mal organizzata, non c'è mai tempo per 

la lettura' (Baraghini Interview, 1996). It is remarkable the number of readers 

who, when asked by an interviewer whether they read, responded 'purtroppo 

" Peresson, (1995a: Unpaginated; 1994: 302) and Gambaro (1993a: 174-175).156
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no, non ho tempo per leggere'.  Peresson (1995a: Unpaginated) confirms the 157

frequency of this excuse, suggesting that today the paperback 'tende a 

configurasi come formato editoriale che consente di avvicinare alla lettura non 

più chi ha soldi  per i libri ma chi non ha tempo per leggere' (my emphasis). 	


"
If it is the case, as these readers claim, that there is no longer time to read, then 

readers have had to restructure their time frames to create opportunities for 

reading. Baraghini is perhaps taking advantage of readers' lack of free time, 

and filling a market niche for them by offering books that can be read rapidly. 

Gambaro (1993a: 175) observes: 'Oggi si legge velocemente e irregolarmente, 

e un grande numero di lettori sembra prediligere testi brevi. A questo bisogno 

di lettura "interstiziale", come è stata chiamata, rispondono a modo anche i 

"millelire"'. 	


"
Lack of free time for reading has also resulted in a cultural phenomenon 

whereby readers are reading opportunistically when and where they are able. 

Baraghini attributes this phenomenon to a decrease in committed reading 

habits. This problem is related to a lack of free time; but, for Baraghini, the 

real problem is that readers are unable to concentrate on 'serious' works of 

literature for an extensive period. He maintains:	


"
'La lettura interstiziale' è un dato della società. Non abbiamo 
perduto i tempi di lettura, ma i tempi di concentrazione sul 
testo sono sempre più brevi. Cioè, le ore ci sono, ma i tempi in 
cui si possono leggere le grandi opere della letteratura vanno 
contro questo fenomeno. (Baraghini Interview, 1996)	
"

"

There is some interesting evidence to show that the majority of non-habitual readers use this excuse 157

to justify the fact that they are not in the habit of reading. Habitual readers, on the other hand, will 
always find the time to read. The categories of habitual and non habitual readers will be discussed in 
more detail in the following chapter.
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Baraghini claims that Millelire serves to resolve the problem of readers' short 

concentration span in the 1990s. These little books contain a maximum of 64 

pages and can be read in less than an hour.  Baraghini encourages reading 158

Millelire on public transport. To guide the reader to undertake this 'rapid' and 

'mobile' mode of reading, in June 1997 Baraghini launched two Millelire titles, 

LibroBus and AmicoTreno. These books were promoted as follows: 'Leggi 

prima, arrivi prima'. Millelire can 'accompagnarci nei nostri spostamenti sui 

mezzi pubblici con un pò di humor e fantasia' (Stampa Alternativa Home 

page). These travel books are distributed in the edicole and are promoted in 

collaboration with Metrobus/Atac and Italian rail.	


"
Baraghini's reference to reading in transit leads to a second aspect of 

interstitial reading: changes in the contexts for reading. Baraghini (1996), 

Galato (1994: 39) and Peresson (1995a: Unpaginated) all observe that books 

are increasingly being read on public transport.  Peresson (1995a: 159

Unpaginated) further describes the nature of this 'fenomeno quotidiano', 

suggesting that 'la lettura diventa una pratica secondaria, svolta insieme ad 

altre - durante gli spostamenti metropolitani, ascoltando musica, ecc.'. Galato 

(1994: 40) agrees with Peresson, and argues that in the nineties books are read 

in transit: 'il libro, insieme al walkman, è sempre più il compagno di viaggio di 

tantissimi cittadini costretti a passare sui mezzi di trasporto molte ore della 

giornata nel trasferimento da casa ai luoghi di lavoro'. 	


"
'La lettura interstiziale', then, can partly be understood as a mode of reading 'in 

transit', between geographical spaces, between destinations and in readers' 

moments of free time. In such a transitory reading environment, 'Il libro deve 

"

Wossner's (1995: 12) observation that Italians on average dedicate 71 minutes a day to reading 158

means that Millelire is an ideal way of reading a book a day.

According to Peresson (1995a: Unpaginated), 41.7% of readers interviewed read on public 159

transport.
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essere portatile, veloce, leggero di forma e di contenuto, accattivante, e deve 

lasciare ampio spazio all'immaginazione' (Galato 1994: 39). Millelire books 

fulfil these requirements because they are particularly adapted for interstitial 

reading, being brief works that can be approached easily and presented in 'un 

modo gentile' (Gambaro, 1993a: 175; Viale, 1996: 42).	


"
Here are some comments from actual Millelire readers. Although they cannot 

represent the audience as a whole, they provide colour to this investigation by 

way of example. Alessandro Briglia is an example of an interstitial reader who 

reads Millelire on trains. In a conversation on a one hour train journey 

between Bologna and Florence, he confessed to me that he could not decide 

whether to buy a coffee or a book for 1,000 lire: 'Non sono abituato a leggere, 

ma ho visto la Lettera sulla felicità in edicola sul binario. Costa meno di un 

caffè, quindi l'ho comprato subito. Non ho mai sentito parlare di Epicuro, però 

il libro è piccolo e il titolo è affascinante. Finisco il libro prima  di arrivare a 

Firenze'. 	


"
Marina Cusano, in contrast to Alessandro, is a habitual reader, a living 

example of a reader who avidly reads on trains. She admits that she would find 

it difficult to find time to read if it was not for Millelire and the Metropolitana:	


"
A proposito di lettura, cosa c'è di più bello di un buon libro di 
Millelire in treno? Penso che io riesco a leggere moltissimo, 
anzi a divorare praticamente i libri, grazie alla 
Circumvesuviana e alla metropolitana! Per arrivare alla 
segreteria dell'orchestra, impiego da casa mia tre quarti d'ora 
all'andata e altrettanti al ritorno: vuole dire che mi assicuro 
almeno un'ora e mezza di lettura quasi ogni giorno. Non 
sapevo che si chiamasse "lettura interstiziale", allora ne sono 
una strenua sostenitrice. [. . .] Pero', se non avessi avuto la 
costanza di trascinarmelo dietro fra treni e metropolitane starei 
ancora alla decima pagina: insomma, Viva la lettura 
interstiziale! (Cusano, 1997: Unpaginated)	


"
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Another example of a novel context for reading Millelire in free moments is 

Giorgio, a restaurant owner in Frascati who encouraged interstitial reading by 

inserting Millelire into menus for customers to read while waiting for their 

meals.	


"
The third element to 'la lettura interstiziale' is its erratic nature. Thanks to the 

low price and miniature size of these mobile books, readers are in a position to 

graze rapidly between books, like changing channels on the television. 

Baraghini, as noted, attributes such erratic reading to readers' inability to 

concentrate. However Umberto Eco, like Peresson, gives some insight into the 

notion that Millelire encourages fragmented and discontinuous reading 

practices: 	


"
Non bisogna assolutamente condannare la lettura zapping. In 
fondo gli intellettuali hanno sempre utilizzato lo zapping: io ad 
esempio non potrei sopravvivere se non lo praticassi . . . non 
bisogna essere moralisti, non vedo nessun pericolo se un 
ragazzino si compra la Lettera sulla felicità di Millelire oggi e 
domani Wilde. (Eco, in Spinazzola, 1994a: 348)	
"

Apart from the erratic and discontinuous aspect of interstitial reading, another 

consideration in investigating this mode of reading is the reader's composure. 

Italo Calvino maintains that 'body techniques' and preparation in physiological 

and psychological comportments helps the reader to approach a work. Calvino 

(1979) describes the physical dispositions of the reading process in an address 

to the reader:	


"
Prendi la posizione più comoda: seduto, sdraiato, coricato sulla 
pancia, sul divano, sul letto o dentro il letto, in posizione yoga 
[. . .] è la prima condizione per godere della lettura. (Calvino, 
1979: 3-4)	
""
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This exhortation can be treated as a pragmatic set of instructions to the initiate 

about to engage in the leisurely practice of reading. These instructions, it 

seems, extend from an intellectual and emotional process of 'composing the 

self' to the physical routine of disposing the body. They represent preparations 

for a long reading experience, quite the antithesis to reading Millelire books, 

which have a limited number of pages, a definite beginning and end, requiring 

an almost restless and transitory body position, standing at the bus stop or 

sitting on the train. Nevertheless, Calvino's advice reminds me that bodily 

comportments are an important precondition to enjoy reading. The reader has 

to compose the self in a variety of environments for Millelire to be enjoyed. 	


"
Millelire clearly has implications for the present history of reading project 

because they have encouraged a mode of 'interstitial' reading: making books 

available to readers 'on the move'. These pocket (almost pamphlet) sized 

classics, marginal novels or manuals   can be enjoyed in various urban 

contexts. Millelire can be read on the train, standing up, filling pockets of free 

time and quite a few coat pockets too. These little books are being consumed 

from the station platform and bookshops because they are 'irresistibilmente 

belli!' Even Berlusconi himself has claimed that readers cannot resist 

acquiring them (Berlusconi, in Fiori, 1992: 25).  	
160

"
But does the acquisition of Millelire guarantee that they are read? Some 

booksellers observe that it is not uncommon in Italy for the public to acquire 

books to fill the gaps of the shelves in their bookcase to 'fare una bella figura'. 

Stefano Benni (1995: 5), writing on the 'psicopatologia del lettore quotidiano', 

quotes a request from a bookseller: 'Mi dà sei libri larghi complessivamente 42 

centimetri che devo riempire un buco nella libreria'. When I was at Newton 

Compton publishers (near the Vatican) the secretary was dealing with a request 

" The consumption habits and audience for Millelire will be discussed in the following chapter.160
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for 300 Millelire books for a Neapolitan client. She asked him what books he 

wanted, and he replied: 'Non importa!! Basta che riempiano 3 metri negli 

scaffali'. These examples suggest that one aspect of mapping the reading 

public for Millelire may be to record that some Italians also buy books not to 

read them.  And non-reading is equally valid for this history of reading 161

project.	


"
Here is an example of blatant non-reading where the reader purges a 'former 

self' by throwing old books away. In December 1992, Millelire was promoted 

at a "night at the disco" in Viterbo. Baraghini created a bizarre initiative where 

his readers were encouraged to ‘express their freedom’ by protesting against 

the exploitation of the commercial publishers. They acted out the slogan 

“Butta il vecchio lettore che è in te”, and selected their preferred works to 

throw in the rubbish bins provided.in the dance hall. (Di Giampaolo, 1996a: 

107 and Marchetti, 1992: 6)	


"
The event was organised especially for young readers to unite, dance and 

discuss their favourite Millelire works. The example illustrates an amusing and 

bizarre mode of reading (or not reading) in time with the live music. In this 

way the reader could become a model Millelire reader. This ritual is thus an 

example of a practice which has not only been constructed to form Millelire's 

'ideal' readers in an act of resistance against the 'exploitation' of large 

publishers; it also provides an interesting and appealing context for 

encouraging young readers to read; coordinating dancing, music and reading 

(or non-reading) at the same time! 	


"
The novel idea that the format renders Millelire susceptible to be read and 

thrown away shows that Millelire books can also be regarded as 'disposable 

"
Martelli (1995: Unpaginated) noted 'il declino dei supereconomici fuori diritti (libri da biblioteca 161

ma meno letti)'.
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books'. This is another example of not reading which introduces an interesting 

aspect to interstitial reading. The idea that Millelire books encourage the 

practice of 'leggere e gettare' has been mentioned by Gambaro (1993a: 174). It 
is not clear whether this practice should be interpreted as confirmation that 

Millelire mini-books are 'rubbish' or merely ephemeral.  Gambaro (1993a: 162

174), at least, asserts that the notion of 'usare e gettare' is just a provocative 

publishers' phrase, yet as an element of interstitial reading, this 'throw away' 

notion proves that reading is not only temporal, but that Millelire books 

themselves are 'temporary'.	


"
One should not under-value the positive impact Millelire has for occasional 

readers and 'lettori deboli'. The current trend of 'interstitial reading' and the 

pragmatic effects of the commercial transactions of the Millelire initiative, 

oddly enough, illustrates that books at 1,000 lire can be just as satisfying as a 

coffee for the same price. Readers can form the taste for reading classics and 

other 'marginal' literary materials. Something is to be gained from an hour's 

worth of Millelire, whether for forming self-respect, expressing freedom, 

gaining knowledge about vampire culture, communications theory, non 

violence or learning how to grow marijuana.	


"
Certainly, the contemporary practice of reading associated with the Millelire, 

'la lettura interstiziale', is not contingent upon literary theory. Rather, it has its 

own circumstantial conditions associated with cultural and environmental 

factors. This transitory mode of reading, then, is dependent on readers' 

availability of free time, publishing initiatives like Millelire, specific reading 

contexts, and particular bodily comportments. Observing the mix of temporal, 

physical and commercial circumstances which accompany 'la lettura 

interstiziale' has shown that reading is a practice which is constantly changing, 

"
Sellerio (1993: 25) holds this position but Baraghini (Interview, 1996), on the contrary, considers 162

the act of reading and throwing books away as an expression of readers' freedom. 
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a practice affected by material circumstances in publishing and lifestyles. 

Thanks to Millelire, 'la lettura interstiziale' is a novel use of free time. Despite 

its secondary status and its discontinuous elements, at the very least, more 

passengers on public transport are increasing their reading habits on the way to 

work, reading in their leisure time, expanding their personal libraries, and 

fulfilling their lives.	


"
In conclusion, 'la lettura interstiziale' should not be underestimated as a 

legitimate mode of reading. Daniel Pennac, like Eco, maintains that 'la lettura 

zapping' should not be condemned. Consider his suggestion for a hectic 

lifestyle. When you have five minutes to spare, why not 'graze' a little. 

Everyone has 'il diritto di spizzicare': 	


"
Io spizzico, noi spizzichiamo, lasciamoli spizzicare. . . Detto 
questo, si può benissimo aprire a casaccio Proust, Shakespeare 
o Raymond Chandler e spizzicare qua e là, senza correre alcun 
rischio di rimanere delusi. Quando non si ha né il tempo né i 
mezzi per concedersi una settimana a Venezia, perché negarsi 
il diritto di passarvi cinque minuti?  (Pennac, 1993: 134) 	
"

Interstitial reading might not be an inherent 'right', but it is one mode of 

reading which is an artefact of both innovative publishing initiatives like 

Millelire and hectic urban lifestyles. It should then be considered as a 

legitimate contribution to a history of reading Millelire. 	


"
9.3	
 Reading and self cultivation:  Achieving happiness	


One should not assume that Millelire titles are only read interstitially. 

According to Baraghini, Millelire have transformed people's lives: 	


"
Millelire hanno cambiato la vita con dignità, hanno fatto 
crescere, e migliorato la vita soprattutto per i ragazzi più 
giovani. Il libro non è un prodotto, non è una lampada. Hai 

"
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capito!!!! La lampada non cambia la vita. Un libro cambia la 
vita!  (Baraghini interview, 1996) 	
"

To what extent can Millelire transform life? Here is an example of the 

dissemination of Lettera sulla felicità at the end of an avid Millelire reader's 

life. To illustrate how Epicurus can be appreciated in an unpredictable and 

ritualistic way, Baraghini (1996) recounted a special incident: 	


"
Bisogna vedere che possa diventare un fatto di costume più di 
tanto. Per fare un esempio estremo, un uomo ci ha telefonato e 
ci ha detto, 'Pronto... sono Alberto Bianchi, voglio dire che mia 
moglie è morta' (la moglie sposata da poco, ha avuto un 
incidente in macchina, non si era salvata) . . . Insomma. Questo 
al funerale vi ha regalato, aveva comprato Epicuro, perché la 
moglie gli ha fatto conoscere i libri di Millelire, che non 
conosceva prima. Apprezzava, comprava 100 copie di Epicuro 
e li ha regalati a tutti loro che partecipavano al funerale [. . .] 
Se tu ci pensi, al funerale! (Baraghini Interview, 1996)	
"

This episode illustrates (to paraphrase Baraghini) how 'books can become 

custom and enter life'. 'Happiness' in this case, was disseminated in what 

would normally be considered a 'sad' occasion: a funeral. But at least for 

100,000 lire, Alberto Bianchi could raise the spirits of his wife's mourners by 

offering them a 'gift of happiness'. 	


"
What invites further investigation is how Lettera sulla felicità  can act as a 

manual for 'self help'. This notion is not purely a marketing perspective, but 

extends to the reader's point of view of using Epicurus as a vehicle for forming 

self-respect. This use of the Greek classic operates either aesthetically or 

through a more accessible mode where the aphorisms are linked to personal 

'experiences of everyday life'. 	


"
""
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Philosophical karaoke: 'Lettura' sulla felicità	


As a gesture to his 'lettori a(r)mati, Baraghini promoted Epicurus in a way 

which implies that the reader would be 'incomplete' without it. Lettera sulla 

felicità is viewed as a self help manual, a tool for improving the reader's 

lifestyle.  Baraghini endeavours to 'restore' the act of pleasurable reading 163

through encouraging self-contemplation. Such contemplation, however, 

depends on a very intimate relationship between the reader and the text. How 

might this relationship be established? Through reading Lettera sulla felicità, 

the reader practises and experiences a particular form of aesthetic self 

formation.  It is the content of this work and a very specialised 'interactive' 164

reading capacity that entices readers to deploy Millelire in a mode similar to 

that proposed by phenomenological theories of reading.	


"
In phenomenology the reader is encouraged to work on the self aesthetically. 

The objective is for the reader to enter a work and appropriate it to her or his 

personal and emotional experiences. According to Iser's model for the 

phenomenological reading process referred to in Chapter 6, the reader who 

knows such techniques interacts with Lettera sulla felicità in a dialogical way. 

As a result, the reader is encouraged to reflect upon her or his consciousness, 

not in a religious manner as did the puritans when they read the Bible, but 

purely to achieve happiness in moderation, without fearing death or worrying 

"

Recall the marketing citation referred to on Page 84: 'Un pensiero per la vita, solo per la vita. Un 163

filosofo veramente amico che da ventitré secoli non cessa di dirci che non può esistere autentica 
felicità senza il piacere. Un pensiero che, contrariamente a tanti altri, non ha mai fatto male a nessuno, 
che invita ad amare se stessi e soprattutto rispettarsi, azione primaria per non danneggiare i nostri 
simili'. (Back Cover, Lettera sulla felicità, marzo 1992).

My inclusion of reader response theories here serves to not only explain the deployment of 164

Epicurus as a means for self formation, but exemplifies that these 'specialised' forms of reading are 
legitimate examples of modes of reading that are part of the complex and diverse history of reading 
practices. Having said this, however, I do not intend to prioritise reader response as being any more 
valuable than any other form of reading.
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about religion.  This practice becomes evident in Baraghini's encouragement 165

for the readers to contemplate whilst reading. Such encouragement is evident 

in the promotion of the work: 'Un pensiero per la vita. Solo per la 

vita' (Epicurus, 1992: back cover). 	


"
Despite such prerequisites for applying Epicurus to the self and life in general, 

uncultured readers without the theoretical inclination for phenomenology can 

also become self enlightened through reading Millelire in a personalised way. 

Italo Calvino explains how this might be achieved by inferring that the 

resurgence of classical Greek philosophy can contribute to readers' cultivation 

of self respect. Calvino is not directly referring to the Epicurus example, but 

his comment serves to explain the relevance of Epicurus to readers who may 

not have read ancient Greek classics or who have the wish to re-read them: 	


"
I classici possono essere formativi nel senso cha danno una 
forma alle esperienze future, fornendo modelli, contenitori, 
termini di paragone, schemi di classificazione, scale di valori, 
paradigmi di bellezza [. . . ] naturalmente questo avviene 
quando un classico funziona  come tale, cioè stabilisce un 
rapporto personale con chi lo legge [. . . ] non si leggono 
classici per dovere ma per amore. (Calvino, 1981: 63)	
"

For Calvino, pleasure is the incentive for reading classics as if they could 

become models for everyday life, establish universal norms of 'beauty', and 

provide frameworks for personal 'experience'. Lettera sulla felicità  therefore 

functions as a classic with which readers establish a personal rapport. 

According to Stampa Alternativa, the work is that of 'un filosofo veramente 

amico che invita ad amare se stessi e soprattutto a rispettarsi'. Calvino and 

Baraghini both popularise aesthetic forms of reading response. Calvino, in 

"
The act of reading these classics requires a specific relation between the text and the reader in 165

establishing a technique of working on the self. This relation is dependent on high theory, where 
reading texts in a dialogical way enhance personal experiences. See Chapter 6.
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particular, advises readers that they too can have the aesthetic experiences of 

'cultivated readers'. Such experiences must always be personal and can be 

brought about by a reader who already has the capacity to 'love' reading 

classics or by non-habitual readers who wish to become familiar with them. 	


"
La Porta (1994) echoes Calvino in explaining why readers are attracted to 

Epicurus and why there is a 'classical' revival in Italy. Like Calvino in his 

account of the individual reading experience, La Porta suggests that the 

popularity of writers like Epicurus and Seneca indicate 'un ritorno di morali 

private, individuali, slegate da doveri di tipo "pubblico"' (La Porta, 1994: 112). 

La Porta, like Calvino, claims that Ancient Greek classics should provide 

lessons in happiness through individual moral contemplation. However, unlike 

Calvino, he questions whether these classical philosophers with a unified 

centre (polis) are appropriate for today's 'fragmented' individual (La Porta, 

1994: 112; 115). 	


"
La Porta's central objection to the mass consumption of Lettera sulla felicità is 

that its application to the self today can only be superficial:	


"
Apriamo ora un opuscolo che ha venduto più di mezzo milione 
di copie: la Lettera sulla felicità di Epicuro. Finalmente 
qualcuno ci invita a essere virilmente egoisti e super vitali! 
Come non convenire! Insomma, quel 'Il benessere del corpo e 
la perfetta serenità dell' animo', isolati da una severa auto 
disciplina, da una qualche purificazione di sé, assomigliano 
alla celebrazione beota di una filosofia yuppie televisiva, tra 
body building e buone vibrazioni. (La Porta, 1994: 113-4)	
"

In response to La Porta's cynicism, I support such a 'popular' practice of self-

formation. Readers without specialised knowledge of ancient Greek 

philosophy can gain self-respect also. Despite La Porta's 'conclusioni un pò 

moralistiche' (La Porta, 1994: 116), Ancient Greek wisdom and philosophy is 

"
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being distributed to the Italian reading public not only as a means to improve 

lifestyles, but for readers to (re)define themselves. Calvino (1981: 63) suggests 

that 'il tuo classico è quello che non può esserti indifferente e che ti serve per 

definire te stesso'. Whether for a cultivated reader with knowledge of 

phenomenology and Ancient Greek philosophy or for a reader who wishes to 

redefine and respect themselves, Lettera sulla felicità is an invitation for 

readers to 'love themselves' without harming others.	


"
The art of self-formation through reading Millelire is not always as 'universal' 

as Calvino implies. 'Forbidden' erotic pleasures can also be achieved through 

personalised reading strategies similar to applying Epicurus to the self. As 

mentioned, there are numerous examples of erotic Millelire initiatives and 

literary titles. These include Egon Schiele's erotic designs, published as post 

cards, or the Horror Erotico comics. These titles suggest that the reader can 

relate to him or herself in a mode that is not only an erratic practice, as 

discussed in 'la lettura interstiziale', but also in an erotic one. Perhaps the aim 

is not to form self respect but nevertheless to 'love oneself'.	


"
The final chapter offers some cultural observations drawn from published data 

describing the habits of the Italian reading public. The aim is to determine to 

what extent Baraghini's idealistic expectations of his reading public relate to 

Millelire's actual audience.	


"

"
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Chapter 10	


"
 Millelire readers: Some cultural considerations.	


"
10.1 	
 Categorising tendencies in readers' habits  	


This chapter offers an overall perspective on Italian reading habits in the 

1990s. More specifically, the objective is to map the behaviour of Millelire's 

reading public, drawing on published empirical research by Italian book 

market specialists. However, there have been some barriers to my research 

into Millelire's reading public. Statistical resources which directly refer to the 

readership of Baraghini's Millelire series are scarce; but the audience for 

Millelire can be extrapolated from the statistics. In addition I have been able to 

draw some qualitative conclusions from quantitative data that has been made 

available to me.	


"
As Peresson (1992b: 47, 1994: 305) has shown, Italian reading habits in the 

1990s have become more unpredictable and occasional. The habits of Italian 

readers are difficult to assess because the Italian reading public has unexpected 

responses to publishing initiatives such as the Millelire series. However, rather 

than viewing such 'unpredictability' in readers' comportments as inimical to 

this research, Peresson's comments can be viewed as positively descriptive of 

the fragmentation and diversification of the Italian reading public.  Di 

Giampaolo (1996a: 52) agrees with Peresson, observing that 'fasce di 

popolazione dal diverso livello culturale, con diverse esperienze professionali, 

sensibilità e attitudini esprimono, infatti, interessi molto più diversificati 

rispetto al passato'. Publishers like Baraghini have exploited this circumstance 

by accommodating readers' unpredictable behaviour and different tastes. 	


"
A major factor that contributes to such unpredictable reading comportments is 

a significant increase in what have been termed 'lettori occasionali e sporadici'. "
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Before expanding upon this phenomenon, the category of occasional readers 

needs to be defined in relation to other categories of readers. Livolsi (1986: 

60) proposes a general typology defining three categories of readers: 'lettori 

forti' (habitual readers), 'non-lettori' (non-readers) or 'lettori deboli' (lazy 

readers), and 'lettori occasionali e sporadici' (occasional readers). The 

indicators which determine these categories include the number of books read 

per year, as well as 'cultural habits' associated with readers' use of free time. 

According to Livolsi, habitual readers include:	


"
coloro che leggono con regolarità un considerevole 
numero nel corso dell'anno. Per questi la lettura ormai 
diventa un'abitudine, quasi quotidianamente dedicano 
del tempo ad essa. Leggono soprattutto la sera, a letto, 
prima di addormentarsi, [. . . ] il libro per questi, è 
spesso una scelta alternativa alla televisione. Questi tipi 
di lettori si dedicano spesso al libro nei giorni in cui 
sono più liberi dalla attività professionale, o per le 
casalinghe, quando hanno finito lavori di casa. (Livolsi, 
1986: 60)	
"

Clearly for habitual readers, reading is a priority over other activities. Habitual 

readers read consistently and whenever there is a free opportunity. According 

to Livolsi (1986: 60), reading 6 books a year is all it takes to qualify as a 

habitual reader. Vigini (1990: 79) and Detti (1989: 56), by contrast, classify 

habitual readers or 'lettori forti' as those who read more than 12 or 13 books a 

year. There is a notable discrepancy here.	


"
Non-habitual readers, on the other hand, are unsystematic and essentially lazy. 

These readers (essentially non-readers) tend to prefer other media in their 

spare time. They are generally not motivated to read. When they do read, non-

habitual readers take a long time to complete a book. These (non) readers, 

according to Livolsi (1986: 60), do not read even one book a year. 'Lettori 

"
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deboli' are slightly more committed than 'non lettori', categorised as those who 

read between one and three books a year. 	


"
The final category is that of occasional readers ('lettori occasionali' or 

'sporadici'). As noted above, Peresson (1992b and 1995a) acknowledges a 

significant increase in the number of occasional readers in Italy in the 1990s. 

This type of reader	


"
legge con poca sistematicità, sembra seguire pratiche 
diverse; meno abitudinario nella gestione del tempo, 
appare anche più esposto alla televisione, che opera 
un'azione di concorrenzialità con il libro [. . . . ] quando 
si inizia un libro vi si trova però uno spazio preciso, si 
tende a finirlo in fretta, si sacrificano, per un breve 
periodi, altri consumi. (Livolsi, 1986: 60)	
"

Occasional readers are those readers most likely to practise interstitial reading. 

They tend to read either in front of television or in short pockets of free time. 

If such a reader hopes to finish a book 'in fretta', as Livolsi claims, then 

Millelire are perfectly adapted for them.	


"
Here is a general distribution of these reading categories in Italy from the early 

1980s to the mid 1990s.  Table 8 is constructed from the Istituto centrale di 166

statistica (ISTAT) data. The period of inquiry is for the years 1984, 1988 and 

"

However it is worth noting that these statistics are uneven because reading comportments are 166

measured only on an irregular basis in Italy. There are materials for the periods between 1984 and 
1988 collected by the Italian Istituto centrale di statistica (ISTAT). The last official statistical survey 
conducted for mapping the reading public in Italy was in 1995. In that same year other unofficial and 
private surveys were conducted. These include Giovanni Peresson, Le cifre dell’editoria (1995) ISTAT 
(1988), Eurisko (1990 & 1992): A sample of 5000 readers over 14 years; specific reading surveys by 
Doxa with a sample of 3000 readers in 1989, 1991, 1992  and 1993; 'Il rapporto sulla condizione 
giovanile in Italia' by Iard in 1987 and 1992. Also Bertelsmann Buch, presented at the conference Il 
Libro tascabile: Mercato finito o mercato infinito?; Grinzaneletture "95”, conducted in 1995 by 
CENSIS and promoted by Premio Grinzane Cavour and the San Paolo to investigate the reading 
habits of 'i giovani italiani' between 14 and 25 years. And finally, in December 1995 Doxa interviewed 
2,006 individuals above 15 years on behalf of Il  Sole24 Ore; the focus was specifically on non 
scholastic books and reading. 
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1995. The table indicates percentages of the total Italian population, and 

measures categories of readership according to the number of books read per 

year for the years 1984, 1988 and 1995.  	
167

"
Table 8: 	
 Number of books read per year (1984, 1988 and 1995)	


"

* Rows one to four indicate the percentage of readers for that year 	


"
Table 8 shows an increase in occasional readers in Italy between 1984 and 

1995. In 1984, occasional readers (reading between 4 and 5 books per year) 

were 20.2% of all readers, in 1995, 32.4 % of readers read 3-4 books a year. 

However, in the total Italian population, the percentage who read at least one 

book per year increased from 37.5% in 1988 to 49.8% in 1995. These figures 

do not indicate what proportion of readers are the reading public for Millelire, 

since none of these surveys provides evidence that pertains specifically to that 

series. 	


"
Apart from these overall figures that indicate a tendency appropriate for 

interstitial reading, surveys conducted by the Livingstone Foundation from 

Doxa data in 1995, suggest some cultural and sociological determinants for 

Reading Habits* 1984 1988 1995

1-3 books 40.2 % 47.9 % 26.0 %

4- 5 books 20.2 % 19.3 % 32.4 %

6 -12 books 24.6 % 22 % 26.5 %

Over 12 books 15 % 9.9 % 8.2 %

% of the total population	


who read at least 1 book per 

year

46.6 % 37. 5 % 49. 8%

"
The table has been compiled from ISTAT evidence (Vigini 1990: 79) and the survey for Doxa for 167

Sole 24-Ore: The method of inquiry was a phone survey of 2,006 readers over 15 years of age.
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gender and age that might contribute to mapping Italian reading practices. 

Table 9 indicates the readership of at least one non-scholastic book read in the 

previous 12 months based on a phone survey of 2,006 readers over 15 years of 

age taken by Doxa:	


"
Table 9:	
 Reading habits (1995)	


"
(According to gender and age)	
"

"
In regard to age, Di Giampaolo (1996a: 221) affirms: 'L'attitudine a leggere 

diminuisce progressivamente al crescere dell’età'.  I conclude from Table 9 

that in 1995, according to the Doxa survey, 75.2% of young adults between the 

ages of 15 and 24 read 'almeno 1 libro non scolastico all’anno', 60.2% between 

the ages of 35 and 54 years, in comparison with 49.8% of readers between the 

ages of 35 and 54 years and only 29.6% above the age of 54. The data indicate 

a tendency for a young reading audience to read more habitually, the audience 

targeted by Millelire readers. With regard to gender, women generally 

demonstrate a greater propensity for reading books, with 52% compared to 

Readers	

(<15 Years)

Non-readers %

Total 49.8 50.2 100

Male 47.5 52.5 100

Female 42.0 48.0 100

Age

15-24 75.2 24.8 100

25-36 60.2 39.8 100

35-54 49.8 50.2 100

>54 29.6 70.4 100

"
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47% of males reading at least one book a year. Also occasional readers (who 

read between 3 and 4 books per year) are more numerous among women 

(34.5%) than among men (30%).  	
168

"
Education is another determinant for measuring reading habits in 1995. 

According to the 1995 CENSIS and Doxa surveys, 74% of those who read at 

least one non-scholastic book in the previous year have participated in higher 

education in comparison to only 38% who have not continued their studies 

(Zavoli 1995: 142-3). And, finally, regarding geographical distribution, 

reading more than one non-scholastic book per year as an activity is unevenly 

distributed regionally; 56% of the 2,006 readers interviewed were in Central 

Italy; 52% in the North, but only 44% in the South and Islands (Zavoli, 1995: 

141). These data will shed some light on the cultural tendencies of Millelire 

readers. It will become apparent that the patterns of distribution reflect the 

above trends. In other words, reading is increasingly becoming an occasional 

activity, women tend to read Millelire more than men, and Millelire's 'critical' 

readers are more likely to partake in University education. 	


"
Another indicator which organises Livolsi's categorisation of reading 

comportments is readers' use of free time. When asked about their reading 

habits, readers tended to give the excuse that there is no longer enough spare 

time to read. According to Doxa (1995: Unpaginated), 37.9% of the 2,006 

young readers interviewed gave this excuse. This may contribute to explaining 

the rising number of occasional readers in Italy. According to the Doxa 

Sole-24 ore data (1995), those who have read at least one non-scholastic book 

a week in the last three months were 28.6% of the 2,006 youth interviewed; 

96.7% prefer to watch television, 95.9% the telegiornali, and 70.4% prefer to 

socialise with friends. According to the CENSIS survey: Grinzaneletture '95, 

" This issue is discussed at more length by Cadioli (1994: 297-298 and 1995: 247-55).168
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reading is not prioritised as an activity to be undertaken in spare time. When 

asked 'Come passi il tuo tempo libero?' 77.2% of youth responded, 'sto con gli 

amici', 62.1% 'ascolto musica', 50.3% 'faccio sport', and 46% 'guardo la 

TV' (Zavoli et al, 1995: 63). These figures help to explain the trend of 

interstitial reading associated with the Millelire series, especially for persons 

between the age of 14 and 25 years. 	
169

"
On the evidence of the CENSIS interview, 'reading' was not a popular 

response to the question regarding use of free time. Although 88% per cent of 

those interviewed claimed to have read at least one book in the last year, only 

55.1% had read 1-4 books in the last year, and 44.9% between 5 and 10 books 

in the year. Only 23.3% of those interviewed claimed to have read more than 

one book in the past month (Zavoli, 1995: 63). The time dedicated to reading 

non-scholastic books on a daily basis was very limited. On a school day, 35% 

read up to only 30 minutes, while almost 50% read for an hour (enough time 

to read an entire Millelire book). In the holidays readers tended to read for 

longer periods. There is an increase to 38% for those who read between one 

and two hours daily (Zavoli, 1995: 17). However these figures show that most 

young readers rarely dedicate substantial periods of time for systematic 

reading on a daily basis.	


"
Andrea Casalegno (1996: 6) confirms that finding free time to read is a 

problem in Italy. From the results of the Doxa Sole-24 ore survey he 

concludes: 'leggere un libro è un’attività impegnativa, che deve conquistare il 

suo spazio nella giornata vincendo la concorrenza con altre forme di svago o 

di aggiornamento culturale, di solito più facili e allettanti'. I do not wish to 

overly generalise this tendency for readers' laziness. Reading, Spinazzola  

"
 It is surprising to note that for this age group socialising with friends was a more common response 169

than watching television. For a more comprehensive empirical analysis of 'il tempo e la lettura' see 
Peresson (1993a: 42-45).
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(1992a: 53-93) argues, is perhaps more arduous for the non-habitual reader 

who has not yet mastered the art of conquering 'la fatica di leggere'. However 

considering that the average young adult reader devotes a minimum of 30 

minutes and a maximum of 2 hours a day to non-scholastic reading (Zavoli, 

1995: 17),  Millelire could be a preferred option for occasional readers. As 

discussed in Chapter 9, Baraghini has provided a solution for readers who 

claim that they have no time to read. 	


"
10.2 	
 Consumption habits and channels of acquisition	


In the case study and in section 8.3, I have argued that Italian consumers are 

increasingly sensitive to book prices, particularly those non-readers and 

occasional readers whose excuse for not reading is that books are too 

expensive. Empirical data confirm the extent to which readers select a book to 

read on the basis of price. Cadioli too confirms this point:	


"
Quasi la metà degli acquirenti è in una fascia compresa 
tra i 21 e i 35 anni, le due fasce dei giovani (chi ha meno 
di 35 anni), [. . . ] 67% degli acquirenti dei libri con un 
prezzo tra e 2000 e le 5000 lire, e il 56% di quelli dei 
supereconomici (1000-1500). Viceversa chi ha una 
posizione più stabile (tra i 36 e i 55 anni) costituisce il 
43% degli acquirenti di rilegati ma solo 20% prendono 
un libro a Millelire. (Cadioli, 1994: 295)	
"

These figures suggest that purchasing super-economic paperbacks (<5,000 

lire) is very popular. Although it is unclear from this statement what Cadioli 

considers the appropriate price range for super-economic paperbacks, he 

confirms that the paperbacks costing between 2,000 and 5,000 lire are 

predominantly acquired by readers under 34 years of age (67%). 56% of those 

interviewed acquired Millelire, but it is impossible to determine to what extent 

Baraghini's Millelire series is represented in this category. In 1995, another 

survey conducted by Doxa (Zavoli, 1995: 85, Table 10) shows that young 

"
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readers between 14 and 21 years are sensitive to book prices. This is 

particularly the case for males (32.1%), teenagers between 14 and 15 years 

(29.8%), and readers in the South of Italy (26.7%).	


"
Table 10:	
 Acquisition of paperbacks according to price  (1994-5)	


(Values in Percentages)	

"

"
Millelire publishers, such as Newton Compton and Comix, are likely to be 

included in the 1,000 lire category, in addition to Baraghini's Millelire series. 	


"

"
Price

Male Fema

le.

Total 14-1

5	


year

s

16-1

7	


year

s

18-1

9	


year

s

20-2

1	


year

s

Total Nort

h

Cent

re

Sout

h/

Islan

ds

Total

"
1000 
Lire

32.
1

20.
9

25.
0

29.
8

24.
5

25.
5

26.
8

25.
0

26.
1

19.
8

26.
7

25.
0

"
1000 

-2000

18.
4

23.
2

21.
4

26.
3

19.
6

24.
5

24.
4

21.
4

19,
4

23.
6

22.
8

21.
4

"
2000-5000

18.
5

23.
3

21.
5

21.
1

21.
6

21.
4

19.
5

21.
5

19.
4

19.
8

24.
8

21.
3

"
5000-8000

11.
5

12.
4

12.
0

8.8 13.
0

10.
5

9.8 12.
0

12.
7

9.9 12.
3

12.
0

"
8000-1200

0

13.
7

16.
7

15.
6

8.8 15.
9

15.
6

17.
1

15.
6

17.
6

21.
2

9.9 15.
7

"
12000-18000 

>

5.8 3.3 4.4 5.3 3.4 2.5 2.4 4.4 4.7 5.6 3.5. 4.5

"
Total

100.

0

100.

0

100.

0

100.

0

100.

0

100.

0

100.

0

100.

0

100.

0

100.

0

100.

0

100.

0

"
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Regarding habits of consumption according to 'places of acquisition', Peresson 

(1995a: Unpaginated) maintains that readers have more choices in the 1990s 

as to where to acquire paperbacks. Table 11 (Zavoli, 1995: 86) confirms 

Peresson's comment, and indicates the plurality of channels available to 

readers for paperback acquisition:	


"
Table 11: 	
 Channels of paperback acquisition (Values in %) (1995) 	
170

"

"

Channe
l 	


of	

Sale

Male Femal
e

Total 14-17	

Years

18-21	

Years

Total North Centr
e

South
/	


Island
s

Total

Bookshop

s

84.6 86.1 85.5 87.3 82.1 85,5 84.2 89.2 85.1 85.5

Newsstan

ds

28.9 28.0 28.3 26.6 31.8 28.4 22.1 24.8 39.1 28.4

Bancarella 11.6 11.4 11.5 11.1 12.5 11.5 13.7 8.8 9.5 11.3

Supermar

ket

8.2 9.0 8.7 9.3 7.5 6.7 12.4 8.4 4.3 8.8

Remainde

rs

1.7 1.5 1.6 2.0 0.7 1.6 2.0 2.0 0.7 1.5

Book 

clubs

5.0 9.6 7.9 5.8 9.9 7.9 6.2 8.2 9.9 7.9

Mail 

Order

6.9 7.5 7.3 6.7 8.5 7.3 6.3 6.6 9.1 7.3

Exhibition

s

10.9 10.9 10.9 11.8 9.1 10.9 11.4 10.8 10.4 10.9

Other 2.0 0.9 1.3 1.2 1.5 1.3 1.0 2.0 1.2 1.3

"
This note indicates that a comprehensive survey of Italian readers' consumption habits was not 170

possible. 'Il totale non è uguale a 100 perché erano possibili più risposte' (Zavoli et al., 1995: 86).
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Table 11 indicates that there is an increasing tendency for occasional readers to 

acquire paperbacks from the edicola and read on the move, especially in the 

South. Although the edicola is the preferred channel of sale for only 28.4 % of 

the 2,006 youth interviewed, it is very effective because book sales are 

markedly higher than sales through other channels. Despite the increasing 

popularity of the news-stands, however, in 1995 the bookshop is undoubtedly 

the preferred channel of acquisition for readers, representing the choice for 

85.5% of readers (86.1% females and 84.6% males). For the readers between 

the ages of 14 and 17 years, the bookshop is very popular, with a total of 

87.3% of young readers choosing this channel.	


"
Table 12 (Ufficio Studi AIE, in Cardone, 1995a: 22) indicates the type of 

volume purchased in the bookshop according to age for 1993: 	


""
Table 12: Type of volume acquired in the bookshop according to age 	


(Values in percentages)	
"
Adult Population <20 years	


12.6
21-35 years	


26.0
46-55 years	


32.0
>55 years	


30.0

Total of	


Books acquired 	

"

9.0
"

44.0
"

37.0
"

10.0

Consumers of:	


Rilegati 5.0	
 41.0 43.0 12.0

Paperbacks >	


5000 lire
13.0 46.0 33.0 8.0

Supereconomici	


2000 -5000 lire
14.0 53.0 26.0 8.0

Supereconomici	


1000-1500 lire
19.0 56.0 20.0 5.0

"
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In 1993, the bookshop was readers' preferred place of acquisition for super-

economic paperbacks. This is particularly the case for the category of 

paperbacks costing between 1,000 and 1,500 lire acquired by readers between 

the ages of 21 and 35 years.  There is a remarkable difference in percentages 171

between readers under 20 years (19% purchasing super-economic paperbacks 

between 1,000 and 1,500 lire) and readers between the ages of  21 and 35 

(56%). The fact that the majority of readers of super-economic paperbacks fall 

between the ages of 21 and 35 reflects the general tendency for readers to read 

more habitually for this age group.	


"
Despite the fact that the bookshop was a popular channel of acquisition for 

super-economic paperbacks in 1993, Cardone (1995a: 19) claims that the 

traditional commercial outlets for book distribution have proved inadequate 

for the new format. Since early 1995 booksellers have been reluctant to 

provide space for these books. As a counter-strategy,  between 1994 and 1995 

the Italian book market experienced the birth and increase of bookshops 

dedicated exclusively to paperbacks. As Cardone (1995a: 18) observes: 'È un 

fenomeno questo ancora di modeste proporzioni ma significativo perché vede 

gomito a gomito proprio economici e supereconomici'. 	


"
10.3 	
  Millelire's actual reading public	


"
Chartier and Darnton anticipated some potential problems relating to research 

into reading practices.  Problems of this sort have been encountered in the 172

present inquiry into the actual reading public for Millelire. Given the number 

of surveys undertaken in the period between 1990 and 1995 regarding readers' 

"

However this category is more likely to refer Newton Compton's Millelire series (as the price has 171

risen to 1,500 lire for Newton), which in general has sold more copies in the bookshop than 
Baraghini's Millelire series. (Refer to Chapter 5, section 5.2 for Newton Sales figures).

See my discussion on reading history and methodology in Chapter 6.172
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comportments, it may appear that it would be possible to establish very 

precisely the actual readership for Millelire. However obstacles remain. For 

example, ISTAT's official investigation into reading in Italy for the period 

from 1984-1988 does not cover the period that concerns us for establishing the 

readership for Millelire. The 1995 surveys do not give figures specifically for 

Baraghini's Millelire series. Finally, the inquiries that are relevant to the period 

of concern (1990-1997) are often privately conducted and therefore not 

accessible.  	
173

"
The Grinzaneletture 1995 survey has been more informative, covering the 

period from 1994-1995. However in this case, although Tables 9 and 10 above 

demonstrate book acquisition according to price, covering the price range of 

super-economic paperbacks between 1,000 and 1,500 lire and 2,000 lire, they 

do not specify the series nor the publishers. Therefore it is not possible from 

this data to monitor whether readers are consuming Baraghini's Millelire 

series, or another Millelire series. Finally, Baraghini himself has not 

undertaken a survey of his reading audience, nor has he monitored sales in a 

systematic statistical mode. 	


"
Despite the lack of systematic quantitative data and, more importantly, in the 

absence of  research by Stampa Alternativa to investigate the consumption 

habits of the Millelire, I can map some 'cultural' tendencies concerning the 

series' actual reading public. Some of this mapping must remain speculative 

because, as I have argued, the ISTAT and Doxa surveys only partially include 

Millelire in their categories. Nevertheless by selecting relevant information 

from these surveys and by referring to the statistical information made 

available by Baraghini in our interview (1996), it is possible to establish the 

configuration of his actual audience. 	


" For example in 1995, Doxa for Sole-24 ore (Di Giampaolo: 1996a: 220).173
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The first observation to be made is perhaps surprising: a large proportion of 

Baraghini's readers do not correspond to the publisher's image of his critical 

and cultivated readership. Rather, there is reason to believe that the series 

caters for a broader spectrum of tastes. What is more, Millelire's symbolic 

1,000 lire price justifies the observation that the series has appealed to 'lettori 

pigri'.   Despite Baraghini's aim to provoke a new 'race' of critical readers, 174

then, elsewhere the publisher defines his reading public in a manner quite 

contrary to his conception of an ideal audience:	


"
Gli acquirenti della nostra collana appartengono alla 
fascia dei non-lettori, quei venti milioni di italiani che 
non leggono libri, sette su dieci hanno circa 18 anni, una 
generazione che si dice non legga neppure un 
telegramma. (Baraghini, in Fiori, 1992: 25)	
"

Even if these to create a critical reading public are over-ambitious, the 

marketing and selection of titles for the Millelire catalogue have the potential 

to attract 'new readers'. The series is renowned for attracting readers of all 

kinds, from habitual to non-readers and penniless youngsters. Ventavoli (1996: 

Unpaginated) understands the price factor: 'Poi si scoprì che per conquistare i 

lettori pigri, i non lettori, o i lettori squattrinati, quello del prezzo di copertina 

era un sentiero da battere'. The Millelire series has reached, in particular, a 

large proportion of young adults, and one cannot deny that the initiative has 

introduced a new and mostly young public into the bookshops, even if they are 

only 'lettori deboli' (Di Giampaolo, 1996a: 68; Gambaro, 1993a: 184; and 

Peresson 1995a: Unpaginated).	


"

"
See Ventavoli (1996: Unpaginated), Gambaro (1993a: 184), Baraghini (1992 and 1996) and 174

Peresson (1995a: Unpaginated).
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The figures presented to me in interview by Baraghini and in his intervention 

at the 1995 conference on paperback publishing policy give a more specific 

indication of Millelire's readers.  Table 13 estimates the actual reading public 175

for Millelire according to age, gender and geographical distribution. The 

period covered is from 1991 to 1995 and the percentages refer to the 

percentage of the total of Millelire's readers.	


"
Table 13: 	
 Millelire Readers 1991-1995	
"

"
Table 13 demonstrates that women purchase Millelire markedly more than 

men (75% of women compared to only 25% male between 1991 and 1993). 

Millelire readers are predominantly located in the North and Centre of Italy 

(85% in the North, compared to a mere 15% in the South). The average 

Millelire readers are young adults (18-25 years). The table also shows that the 

series was particularly popular for female readers in its first phase (from 1991 

to 1993), with women representing 75% of Millelire's reading market. 

However in the second phase, from 1993 to 1995, there is a marked increase in 

males who acquire Millelire mini-books and an increase in the average age 

group from 18 to 25 years. Another noteworthy figure is that reading in the 

South has increased by 10% from 1991-1995. This is likely to be due to 

Baraghini's decision to increase Millelire distribution in the edicole in the 

South of Italy.	


"

Year Average Age Male Female North/Centre South/Islands

1991-1993 18 years 25% 75% 85% 15%

1993-1995 25 years 44% 56% 75% 25%

"
Baraghini admits these statistics are not 'official' and not entirely accurate. Stampa Alternativa has 175

not undertaken official research into Millelire sales or the consumption habits of their reading public.
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Di Giampaolo cites more detailed information about the age group for 

Millelire which mirror the above trends: 	


"
Nel 1992, i lettori sarebbero stati al 78% al di sotto dei 
19 anni e al 10% tra i 20 e i 30 anni. Leggermente 
superiore, invece, l’età media a due anni di distanza: nel 
1994 i lettori sarebbero stati, infatti, solo al 45% tra i 16 
e i 19 anni, mentre i lettori tra i 20 e i 30 anni sarebbero 
aumentati notevolmente passando al 35%. In entrambi i 
casi, anche se con minore intensità nel 1994, la 
componente femminile avrebbe prevalso su quella 
maschile, assestandosi nel 1992 sul 75% e due anni 
dopo sul 65%. (Di Giampaolo: 1996a: 223) 	
"

Clearly the audience for Millelire is young, predominantly between the ages of 

18 and 35 years. It is interesting to note that in 1992 the percentage of readers 

under 19 years was 78%, a figure that decreased to only 45% in 1994. It is safe 

to assume that the high sales of Lettera sulla felicità  affected these figures. 

The increase of consumption for 20-30 year olds from 10% to 35% suggest 

that the Millelire series has particular appeal amongst University students. 

Furthermore, these figures suggest that the Millelire phenomenon made more 

of an impression in its novelty phase, affecting young readers who found the 

initiative curious, and tempting because of its symbolic price. 	


"
Baraghini's reading public does not consist solely of occasional and interstitial 

readers. There has also been a positive response from 'lettori critici', evident 

through the positive response to the 'Cantiere Millelire' forum. Further, some 

readers are committed in other ways; apart from actively participating in the 

'Cantiere Millelire' project, they have subscribed to the series. In conclusion 

then, the reading public for Millelire can be regarded as comprising 

predominantly, but not solely, occasional and interstitial readers. These 

"
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'occasional' readers might be committed either to work or studying set texts in 

schools or universities, and therefore can find little time to spend for reading. 	


"
Sales	


Baraghini insists that the Millelire initiative has contributed to the diffusion of 

the reading habit in Italy, particularly among young readers. When asked in 

interview whether the series has encouraged reading, Baraghini responded: 'Sì 

sì, Millelire fa levitare i gusti dei lettori, con libri classici e moderni. Da due 

anni i nostri libri hanno avuto il doppio di vendita di certi libri in paragone di 

altre case editrici' (Baraghini Interview, 1996). Baraghini did not provide 

figures to back up his claim of high sales.  	
176

"
Clerici (1994: 309) provides some figures for Millelire sales. However these 

figures relate only to 1992, the period when the novelty of the Millelire 

phenomenon was at its peak: 'Fra i cento titoli più venduti nel 1992, ben 18 

sono Millelire'. This is a significant percentage considering the fact that 

Millelire are products of small publishing houses competing with the larger 

houses like Mondadori and Rizzoli. To put these figures into perspective, 

however, most of the best sellers Clerici (1993: 313-4) cites are published by 

Newton.  Lettera sulla felicità by Epicurus and Il tempo  by Seneca were the 177

only Stampa Alternativa titles mentioned on the Tuttolibri best seller list. The 

success of Lettera sulla felicità contributed to Millelire's popularity in its early 

phase from 1991-1993. But this sales event was exceptional.	


"
Since 1995, Stampa Alternativa's Millelire series has declined in popularity. 

The publisher has not created any significant best sellers. Rinascita compiled a 

"

Stampa Alternativa does not have these figures in an official form, but some provisional figures 176

pertaining to the earnings Baraghini has gained from the Millelire series between 1991 and 1995 are 
indicated in footnote 31, on Page 79.

These titles include Aforismi (Wilde); Ecce Homo (Nietzsche); La Divina commedia (Dante) and 177

L'amicizia (Cicerone).
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list of the top ten sales of super-economic paperbacks between the 28th of 

February and the 28th of March 1996, and placed it on their website: 1. 

Dickinson 51 poesie, Mondadori, L3.900, 2. De Carlo Due di due, Mondadori, 

L5.900, 3. Bukowsky 23 poesie, Mondadori, L3,900, 4. Marquez Cent'anni di 

solitudine, Mondadori, L5.900, 5. Montale 41 poesie, Mondadori, L3,900, 6. 

Hesse 52 Poesie, Mondadori, L3.900, 7. Austen Senno e sensibilità, Newton 

Compton, L3000, 8 Saffo Saffo, Mondadori, L3.900, 9. Orwell La fattoria 

degli animali, Mondadori, L5.900 and 10. Machado 26 poesie, Mondadori, 

L3.900.  This list suggests that the popularity of Mondadori's Miti series, 178

launched in 1995, may contribute to lack of sales for Stampa Alternativa's 

Millelire series. No Stampa Alternativa titles are listed. Cardone (1995a: 21) 

confirms the fall in popularity of Baraghini's series: 'Dopo il successo dei 

primi anni, i pamphlet di Stampa Alternativa hanno subito un calo notevole'. 

Fausta Bizzozzero, the owner of 'Librerie Utopia' in Milan agrees. She stocks 

Millelire but rarely sells any. In our conversation, the bookseller concluded 

that 'Baraghini è morto'. But not all booksellers agree. In interview (September 

1998), Fabio, the bookseller at Cicerone, the 'underground' bookshop in Rome 

specialising in super-economic paperbacks, insisted that he continues to sell 

many Millelire mini-books. 	


"
10.4	
 The impact of Millelire on the number of readers	


The notion that Baraghini has contributed to an increase in the number of 

readers in Italy is perhaps linked to his idealistic politics and his ambitious 

promotion of the Millelire series. It has been integral for Baraghini's image as 

a 'publisher of the people' to make a pact with his readers, claiming an intimate 

rapport with a committed audience. He aimed to achieve this in two ways. 

First, by organising efficient national and local distribution through 

bookshops, the news-stands, book fairs, post and the Internet. Second, and 

" This list of super-economic sales has not been updated. It has now been removed.178
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more significantly, by inviting readers to participate in book production and 

writing processes in the 'Cantiere Millelire' project. Given Stampa 

Alternativa's strategies of promoting reading, one might assume that Millelire 

has contributed to an increase in the number of readers of non-scholastic titles 

in Italy in the 1990s. However before coming to this conclusion, it is 

necessary to distinguish between Baraghini's ambitious assumptions and the 

facts, such as they can be established. 	


"
As noted in section 5.3, Stampa Alternative holds a limited share of the Italian 

book market in terms of paperback production, number of titles published (a 

maximum of only 87 in 1993) and the profit received from sales.  Stampa 179

Alternativa has not provided sales figures that allow significant conclusions to 

be drawn in this area. Nevertheless, with Peresson's (1995a: Unpaginated) 

help, it can be argued that Millelire has contributed to an increase of 

occasional readers in Italy, even if for Gambaro (1993a: 171) there is no 

guarantee that occasional readers become habitual readers. 	


"
Another indicator of the limited penetration of Baraghini's Millelire series in 

the book market is readers' preferences for publishers. In the CENSIS 

Grinzaneletture 1995 survey, when readers were asked about their preferences 

for publishers, Stampa Alternativa was not mentioned. Consider the following 

ISTAT and Doxa surveys: out of the 2,006 readers interviewed, those who 

nominated Newton Compton as their preferred publisher were 12% overall. 

However, the larger publishing houses were markedly more familiar to most 

readers: Mondadori (71.8%), Einaudi (18.3%), Rizzoli (14.5%), Garzanti 

(12.4%), Feltrinelli (9.5%). Another small-medium paperback publishing 

house, Adelphi, registered 8.3%. 	


"

" See sections 4.2 and 5.3 for Millelire production data.179
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In the Doxa survey, when readers were asked about the publishers they were 

most aware of, the list of 25 publishers did not include Stampa Alternativa. 

Newton Compton was nominated by 0.7% of the 2,006 readers interviewed. In 

first place was Mondadori (40.7%), second Rizzoli (15.5%). Sellerio, the 

Sicilian paperback publishing house, comprised 0.3%, Feltrinelli 6.8% and 

Adelphi 0.8%. It is possible that Stampa Alternativa is included in the figure 

of 24.3% under 'Altri editori'. These responses suggest that although they had 

heard of Millelire books (either Newton Compton or Stampa Alternativa) 

because of their symbolic price, as a publisher, Stampa Alternativa remained 

virtually unknown for these young readers. 	


"
What then of Baraghini’s claims to have formed new and critical readers with 

controversial tastes? Unfortunately for Baraghini, contrary to his expectations, 

young Italian readers display traditional tastes. According to Di Giampaolo 

(1996a: 225-226), 'i ragazzi italiani si sono mostrati molto tradizionali nelle 

scelte delle proprie letture e poco propensi a sperimentare nomi nuovi, non 

caldamente raccomandati'. The Grinzaneletture '95 survey confirms that 

young readers have traditional tastes. (Zavoli, 1995: 88-89). When asked about 

their preferred authors, the readers predominantly named foreign writers of the 

nineteenth-century and some well known twentieth-century Italian writers 

such as Luigi Pirandello (24%) and Umberto Eco (11.3%). Other Italian 

authors nominated in order of preference were: Luciano De Crescenzo, Italo 

Calvino, Giovanni Verga, Oriana Fallaci, Primo Levi, Leonardo Sciascia, 

Alberto Moravia, Cesare Pavese, Italo Svevo, Alessandro Manzoni and 

Alberto Bevilacqua. No new or marginal Italian writers were mentioned. 

Among foreign authors, first placed were Stephen King (19.7%) and Hermann 

Hesse (16.6%): then in order of preference were Agatha Christie, Oscar Wilde, 

Gabriel García Márquez, Ernest Hemingway, Franz Kafka, Edgar Allan Poe, 

William Shakespeare, Isaac Asimov, and Fëdor Dostoevskij. Epicurus was also 

missing, which is surprising considering the success of Lettera sulla felicità.	
"
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In the category of the novel, traditional tastes were again apparent. First place 

was Il nome della rosa: then, in order of preference: Il fu Mattia Pascal, 

Siddharta, Va’ dove ti porta il cuore, Il ritratto di Dorian Gray, Se questo è un 

uomo, I Malavoglia and, of course, other Italian classics such as I promessi 

sposi and Il piacere. Novels by non-Italian authors were chosen by 61.9% of 

readers (72% female in comparison to 44.7% male); 39% of readers preferred 

detective fiction ('I Gialli'). 	


"
It is difficult to classify Millelire according to traditional publishers’ generic 

categories because Baraghini claims to resist all publishing categories. This 

issue is also highlighted in Peresson's Cifre dell'editoria, 1995. In the table: 

'Titoli in catalogo per genere dei principali editori' under the categories of 

'manuale', 'saggistica', and 'classici' Peresson (1995b: 67) notes, with reference 

to Stampa Alternativa: 'Dato il tipo di produzione per genere alcuni risultano 

di difficile collocazione'. Poetry, Philosophy, and non-fiction of topical interest 

(attualità) may be appropriate genres to measure the tastes of the actual public 

for Baraghini's series, but in the national survey only 19.9% of readers 

preferred 'poesie', 15% 'filosofia' and 28.4% 'attualità'. 	


"
10.5	
 Conclusions to Part Two	


I am now in a position to offer some concluding comments regarding the 

relationship between Baraghini's vision of his ideal readers and his actual 

reading audience. From my perspective on the cultural considerations of 

Millelire's reading public, the following three points can be made. First, there 

is a substantial discrepancy between Baraghini's 'ideal' readers and the actual 

reading public for the Millelire series. The notion that Millelire can change 

lives and create critical readers is an ambitious marketing posture. The 

readership surveys considered above suggest that the majority of Millelire's 

public are not critical readers ready to overthrow the status quo through "
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reading provocative mini-books. Rather, with the exception of a small 

proportion of committed readers who subscribe to Millelire and who have 

participated in the Cantiere Millelire forum, the actual reading public for 

Millelire are young occasional readers more concerned with saving money and 

time than with 'changing the world'. 	


"
Second, it is occasional and 'lazy' readers who, for the most part, practise 

interstitial reading on trains, or non-readers who acquire Millelire, but do not 

necessarily read them. Vigini confirms this problem: 	


"
In realtà, l'editore non crea il lettore perché gli offre un 
libro a un prezzo molto basso o a particolari condizioni. 
L'editore crea il cliente, sollecitato all'acquisto da una 
proposta allettante: e, di solito la sua azione si esaurisce 
li. In altre parole, o c'è già il lettore in quel cliente 
oppure è un'illusione pensare che chi acquista sia per 
gran parte un nuovo lettore. (Vigini, 1999: 122-3) 	
"

Although Ragone (in Turi, 1997: 445) believes that Stampa Alternativa's 

Millelire books have conquered new readers, Vigini's comment might lead one 

to conclude otherwise. Moreover, the fact that Millelire has contributed to the 

phenomenon of 'interstitial reading' scarcely corresponds to Baraghini's notion 

of the ideal audience. In interview he responded with disdain to the trend of 

interstitial reading, claiming that it represented his readers as uncommitted and 

conformist (Baraghini Interview, 1996). 	


"
Third, habitual and committed readers, it seems, are not responding to 

Baraghini's polemical Millelire gift. Their tastes are essentially conservative. 

They choose other paperback series that offer traditional classics or reprints of 

foreign writers rather than the provocative titles by new Italian writers 

available in Baraghini's Millelire series. It appears thus doubtful that Millelire 

"
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sustained the impact it made in its peak period between 1992 and 1994. For Di 

Giampaolo (1996a: 226): 'I Millelire sembrano aver perso la loro battaglia per 

la diffusione di un' idea di lettura più indipendente e meno legata alle 

gerarchie di valore tradizionalmente accettate'.	


"
In sum, there is a discrepancy between what Baraghini hoped to construct as 

his ideal reading public and Millelire's actual reading public. This discrepancy 

is related to Baraghini's idealistic politics and utopian marketing, where the 

publisher simultaneously exploited and ambitiously appealed to his readers to 

commit a 'guerriglia culturale' and disobey Italian political and cultural 

prototypes. This battle continues, but it is unlikely to be won. To give 

Baraghini credit, however, one should not under-estimate the pragmatic 

implications of Millelire for reading practices. New works of literature can be 

brought for only 1,000 lire. Millelire mini-books are physically appealing and 

portable. Within only 64 pages, complete works can be read rapidly in 'un 

modo gentile'. From a cultural perspective, Millelire has generated some novel 

opportunities for new comportments by Italian readers in the 1990s, not least 

'la lettura interstiziale' and a renewal of reading classics. These literate 

comportments might prove an initial step towards encouraging Italian readers 

to read more habitually in future.	


"
10.6	
 Conclusions to the thesis	


"
Let me now respond, finally, to the five research questions identified at the 

outset. 	


"
1. What is the significance of the Millelire publishing initiative for the Italian 

book trade and reading public in the 1990s?	


"
"
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The question of the significance of the Millelire Series for the Italian book 

market was addressed in Part One. Some commentators, including Vigini, 

Baraghini and Clerici, have argued that Millelire revolutionised publishing 

and represents one of the most significant events in modern Italian publishing 

history. In response to the central research question, I have addressed the 

notion of significance by distancing myself from the 'revolutionary' 

enthusiasts. Instead I investigated the commercial, professional and cultural 

implications of the series for the Italian book trade. I found that publishing 

policy has been affected by Millelire. The paperback sector of the Italian book 

market has been affected the most, as evidenced by the fact that the Italian 

paperback market is expanding. However, it is even more significant to note 

that Millelire propelled the super-economic publishing phenomenon. This 

book market category did not exist prior to the launch of the series in 1990. 

Baraghini has influenced at least 55 publishers in Italy and abroad to produce 

paperbacks with prices below 5.000 lire and with the miniature formats of the 

Millelire. 	


"
However, the quality of Millelire and super-economic paperbacks has not 

escaped criticism. Although an authentic new product which is significantly 

different from the 'Oscar' and 'BUR' discussed in Chapter 3, Millelire books 

have been considered unaesthetic, ephemeral and unprofessional. Unlike 

Baraghini's series, competing super-economic paperbacks are not significantly 

different in content from the older 'BUR' and 'Oscar' series. Furthermore, the 

lack of professionalism in editing and literary calibre of super-economic 

editions does not equal the high standard of the 'BUR' and 'Oscar'. Super-

economic paperbacks have at times been questioned to the extent that some 

commentators scarcely believe they should be considered as books at all, yet 

they fulfil the bibliographic criteria to be classified as books. 	


"
"
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Despite the emergence of a 'new' super-economic trend in Italian paperback 

publishing,  in section 5.3 I argued that the status of super-economic 

publishing in the Italian book market should not be over-estimated. This 

sector, although experiencing a boom between 1993 and 1995, holds a small 

market share of the Italian book industry in comparison to large mainstream 

publishers such as Mondadori and Rizzoli. To give credit to Baraghini, unlike 

his Millelire series, competing super-economic publishers are, on the whole, 

cautious and traditional in their selection of authors and titles, opting for 

reprints of classics and nineteenth-century foreign novels. Their presentation, 

packaging and promotional strategies are not significantly innovative, and, in 

general, follow the norms of  commercial publishing.	


"
In Part Two, the significance of Millelire for readers was investigated. 

Contrary to Sellerio and Montroni's criticisms of Millelire's poor quality of 

form and content,  readers' responses indicate that there need be no necessary 

relation between book quality, price and content. Although Baraghini 

maintains that readers respond to the quality of his products, readers, in 

particular young readers between the ages of 15 and 25 and non habitual 

readers, are clearly sensitive to book prices. They also respond to Millelire's 

convenience and portable format. The series has made an impact on book 

acquisition and on readers' lifestyles. But it has not guaranteed that books are 

being read habitually, or in a critical mode. Millelire's content has not 

provoked readers to perform a cultural revolt because the Italian reading 

public, even the young, essentially has traditional tastes.	


"
2. What is the significance of the Millelire initiative for Marcello Baraghini? 	


"
In the case study in Chapter 4, I considered how Baraghini's militant politics 

has contributed to Millelire's 'alternative' image. My interview with Baraghini 

indicated that the publisher considered Millelire significant enough to "
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overthrow existing institutions and culture, create critical individuals, and 

transform readers' lives in a revolutionary manner. His marketing discourse 

suggests that Millelire provides a significant publishing 'alternative' in a 

cultural and political sense. In other words, Baraghini believes that the 

Millelire series is significant as a vehicle for his militant publishing vocation 

that democratises reading and encourages readers to emancipate themselves 

through a reading and writing rebellion. With this cultural politics in mind, I 

argued that Baraghini, at least in his promotional image, considers political 

principle more central to his publishing policy than commercial profit or the 

practicalities of books production. This has not stopped him making 

innovations in paperback publishing policy.	


"
3. How has the Millelire publishing initiative modified professional, 

commercial and cultural practices in the Italian book market in the 1990s?	


"
Professionally, Millelire has had unforseen implications for paperback 

publishing policy in three respects. First, the series has provoked other 

publishers to re-think their production strategies and produce innovative 

paperbacks with miniature super-economic formats in order both to save 

production costs and appeal to readers. The novel presentation of such 

paperbacks is, on the whole, different from that of the 'economic' paperbacks 

discussed in Chapter 3, but the series' policies are compatible with small 

publisher's strategies. Super-economic paperbacks' presentation, in contrast to 

Baraghini's Millelire mini-books, can be mostly regarded as identical to that of 

mass-market paperbacks. They have cardboard covers with elaborate eye-

catching graphics and more sophisticated binding techniques. Baraghini might 

be considered unprofessional because his volunteers often do not take enough 

care in production and editing. Furthermore, his treatment of his authors in 

respect of copyright is less ethical than competing super-economic publishers 

such as Newton and Mondadori, who pay author’s rights for new works.	
"
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Second, paperback publishers have had to rethink their distributional 

strategies. They have been pushed by Baraghini to target non-habitual readers 

and disseminate paperbacks into non-traditional channels of book distribution, 

such as news-stands and supermarkets. Also, once Millelire generated the 

super-economic phenomenon, specialised bookshops were established to cater 

for extra-cheap paperbacks. 	


"
Third, because the Millelire series has stimulated more competition in the 

paperback industry, Italian paperback publishers have been forced to revise 

their promotional tactics. Novelty in presentation and periodical launching of 

new titles (for example one new title per month in the case of 'I Miti' and 

'SuperPocket') has become a key to paperback promotion, together with more 

direct forms of distribution such as rock concerts, political rallies, youth 

events, book fairs and supermarkets. Other forms of mass media such as 

television (instigated by Baraghini promoting Lettera sulla felicità on Babele) 

and the Internet have also been effective.	


"
Commercially, first and foremost, publishers have had to drastically reduce 

paperback prices and develop economic printing techniques to reduce 

production costs. The price factor has been the area of paperback publishing 

policy most significantly affected by Baraghini's Millelire series. The general 

price range for paperbacks in Italy in the 1990s is significantly lower than 

previous years.  Second, because the prices of super-economic paperbacks 180

are so low, their publishers have needed to offer either very large print runs or, 

in the case of 'I Miti', to publish only one print run of a given title and then 

"

 In September 1995 in Britain the Net Book Agreement (NBA) collapsed, but a new fixed price was 180

designated in Italy in late 1995 because book prices were getting too low. For some Millelire 
publishers, low paperback prices have been difficult to maintain. For this reason Newton have 
published works out of copyright. They also had to increase their retail price of 1,000 lire to 1,500 lire 
because of the rise in paper costs in 1995, as noted in Chapter 5.
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offer the same title in a more expensive edition. In Chapter 5 it was illustrated 

that super-economic paperback sales were very high between 1993 and 1994, 

but declined after 1995. This declining trend has also been confirmed in 

Vigini's latest report on Italian publishing (Vigini, 1999). Nevertheless 

commercial paperback series such as the 'SuperPocket' continue to sell at 

super-economic prices in Italy today.	


"
Third, and finally, Baraghini's Millelire series can be considered a commercial 

venture, despite his insistence to the contrary. The publisher claims that he 

eschews commercial interests in favour of creating a space for his 'lettori 

armati' to liberate themselves from Italian publishing giants. Yet, ironically his 

business efforts are dedicated to specialising, establishing a distinctive 

trademark, providing effective and provocative marketing strategies, basic 

printing techniques and competitive low-priced paperbacks. Baraghini 

therefore supports the commercial aspects of the book trade he ardently claims 

to oppose. These publishing strategies, together with the Cantiere Millelire 

forum, might aspire to provide a publishing alternative from a political point 

of view; from a commercial point of view, however, they allow Millelire to 

make its mark and to be produced and promoted for a reduced price. To this 

end, then, although his strategies comply with the idealistic practises common 

for small presses, Baraghini purposely had a commercial objective to achieve 

in entering the market for small-medium sized publishers.	


"
Culturally speaking, the Millelire series has impacted on readers' lifestyles in a 

practical and economical manner, encouraging readers to read interstitially, 

and to work on themselves aesthetically. These tendencies in readers' 

comportments have shown that the Millelire initiative has encouraged the 

majority of the Italian reading public in the 1990s to respond to the 

convenience and portability of these mini-books rather than their controversial 

"
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content. Chapter 10 has shown that reader's tastes, on the whole, have not 

become more 'alternative' because of Stampa Alternativa's Millelire series. 	


"
Politically speaking, Baraghini has deployed the Millelire series as a vehicle 

for his counter-cultural mission. Here he depends on his committed readers to 

be critically affected by Millelire titles' controversial and subversive content in 

order to be stimulated to perform a political and cultural rebellion against the 

Italian status quo. However, the impact of the series on the actual book market 

and reading public falls somewhat short of Baraghini's ambitious expectations.	


"
4. What is the relationship between what Baraghini considers significant for 

his ideal publishing scheme and Millelire's actual impact on the Italian book 

market?	


"
There is a definite discontinuity between Baraghini's ideal notions of Millelire 

as a revolution in publishing and the actual impact the series has had on the 

paperback and reading market in Italy in the 1990s. I can draw the following 

conclusions based on the responses to the first three research questions.	


"
First, in claiming that his Millelire initiative is revolutionary, Baraghini has 

perpetuated an image of a cultural politics prioritised over the instrumental 

practicalities of publishing. His political motive in publishing Millelire is to 

have the series act as a vehicle for anarchy. This has meant that Baraghini has 

deprioritised the institutional aspects of publishing, including efficient 

distribution, professionalism in editing, and material quality, in favour of his 

militant cause. For this reason, his publishing mission has not been entirely 

successful. But Stampa Alternativa's politicised marketing discourse should 

not be under-estimated as an effective strategy to make a distinctive 

impression on the Italian book market and provoke readers and publishers 

"
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alike. It has helped make the Millelire series known to other publishers in the 

Italian book market; albeit not known to a vast number of readers. 	


"
Second, there is a substantial discrepancy between Baraghini's 'ideal' reading 

audience and the actual reading public for the Millelire series. Baraghini has 

stimulated a small proportion of committed readers to subscribe to Millelire 

and participate in the Cantiere Millelire forum, but the actual reading public 

for Millelire remains, it seems, young occasional readers with traditional tastes 

together with a marginal group who already possess the education and cultural 

knowledge to read and write for the series in an intelligent mode.	


"
5. What lessons have been learned in applying book history to the case study 

of Millelire as a contemporary publishing phenomenon?	


"
I can begin to address these lessons by reconsidering the relevance of 

Darnton's model to the Millelire publishing circuit. The publication process for 

Millelire incorporates three elements of Darnton's cycle that are closely linked: 

publishers (Baraghini was the creator of the series, but is also active in all 

aspects of the Millelire production process including illustrating book covers 

and marketing); printers (compositors, pressmen) and suppliers (paper, ink, 

type, labour). These processes are not clearly separated as the multiple tasks of 

publishers, printers and suppliers can be carried out by one person, and this 

person may also be a Millelire reader. 	


"
The publication of Millelire mini-books generally passes through the same 

cycle as that described in Darnton's communications circuit. To recall Darnton, 

his circuit runs from 'the author to publisher, the printer, the shipper, the 

bookseller and the reader' (Darnton, 1983: 5-7). However, there are four 

reasons why the Millelire publication process and Stampa Alternativa's 

publishing laboratory diverge from Darnton's model. This is largely because, "
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being an eighteenth-century French model, it can be seen as anachronistic for 

a contemporary 'medio-piccolo' publisher like Stampa Alternativa.	


"
First, although the essential steps in book production are apparent for 

Baraghini's paperback policy, the case study presented some significantly 

'alternative' strategies in each stage of the Millelire production process. 

Furthermore, the trigger for the Millelire production process is more likely to 

start with the Millelire book itself, rather than the author. This is because 

Baraghini has invited writers to write for the Millelire format. Second, the 

tasks carried out by the practitioners in Stampa Alternativa's 'collective 

laboratory' are not as clearly separated as Darnton's model suggests. For 

example, Baraghini is a marketer, as well as a designer of book covers. 

Readers are also writers, publishers and editors. Third, the alternative and 

direct modes of dissemination Baraghini utilises are not acknowledged by 

Darnton, because, clearly, these channels did not exist in eighteenth-century 

France. Fourth, publicity, economic and social conjunctures, and politics are 

integral to Baraghini's Millelire publishing project. For Darnton, on the 

contrary, these are all considered as 'external factors'. Therefore the most 

significant aspect of Darnton's communication circuit to be revised in 

accordance with the process for the publication of Millelire is the positioning 

of the elements in the middle three circles.  	
181

"
With regards to the role of readers in Darnton's circuit as compared with 

Baraghini's, the publisher's appeal to his readers to participate in the Millelire 

production process through an invitation to volunteer their services in creative 

writing, book production, editing and  distribution is an original initiative that 

has vital implications for Darnton's circuit. In fact, because readers have been 

explicitly invited to publish through the 'Cantiere Millelire' forum, Millelire 

" See the 'communications circuit' diagram in Chapter 2, on page 14.181
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readers are authors. The readers' role in Baraghini's communication circuit is 

not necessarily a hermeneutic one (as implied by Darnton's arrow from reader 

to author). Baraghini's readers who work in Stampa Alternativa's collective 

laboratory are also authors and publishing practitioners.	


"
It is now clear that although Darnton's model of a communications circuit has 

been useful as a starting point for understanding the book production process, 

the publication of Millelire in a contemporary context partly diverged from 

that model. Darnton's conceptual scheme does not include the collective and 

alternative publishing practices typically carried out by small presses like 

Stampa Alternativa.	


"
From 'a history of reading' perspective, my cultural investigation of the 

reading public for Millelire in the 1990s has provided some insights that 

support Roger Chartier's argument: reading practices comprise a variety of 

anthropological and intellectual elements. The anthropological component of 

reading practices has been illustrated in my discussion of 'la lettura 

interstiziale'. The intellectual component has been illustrated in my discussion 

of readers' rights based claims and the deployment of Millelire books by 

university students as a vehicle for cultivating a happier lifestyle and critical 

capacities. These observations about reading also support Chartier's argument 

that a diversity of reading practices occur within different social communities. 

However I must emphasise that the differentiation of the reading experiences 

among Millelire's actual audience does not depend on a polarity between an 

intellectual elite and a more popular or urban group of readers. Rather, 

Millelire's public possesses varying interests and abilities. Whether they are 

'lettori critici' and 'virtuosi' or ' lettori pigri' and 'meno abili', consumers have 

benefited from the novelty of the series. 	


"
"
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Finally, in applying an approach from the discipline of book history to an 

investigation of Millelire and the Italian reading public in the 1990s, I have 

developed a multi-disciplinary perspective that has not reduced the series to an 

empirical analysis of the Italian book market. The physical format of Millelire 

mini-books has been the point of departure for investigating its significance 

for publishing policy and for reading practices. Furthermore, by focusing on 

Millelire's format and publishing circumstances rather than their text, the 

thesis has provided a methodological alternative to textual analysis. This 

project has also proved that book history can be applied to describe the 

practices of a recently established publishing house in order to illustrate 

transformations in paperback publishing policies. The series therefore has 

significant implications for those scholars interested in exploring alternative 

strategies in paperback policy and the book trade, the distribution and 

production of marginal literature, contemporary transformations in the format 

of the paperback, and cultural changes in reading practices.	


"
I conclude, finally, that the Millelire series does not represent a political 

'revolution' which is capable of overthrowing conventional Italian culture and 

politics. The significance of this publishing phenomenon has not been 

politically transgressive. Rather, its significance is in respect of an impact on 

Italian publishing policy. Millelire books have greatly contributed to the 

development of a modern and innovative paperback sector in Italy. This 

conclusion finds support from a key expert on the Italian publishing industry, 

Giuliano Vigini, in this comment from his very recent report on Italian 

publishing: 	


"
'Millelire': un'idea geniale e coraggiosa, sottovalutata 
all'inizio, che innescava invece un'autentica 'rivoluzione' 
nel settore [. . . ] perché, creando un nuovo segmento di 
mercato, avrebbero dato il via a interventi editoriali e 
catena, determinando assetti e prospettive nuove in tutta "
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l'area del tascabile [. . .]. I 'Millelire' è stato dunque 
come una grande fiamma in un mercato 
complessivamente piuttosto spento. (Vigini, 1999: 40-1; 
42)	
"

These mini-books were initially undervalued by other paperback publishers 

such as Sellerio, Montroni and Capitani because of their supposedly poor 

literary quality, flimsy presentation and affordability. Yet these publishing 

rivals cannot deny that the Millelire books have changed the face of the Italian 

paperback industry and challenged the dominant practices and products of 

mainstream Italian paperback publishers. 	


"
What has been established in this thesis, and is now confirmed by Vigini's 

comment, is that Millelire's alternative publishing process has been 

transformative for publishers' production and marketing strategies. Baraghini 

perhaps did not anticipate the cultural and practical implications the series has 

had for publishing policy in generating the super-economic phenomenon (as 

discussed in Chapter 5) and in modifying readers' practices, gestures and 

habits (as discussed in Chapter 9). No doubt, for Baraghini, these implications 

do not live up to his socially transformative political aspirations, but the 

publisher should be enthusiastic about the culturally significant impact he has 

made on the book trade and reading public in Italy.	


"

"
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Appendix 1 

"
Millelire Titles According to Genres (1989-1999)  182

"
Classici 

GUIDA AD USO DI CHI VIAGGIA IN ITALIA, Stendhal 	

IL DIAVOLO CREATORE , Nikolay Rajnov.	

LA PIETRA FILOSOFALE Sylvester e Rosine , Cristoph Martin Wieland	

LA PIDI E AMORI 111 epigrammi, Marco Valerio Marziale. 	

LETTERA SULLA FELICITÀ, Epicuro	

FUGA E MORTE DI TOLSTOI, Stefan Zweig. 	

I PRIVILEGI , Stendhal. 	

IL TEMPO Lettera a Lucilio I° e brani dai Dialoghi e dalle Lettere, Lucio 
Anneo Seneca.	

NATALE  Quattordici preghiere scritte a Vailima - Un sermone di Natale, 
Robert Louis Stevenson. 	

BALLATE E LASSE, François Villon. 	

FRAMMENTI, Eraclito. 	

DAL GRANDE ARLECCHINO, Arthur Schnitzler. 	

GERMANIA, Rudyard Kipling. 	

PALINODIA (Canto alla rovescia), Giacomo Leopardi.	

ALCESTI, IL DONO DI SÉ Dramma di Euripide in tre atti, un prologo ed un 
epilogo, Euripide	

POESIE SATIRICHE, Lucillio. 	

SULLA FORTUNA, Plutarco.	

MANUALE DI EPITTETO Nella versione di Giacomo Leopardi 	

ELOGIO DELL’OZIO, Robert Louis Stevenson. 	

I COSMETICI, Ovidio. 	


"

 The titles appear in this list in upper case because this is the format used in Stampa Alternativa's 182

publisher's list and on the front cover of Millelire titles. This is a technique which, again, defies 
bibliographical traditions. It is also interesting to note Stampa Alternativa's use of generic 
classifications here. 'Classici', for example, do not refer to classics in a traditional sense, but designate 
those titles which are to be considered classics in the Millelire series. Moreover, although the manuals 
are predominantly practical in their focus, the titles classified under 'civile' can be considered as 
subversive in content, catering for the margins of civic society rather than the 'normative' guidelines as 
to how to be a 'good citizen'. This include titles about homosexuality, eroticism and political rebellion. 
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LA BARCA DEI COMICI E altre pagine dai Mémoires. Carlo Goldoni	

SENTENZE. Teognide. 	

LA LOQUACITÀ, Plutarco. 	

UCCELLI Nella versione di Augusto Ponzio e Marco Martinelli, Aristofane	

LA GERMANIA Tacito. Traduzione di Filippo Tommaso Marinetti.	

SONETTI D’AMORE, William Shakespeare. 	

STORIA DEL GENERE UMANO, Lucrezio. 	

L'AMORE AL TEMPO DEI MISTERI La repressione dei Baccanali nel 186 
a.C., Tito Livio.	

L'ELOGIO DELLA MOSCA, Luciano di Samosata. 	

I DISPIACERI DELLA CARNE Perì sarcophagìas, Plutarco	

DISEGNI LETTERARI, Giacomo Leopardi. 	

IL TEMPO CHE FUGGE Sonetti, William Shakespeare. 	

VERSI AUREI. Pitagora. 	

LA SUPERSTIZIONE. Spinoza	

MALAFEDE. L'inganno consapevole del potere smascherato dall’intelligenza. 
Voltaire	

"

Narrativa 
AMERICA, Marcello Gallian.	

GENTE DI MEZZ’AGOSTO, Angiolo Bandinelli. 	

PAPALAGI Discorsi del capo Tuiavii di Tiavea delle isole Samoa 	

 Tuiavii di Tiavea,  Introduzione di Erich Scheurmann. 	

CARO LUCREZIO, Massimo Pasquini. 	

IN TRANSIBERIANA Con Han, Kidane, Bemnet, Bashir Angelo Maria 
Pellegrino	

MEMORIE DI STEFANO ROMITI DETTO “BIMBO”, A cura di Adamo 
Valerio. 	

TRIP, Alessandro Pigozzi "Prince Faster"	

TUTORI DELL'OSSIGENO Ovvero del buco della fascia di ozono e della 
formula del collante dell’Universo, Gaetano Dentamaro	

RACCONTI GALEGHI, Alfonso Castelao, Rafael Dieste, Alvaro Cunqueiro, 
Carlos Casares.	

ETA ETA GLI UCCELLI GIALLI, Jiri Orten. 	

IL GIULLARE, Ivano Fossati. 	

ALI. Yukio Mishima.	

IL CASO MARTELLO, Guido Chiesa e Antonio Leotti	
"
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RACCONTI DALLE CANARIE, José Zamora Reboso, María Luisa Gantes, 
José Ervigio Díaz Marrero, Dolores Campos Herrero, Antonio Félix Martín 
Hormiga. 	

RACCONTI DALLE LANGHE, Gian Balsamo, Donato Bosca, Danilo 
Manera	

TEATRINO, Alphonse Allais. 	

UN'AVVENTURA GALANTE DEL CONTE DI CAVOUR, F. Tripeleff 	

RACCONTI DALLA LUNIGIANA, Amilcare Mario Grassi, Roberto 
Bugliani, Maurizio Maggiani, Paolo Bertolani. 	

TASSELLI, Gian Franco Grechi 	

LETTERA PER LA SCELTA DI UNA MOGLIE, Johannes Keplero	

SOLDI, SOLDI. Gertrude Stein. 	

RACCONTI ECUADORIANI, Pablo Palacio, Pedro Jorge Vera, Eugenia 
Viteri, Carlos Béjar Portilla, Iván Egüez.	

INQUIETUDINE D’AMORE, Yukio Mishima.	

KUNIA E LE ALTRE, Francesca Lesnoni 	

L'OFFICINA DEI GEMITI, GianCarlo Onorato. 	

NEAL E I TRE STOOGES, Jack Kerouac. 	

CASA NOSTRA, Giovanni Pomponi 	

L’OROLOGIAIO. Gustav Meyrink	

NEL SEGRETO DI PALMAROLA, Angelo Maria Pellegrino	

RACCONTI DALLA SAPIENZA Il primo millelire dell’università, Francesco 
De Vitis, Daniele Antonio Mascitelli, Roberta Moscarelli.	

BOTTEGA LETTERARIA Racconti, poesie, canzoni, Insegnanti e studenti 
dell’Iti Galileo Ferraris.	

CALVINO IN TOPOLINO, Storie di scrittori, di libri e di lettori  Franca 
Mora.	

CINEMA E CINEMA, Vladimir Majakovskij. 	

GUARD-RAIL, Luca Conti.	

IL PORTABORSE Soggetto originale del film, Franco Bernini e Angelo 
Pasquini 	

GLI ALBIGESI, Charles Robert Maturin. 	

UN BALILLA E IL SUO CANE. IL DOPPIO-VITA E MORTE DEL 
LUOGOTENENTE CHIO, Marc Soriano 	

IL GIOCO. Sandro Battisti 	

IL DIARIO DI ADAMO ED EVA, Mark Twain	

TRISTANO ALCHIMISTA  Racconto,  Gianni Eugenio Viola 	

"
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SE FOSSI INDIO Leggende dell'Amazzonia selezionate e adattate da Aldo Lo 
Curto, A cura di Aldo Lo Curto	

MAROCCO. Elio Paoloni 	

UNA QUESTIONE DI STILE Racconto vincitore del XX premio "Gran giallo 
città di Cattolica”, Sandro Borgia	

L'ACROBATA E LA SUA OMBRA, Augusto Ponzio 	

LA STELLA DI LEGNO, Marcel Schwob. 	

LIBRO DI IO. Carlotta Wittig 	

NON SI PUÒ MICA FARE IL BAGNO CON QUESTE TROIE DI ONDE, 
Matteo Bianchi.	

RACCONTO DELL'ANNO VECCHIO DI CHARLES DICKENS, Serena 
Luciani.	

VIAN IL DISERTORE, Furio Lippi 	

DOÑA PAMELA ed altri racconti, Juanito Donoso 	

LO SCOPO DELLA LUNA Chi sa far perdurare l'amore ?, Tom Robbins	

STALINIADE, Jurij Borev. 	

SUDORE E ASFALTO, Antonio Veneziani 	

VERA E ZOJKA, Jurij Trifonov. 	

LA SIGNORA E IL VENDITORE AMBULANTE, Shay 'Agnon.	

IL PASSANTE DI PRAGA  L'ebreo latino , Guillaume Apollinaire.	

DIO & C  -  COMPLEANNO, Maurizio Torchio - Maria Teresa Di Lascia	

ELIOPPIDO E LA NOTTE DELLA CIVETTA Racconto vincitore del XXI 
premio "Gran giallo città di Cattolica”, Giuseppe Toni	

SVASTICA, Charles Bukowski.	

L'INGEGNERE E ALTRI RACCONTI, Benedetta de Vito	

UNA DOMENICA MATTINA - SGUARDO - UNA NUVOLA BIANCA, 
Romualdo Romano 	

ENEA, Grasso Francesco 	

KEROUAC AND CO. Beat City Blues, Jack Kerouac, Diane Di Prima, 
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Denise Levertov, Frank O'Hara, Leroi Jones, Gregory 
Corso. Traduzioni: E.Beneforti, S.Ferrini, R.Fedeli, L.Giachi, P.F.Jacuzzi, 
L.Oldani, S.Piccolo, L.Scarlini, R.Subri. 	

L'AMORE È UNA BRUTTA COSA CON UN BEL NOME, Fabio Lubrano 	

CRONOLOGIA DI UN DUPLICE OMICIDIO PREMEDITATO XXII premio 
"Gran Giallo Città di Cattolica”, Giorgio Santi 	

"
"
"
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IL COMMISSARIO GARGIULO XXII premio "Gran Giallo Città di 
Cattolica”, Patrizia 	

L'INCIDENTE XXII premio "Gran Giallo Città di Cattolica”, Luigi 	

L'UOMO DEGLI ATTI CRIMINALI XXII premio "Gran Giallo Città di 
Cattolica", Franco D'Emilio	

UN BRUTTO AFFARE   XXII premio "Gran Giallo Città di Cattolica”, 
Corrado Salis	

ATTENZIONE SUL PRIMO BINARIO- LA LEZIONE- AMORE E 
GRAMMATICA, Denis Artioli - Massimo Mazzotti - Sandro Borgia 	

144. CONFESSIONE DI UNA TELEFONISTA EROTICA, Francesca 
Mazzuccato 	

HARLEY DAVIDSON  Nove racconti per sentire una marmitta che canta nel 
deserto , Roberto Saporito	

CARRETERA CENTRAL Appunti di un viaggio a Cuba, Mauro Evangelisti e 
Fabio 	

COME MI HANNO SPENNATO L'UCCELLO - GIOVANE VERGINE 
INTATTO  La mia esperienza per il cantiere di narrativa gay PENNE 
D'UCCELLO -  Racconto gay, Tripeleff - Anonimo.	

LA PORTA DEL DIAVOLO, Gianni Eugenio Viola 	

SCENE DI CACCIA NEI CASSONETTI,  Zeibist 	

DAL VUOTO ASSOLUTO - BRET EASTON ELLIS, Lorenzo Moneta	

PAURA, Anton Cechov. 	

TU VOLEVI UN FIGLIO CARABINIERO, Luciano Valli e Adele Cambria	

TI AMO DA MATTI. Amore e folli, Enrico Baraldi	

GIU' LA MASCHERA. Gran Giallo Città di Cattolica, Vincitori Mystfest 
1996	

SUICIDIO Il racconto di Sergej Petrovic, Leonid Andreev	

TRE RACCONTI, Boris Vian	

"

Poesia	

TRENTANOVE CANZONI Da Gesubambino al Pifferaio , Paola Pallottino 	

VIVO DI PIC-NIC, Francesco Paladino.	

IMMAGINE D'AMORE Poesie e incisioni, Emilio Greco. 	

TRE AMORI GIUDICATI,  Francesco Paladino 	

FASTIGI Poesie , Simonetta Badini	

LE PAROLE DI ALDA MERINI, Alda Merini. 	


"
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POESIE, Robert Walser. 	

SALE ROSSO, Anna Lamberti-Bocconi. 	

IPERMARKET EMILIA NORD, Giuseppe Caliceti, Giovanni Lindo Ferretti, 
Lorenzo Miglioli, Stefano Raspini. 	

SUL SENTIERO, Enrico Natale Cotti. 	

LA PIUMA E IL PIOMBO, Rosella Mancini 	

TRATTATO POETICO DI VULCANOLOGIA, Francesco Paladino	

DIETRO LA PORTA, Emily Dickinson.	

TAROCCHI Con 22 chine di Salvatore Carbone, Evaristo Solfanelli	

LARP (LABORATORIO APERTO DI RICERCA POETICA), Giovanna 
Salabè, Elena Sagretti, Attilia Bellia, Riccardo Angiolani, Carla De Simone, 
Dante Quaglietta, Marco Belocchi, Alessandro Mariotti, Alimberto Antonio 
Torri, Menelvagor, Mario De Felicis, Gianfranco Osu, Gianni Palocci Poveri, 
Gianni Nicolai, Lu	

SU MORU IN CROBETURA Il moro sul tetto , Lina Aresu 	

BREVIARIO ESPRESSIONISTA 19 poeti tedeschi, Ernst Stadler, Else 
Lasker-Schüler, Georg Heym, Georg Trakl, Gottfried Benn, Heinrich Nowak, 
Richard Oehring, Franz Werfel, Albert Ehrenstein, Ernst Toller, Kurt 
Heynicke, Edlef Köppen, Johannes R. Becher, Claire Goll, Herbert Kühne, 
Rudolf Leonhard, Lo	

DIALOGHI DEL SOLILOQUIO , Francesca Maria Sansoni 	

LA RICCHEZZA CHE CRESCE, Franco Giovanelli.	

STOCCATE, Jimmy Villotti. 	

LAMPADINE SCOPPIATE, Gian Marco Chiavari	

7 IPOTESI PER UN INCONTRO Fiaba d’amore per chi ama il blu, Rosanna 
Chiessi	

IL PAESE GUASTO (La terra desolata), Thomas Stearns Eliot	

CANZONI DELLA FORCA da Galgenlieder, Palmström, Palma Kunkel, Der 
Gingganz, Christian Morgenstern	

ELENA B. Il sogno dell’unicorno. Poesie, Elena B. 	

IL PAESE GUASTO (La terra desolata), Thomas Stearns Eliot	

MAMMACANNIBALE Ricettine per gustarsi una bambina piccola, Letizia 
Cella. 	

RINGRAZIO SEMPRE CHI MI DA' RAGIONE. Aforismi di Alda Merini, 
Giuliano Grittini.	

POESIE D’AMOR, autori vari classici e contemporanei	

"
"
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Saggi	


IL CATALOGO È QUESTO, Serse Luigetti, Alberto Sorbini, Severino Cesari 	

CINQUECENTO TITOLI DIECI ANNI, Stampa Alternativa in collaborazione 
con libreria Pontremoli 	

PASCAL. LETTERE SULLA PROBABILITÀ, Alfréd Rényi	

LA CALLIGRAFIA RISCOPERTA, Kathy Reece	

PERCHÉ DOVREI AFFLIGGERMI ORA, Osho Rajneesh. 	

COMPAGNI DIVISI C'è mai stato un polo a sinistra alternativo alla DC? 
Cifre, dati, commenti , Gabriella Fanello Marcucci 	

L’ATTORE, Gerardo Guerrieri. Presentazione di Vittorio Gassman	

CHIUDIAMO LE SCUOLE, Giovanni Papini 	

TAGLI DI PIOMBO. Barbara Alberti 	

MARYLIN. Giuliana Mastrangeli 	

COME VOTERAI Tutto quello che devi sapere per capire le nuove proposte 
di. riforma elettorale . Massimo Teodori. 	

LEZIONI D’AMORE. Melania Ciriminna e Gioacchino Carollo 	

IL TEATRO DEL TIBET, Antonio Attisani 	

IMMAGINI DAL CYBERSPAZIO  (Codici Immaginari n°2 e 1/2),  Nando 
Vitale e Roberto Callipari. 	

ANTICLERICALE . Dada Knorr, Federico Sora, Donato Romito, Walter Siri, 
Patrizia Diamante, Gianni Olmi. 	

I VAMPIRI SONO TRA NOI! In appendice il racconto Il Vampiro di Jan 
Neruda Fabio 	

IL DIALOGO DELLA MENZOGNA, Massimo A. Bonfantini e Augusto 
Ponzio	

SPLATTER, Teresa Macrì 	

MODUGNO UNA BIOGRAFIA NON AUTORIZZATA, Alberto Selvaggi 	

TFP TEATRO FESTIVAL PARMA Il qui e l'altrove dello spettatore , Dort, 
Strehler, Buffagni, Capriolo, Groppali, Paduano, Dall'Aglio, Lykoudis, Quadri, 
Syberberg, Magris, Pitoiset, Martinelli.	

LE NINNE NANNE, Federico Garcia Lorca. 	

GUERRA AI DEMOLITORI !, Victor Hugo. 	

LE DISGRAZIE DEL LIBRO IN ITALIA ,  Giovanni Papini 	

IL SANTO ROGO E LE SUE VITTIME,  A cura di Gianni Olmi	

L'OBBEDIENZA NON È PIÙ UNA VIRTÙ,  Don Lorenzo Milani. 	

FILOSOFIA DELLA NON-VIOLENZA Conferenza tenuta in India nel 

"
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gennaio 1966, Osho Rajneesh. 	

CHE COSA È LA MAFIA, Gaetano Mosca. 	

DUE EPOCHE, Søren Kierkegaard	

LA COSA PIÙ BELLA DI FIRENZE È McDONALD'S   Aforismi mai scritti,  
Andy Warhol.	

DIZIONARIETTO ROMPITASCABILE DEGLI EDITORI ITALIANI, 
COMPILATO DA UNO DEI SUDDETTI A.F.Formíggini Editore in Roma 
1928 , A.F.Formíggini	

IL GIOVANE CACCIARI , Dario Borso 	

STATO E CHIESE Il potere clericale in Italia dopo il "nuovo Concordato" del 
1984 tra Craxi e Wojtyla,  A cura di Mario Alighiero Manacorda, Marcello 
Vigli, Gianni Long 	

L'ARTUSI S+N TEAnO RASTA  La religione delle attese , A cura di Carlo 
Scibilia 	

STAMPA UNDERGROUND IN ITALIA 60/70, A cura di Matteo Guarnaccia 
e Gianni Laterza	

VILIPENDIO Manualetto sulle "offese all’autorità”. Redazione: Dada Knorr,  
A cura dell'Associazione italiana per lo sbattezzo (Fano, PS) 	

L'AVVELENAMENTO DELLA COSCIENZA, Osho Rajneesh 	

LA MOLE ROVESCIATA, Corrado Levi e Gruppo Cliostraat 	

LA FAVA TRIONFANTE I genitali nella letteratura, Luciano Spadanuda 	

STORIA DELLA CANAPA INDIANA Breve ma veridica, Daniele Piomelli 	

ANCHE LE OCHE SANNO SGAMBETTARE, Don Lorenzo Milani. 	

SORANO E IL SUO TERRITORIO, Ideazione e coordinamento di Marcello 
Baraghini., Testo di Gianni Feo	

MILLE TIPI DI BELLO Intervista sulla scuola, Silvio Ceccato	

"NON HO MAI BALLATO CON UN PRESIDENTE". Autobiografia non 
scritta di, Giulio Andreotti Nicola De Mattia.	

"

Manuali	

INTER RAIL-MAN Manuale per chi viaggia in treno, Luca Conti	

CARTA RECICLATA, Alvise 	

IL LIBRO DIMEZZATO, Libri e librerie a metà prezzo 	

INTER RAIL-MAN The indipendent Train traveller , Luca Conti. 	

IL PICCOLO OBIETTORE Guida pratica al servizio civile, A cura di Claudio 
Di Blasi e Massimo Paolicelli	


"
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IL LETTORE A(R)MATO Vademecum di autodifesa, Luca Ferrieri. 
Postfazione di Goffredo Fofi.	

MILITARI A CASA Come fare o non fare il servizio di leva, Claudio Di Blasi, 
Luca Spada, Paolo 	

IL LAVORO RENDE LIBERI Guida per chi cerca lavoro, Luciana Grava	

INTERNET Come navigare nella più grande rete telematica del mondo, A cura 
di Agorà Telematica.	

SMILEY Le faccine di Internet , A cura di Gianmario.	

ALMANACCO DI BIOEST 96 IV fiera dei prodotti naturali e delle 
associazioni ambientaliste, culturali, del volontariato , A cura del Centro 
Ecologista Naturista Anita di Trieste	

L’ASPIRINA É COME PIPPO BAUDO Cosa sono e cosa fanno le medicine 
domestiche, Enrico Baraldi	

MANUALE PER IL GIOVANE ARTISTA, Giovanni Bai. 	

UN TUFO NEL PASSATO... Miniguida alla riscoperta dei piccoli inizi di un 
borgo antico . Bambini della IVa elementare di Pitigliano 	

TEMPO LIBERATO Guida alle vacanze utili . Simona Bonariva 	

LA TOMBA ETRUSCA ILDEBRANDA  Sovana, Ideazione di Marcello 
Baraghini. Testo di Gianni Feo.	

PER ABUSO DOMESTICO Dalla lettura della bolletta alla cronaca: che cosa 
abbiamo pagato con l'energia elettrica. Guida per l'utente illuminato 	

LIBROBUS Cosa e come leggere in autobus, Luciano Comida 	

LA DISCARICA DEI 101. 101 alibi per abbandonare un cane, Alessandro 
Paronuzzi	

BICI E LIBERTA'. L'arte del viaggio in bicicletta, Luigi Bairo	

GRECIANDO. Viaggiare in libertà per le isole greche, Vittorio D'Orazio	

INTERNET x FAN (IXF), Gianni Del Bove Orlandi, Roberto Santella e 
Marco Spagnoli	

IL TELE_LAVORO NON È UNA TELE-VISIONE Che cosa è il telelavoro	

Pasquale Russo	

JUGGLING L'arte della giocoleria, Adolfo Rossomando	

"

Umorismo	

CODICE DEI FIDANZATI, Achille Campanile e Raymond Peynet 	

DUERUOTE Guida d'uso e fantasia secondo il nuovo Codice della Strada, 
Alessandro Bergonzoni, Lella Costa Faso (Elio e le storie tese), Gino e 

"
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Michele, Enzo Jannacci, Francesco Rutelli. Con fumetti di Stefano Disegni 	

MILLE NANI Tutto quello che Biancaneve avrebbe voluto sapere e non ha 
mai osato chiedere , Marco Ferrazzoli	

LA SIGNORA PONTIDA  Con un racconto di Margherita Giacobino , Pat 
Carra	

IL BEEEERLUSCA, Zap e Ida 	

MANUALE PER NON SUICIDARSI, Wais Sabatini 	

CHI È 'STA CICCIONA? MIA MADRE. PERBACCO, BELLA DONNA! 
100 battute da 100 film, Daniele Soffiati	

HO LA VAGINA PECTORIS I malanni secondo i pazienti, A cura di Claudia 
Garabello, Luisa Lanza e Cristiano Marchetti	

MA PERCHE' NON SIAMO NATI TUTTI FINOCCHI? 100 battute da 100 
film famosi, A Cura di Daniele Soffiati	

GENERAZIONE SFIGATA Le proposte dei giovani laburisti, A cura di P. 
Regoli e G. Lattanzi	

E IO PAGO! E IO PAGO! Le migliori battute dai film di Totò, A cura di 
Biagio Cofini e Beppe Finessi	

"

Cronaca	

HO FATTO IL CENSIMENTO, Marco Pasquali 	

TEATRO PETRUZZELLI / DIETRO L’INCENDIO, A cura di Gianni Laterza 	

PER NON DIMENTICARE Bologna 2 agosto 1980. Riflessioni su un film, 
Studenti dell’Istituto Tecnico Statale "Botticelli" di Roma in occasione della 
proiezione del film "Per non dimenticare" 	

GOLPE DI PIETRO Cronaca immaginaria , Matteo Montan 	

MEMBRI DI PARTITO Le avventure pornopolitiche di Rossana Doll , 
Alberto Selvaggi	

I VOSTRI BAMBINI, Charles Manson. 	

MEMBRI DI PARTITO Nuova edizione evirata. Le avventure pornopolitiche 
di Rossana Doll,  Alberto Selvaggi	

ORRIDIARIO. Gli strafalcioni degli Italianim Francesco Maria Vercillo e 
Alessandra Zacchino	

STRANI AMORI. Viaggio tra giornali e agenzie per chi cerca moglie o 
marito, Marco Pasquali	

"
"
"
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Civili	


IL FUTURO ANTERIORE  Come si scrivono le sentenze , Adriano Sofri 	

LA DEMOCRAZIA Passi di autori vari , Atene VI-IV sec. A.C.	

LA MORTE NECESSARIA DI ENRICO MATTEI , Nico Perrone 	

MAFIA & POLITICA Relazione di minoranza sui rapporti fra mafia e politica 
alla Commissione Parlamentare Antimafia , Marco Taradash 	

IMPUTATO HAMMETT , Pike Borsa	

PENNE SPORCHE, Tito Gilberto. Prefazione di Vittorio Feltri 	

ANIMALI A(R)MATI Manuale dei diritti degli animali. Leggi - competenze - 
interventi , Stefano Apuzzo.	

MURUROA MON AMOUR Il pericolo nucleare 10 anni dopo Cernobyl , A 
cura dei Giovani Verdi.	

DE BELLO FALLICO Cronaca di una brutta legge sulla violenza sessuale, 
Roberta Tatafiore 	

PASSATO REMOTO. Note a una sentenza che vuole essere definitiva, 
Adriano Sofri.	

IL RITORNO DI SILVIO PELLICO, Pablo Echaurren e Valerio Fioravanti.	

A DOPPIA MANDATA Riflessioni sul carcere, la pena, la giustizia. Adriano 
Sofri.	

OMOSESSUALE E' NATURALE. A cura della Federazione dei Verdi	

"

Musica e Canzoni	

LE RADICI E LE ALI GANG. CANZONI E STORNELLI Omaggio a 
Romolo Balzani , A cura dell’Archivio Balzani 	

VLADIMIR VYSOTSKY 19 canzoni, Traduzione di Silvana Aversa. 
Introduzione di Gino Castaldo. Presentazione di Amelia Rosselli 	

RAPPITALIA Hip-Hop e Raggamuffin al Sud , Alessandra Mele e Piero 
Sansò 	

BREL È il vento del nord che mi farà capitano . Angela Bruno	

LA MUSICA È FINITA? IT'S NOW OR NEVER Premio Città di Recanati. 
Nuove tendenze della Canzone d'Autore. Una proposta Per La Musica 
Popolare Italiana 	

CAETANO VELOSO Un cantautore contromano , Marco Molendini.	

PHIL OCHS: LA VITA E LA MUSICA, Mimmo Franzinelli 	

HO CONOSCIUTO MIA MOGLIE PERCHE' ENTRAMBI ANDAVAMO 
CON LO STESSO RAGAZZO, A cura di Massimiano Bucchi	


"
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Droghe	


FANTADROGA Rebus 1990. Analisi fantascientifica (ma nemmeno tanto) 
della nuova proposta di legge 	

PROIBIZIONISMO ANTIPROIBIZIONISMO E DROGHE, Giancarlo Arnao	

LA LEGGE SULLA DROGA. L'IRRAZIONALITÀ E L’ARBITRIO, Luigi 
Ferrajoli 	

DROGA VIETATA MAFIA ARRICCHITA, Giorgio Bocca  e Luigi Manconi	

LSD I miei incontri con Huxley, Leary, Jünger, Vogt,  Albert Hofmann	

VIAGGI ACIDI Albert Hofmann intervistato da Pino Corrias	

DROGA A ROMA. GLI EFFETTI DEL PROIBIZIONISMO, Vanna 
Barenghi. 	

IL FUNGO MAGICO, Tom Robbins. 	

PERCEZIONI DI REALTÀ, Albert Hofmann. 	

DROGHE LEGGERE, Vauro	

IL NARCOTRAFFICO. Marco De Andreis 	

I MISTERI DI ELEUSI, Albert Hofmann. 	

ECSTASY, Ralph Metzner e Sophia Adamson	

CANNA/BIS  Uso e abuso , Giancarlo Arnao 	

OLD OSSERVATORIO DELLE LEGGI SULLA DROGA XIII rapporto * 
settembre 1995 , Carla Rossi, Vittoria Buratta, Roberta Crialesi (Istat), 
Susanna Conti, Antonello Marzano, Marco Alfò e Rocco Santoro 	

LEGALIZZATELA, A cura di Maurizio Baruffi - Giovani Verdi.	

"

Immagini e Disegni	

PROSPETTIVE FIABESCHE di macchine rare,  Fortunato Depero 	

KALLIGRAMMI & FOTOGRAMMI, Francesco Carlo Crispolti.	

L'UNIVERSITÀ Disegni per l'inserto del Corriere della Sera, Ugo Guarino 	

FORME DI RELAZIONE, Piero Almeoni, Maurizio Donzelli, Emilio Fantin, 
Eva Marisaldi, Premiata Ditta, Luca Quartana, Tommaso Tozzi. 	

RITRATTI	

 Marco Delogu. Con testi di: Silvia Bre, Rocco Carbone, Marco Lodoli, Diego 
Mormorio, Jesper Svenbro, Valeri Viganò, Vito Bruno, Erri De Luca, Valerio 
Magrelli, Pia Pera, Emanuele Trevi, Valentino Zeichen 	

GARRETTO JAMAIS VU Les hommes typiques retrouvés, A cura di Gian 
Marco Chiavari	

"
"
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GARRETTO MAI VISTO Otto soggetti ritrovati A cura di Gian Marco 
Chiavari	

LA CLASSE SI RICONOSCE Dieci nuovi talenti 1993/4 , Istituto Europeo di 
Design - Roma. Dipartimento di Design del Gioiello	

TACCUINI , Andrea Chiesi 	

PAESAGGIO CONTEMPORANEO 40 foto di Ettore Sottsass , Ettore 
Sottsass	

25 PITTORI DEL RACCOLTO PER I 25 ANNI DI STAMPA 
ALTERNATIVA, Arlati, Baratella, Cenci, Colli, Correggiari, Deodato, 
Doniselli, Galbusera, Ghelli, Grittini, Granetto, Manzotti, Marchesotti, 
Monico, Ognibene, Oppi, Pizzi, Sanguineti, Sesia, Sleiter, Stasi, Tadini, 
Treccani, Ventura, Viggi 	

L'ALTRO CATALOGO Suggestioni, disegni, architetture , Ettore Sottsass e 
compagni 	

TANTI AUGURI ALL'EDITORE  25 corone per un reame senza sovrani con 
un racconto di Enrico Brizzi, Enrico Brizzi, Elisa Sighicelli, Giacomo Spazio, 
Marco Delogu, Orsola Capretti, Guido Mittiga, Antonio Sorrentino, 
Alessandro Albert e Paolo Verzone, Totto Renna, Maria Mesch, Gianfranco 
Roselli, Luigi Gelati, Simona Balma Mion, Giovanni Bai + Teo Tello.	

LA FEBBRE DELL'ORO Autoritratti. Nuovi talenti 1994/95,  Istituto Europeo 
di Design - Roma. Dipartimento di Design del Gioiello	

IL PENSIERO GENERALE ALLA FINE DEL SECONDO MILLENNIO, 
Ettore Sottsass. 	

"

Erotik Design	

PRESENTIMENTO DI VITA,  Lucia Covi e Anita Marangoni 	

CI SPUTERESTI SOPRA? La sputacchiera moderna , A cura di Andrea 
Abascià, Fabio Agostinelli, Andrea Frassinelli, Rosy Ghezzi, Antonio 
Ingrassia, Corrado Levi, Michela Mosca, Igor Pesce, Filippo Pizzamiglio	

SPAZIO ABITABILE 1968-1996, Bruno Munari. 	

RITRATTI ETRUSCHI, Foto di Marco Delogu. Testi di Geraldine A. Johnson, 
Elisabetta Rasy, Pietro Tamburini ed Enrico Zonghi 	

VADEMECUM DELL'ARTISTA D'ORNAMENTI 835 motivi per le arti 
decorative in colore, stoffe, metalli, legno, ecc, Augusto Garneri	

"
"
"
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Fumetto	


PORCO, Simona Cianci 	

SNATCH COMICS (I), A cura di G.D.Iachini. 	

E BEN GLI STA Favoletta con morale,  Fabio Visintin. 	

TRINO ATTO I°.  Altan 	

TRINO ATTO II°. Altan 	

SNATCH COMICS (II), A cura di G.D.Iachini. 	

NON SORRIDERE AL CARNEFICE Disegni satirici sulla pena di morte, 
Altan, Bozzoli, Bucchi, Burki, Calligaro, Cavandoli, Ceccon, Contemori, 
Cemak, Giannelli, Giuliano, Krauze, Maramotti, Marcenaro, Marfagno, Mora, 
Origone, Orlando, Rebori, Reymond, Staino, Smuda, Tognola, Vauro. A cura 
del premio satira politica di Fort	

UNA MATITA A SERRAMANICO. Omaggio a Stefano Tamburini, Michele 
Mordente e Giuseppe Marano	

"

Ragazzi	

PESCE PINOLO E ALBERO ARMANDO In appendice Microbo Gelsopino,  
Luca Raffaelli 	

IL BUCO DELLA PORTA, Direzione didattica 2° circolo Sarzana. Scuola di 
Luni stazione. 	

IL MIO GATTO STAVA MALE Classe quinta A, Scuola Elementare Vittorio 
Veneto , Massimo Presciutti 	

L'AVVENTURA DI UN GIORNALE,  Classe I A Scuola Elementare Viale 
XXI luglio, Sarzana	

A COME ASINO Animali dall'a alla z raccontati e disegnati dai bambini, 
Bambini della scuola comunale per l'infanzia di piazza della Scala a Roma 
(1992/93	

I CRETINI E I FURBI, Enrico Barbero	

"

Linguaggi	

LE MILLE LIRE SCRITTE. Claudio G. Pisani	

PAROLE IN RITIRATA Scritte raccolte nei cessi , Mauro Pedretti 	

SESSO DA VISITA Messaggi raccolti nelle cabine telefoniche di Londra,  
Fabio Sassi	

SONO ASDRUBALE, CHIAMO DALL'ISOLA DI PASQUA Deliri 
quotidiani degli italiani a Radio Radicale , A cura di Jill Anaeli 	
"
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CAZZI VOSTRI IO DOMANI VADO IN SVIZZERA Le scritte delle schede 
nulle , A cura di Gian Marco Chiavari	

OSCAR TORNA IN SACRESTIA Un anno di scritte sui muri a Milano 	

 A cura di Andrea Termine.	

UCCELLO ASININO CERCASI Cosa c'è scritto negli annunci erotici degli 
italiani, B.J.Loz 	

DEDICHE D’AUTORE, Marco Spagnoli	

DIO C'È GIUSTIZZIA NON C'È. Frasi e parole sui muri delle carceri. 
Salvatore Ricciardi	

TRANQUILLI OGGI NON VI PICCHIAMO Gli slogan degli ultras negli 
stadi, A cura di Gabriele Viganò	

"
"

"
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Millelire Titles According to Year  

(1989-1995; 1998, 1989)  183

""
1989 
Depero, F. (ed.) (1989) Prospettive fiabesche di macchine rare, Centro Stampa 
Accademia.	

"
Gallian, M. (1989) America, Accademia, Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Pallottini, P. (1989) Trentanove canzoni. da Gesùbambino al Pifferaio, I ed. 
1989, II 1993, Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Stendhal, (1989) Guida ad uso di chi viaggia in Italia, Biblioteca del Vascello/
Stampa Alternativa.	

"
1990	

Arneo, G. C. (1990)  Proibizionismo antiproibizionismo e droghe, Union 
Printing.	

"
Baraghini, M. e Turchi, D. (1990) Farsi un libro. Propedeutica 
dell’autoproduzione: orientamenti e spunti per un’impresa consapevole. O per 
una serena rinuncia, Roma, S. A./Biblioteca del Vascello.	

"
Luigetti, S. e Sorbibi, A. (1990)  Il catalogo è questo, Union Printing.	

"
Paladino, F. (1990) Vivo di pic-nic, Union Printing.	

"
Rebus, (1990) Fantadroga,  CSF.	

"
1991	

Baldini, S. (1991) Fastigi , GSF,  Roma, Stampa Alternativa.	

"

"
 Inquiries have been made to obtain the 1996 and 1997 Millelire catalogues. These catalogues are 183

no longer available from Stampa Alternativa. However the titles in the Millelire series published for 
1996, 1997, and 1999 are included in the list of titles according to genres.
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Baraghini, M. (a cura di) (1991) Canzoni e stornelli. Omaggio a Romolo 
Balzani., Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Conti, L. (1991) Inter rail-man. Manuale per chi viaggia in treno, CSF, Roma.	

"
Dentamaro, G. (1991) Droga vietata mafia arricchita, CSF, Bari.	

"
Ferrajoli, L. (1991) La legge sulla droga l'irrazionalità e l'arbitrio, CSF, 
Roma.	

"
Fossati, I. (1991) Il giullare,  Stampa Alternativa	

"
Gang, (1991) Le radici e le ali,.Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Greco, E. (1991) Immagine d'amore,  CSF.	

"
Manera, D.  (a cura di) (1991) Racconti galeghi, CSF, Roma. 1991, 2 ed. 
1992.	

"
Marziale, M. V. (1991) Lapidi e amore, Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Merini, A. (1991) Le parole di Alda Merini, Belgioioso, 2 ed. 1992.	

"
Orten, J. (1991) Età età gli uccelli gialli, GSF, Roma.	

"
Paladino, F. (1991) Tre amori giudicati, CSF.	

"
Pasquini, M. (1991) Caro Lucrezio, CSF, 1991, 2 ed. 1992.	

"
Pellegrino, A. M. (1991) In transiberiana con Han, Kidane, Bemnet, Bashir, 
1991 (“Millelire”);  1994 (“Millelire più”).	

"
Pigozzi, A. (1991) Trip, CSF, Roma.	

"
Raffaelli, L. (1991) Pesce Pinolo e Albero Armando, Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Rényi, A. (1991) Pascal: Lettere sulla probabilità, CSF, Roma.	

"
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Sylvester e Rosine, (1991) La Pietra filosofale, Union Printing e Capek.	

"
Tuiavii Di Tiavea, (1991) Papalagi, Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Valerio, A. (1991) Memorie di Stefano Romiti detto "Bimbo", Stampa 
Alternativa.	

"
1992	

Alberti, B. (1992) Tagli di piombo, CSF, Roma.	

"
Allais, A. (1992) Teatrino, Graffiti, Roma.	

"
Arneo, G. (1992) Proibizionismo antiproibizionismo, Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Aversa, S. (Traduzione)  (1992) Vladimir Vysotsky: 19 canzoni, GSF, Roma.	

"
Balsamo, G. Bosca, D., Manera,  D.  (1992)  Racconti dalle Langhe, Union 
Printing.	

"
Barenghi, V.  (1992)  Droga a Roma: Gli effetti del proibizionismo, CSF, 
Roma.	

"
Caliceta, G. (a cura di) (1992) Ipermarket Emilia Nord, Edizione Elyta & 
Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Campanile, A., Peynet, R.  (1992) Codice dei fidanzati,  1 ed.1992, II ed. 
1996.	

"
Chiesa, G. Leotti, A. (1992) Il caso Martello, CSF, Roma.	

"
Chianci, S. (1992) Porco!, Union Printing.	

"
Cotti, E. N. (1992) Sul sentiero,  S.E.F.I., edizione fuori commercio.	

"
Di Blasi, C. e Paolicelli, M. (1992) Il piccolo obbiettore. Guida pratica al 
servizio civile, Union Printing.	

"
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Epicuro, (1992) (Versione di Angello Maria pellegrino) Lettera sulla felicità, 
Union Printing, 1 ed.	

"
Ferlosio, R. S. (1992) Elogio del lupo, Roma, Biblioteca del Vascello/ Stampa 
Alternativa.	

"
Frate, K. (1992) La calligrafia riscoperta, CSF, Roma.	

"
Grechi, G. F. (1992) Tasselli, GSF, Roma.	

"
Guerrieri, G.  (1992) L'attore, Union Printing.	

"
Hofmann, A. (1992)  LSD. I miei incontri con Huxley, Leary, Jünger, Vogt, 
Union Printing.	

"
Hofmann, A. (1992) Viaggi acidi. Albert Hofmann intervistato da Pino 
Corrias, CSF, Roma.	

"
Iachini, G. D. (a cura di)  (1992) Snatch Comics. n. 1 gennaio 1969 (edizione 
fuori commercio a cura dell’Associazione Culturale Stampa Alternativa).	

"
Iachini, G. D. (a cura di) (1992) Snatch Comics n. 3. Agosto 1969, 1992, 1995 
(edizione nazionale).	

"
Keplero, J.  (1992) Lettera per la scelta di una moglie, Capek, Roma.	

"
Lamberti-Bocconi, A.  (1992) Sale Rosso, Stampa Alternativa, Roma.	

"
Laterza. G. (a cura di)  (1992) Teatro Petruzzelli/Dietro L'Incendio,  De Tullio, 
Perugia.	

"
Manera, D. (a cura di)  (1992) Racconti dalla Lunigiana , Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Manera, D. (a cura di)  (1992) Racconti dalle Canarie, Union Printing.	

"
Marcucci, G. F.  (1992)  Compagni divisi, CSF, Roma.	

"
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Mastrangeli, G.  (1992) Marylin  (edizione fuori commercio), CSF, Roma.	

"
Mishima, Y. (1992) Ali,  Union Printing.	

"
Papini, G.  (1992) Chiudiamo le scuole, Stampa Alternativa, Roma/	

"
Pasquali, M.  (1992) Ho fatto il censimento, Roma, Union Printing e Capek.	

"
Rajneesh, O.  (1992) Perché dovrei affliggermi ora,  CSF e Capek, Roma.	

"
Riccio, A.  (1992) Carta riciclata, CSF e Capek, Roma.	

"
Seneca, L. A.  (1992) Il tempo, Graphos e Capek.	

"
Sofri, A.  (1992) Il future anteriore: Come si scrivono le sentenze, F.lli Spada.	

"
Sordini, G.  (1992) Il libro dimezzato, Union Printing.	

"
Stein, G. (1992) Soldo soldi, (Traduzione di Rosella Bernascone e Barbara 
Lonati), CSF, Roma.	

"
Stendhal,  (1992) (Traduzione di Giuseppe Pintorino) I Privilegi, F. lli Spada, 
Roma.	

"
Stevenson, R. L.  (1992)  Natale, Capek, (Traduzione di Edoardo Albinati).	

"
Tripeleff, F. (1992) Un’avventura galante del conte di Cavour, I ed. Torino, 
maggio 1992, II ed. Roma, giugno, Cirone.	

"
Visotsky, V.  (1992) 19 canzoni, Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Walsner, R.  (1992)  Poesie, CSF, Roma.	

"
Zweig, S.  (1992)i Fuga e morte di Tolstoi, Capek, Stampa Alternativa.	

"
"
"
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1993	

AAVV, (1993) Anticlericale, Graffiti, Stampa Alternativa.	

"
AAVV,  (1993) Racconti, poesie, canzoni. Bottega letteraria G. Ferraris,  CSF.	

"
AAVV, (1993) TFP : Teatro festival Parma, Graffiti, edizione speciale per il 
"teatro Festival di Parma", Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Altan, (1993) Trino atto I, Graffiti.	

"
Altan, (1993) Trino atto II,  Union Printing.	

"
Aresu,  L. (1993)  Su moru in crobetura. Il moro sul tetto, Graffiti.	

"
Arneo, G. C. (1993) Canna/Bis: Uso e abuso, F.lla Spada.	

"
Attisani, A. (1993)  Il teatro del Tibet, Graffiti.	

"
Bandinelli, A. (1993) Gente di ezz 'agosto, CSF, Roma.	

"
Baraghini, M. (a cura di) (1993) Per non dimenticare: Riflessioni su un film, 
Graffiti.	

"
Battisti, S. (1993) Il gioco,  Graffiti.	

"
Bergonzoni, A. (1993) Due ruote: Guida d'uso e fantasia secondo il nuovo 
codice della strada, F.lla Spada, con pagine a colori.	

"
Bertini, F. Pasquini, A. (1993) Il portaborse:: Soggetto originale del film, 
Graffiti, Roma.	

"
Bianchi, M. (1993) Non si può mica fare il bagno con queste troie di onde, 
Graffiti.	

"
Bonfantini, M. A. e Ponzio, A. (1993) Il dialogo della menzogna, Union 
Printing.	

"
"

http://www.apple.com
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Bonfantini, M. A. e Ponzio, A. (1993)  Il diario di Adama ed Eva, F.lla Spada.	

"
Borgia, S. (1993) Una questione di stile, Graffiti.	

"
Borsa, P. (1993) Imputato Hammett, Graffiti.	

"
Ciriminna, M. Carollo, G. (1993) Lezioni d’amore, F.lla Spada, Roma.	

"
Conti, L. (1993)  Guard-rail, Graffiti, Roma.	

"
De Andreas, M. (1993) Il narcotraffico, Graffiti.	

"
De Vittis, F. (1993)  Mascitelli, R., Moscarelli, R., Racconti dalla Sapienza,: Il 
primo millelire dell'università, Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Di Blasi, C., Spada, L., Baio, P. (1993) Militari a casa. Come fare o non fare il 
servizio di leva, Roma, F.lla Spada.	

"
Dickinson, E. (1993) (Traduzione e saggio a cura di Luciano Parinetto) Dietro 
la porta, F.lla Spada, Roma.	

"
Eraclito (a cura di Luciano Parinetto) (1993) Frammenti, F.lla Spada, Roma.	

"
"
Euripide. (1993) (Traduzione nel nostro tempo di Amedeo Alliata) Alcesti il 
dono di sé: Dramma di Euripide in tre atti, Union Printing, Viterbo.	

"
Ferrieri, L. (1993)  Il lettore a(r)mato: Vademecum di autodifesa, F.lla Spada e 
Capek.	

"
Gilberto, T. (1993) Penne sporche, F.lla Spada.	

"
Giovanelli, F. (1993) La  ricchezza che cresce,  Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Giovannini, F. (1993) I vampiri sono tra noi! , Graffiti, edizione speciale a 
cura della libreria Giolitti, Graffiti, Roma.	

"
"
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Guarino, U. (1993) L'università: Disegni per inserto del Corriere della Sera, 
Graffiti, Roma.	

"
Hofmann, A. (1993) (Traduzione di Roberto Fedeli) Percezioni di realtà, 
Graffiti, Roma.	

"
Hofmann, A. (1993) I misteri di Eleusi, Union Printing.	

 	

Hugo, V. (1993) Guerra ai demolitori,  Union Printing.	

"
Kerouac, J. (1993) Neal e i tre stooges, F.lla Spada, Roma.	

"
Kipling, R. (1993) (Traduzione di Carlo Alberto Corsi) Germania, Union 
Printing, Viterbo.	

"
Leopardi, G. (1993) Manuale di epiteto, Union  Printing. 	

Leopardi, G. (1993) (a cura di Vanni Pierini) Palinodia: Canto alla rovescia,  
Graffiti, Roma.	

"
Lesnoni, F. (1993) Kunia e le altre, CSF, Roma.	

"
Lippi, F. (1993)  Vian il disertore, F.lla Spada.	

"
Lo Curto, A. (1993)  Se fossi indio: Leggende dell'Amazzonica selezionate e 
adattate da Aldo Lo Curto, F.lla Spada.	

"
Lorca, F. G. (1993) Ninne nanne, Union Printing.	

"
Luciani, S. (1993) Racconto  dell'anno vecchio di Charles Dickens,  Graffiti.	

"
Lucillio, (a cura di Riziero Di Vito) (1993) Poesie satiriche,  Union Printing, 
Viterbo.	

"
Macri, T. (1993)  Splatter, Associazione Vecchio Mattatoio.	

"
Majakovskij, V. (1993) (Introduzione e cura di Alessandro Bruciamonti) 
Cinema e cinema,  F.lla Spada.	

"
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Mancini, R. (1993) La piuma e il piombo,  Graffiti, Roma.	

"
Manera, D. (a cura di) (1993)  Racconti ecuadoriani,  F.lla Spada, Roma.	

"
Maturin, C. R. (1993) Gli Albigesi, Graffiti, Roma.	

"
Mele, A. e Sansò, P. (1993) Rappitalia. Hip-Hop e Ragamuffin al Sud, De 
Tullio, Roma.	

"
Metznere, R. e Adamson, S. (1993) (Traduzione a cura di Roberto Fedeli) 
Ecstacy, Union Printing, Vitebo.	

"
Meyrink, G. (1993) L’orologiaio, Graffiti.	

"
Mishima, Y. (1993) (Traduzione dal giapponese di Serena Bisacca) 
Inquietudine d'amore, Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Mora, F. (1993)  Calvino in topolino. Storie di scrittori, di libri e di lettori,  
F.lla Spada.	

"
Onorato, G. C. (a cura di Riccardi Lisi) (1993) L'officina dei Gemiti, 
Litografia 2 Emme, edizione fuori commercio.	

"
Paladino, F. (1993) Trattato poetico di vulcanologia, Graffiti, Roma.	

"
Paolini, E. (1993) Marocco, Graffiti.	

"
Papini, G. (1993) Le disgrazie del libro in Italia,  Graffiti, edizione speciale.	

"
Parinetti, L. (a cura di) (1993)  Breviario espressionista. 19 poeti tedeschi, 
F.lla Spada.	

"
Pedretti, M. (1993) Parole in ritirata. Scritte raccolte nei cessi, F.lli Spada, S. 
A. /Campus.	

"
Pellegrino, A. M. (1993) Nel segreto di Palmarola, Graffiti, Roma.	

"
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Perrone, N. (1993) La morte necessaria di Enrico Mattiei, Union Printing.	

"
Pinto, R. (a cura di) (1993) Forme di relazione, Tipolitografica Queriniana.	

"
Pisani, C. G. (1993) Le Mille lire scritte, F. lli Spada,  Roma.	

"
Plutarco, (1993) (introduzione e traduzione di Antonella Marzucchi ed 
Elisabetta Salvestrini), Sulla fortuna, Union Printing.	

"
Pomponi, G. (1993) Casa nostra, Graffiti, Roma.	

 	

Ponzio, A. (1993)   L'acrobata e la sua ombra, De Tullio, Bari.	

"
Rajneesh, O. (1993) Filosofia della non violenza, Union Printing.	

"
Rajnov, N. (1993) Il diavolo creatore, CSF, Roma.	

"
Robbins, T. (1993) (traduzione e redazione Matteo Guarnacca) Il fungo 
magico, Graphos.	

"
Sacerdoti, N. (versione di) (1993)  La democrazia:  Passi si autori vari, Union 
Printing.	

"
Salabè, G. (a cura di) (1993) LARP (laboratorio aperto di ricerca poetica), 
edizione speciale, Graffiti.	

"
Sansoni, F. M. (1993) Dialoghi del soliloquio, Graffiti.	

"
Schnitzler, A. (1993)  (a cura di Teresa Bianchi) Dal grande Arlecchino, F. lli 
Spada.	

"
Schwob, M. (1993)  La stella di legno, Graffiti.	

"
Selvaggi, A. (1993) Modugno: Una biografia non autorizzata, Tecno Edit, 
Bari.	

"
"
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Solfanelli, E.(1993)  Tarocchi  (con 22 chine di Salvatore Carbone), Graffiti.	

"
Soriano, M. (1993) Un balilla e il suo cane-iI doppio-Vita e morte del 
luogotenente chio, Graffiti.	

"
Taradash, M. (1993) Mafia e politica: Relazione di minoranza sui rapporti fra 
mafia e politica alla Commissione Parlamentare Antimafia, Graffiti.	

"
Teodori, M. (1993)  Come voterai, F. lli Spada, Roma.	

"
Vauro, F. (1993) Droghe leggere, Graffiti, 1993, poi Union Printing, 1994.	

"
Villon, F. (1993)  Ballate e lasse, F.lli Spada, Roma.	

"
Vilotti, J. (1993) Stoccate, Graffiti.	

"
Viola, G. L. (1993)  Tristano alchimista: Racconto,  Graffiti.	

"
Visintin, F. (1993) E ben gli sta: Favoletta con morale, Union Printing, 
Viterbo.	

"
Vitale, N. e Callipari, R. (1993) Immagini dal cyberspazio, Stampa 
Alternativa.	

"
Vito, B. de, (1993) L'ingegnere e altri racconti, edizione speciale a cura 
associazione Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Wittig, C. (1993) Libo di io, edizione speciale a cura Associazione Culturale 
Stampa Alternativa, Graffiti.	

"
1994	

AAVV, (1994) Il buco della porta, Graffiti.	

"
AAVV,  (1994) L’avventura di un giornale, Graffiti.	

"
Agnon, S. (1994) (traduzione di Gaio Sciloni) La signora e il venditore 
ambulante, Union Printing.	

"
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Anaeli, J. (a cura di) (1994) Sono Asdrubale, chiamo dall’isola di Pasqua. 
Deliri quotidiani degli  italiani a radio radicale, Union Printing.	

"
Apollinaire, G. (a cura di Franca Zanella Quarantini) (1994) Il passante di 
Praga, Graffiti.	

"
Apuzzo, S. (1994)  Animali a(r)mati. Manuale dei diritti degli animali, leggi, 
competenze, interventi, F.lla Spada.	

"
Borev, J.  (1994) (Traduzione di  Davide Vergnano) Staliniade, Union Printing.	

"
Bruno, A. (1994)  Brel: È  il vento del nord che mi farà capitano, Graffiti.	

"
Bukowski, C. (1994) Svastica, Union Printing, Vierbo.	

"
Carra, P.  (1994) La signora Pontida, Union Printing, Viterbo.	

"
Chiavari, G. M. (a cura di) (1994) Cazzi vostri io domani vado in Svizzera, 
Union Printing.	

"
Chiavari, G. M. (a cura di) (1994) Garretto mai visto. Otto soggetti ritrovati, 
Graffiti, Roma.	

"
Chiavari, G. M. (a cura di)  (1994) Garretto jamais vu: Les hommes typiques 
retrouvés, tirages de 500 exemplaires numérotés à l'occasion du 14th Salon du 
Livres-Paris,  Graffiti.	

"
Chiavari, G. M.  (1994) Lampadine scoppiate, Graffiti, Roma.	

"
Cortes, J. D.  (1994) Dona Pamela e altri racconti,  edizione speciale, Stampa 
Alternativa.	

"
Delogu, M. (1994)  Ritratti, Graffiti.	

"
Ferrazzoli, M.  (1994) Mille nani: Tutto quello che biancaneve avrebbe voluto 
sapere e non ha mai osato chiedere,  edizione speciale, Graffiti.	

"
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Formiggini, A. F.  (1994) Dizionarietto rompitascabile degli editori italiani, 
compilato da uno dei  suddetti, edizione speciale Stampa Alternativa e Graffiti, 
Roma.	

"
Goldoni, C.  (1994) La barca dei comici e altre pagine dai Mémoires,   
(Traduzione e presentazione di Giuseppe Ardolino), Union Printing.	

"
Grava, L.  (1994) Il lavoro rende liberi: Guida per chi cerca lavoro, Union 
Printing.	

"
Iachini, G. D. (a cura di)  (1994) Snatch Comics n. 2., Union Printing.	

"
Istituto Europeo di Design-Roma, (1994) La classe si riconosce, tiratura 
speciale in occasione della mostra "Nuovi Talenti", Graffiti.	

"
Kierkegaard, S. (a cura di Dario Borso) (1994) Due epoche, Union Printing.	

"
Manson, C.  (1994) I vostri bambini, Union Printing.	

"
Milani, L. (1994) L’obedienza non è più una virtù, Union Printing.	

"
Molendini, M.  (1994) Caetano Veloso. Un cantautore contromano, Union 
Printing.	

"
Montan, M.  (1994) Golpe di Pietro: Cronaca immaginaria, F.lla Spada.	

"
Mosca, G. (1994) Che cosa è la Mafia, Union Printing.	

"
Olmi, G. (a cura di)  (1994) Il santo rogo e le sue vittime, Union Printing.	

"
Ovidio, (Cura e traduzione di Enzo Santese) (1994) I cosmetici, Union 
Printing.	

"
Plutarco,  (1994) La loquacità, Union Printing.	

"
"
"
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Ponzio, A. e Martinelli, M.  (1994)  Uccelli, De Tullio, edizione speciale a 
cura di Club di Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Premio Città  di Recanati  (1994) La musica è finita? It's now or never, 
(edizione speciale a cura dell'Associazione Culturale Stampa Alternativa e 
dell'Associazione Musicultura).	

"
Presciutti, M.  (1994) Il mio gatto stava male, Graffiti.	

"
Robbins, T.  (1994) Lo scopo della luna. Chi sa far perdurare l’amore?, 
Graffiti.	

"
Romano, R.  (1994) Una domenica mattina sguardo-una nuvola bianca, 
edizione speciale, Graffiti.	

"
Sassi, F.  (1994)  Sesso da visita. Messaggi raccolti nelle cabine telefoniche, 
Graffiti.	

"
Selvaggi, A. (1994)  Membri di partito. le avventura pornopolitiche di 
Rossana Doll, Union Printing.	

"
Selvaggi, A.  (1994) Membri di partito. Seconda edizione evirata. Le 
avventura pornopolitiche di Rossana Doll., Union Printing,	

"
Stevenson, R. L.  (1994) Elogio dell’ozio, (Cura e traduzione di Violetta 
Candiani), Union Printing.	

"
Teognide,  (1994)  (traduzione di Lucio Coco) Sentenze, Union Printing.	

"
Toni, G.  (1994) Elioppido e la notte della civetta, Union Printing.	

"
Torchio, M. Di Lascia, M. T.  (1994) Dio & C., Compleanno, Union Printing.	

"
Trifonov, J. (1994) Vera e Zojka, (traduzione a cura di Paolo Galvagni), Union 
Printing.	

"
Veneziani, A.  (1994) Sudore e asfalto, Graffiti.	

"
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Warhole, A. (a cura di Matteo. B. Bianchi) (1994) La cosa più bella di Firenze 
è McDonalds, Union Printing.	

"
Zap & Ida, (1994) Il Beeeerlusca, Union Printing.	

"
1995	

AAVV, (1995) A come asino. Animali dalla A alla Z, Union Printing.	

"
AAVV, (1995) Non sorridere al carnefice. Disegni satirici sulla pena di morte, 
Graffiti.	

"
AAVV, (1995) Old osservatorio delle leggi sulla droga:, per il CORA 
(coordinamento radicale antiprobizionista), Graffiti.	

"
AAVV, (1995) Venticinque pittori del Raccolto per i venticinque anni di 
Stampa Alternativa, edizione speciale per i 25 anni di Stampa Alternativa, 
Graffiti.	

"
Artioli D. Mazzotti, M., e Borgia, S. (1995) Attenzione sul primo binario-La 
lezione-Amore e grammatica, Vincitori del Cantiere di Campus e Stampa 
Alternativa "Voci in Libertà" per l'università, Union Printing.	

"
Borgia, A. (a cura di) (1995) I dispiaceri della carne,  Kemo.	

"
Borso, D. (1995) Il giovane cacciari, Union Printing.	

"
Chiese, A. (1995) Taccuini, edizione speciale in occasione della mostra di 
Andrea Chiesi Taccuini  presso la galleria d'arte contemporanea Rossana Ferri, 
Modena, Graffiti.	

"
Chiesse, R. (1995) 7 ipotesi  per un incontro: Fiaba d'amore per chi ama il 
blu, (a cura di Gian Marco Chiavari e Gian Carlo Vicenzi), Graffiti.	

"
D'Emilio, F. (1995) L’uomo degli atti criminali, XX11 premio "Gran Giallo 
Città Cattolica", edizione speciale per il "Mystfest" di Cattolica, Union 
Printing.	

"
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Eliot, T. S. (1995) Il paese guasto (la terra desolata), (a cura di Angiolo 
Bandinelli, Kemo.	

"
Feo, G. (1995) (ideazione e coordinamento di Marcello Baraghini), Sorano e il 
suo territorio, Graffiti, (foglio A 3 ripiegato).	

"
Franzinelli, M. (1995)  Phil Ochs: La vita e la musica, Union Printing.	

"
Giovannini, F. e Tentori, A., (1995) Neo Noir,  (“Raccolta speciale Millelire”).	

"
Grasso, F. (1995) Enea, edizione speciale Cantiere di scrittura "Mediterraneo" 
2nd Expo Libro, Bari, De Tullio.	

"
Guarnaccia, M. e Laterza, G. (a cura di) (1995) Stampa Underground in Italia 
60/70, Catalogo, edizione del Club Stampa Alternativa, De Tullio, Bari.	

"
Guicciardi, L. (1995) L’incidente, XX11 premio "Gran Giallo Città Cattolica", 
edizione speciale per il "Mystfest",  Graffiti.	

"
Istituto Europeo di Design-Roma, (1995) La febbre dell'oro, Autoritratti, 
Nuovi Talenti 1994/95, Tiratura speciale in occasione della mostra "Nuovi 
Talenti" 1994-5, Graffiti.	

"
Knorr, D. (redazione) (1995) Vilipendio: Manuale sulle "offese all'autorità", 
edizione speciale Graffiti.	

"
Leopardi, G. (1995)  Disegni letterari,  edizione speciale per le librerie 
fiduciarie, Stampa Alternativa-Nuovi Equilibri-Graffiti, Roma Dicembre.	

"
Levi, C. e Gruppo Cliostraat (1995) La mole rovesciata, edizione speciale a 
cura dell'Associazione Culturale Stampa Alternativa di Torino, Graffiti.	

"
Livio, T. (1995) L'amore al tempo dei misteri, Union Printing.	

"
Loz, B. J. (1995) Uccello asinino cercasi. Cosa c’è scritto negli annunci 
erotici degli italiani, Union Printing.	

"
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Lubrano, F. (1995) L’amore è una brutta cosa con un bel nome, Union 
Printing.	

"
Luciano Di Samosata, (1995) Elogio della mosca, Union Printing.	

"
Lucrezio, (1995) Storia del genere umano, Stampa Alternativa.	

"
Manacorda, M. A., Vigli, M., Long, G. (a cura di) (1995) Stato e chiese. Il 
potere clericale in Italia dopo il “nuovo concordato” del 1984 tra Craxi e 
Wojtyla, Union Printing.	

"
Manuale per la coltivazione della marijuana, I ed. (1974); ultima ed. (1995) in 
Vernassa, L. (a cura di) Settebelli., Union Printing.	

"
Massari, G. (a cura di) (1995)  Smiley: Le faccine di Internet, Union Printing.	

"
Mazzucato, F. (1995) 144, confessione di una telefonista erotica, Kemo.	

"
Milani, D. L. (1995) Ancheleochesannosgambettare, Union Printing.	

"
Piomelli, D. (1995)  Storia della canapa indiana. Breve ma veridica, Union 
Printing.	

"
Prada, C. (a cura di) (1995) Canzoni della forca, Union Printing.	

"
Rajneesh, O. (1995) L’avvelenamento della coscienza, tratte da: The 
Dhammapada, Beyond Enlightenment, the Invitation, The Zen Manifesto, 
Union Printing.	

"
Rinaldi, P. (1995) Il commissario Gargiulo, edizione speciale per il "Mystfest" 
di cattolica, Graffiti.	

"
"
Salis, C. (1995) Un brutto affare, XX11 premio "Gran Giallo Città Cattolica", 
edizione speciale per il "Mysfest, Graffiti. 	

"
"
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Santi, G. (1995) Cronologia di un duplice omicidio premeditato, edizione 
speciale per il "Mystfest" di cattolica, Graffiti.	

"
Scarlini, L. (a cura di) (1995) Kerouac and Co., Beat City Blues,  Union 
Printing.	

"
Scibilia, C. (a cura di) (1995) Rasta, Union Printing.	

"
Shakespeare, W. (1995) Il tempo che fugge: Sonetti, traduzione di Paolo E, 
Balboni, Union Printing.	

"
Shakespeare, W. (1995) Sonetti d'amore, traduzione di Paolo E, Bolboni, 
Union Printing.	

"
Sottsass, E. (a cura di Gruppo A 12) (1995) L'altro catalogo: Suggestioni, 
disegni, architetture, edizione speciale in occasione della mostra Paesaggio 
Contemporaneo, Graffiti.	

"
Sottsass, E. (1995)  Erotik design, a cura di Liana Cavallaro,  edizione 
speciale in occasione della conferenza di Ettore Sottsass, Politecnico di 
Milano, La Grafica Nuova,.	

"
Sottsass, E. (a cura di Gruppo A 12, Geneva e Instant City , Torino) (1995) Il 
pensiero generale alla fine del secondo millennio, edizione speciale in 
occasione della manifestazione Settembre a Quarrata '95, Graffiti.	

"
Sottsass, E. (1995) Paesaggio  contemporaneo: 40 foto di Ettore Sottsass, (a 
cura di Gruppo A 12, Genova Instant City, Torino, edizione speciale in 
occasione della rassegna Campo Aperto, Graffiti.	

"
Spadanuda, L. (1995) La fava trionfante. I genitali nella letteratura, Union 
Printing.	

"
Tacito, P. C. (1995) La Germania, traduzione di Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, a 
cura di Mauro Pedretti,  Union Printing.	

"
Teano, (1995) L’artusi S+N,  Union Printing.	

"
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Termine, A. (a cura di) (1995)  Scar torna in sacrestia. Un anno di scritte sui 
muri a Milano, Union Printing.	

"
Vernassa, L. (a cura di) (1995) Contro la famiglia, manuale di autodifesa per i 
minorenni, Roma, S. A./Savelli, I ed. 1975; II ed. aggiornata 1976; III ed. 1995 
in Settebelli.	

"
Viale, L. (a cura di) (1995) Tanti auguri all’editore. Venticinque corone per un 
reame senza sovrani,  edizione speciale in occasione dei 25 anni di Stampa 
Alternativa, Graffiti.	


"

"
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Millelire Cofanetti	


"
Ardolino, G. (a cura di) (1995) Cinéma mon amour, ("Piccola Biblioteca 
Millelire").	

"
Cavagnaro, R. (a cura di) (1993) Raccolta inediti autori italiani, (“Raccolta 
Millelire”).	

"
Cicciomessere, M., Agorà Telematica (a cura di) (1993) Internet (“Raccolta 
speciale  Millelire”).	

"
Fedeli, R. (a cura di) (1995) Psichedelica (“Piccola Biblioteca Millelire”).	

"
Fois, M. (a cura di) (1995) Giallo, nero & mistero (“Raccolta Millelire”).	

"
Forte, F. (a cura di) (1994) Cyberpunk  (“Raccolta speciale Millelire”).	

"
Forte, F.  (a cura di) (1994) Fantasia  (“Raccolta Millelire”).	

"
Forte, F. (a cura di) (1995) Horror erotico  ("Piccola Biblioteca Millelire").	

"
Geleotti, C. (a cura di) (1994) Libertà  (“Piccola Biblioteca Millelire”).	

"
Giovannini, F. e Tentori, A. (a cura di) (1995) Neo-Noir, Deliziosi raccontini 
col morto (“Raccolta speciale Millelire”).	

"
Librerie del Giallo (a cura di) (1995) Crimine  (“Raccolta Millelire”).	

"
Manera, D. (a cura di) (1993) Racconti dal mondo  (“Raccolta Millelire”).	

"
Moltedo, A. (a cura di) (1995) Parole di donne  ("Piccola Biblioteca 
Millelire").	

"
Morcellini, M. Abruzzese, A. (a cura di) (1995) La comunicazione (“Piccola 
Biblioteca  Millelire”).	

""
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Pellegrino A. M. (a cura di) (1994) Piccola Biblioteca della felicità  
(“Raccolta Millelire”). 	

"
Pellegrino, A. M. (a cura di) (1995) Psichedelica  (“Piccola Biblioteca 
Millelire”).	

"
Puliti, L. (a cura di) (1994) Memoria  (“Raccolta Millelire”).	

"
Vernassa, L. (a cura di) (1995) Settebelli, i primi, i più amati (“Raccolta 
speciale Millelire”).	

"
"

Millelire Titles 1998 (as shown in the 1998 Catalogue).	

Snatch 1	

Droghe leggere	

Ma perché non siamo nati tutti finocchi (battute del film)	

Internet per fans	

Ho conosciuto mia mogoe	

Pensieri e aforismi	

Toto: E io Paga!	

Ti amo in tutte le lingue	

L'amore al tempo del Gilera	

Il maestro e le margherite	

Scrittrice precoce	

Groucho Marx: Se mi sposi non guarderò mai più un altro cavallo	

Tatarella:  Nero variabile	

Gasparazzo. . . e la lotta Continua	

Istanbul fai da te'	

Evola, J. Sesso e libertà	

Lisbona elettrica	

Ho la vagina pectoris	

Sofri, A. A doppia mandata	

Buroughs, W. Vicolo del tornando	

Tranquilli:  Oggi non vi picchiamo	

Andreev, L. Suicidio	

Plutarco, Ls curiosità	

Genet, G. IL giovane criminale	

"
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Un bacio è un modo nuovo per conoscere tante lingue	

Juggling	

La discarica dei 101	

Greciando 	

Legalizzatela!	

Una matita a serramanico:  Omaggio a Stefano Tamburini	

14 Poesie d'amore	

Ti amo da matti	

Campanile-Peynet Codice dei fidanzati	

Voltaire Malafede	

Spinoza La superstizione	

Chi è stata cicciona	

Pitagora Verso aurei	

Carretera central	

Mammacannibile	

Manuale  per non suicidarsi	

Harley-Davidson	

144.  Confessione di una telefonata erotica	

Storia della canapa indiana	

Kerouac and Co.	

Shakespeare Sonetti D'amore	

Bukowsky, C. Svastica	

Warhol, A. La cosa più bella do Firenze è McDonalds.	

Snatch 2	

Cazzi vostri io domani vado in Svizzera	

Rajineesh:, O., Filosofia della non violenza	

 Perché dovrei affigghermi ora	

Animali a(r)mati	

Parole in ritrate	

Stevenson, R. L. Elogio dell'ozio	

Cannabis uso e abuso	

Twain, M. Il diario di Adamo e d Eva	

Mishima, Y. Inquietudine d'amore	

Le Millelire scritte	

Il piccolo obbiettore'	

Seneca Il tempo	

Epicuro  Lettera sulla felicità	


"
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Mishima, Y. Ali	

Piccola Biblioteca Millelire	

Pelle di donne:  Moda e bellezza	

Ruah:  Il femminile di Dio	

Sottsass, Erotic Design	

Non ci casco!	

Credere, obbedire, combattere:  I catechismi del fascismo	

Femminismo	

Osh:  Questioni d'amore	

Vamp:  Femmine crudeli, donne fatali e dark ladies nel cinema	

Verso Oriente:  Pagine di viaggio di autori italiani	

La comunicazione	

Horror erotico	

Libertà	

Parole di donne.	
"
"

"
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Appendix 2	


 

"

	


Marcello Baraghini	


"

 

"
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Collana Raccolte Millelire	


 

"
Collana Piccola Biblioteca Millelire	

 

"
"

"


